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Foreword

The production of this report marks an important stage in
the restoration of Dragon Hall by the Norfolk and
Norwich Heritage Trust. Ultimately the restoration will
enable the building to be used as an interpretative and
educational centre for Norwich and the county.

It is now 23 years since the City of Norwich purchased
the building from Grand Metropolitan, who in turn had
bought it from Watney Mann. Professor Hassell Smith
was responsible for the early recognition of the impor-
tance of the building and Michael Riviere, then a director
of Watney Mann, was a prime mover in ensuring that the
site came to the City. The exciting discovery of the great
hall amongst the confusion of small properties into which
it had been divided led the City to restore the basic struc-
ture, and then to the establishment of the Norfolk and
Norwich Heritage Trust. The City conservation and archi-
tectural team led by Vic Neirop Reading carried out the
initial work which the Trust has continued with the help of
many benefactors.

In 1997 the Heritage Lottery Fund made a generous
grant in order that a research excavation might be carried
out before any further restoration and development of the
standing building took place; the Single Regeneration
Budget also contributed to the cost of this excavation. This
report and its related research archive, now stored at
Gressenhall, Norfolk provide a detailed record of the

intensive research, excavation and post-excavation which
took place. Andy Shelley and his team from the Norfolk
Archaeological Unit, Elizabeth Rutledge, and the many
other specialists are to be congratulated in providing this
comprehensive and well-illustrated volume.

This project linked excavation to documentary
research and a detailed interpretation of the standing
building. A wide range of scientific techniques has been
applied to the finds.

It was exciting for those of us who have been involved
in the project since the Trust was formed in 1987 to watch
as the archaeologists revealed a more complex history of
the area than might have been expected. The range of
pottery recovered, from Roman to Victorian, is an
outstanding one for Norwich. The two major 13th-century
buildings and a roadway to the river were all major discov-
eries. The dendrochronological dating of timbers in the
Hall to 1427 has strengthened the supposition that the
building was built by Robert Toppe.

A new, exciting and much more detailed picture of
early riverside Norwich has been revealed.

Christopher Barringer
Chairman, Norfolk and Norwich Heritage Trust 1987–2003
January 2002

Summary

During the winter of 1997/98 an archaeological
excavation beside King Street, Norwich was conducted on
behalf of the Norfolk and Norwich Heritage Trust. The
work reduced the level of the area behind and within
Dragon Hall, a Grade I listed merchant’s hall, by up to 4m,
and in so doing provided the archaeological evidence by
which the building could be placed in its spatial and
temporal context.

Although a wealthy merchant built Dragon Hall in
1427 there had already been stone buildings on the site for
140 years, while the origins of settlement here lay in the
period c. 975–1025. The properties and some of the build-
ings used by these first settlers were uncovered, along
with evidence for a riverside community within an
extra-mural Late Saxon suburb.

Until the mid-13th century the site comprised three
properties engaged in small-scale craft and industry,
alongside horticulture and keeping livestock. At this time
there appears to have been little tangible interest in the
emergent commercial possibilities of the nearby river. By
the early 1300s, however, the site had passed into the
hands of the professional and ecclesiastical elite. The
earliest known document relating to the site is a deed from
1289 which records a land transfer between the Abbey of
Woburn and a Norwich clerk, John Page. Both used the
site to build substantial stone houses. One reason for the
abbey’s interest in the property was probably its situation
between a river flowing through the great medieval

herring town of Yarmouth and a cardinal road through
Norwich — providing an ideal base from which to process
fish and dispatch them inland. The early 14th-century
remnants of Page’s hall house survive today within the
15th-century merchant hall. The two holdings were
conjoined during the second half of the 14th century, when
the site was unified by the Midday or Clere families.

The defining years in the site’s development occurred
in the late 1420s when an ambitious construction
programme, probably by local merchant Robert Toppe,
commenced. This was to result in Dragon Hall itself. The
hall house was substantially rebuilt and its service end
embedded within the new trading hall. The first floor of
the new hall provided the huge open space within which to
store and display goods, and an office above the former
service rooms from which to conduct business. The circu-
lation of visitors was regulated carefully: divisions
between public and private space are signalled by the
quality of workmanship on show. One of the former
Woburn buildings was replaced by a possibly domestic
building. A road which had linked the Midday/Clere
complex to the street and river was now blocked by the
warehouse and terminated beneath the first-floor
showroom.

After Toppe’s death the complex passed into the hands
of local gentry until, in 1619, the great holding was
re-divided. Some of the buildings, including the abbey of
Woburn’s stone house, were demolished, and others rose
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to take their place. From the 17th century Dragon Hall was
gradually divided into a series of separate dwellings.
Thereafter the holdings become increasingly fragmented.
A metalworking shop was eventually built on the site of
one of the Woburn buildings and by the mid-18th century
parts of the hall house were being used as an inn (‘The
Three Merry Wherrymen’, later the ‘Old Barge Inn’). The
process of infilling backyard areas, and of sub-dividing
existing properties, culminated in the late 1800s. By 1935
the site housed at least 34 individuals.

As the population of the site rose, so the quantity and
variety of their discarded pottery increased. The collection
of early modern ceramics from the site is currently without
national parallel. Much of this came from the inns (‘The
Black Horse’ occupied part of Dragon Hall itself), as did

four commemorative clay tobacco pipes stamped with
‘God Bless King George’.

Despite much damage to King Street during the
Second World War the site itself emerged largely
unscathed. By then, however, many of its buildings had
already been demolished during municipal slum clearance
in the 1930s. Post-war King Street was briefly prosperous
before, in the 1960s, the dwindling commercial use of the
river initiated a decline in the street’s fortunes. By the
early 1990s almost all commerce and industry had gone.

Ongoing regeneration of King Street reflects renewed
interest in inner cities. The moment at which Dragon Hall
is once again looking forward to a sustainable future is
perhaps an auspicious one for presenting the definitive
account of the site’s first thousand years.

Résumé

Pendant l’hiver 1997/98, des fouilles archéologiques ont
été entreprises sous l’égide de Norfolk and Norwich Heri-
tage Trust dans la ville de Norwich, près de King Street.
On a creusé l’intérieur et les alentours de la halle
marchande de Dragon Hall, qui est classée au niveau I des
bâtiments historiques. Ces fouilles ont permis de replacer
ce bâtiment dans son contexte spatio-temporel.

Dragon Hall a été construit par un riche marchand en
1427 mais il existait déjà des bâtiments en pierre à cet
endroit depuis 140 ans. Le site lui-même date de la période
comprise entre 975 et 1025. On a pu dégager les propriétés
et certains des bâtiments occupés par ces premiers habi-
tants, ainsi que les traces d’une petite communauté
installée le long de la rivière dans un faubourg extra-muros
datant de la période saxonne tardive.

Jusqu’au milieu du treizième siècle, le site comprenait
trois propriétés où l’on exerçait des activités artisanales et
industrielles à petite échelle tout en pratiquant
l’horticulture et l’élevage du bétail. Il semble qu’à cette
époque, les habitants n’ont pas véritablement eu
conscience des possibilités commerciales naissantes de la
rivière située à proximité. Toutefois, au début du
quatorzième siècle, le site est passé aux mains de l’élite
professionnelle et ecclésiastique. Le document le plus
ancien date de 1289. Il s’agit d’un contrat portant sur un
transfert de propriété entre l’abbaye de Woburn et un clerc
de Norwich nommé John Page. Ces deux parties ont
construit de grandes maisons en pierre sur le site. Il est
probable que l’intérêt de l’abbaye pour l’endroit provenait
en partie de sa situation. Il est en effet placé à l’intersection
d’un carrefour central de Norwich et d’une rivière
traversant la grande ville médiévale de Yarmouth connue
pour son hareng, ce qui permettait d’en faire une base
idéale pour le traitement du poisson et son expédition dans
la région. On trouve actuellement des vestiges, datant du
quatorzième siècle, de la première résidence de Page dans
la halle du quinzième siècle. Les deux bâtiments furent
réunis dans la seconde moitié du quatorzième siècle,
lorsque le site fut unifié par les familles Midday ou Clere.

Le site se développa de façon significative à la fin des
années 1420, lorsque un marchand de la région dénommé
Robert Toppe se lança dans un ambitieux programme de
construction dont le résultat final fut Dragon Hall. La

résidence fut en grande partie reconstruite et la partie des
services fut intégrée à la nouvelle halle. Le premier étage
était composé d’un immense espace ouvert destiné au
stockage et à l’exposition des marchandises, et d’un
bureau, réservé aux transactions, qui était situé au-dessus
des anciennes salles de services. La circulation des
visiteurs était réglée avec soin : la nature des activités en
cours permettait de distinguer l’espace public de l’espace
privé. L’une des constructions Woburn fut remplacée par
un bâtiment probablement destiné à un usage domestique.
La route qui reliait le complexe Midday/Clere à la rue et à
la rivière était désormais bloquée par l’entrepôt et elle se
terminait sous la salle d’exposition du premier étage.

Après la mort de Toppe, le complexe passa aux mains de
la gentry locale jusqu’en 1619, année où toute la propriété
fut redivisée. On détruisit certains des bâtiments, dont la
maison en pierre de l’abbaye de Woburn, et on en
construisit d’autres à la place. A partir du dix-septième
siècle, Dragon Hall fut progressivement divisé en un
ensemble de résidences distinctes, et le mouvement de
morcellement des propriétés s’accentua par la suite. Une
boutique ayant trait au travail des métaux fut finalement
construite sur le site de l’un des bâtiments Woburn et au
milieu du dix-huitième siècle, certaines parties du site
furent transformées en une auberge qui s’appela d’abord
‘The Three Merry Wherrymen’, puis ‘Old Barge Inn’. Le
comblement des arrière-cours et la subdivision des
propriétés existantes culminèrent vers la fin des années
1800. En 1935, le site abritait au moins 34 personnes.

La quantité de poteries jetées sur le site augmenta
proportionnellement à l’accroissement de la population.
On y a découvert un ensemble de poteries datant du début
de l’époque moderne qui est actuellement sans équivalent
sur le plan national. Beaucoup de ces céramiques
provenaient des auberges (‘The Black Horse’ occupa une
partie de la halle de Dragon Hall), de même que quatre
pipes commémoratives en argile portant l’inscription ‘God
Bless King George’ (Que Dieu bénisse le roi George).

Malgré les nombreux dégâts causés à King Street
pendant la deuxième guerre mondiale, le site lui-même fut
en grande partie épargné. A cette époque, toutefois, un
grand nombre de bâtiments avaient été démolis à
l’occasion de la destruction des taudis réalisée par la
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municipalité dans les années 1930. King Street connut une
brève période de prospérité avant que le ralentissement de
l’exploitation économique de la rivière dans les années
1960 n’entraîne le déclin des bonnes fortunes de cette rue.
Au début des années 1990, presque toutes les activités
commerciales et industrielles avaient disparu.

La rénovation en cours de King Street traduit un regain
d’intérêt pour le centre des villes. Comme nous pouvons
désormais envisager avec confiance l’avenir de Dragon
Hall, le moment est peut-être venu de présenter une
histoire autorisée des mille premières années du site.
(Traduction: Didier Don)

Zusammenfassung

Im Winter 1997/98 wurden im Auftrag des »Norfolk and
Norwich Heritage Trust« archäologische Grabungen
neben der King Street in Norwich durchgeführt. Bei den
Arbeiten wurde der Bereich hinter und innerhalb der
Dragon Hall, einem unter Denkmalschutz stehenden
mittelalterlichen Kaufhaus (Kategorie »Grade I«), um bis
zu vier Meter abgetragen. Dadurch wurden
archäologische Reste freigelegt, die bei der zeitlichen und
räumlichen Einordnung des Gebäudes halfen.

Dort, wo ein wohlhabender Kaufmann 1427 die
Dragon Hall erbaute, standen bereits 140 Jahre lang
steinerne Gebäude, während die erste Besiedlung in die
Zeit von etwa 975–1025 fiel. Neben Grundstücksarealen
und einigen Gebäuden aus der ersten Siedlungsphase
fanden sich auch Hinweise auf eine kleine, am Fluss
lebende Gemeinschaft in einem spätsächsischen Vorort
außerhalb der Stadtmauern.

Bis zur Mitte des 13. Jahrhunderts befanden sich am
Ausgrabungsort drei Anwesen, deren Bewohner in
geringem Umfang handwerkliche und industrielle
Tätigkeiten ausübten sowie Gartenbau und Viehzucht
betrieben. Wie es scheint, bestand zu jener Zeit kein
nachweisbares Interesse an den sich abzeichnenden
kommerziellen Möglichkeiten des nicht weit entfernten
Flusses. Bereits zu Beginn des 14. Jahrhunderts war die
Stätte dann in den Händen der professionellen und
geistlichen Elite. Das früheste bekannte Dokument mit
Bezug auf die Stätte ist eine Urkunde aus dem Jahr 1289,
die einen Landtransfer zwischen der Abtei von Woburn
und John Page, Sekretär in Norwich, bezeugt. Beide
erbauten an der Stätte substanzielle Steinhäuser. Ein
Grund für das Interesse der Abtei an dem Areal war
vermutlich dessen Lage zwischen einem Fluss durch die
wichtige mittelalterliche Heringsstadt Yarmouth und
einer der Hauptstraßen durch Norwich – ein idealer
Ausgangspunkt für die Verarbeitung und den Transport
des Fischs ins Landesinnere. Reste von John Pages
Hallenhaus aus dem frühen 14. Jahrhundert haben
innerhalb des Kaufhauses aus dem 15. Jahrhundert bis
heute überlebt. Die beiden Besitztümer wurden in der
zweiten Hälfte des 14. Jahrhunderts verschmolzen, als die
Stätte unter der Familie Midday oder Clere vereint wurde.

Die entscheidenden Jahre für die Entwicklung der
Stätte waren die späten 1420er, als ein ambitioniertes,
wahrscheinlich vom ortsansässigen Kaufmann Robert
Toppe initiiertes Bauprogramm begann, das im Bau der
Dragon Hall mündete. Das Hallenhaus wurde stark
umgebaut, wobei die an einem Ende gelegenen
Wirtschaftsräume in die neue Handelshalle einbezogen
wurden. Das Obergeschoss des neuen Gebäudes bot auf
einer großen Freifläche Platz zum Lagern und Ausstellen

von Waren sowie für ein Büro über den ehemaligen
Wirtschaftsräumen, das zur Geschäftsabwicklung diente.
Die Besucherführung war sorgfältig geregelt; die
Trennung zwischen öffentlichen und privaten Räumen ist
durch die Qualität der Verarbeitung ersichtlich. Eins der
früheren Woburn-Häuser wurde durch ein vermutlich
Wohnzwecken dienendes Gebäude ersetzt. Ein Weg, der
den Midday/Clere-Komplex mit der Straße und dem Fluss
verbunden hatte, war nun durch das Lagerhaus blockiert.
Er endete unter dem Verkaufsraum im ersten Stock.

Nach dem Tod von Robert Toppe ging der Komplex an
den örtlichen Kleinadel über, bis er 1619 erneut aufgeteilt
wurde. Einige Häuser, darunter auch das Steingebäude der
Abtei, wurden abgerissen und durch neue Gebäude
ersetzt. Ab dem 17. Jahrhundert wurde die Dragon Hall
nach und nach in eine Reihe separater Wohneinheiten
unterteilt. Danach fand eine immer stärkere
Fragmentierung statt. Am Ort eines der Woburn-Häuser
wurde schließlich eine Schlosserei erbaut und noch vor
der Mitte des18. Jahrhunderts wurden Teile des
Hallenhauses als Gasthof genutzt (»The Three Merry
Wherrymen«, später das »Old Barge Inn«). Der Prozess
der Verfüllung von Hinterhofbereichen und der Teilung
bestehender Grundstücke fand im späten 19. Jahrhundert
seinen Höhepunkt. 1935 wohnten an dieser Stätte
mindestens 34 Menschen.

Mit dem Anstieg der Bewohner stieg auch die Zahl
und Vielfalt der aussondierten Tonwaren. Die
Ansammlung der hier gefundenen frühmodernen
Keramik ist in Großbritannien bisher ohne Parallele. Ein
Großteil stammte aus den Gasthöfen (das »Black Horse«
war in einem Teil der Dragon Hall untergebracht), ebenso
wie vier Tonpfeifen – mit dem Stempel »God Bless King
George« versehene Gedenkstücke.

Obwohl die King Street im Zweiten Weltkrieg stark
verwüstet wurde, war die Ausgrabungsstätte weitgehend
unversehrt. Allerdings waren in den 1930er Jahren viele
der Gebäude während einer städtischen Slumsanierung
abgerissen worden. In der Nachkriegszeit erlebte die King
Street eine kurze Blüte, bevor in den 1960er Jahren die
nachlassende kommerzielle Flussnutzung den
Niedergang der Straße einläutete. Zu Beginn der 1990er
Jahre waren Handel und Industrie fast vollkommen
verschwunden.

Die derzeitige Regenerierung der King Street spiegelt
das neu erwachte Interesse an den Innenstädten wider.
Vielleicht ist es ja ein positives Zeichen, dass zu dem
Zeitpunkt, an dem die Dragon Hall wieder eine tragfähige
Zukunft vor sich hat, ein definitiver Bericht über die ersten
tausend Jahre der Stätte vorgelegt werden kann.
(Übersetzung: Gerlinde Krug)
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Figure 1  Plan of Norwich showing the location of archaeological excavations and major historic buildings
on King Street. Scale 1:4000.



1. Introduction
by Andy Shelley

Norwich, the capital city of Norfolk, probably had its
origins in the Middle Saxon period (AD 650–850).
Current orthodoxy supposes that a number of later
9th-century settlements coalesced into a Late Saxon town
of burghal status, which in turn developed into the regional
Norman capital. By the Middle Ages it was England’s
largest walled city and its population soared after immi-
grants from the Low Countries began to arrive in 1565. By
the 18th century Norwich was Britain’s richest provincial
city (Ayers 2003) and today central Norwich, retaining its
position as the region’s centre, has a population of
122,000.

Dragon Hall, a striking 15th-century merchant’s hall
incorporating a hall house dating to the early 1300s, is set
between the river Wensum (which meets the sea, as the
River Yare, some 25km east of the city), and King Street, a
cardinal route through Norwich. The building (its name is
a modern embellishment) is a reminder of the days when
the city was a regional hub for international trade and local
citizens grew rich on the profits of commerce with the
Low Countries, Germany and beyond.

The early 14th-century elements to Dragon Hall are
the earliest known survivors of an ‘L’-shaped hall house in
Norfolk (Pevsner and Wilson 1997, 89). Moreover, the
fact that the largely intact early 15th-century first-floor
trading hall was built for a private merchant, rather than as

a guild hall, makes Dragon Hall a building of national
importance.

It is remarkable that Dragon Hall survived the turbu-
lence of the 20th century, which brought widespread slum
clearance, aerial bombardment and post-war redevelop-
ment. Its survival is especially fortunate, for in this great
trading hall we see reflected the fortunes of post-Tudor
Norwich. And surrounding it, beneath the ground and in
documents, lay the evidence for the origins of the settle-
ment from which Dragon Hall evolved.

This volume attempts to articulate this history. It does
this through an interdisciplinary study of the remains
uncovered during excavations in 1997–8, the site’s build-
ings and historical documents. Although it had not been
the intention to personalise the account, the actions of
historical figures have inevitably influenced the story
throughout.

The purpose of this project has been to provide a
comprehensive account of how the study area has been
used from its first settlement in the late 900s to adoption of
the site by Norwich City Council in 1979. For this reason
equal weight has been given to the evidence from all
historical periods. It is hoped that this has not only enabled
the ‘whole story’ to be written, but will provide to those
interested in the more recent past a useful set of data from
which to work.
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Figure 2  Plan of the Dragon Hall block showing the excavation area, borehole locations and areas where natural soils
were exposed. Scale 1:500.
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Plate I Dragon Hall, looking south along King Street (© Richard
Denyer)

Plate II St Ann’s Cottage in 1997
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Plate III St Ann’s Cottage in 2000

Plate IV  Dragon Hall, with Nos 125 and 127 King Street alongside



I. Background to the work
(Plates I–IV; Figs 1 and 2)

The site (TG 2355 0818, Norfolk Historic Environment
Record 449N) and its buildings (Dragon Hall, Plates I and
IV and cover; St Ann’s Cottage, Plates II and III) lie in the
parish of St Julian, in a block of land between King Street,
St Ann’s Lane, the River Wensum and Old Barge Yard. (St
Ann’s Lane [1845 White directory entry] is first shown as
St Ann Lane in 1920, having previously been identified as
St Anns Lane by Kirkpatrick in 1720). St Julian parish is
situated in the south-western quarter of the former walled
medieval city.

In 1979 Dragon Hall’s historical importance, which
had been recognised in 1954 by Grade I listed building
status, led to its purchase by Norwich City Council.

A programme of extensive renovation and structural
works followed the purchase. In 1987 Norfolk and
Norwich Heritage Trust was formed with the aim of
restoring the building and developing it into a centre for
public enjoyment and education.

In 1996 an application was made by the Trust to Heri-
tage Lottery Fund for monies to prepare a Conservation
Plan. As a result of this application it became apparent that
a detailed research excavation at the site could feed much
new and valuable information into the Conservation Plan.
A Project Design for this archaeological work (Shepherd
1997a) was prepared and accepted. Excavations, jointly
funded by Heritage Lottery Fund and Norfolk and
Norwich Heritage Trust, commenced in October 1997.
The Conservation Plan (Norfolk and Norwich Heritage
Trust 1998) was finalised in 1998 and revised in
November 1999. A new application by the Trust to

Heritage Lottery Fund to complete the transformation of
Dragon Hall into a heritage centre was approved in 2003.

II. Topography
(Plate V; Fig. 1)

Until the construction of a bypass (Rouen Road) in 1963
King Street was the southern half of the principal
north-to-south route through Norwich (Plate V). It is sepa-
rated from its northern counterpart, Magdalen Street, by
Tombland, the site of the Late Saxon market. Here the
street is at its highest elevation (approximately 13.10m
OD). Southward the street gently descends towards the
river, bottoming out beside Abbey Lane (c. 4.0m OD, Fig.
1). Thereafter it rises again to meet Carrow Road at 7.6m.
By the time it joins Bracondale some 375m further south it
has risen to a height of 21m above sea level.

The street is dominated by a ridge of high ground to the
west, along which Ber Street runs. The ridge, together
with Mousehold Heath to the north-east, is the highest
area of the city, rising to 36.90m OD where it meets
Bracondale. It is formed from Upper Chalk (British
Geological Survey 1975) overlain by Norwich Crag (a
sequence of late Pliocene and early Pleistocene marine
sediments). King Street is situated over the chalk and the
area to the east of the street lies over first terrace river
gravels. The fall away from this ridge towards the river is
dramatic by Norfolk standards.

The northern end of King Street lies some way from
the river Wensum, tidal at this point and which winds
through Norwich before joining the river Yare 1.5km to
the east of Dragon Hall. King Street nears the river close to
where the latter performs a sharp turn towards the south
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Plate V  The King Street area and central Norwich from the air in September 1947. The southern end of King Street
appears in the bottom left hand corner and becomes Magdalen Street to the north of Norwich Cathedral. Dragon
Hall is ringed. Crown Copyright 1947/MOD. Reproduced with the permission of the Controller of Her Majesty’s

Stationary Office.



(Fig. 1). As the two routes head southward they gradually
converge, so that barely 30m separates them where they
are crossed by Norwich’s medieval city wall. The stretch
of the river shown on Fig. 1 was, until recently, crossed by
two bridges: Foundry Bridge (built in 1884) and Carrow
Bridge (opened in 1923). These were joined in 2001 by the
Novi Sad Friendship Bridge which links King Street to the
new retail and residential development of Riverside. A
fourth bridge is planned for the bottom of Old Barge Yard.

There are no other known watercourses in the area,
with the exception of the Cockey (a generic term for a
stream prevalent in Norwich during the medieval period).
This little stream, now fully culverted, probably rises to
the south of Rose Lane and runs due south to meet the
Wensum at the point where it turns southward.

The River Wensum follows the western edge of a large
basin which is occupied by the Riverside development,
Norwich City Football Club and Norwich railway
terminus. This area contains a number of buried
palaeochannels and sand bars, which are sealed in part by
alluvial peat growth.

The upper reaches of King Street are dominated to this
day by the 11th-century royal castle keep, which sits at the
northern end of the Ber Street ridge. Here the line of King
Street is crossed by main routes (Prince of Wales Road and
Rose Lane) connecting eastern Norwich to the city centre.
Further routes cross the street as it heads southward,
notably Mountergate/Stepping Lane and St Julian’s Alley
and Old Barge Yard.

Major redevelopment of the area during the 1960s
included the construction of a new road, Rouen Road, to
the west of King Street. This provided a new arterial route
into the city from the south, thus relieving King Street
which until that point had been the main A146 road. Other
minor routes connect King Street to the river (St Ann’s
Lane, Hobrough Lane, Abbey Lane, ABC Wharf), Rouen
Road (Music House Lane) and Bracondale (St Peter
Southgate).

Much of King Street is lined with buildings (p.14,
below). Beyond the city wall, however, its character
becomes decidedly less urban, as it passes between the
gardens of Carrow Works and the tree-lined slopes of a
former quarry (Butt Hills).

III. Previous archaeological observations at
Dragon Hall

The purchase of Dragon Hall by the local authority led in
1980 to the first archaeological examination of the site. An
archaeological trench of 7m length was excavated to the
rear of the building by Brian Ayers (Ayers 1981). This
research-led excavation aimed to discover how, if at all, a
large arch in the rear of the building had been connected to
the river. In the event the excavation proved inconclusive.
This earlier work has not been incorporated into his volume.

Further excavations took place in 1987–8. These were
carried out by the Norwich Rescue Archaeological Team
(a part of the Norfolk Archaeological Unit) and funded by
the government’s Community Programme. The work
entailed the drawing of many elevations and plans of
Dragon Hall’s fabric prior to re-plastering and other works
associated with its renovation. This survey was comple-
mented by excavation in areas where levels were being
altered. To date this work has only been published in

summary (Ayers 1987a, 27–8), and its results have
therefore been incorporated within this report.

IV. Excavations 1997–9
(Fig. 2)

The main body of results presented in this volume springs
from archaeological evidence uncovered by the Norfolk
Archaeological Unit in 1997 and 1998. After an initial
watching brief in September 1997 archaeological excava-
tion commenced in October, and finished in April 1998.
Thereafter several smaller archaeological interventions
occurred, including work in the northern cellar in 1999.
The excavations took place in relatively benign weather
conditions.

Excavation method
The size and limits of the excavation area (Fig. 2) took
account of a number of factors. These were chiefly the
need to avoid standing buildings and areas of continued
access, and the creation of safe excavation edges. The total
plan area excavated measured 450m2, large areas of which
were highly stratified. At the deepest, there was nearly 4m
depth of archaeological fill and deposits.

The site was, in September 1997, extensively covered
in trees, shrubs and overgrowth, all of which were
removed. Additionally two garages fronting St Ann’s
Lane, a former toilet block attached to the south wing and
various lean-to structures against the timber arcade of
Dragon Hall were demolished, and the rubble removed.
The footings of these structures were recorded.

In general the site, after clearance, appeared level. A
roughly surfaced car park behind the south wing of
Dragon Hall was bordered to the north by a brick-and-flint
wall standing to a height of 1.2m (which later proved to be
the south wall of a 19th-century building). This, and a wall
forming the eastern curtilage of the site, retained over a
metre of garden soils and rubble, all the product of demoli-
tions in 1937, which lay to the level from which St Ann’s
Cottage had been raised.

A single context recording system, whereby each
feature and deposit is given a discrete number and
drawing, was used throughout. All deposits, from the
latest to the earliest, were treated in the same manner, and
all finds, however modern, were retained for analysis.
Little initial machining took place except in areas where
20th-century demolition rubble had been used to build up
the level of the site.

The excavation was conducted by a team of experi-
enced archaeologists employed by the Norfolk
Archaeological Unit, aided by an enthusiastic team of
volunteers. These were drawn from a number of organisa-
tions, groups and interests, principal of which was the
Norfolk Archaeological and Historical Research Group.

Post-excavation method
On completion of the excavations an Assessment Report
(Shelley 1998a) and Updated Project Design (Shelley
1999a) were produced and submitted to the Norfolk and
Norwich Heritage Trust and the Heritage Lottery Fund.
The assessment work finalised the site stratigraphic
matrix and ordered the stratigraphic and graphic data into
provisional groups by context and period. The finds and
environmental evidence was quantified and assessed for
its potential. Approval of the proposals set out in the
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Updated Project Design in October 1999 saw post-exca-
vation analysis commence. This entailed finalising group
description text and drawings prior to period text being
written, along with analysing the finds and environmental
and geoarchaeological evidence, and commissioning
research into the documentary record. The project archive,
which includes all finds, sample residues, photographs,
digital data and paper material has been lodged with the
Norfolk Museums and Archaeology Service (NMAS).

V. How to use this report

The archaeological sequence and some of the finds and
environmental evidence are ordered in two ways: a period
system divides the evidence temporally while property

divisions divide it spatially. Thus an early 13th-century pit
in the middle of the site will be cross-referenced to Period
3, PS2.

The period system
The chronological divisions of the site (the periods) were
chosen at the earliest stage of post-excavation in order to
provide a framework with which to unravel the stratig-
raphy of the site. It was intended that the date at which a
new period commenced would reflect significant changes
of land-use or ownership across the site, as identified
during the excavation. This period system has subse-
quently been used, as appropriate, for all further King
Street excavations (Shelley in prep.). The periods are as
follows:
Period 1 Late 10th–late 11th centuries
Period 2 Late 11th–late 12th centuries
Period 3 Late 12th–late 13th centuries
Period 4 Late 13th–mid 14th centuries
Period 5 Mid 14th–early 15th centuries
Period 6 Early 15th–mid 16th centuries
Period 7 Mid 16th–late 17th centuries
Period 8 Late 17th–mid 19th centuries
Period 9 Mid 19th–late 20th centuries

Property divisions and their use in this report
It became apparent as the excavation progressed that prop-
erty divisions had played an important part in the site’s
development. Three east-to-west aligned plots, which
were to govern land use from the late 10th century
onwards, were identified. These were identified as Prop-
erty Strips 1 to 3 (PS1 to PS3, Fig. 15). Work during the
assessment stage of the project revealed that the land
between St Ann’s Lane to the north and Hobrough Lane to
the south could be divided in a similar manner (Conclu-
sions, p.181).

The archaeological sequence was divided during the
assessment into units corresponding with these three
property strips. Final analysis of the results has shown that
this is an over-simplification of a complex developmental
sequence which did not adequately reflect the merging of
properties from Period 3 onwards. Later periods therefore
use the property divisions suggested by the documentary
research, augmented by obvious divisions revealed by
archaeological excavation.

The building numbering sequence
Buildings identified during the course of this work have
been identified numerically. Broadly speaking, these have
been assigned in ascending order of date. Dragon Hall
itself does not have a number and is instead referred to
throughout as Dragon Hall, although one of its compo-
nents (the hall house) has been numbered as Building 15.
Table 1 lists the buildings and their essential details.

The use of group numbers
The grouping of deposits and features into larger units was
an essential tool in ordering the stratigraphic data. The
resultant group numbers (e.g. G000) have been retained
and used beside context numbers in this report, since this
is seen as the most convenient way of cross-referencing
the finds and stratigraphic information.

Abbreviations
The following have been used in this report:

Cal. Pat. Rolls Calendar of Patent Rolls
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Building No. Property
Strip

Original
function

Period built Period
demolished

1 1 ?Dwelling 1 1

2 2 ?Dwelling 1 1

3 2 ?Dwelling 2 2

4 2 ?Outbuilding 2 2

5 2 Dwelling 2 2

6 2 ?dwelling 2 2

8 4 ?Dwelling 2 2

9 2 ?domestic 3 3

10 2 Lodgings/
warehouse

4 7

11 2 Stable or
warehouse

3 3

12 2 Unknown 3 3/4

13 2 ?Industrial 3 3

14 3 ?Dwelling 3 3/4

15 3 Dwelling 4 Still in use

15A 3 Dwelling 6 9

16 3 ?Kitchens 4 9

17 2 Unknown 4 4

18 2 Kitchen or
fishhouse

4 6

19 1 ?Dwelling 5 6

20 2 Warehouse 5 6

21 2 Dwelling 6 7

22 2 Unknown 6 7

23 3 ?Dwelling 4 4

24 2 Outbuilding 7 7

25 2 Outbuilding 7 8

26 2 Dwelling 7 9

27 2 Industrial 7 7

28 3 Unknown 1 1

29 2 ?Dwelling 7 7

30 2 Dwelling 8 9

31 2 Dwelling 8 9

32 2 Outbuilding 8 8

33 2 Outbuilding 8 8

34 2 ?Industrial 8 9

35 1 Dwelling 9 Still in use

36 2 Dwelling 9 9

37 2 Outbuilding 9 9

Table 1  Excavated buildings at Dragon Hall



CBM ceramic building material
EB Early brick
FT Floor tile
LB Later brick
LMT Late Medieval and Transitional ware
MG mortar groups
MNI minimum number of individuals
MPRG Medieval Pottery Research Group
NCHD Norwich City Hall deeds for Dragon Hall
NCR Norwich Cathedral Register
NISP total number of fragments of bone

NMAS Norfolk Museums & Archaeology Service
NRO Norfolk Record Office
OS Ordnance Survey
PRO Public Record Office
PS Property strips
R Romano-British brick and tile
RT Roof tile
SCCAS Suffolk County Council Archaeological

Service
SF Small find
US Unstratified
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2. Historical and Archaeological Background to
the King Street area

by Elizabeth Rutledge and Andy Shelley

I. Historical background
by Elizabeth Rutledge

The documentary evidence for the site will be found at the
beginning of each period section. All the general
comments on King Street presented here, unless other-
wise attributed, are based on the series of Norwich
enrolled deeds (NRO NCR 1/), reconstructions of prop-
erty ownership for the period 1285–1340 (NRO MC
146/52 684x5, maps 112–19, 122–9, 133–6) and
landgable returns 1397-1570 (NRO NCR 17b Domesday
Book ff.42d-43d, 7i landgable 1474, 18a chamberlains’
accounts 1470–90 ff.127–9, 18d (1)(2); Rodgers and
Wallace 1999). Much of the initial work involved was
carried out in connection with an adult education course
on King Street held at Wensum Lodge, Norwich.

Period 3 (late 12th–late 13th centuries)
The first documentary reference to this area, under its
medieval name of Conesford, comes in 1147–9 (Sandred
and Lindström 1989, 114). This does not necessarily
imply recent settlement, although it is probable that the
population here increased after the late 11th century as a
result of the disruption caused by the building of the castle
and the creation of the cathedral/priory complex to the
north. By the beginning of the 13th century there is every
indication that King Street was developed along the whole
of its length. All of its eleven medieval churches had been
built by this date (Ayers 1994b, 32, 42, 51). At the
southern end of the street, the church of St Peter Southgate
is documented by 1186 and the chapel of St Olaf by 1210
(West 1932, 61, 174). Further evidence for early develop-
ment is supplied by the later landgable payments.
Landgable was a ground rent which probably ceased to be
charged on newly developed properties in 1194; surviving
returns show that it was paid all along the street almost as
far as the 14th-century city wall (Rodgers and Wallace
1999, 6, 23). Moreover, this area was already enclosed
within some form of defensive wall or ditch. In 1186 St
Peter Southgate church was described as St Peter de
Cuningesford ‘near the gate of the city of Norwich’(prope
portam civitatis Norwici) (West 1932, 61).

By the mid-13th century the eleven churches had been
joined by two other religious establishments.
Hildebrond’s hospital was founded c. 1200 near the
church of St Edward to offer hospitality to poor travellers
(Rawcliffe 1995, 145). Further north the Franciscans or
Greyfriars acquired a property in 1226 near the church of
St Vedast, in the area known as Lower Conesford to distin-
guish it from Upper Conesford, or King Street itself
(Doubleday et al. 1906, 430). There is no contemporary
documentary evidence for the existence of a twelfth
church, the chapel of St Anne, mentioned by Blomefield
in the 18th century (Blomefield 1805–10, IV, 78).

Few property details survive for this period. Neverthe-
less the evidence of standing buildings, archaeology and
documentary sources suggests that the parish of St Julian
was the focus of a cluster of 12th- and 13th-century stone
houses extending southward from the bend of the river to
the Music House (Fig. 1). Stone was probably used more
generally in Norwich as a building material than has previ-
ously been thought and not all these houses were
necessarily of the status of the Music House, the sole
example surviving above ground (Rutledge 2002). Never-
theless, this concentration shows, at the very least, either a
desire on the part of those wealthy enough to build in stone
for a secure foothold in the area or a recognition that such a
building might be considered a good investment. Clearly
an important factor was ready access to the river. All but
one of the known stone houses lay on the river side of the
street and several may have had their own quays. Isaac son
of Jurnet, the owner of the Music House in the early 13th
century, got permission in 1225 to extend and build a quay
there, as had already been done by his neighbour Henry de
Stowe (Lipman 1967, 112). Nor was the river only of
interest to secular owners. The Cistercian abbey of
Warden (Beds) had acquired a holding near the river (and a
stone house) by 1200 (Fowler ed. 1931, no.306: see
Rutledge 2002 for the evidence for its position).

Period 4 (late 13th–mid-14th centuries)
With the beginning of the series of Norwich enrolled
deeds in 1285, information on property becomes much
more readily available. By the late 13th century occupa-
tion around King Street consisted mainly of ribbon
development along the main road, with the greatest
demand apparent in the stretch beside the river as it
approached the city wall. It is possible that boats could be
tied up to the bank here, while further north quays were
needed. The importance attached overall to the river is
shown by a smattering of private quays and by the number
of lanes running west–east from the highway to the water.
In 1288/9 Alan de Freston, the then owner of the Music
House, was charged with ‘straitening’ (narrowing) the
river and in 1291 he agreed to pay the city an annual rent of
12d in return for the right to use his quay (Hudson 1892,
21; Rodgers and Wallace 1999, 3). As Isaac son of Jurnet
already had a quay here in 1225 this implies further
consolidation of the bank and extension of the property
into the river. The abbey of Garendon was also fined in
1288/9 for restricting the river while some riverside prop-
erties may have been affected by the sea surge of 1287,
which caused considerable damage at Great Yarmouth in
1287, and by the floods of 1290 (Hudson 1892, 21;
Doubleday et al. eds 1906, 436; Ayers 1994a, 69). Despite
its river frontage, however, King Street at this period
seems to have been cut off from the main commercial and
industrial centres of Norwich to the north and west of the
castle and favoured by neither the merchant nor the artisan
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communities. Apart from in the parish of St Clement
Conesford, where a succession of merchants held prop-
erty near the common quay, most merchants’ riverside
holdings lay further upstream, with easy access to and
from the market. The only artisan group with a substantial
presence in King Street were tanners, making use of the
water from the cockeys or small streams in the parishes of
St Vedast and St Peter Parmentergate. There may also have
been a fishing community at the southern end of the street.
Two Conesford fishermen who were fined in 1290 for
using the wrong size of net were too poor to own property
and so do not appear in the deeds (Hudson and Tingey
1906–10, I 368). Most commercial fishhouses, however,
lay further north near Fye Bridge Quay; even
limeworking, later a major industry in Conesford, was
apparently limited during this period to a zone just outside
the city wall.

This lack of commercial demand made King Street
attractive to other groups. At the north end of the street,
away from the river, the Franciscans or Greyfriars were in
the process of extending their earlier precinct west to the
highway, while by 1290 the Austin Friars were established
just north of the Dragon Hall site and busy increasing their
holding (Fig. 1). A minor order, the Pied Friars or Friars of
Our Lady, lay on the south side of the church of St Peter
Parmentergate (Fig. 1; Shelley and Smith 2001), so three
out of the six orders of friars in Norwich at this date had
their houses along King Street. In the area of Dragon Hall,
however, access to the river also attracted a different type
of ecclesiastical establishment. Either side of the bend in
the river was now occupied by the holdings of two
Cistercian abbeys, Warden (Beds), and Garendon (Leics).
A third Cistercian abbey, Combe (Warks), also owned a
substantial property in the area and all three abbots,
together with the abbot of Woburn, were among the
holders of free tenements in Norwich who failed to appear
before the king’s justices in 1286 (Ayscough and Caley
1802, 92; Hudson and Tingey 1906–10, I, 214). The abbey
of Langley was also initially represented in this area, but
moved further down the street after transferring one of
their messuages in the parish of St Michael Conesford to
the Austin friars in 1325 (Cal. Pat. Rolls 1324–7, 157, 214;
see p.49). The lack of commercial pressure also encour-
aged secular residence. Like the religious houses, gentry
families favoured the area from the bend in the river down
to the Music House (Fig. 1), though they were less
concerned with immediate access to the river. On the west
side of the street, working south from Sandgate, were
properties owned by Lady Cecilia de Howe, John le
Breton, knight, Lady Elizabeth de Ingham and Simon de
Hedersette, knight. Simon de Hedersette also owned the
Music House for a time, while Margaret de Vaux, widow
of Sir William de Merkeshale, held another property on
the river side, just south of Dragon Hall. It would be
wrong, however, to think that all the residents even of this
area were wealthy. In the leet roll of 1299/1300 for the
Conesford area (here including Ber Street to the west) 41
men were prosecuted for not being in tithing (NRO NCR
5b/7). This was a charge most frequently levied against
comparative newcomers, likely to be living in the cheapest
of accommodation. The population of Norwich as a whole
was growing rapidly at this date and the need for
purpose-built housing for the poor in Conesford is shown
by a number of transfers of cottages in the late 1320s and
1330s, including a row of nine just north of Sandgate, as

well as by the decision of the Cathedral Priory to build no
fewer than 23 rented tenements at the northern end of King
Street (Rutledge 1995, passim; NRO MC 146/52 684x5,
map 118).

Period 5 (mid-14th–early 15th centuries)
The position of King Street in the mid-14th century is
summed up by the subsidy list of 1332 (PRO E
179/149/9). In the assessment the leet of Conesford
(including Ber Street to the west) appears as the poorest
area of the city, with both the lowest number of taxpayers
and the smallest amount paid. This can be attributed in part
to its distance from the commercial centre, west and north
of the castle, and the number of properties held by reli-
gious institutions that were not taxed. It must also reflect
the limited use being made of King Street by the mercan-
tile community as a whole, few of whom appear to have
been storing goods here. Interestingly, the area just south
of the bend in the river again appears to be an exception,
with no fewer than eight subsidy-payers holding property
in the parishes of St Michael Conesford, St Julian and St
Clement, six of them on the river side of the road. This area
of King Street also remained a focus for gentry holdings.
During the second half of the 14th century the Cleres in
Dragon Hall were joined by John Brewes, knight, Thomas
Moreux, knight, Lady Audley, Lady Montague and the
Lady of Brampton, all on the east side of the street. There
were still religious institutions, too, though fewer than
before. By the mid-14th century the Austin Friars had
consolidated their position north of the Dragon Hall block
with the grant of a dwelling house from Langley abbey in
1325 and of a tenement measuring 100ft x 60ft from
Andrew le Barker by 1335 (Cal. Pat. Rolls 1324–27, 157;
Doubleday 1906, 432). The Norfolk religious houses,
Langley and Wendling abbeys, remained in the street, and
were joined by the abbey of Wymondham. The four
Cistercian abbeys of Woburn, Warden, Garendon and
Combe, however, had all left the area by 1397. They may
have moved away from the direct purchase of fish and
begun instead to rely on fish dealers based in London,
Hull, Boston or Lynn (Saul 1981, 37). The street also
became more industrialised and commercial. By the end
of the century the city government had acquired two quays
— the Old and New Common Staithes — for the use of the
community, and a limeworks was in operation in the
parish of St Peter Southgate (Hudson and Tingey,
1906–10, II 244; NRO NCR 17b Liber Albus f.13).
Towards the end of this period there may also have been an
attempt to set up a linen industry in the area. In 1421
Robert Clerk, wright, and others received permission to
build a staithe in the lane south of the Austin friars and to
wash linen cloths there (Kirkpatrick 1889, 8). Later,
however, this was used as a common washing place.

Period 6 (early 15th–mid-16th centuries)
By 1500 limeworking had extended behind the frontage
on the west side of King Street as far north as the parish of
St Julian. On the other side of the street St Peter Southgate
parish was still the focus for a community of fishermen,
though these were wealthier than before and sometimes
owned the properties they lived in. North of Dragon Hall
the parish of St Peter Parmentergate housed a group of
painters, glaziers and gravours as well as other artisans
(Wallace 1992, passim). This northern part of the street
was still dominated, of course, by the great Franciscan and
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Augustinian friaries but only two non-Norwich religious
houses, the abbeys of Wymondham and Langley,
continued to maintain a presence beside the river. By the
Dissolution, only Langley was represented (Rodgers and
Wallace 1999, 31, 149). On the other side of the street a
small tenement, just north of the church of St Peter
Parmentergate, had been acquired by the hospital of Bek
in Billingford, although there is as yet no independent
evidence to support Blomefield’s claim that it was taken
over from the Pied Friars or that a hospital founded a
college of priests here (see Shelley and Smith 2001;
Rodgers and Wallace 1999, 39; Blomefield 1805–10, IV
96). The other religious establishment, Hildebrond’s
hospital, was in decline by the 15th century (Rawcliffe
1995, 145).

As yet, however, the increasing commercialisation of
the southern half of King Street, as exemplified by the
activities of Splitte, Toppe and Alicok (see p.61), had had
no immediate effect on the number of gentry holdings in
the area. The parish of St Julian and the river side of the
street, from St Ann’s Lane down to the church of St
Etheldreda, remained popular with such families as the
Boleyns, the Felbriggs, the Yelvertons and the Pastons
well into the 16th century. Increasingly, however, new
gentry families coming into the area favoured the parish of
St Peter Parmentergate to the north, away from the river.

Period 7 (mid-16th–late 17th centuries)
The character of the northern half of King Street changed
markedly with the Dissolution in 1538 of the great Fran-
ciscan and Augustinian friaries. By the end of the century
the latter was owned by Robert Grene of Arminghall,
gent., while the Franciscan friary had been acquired by the
city and was mainly let out as gardens (Rodgers and
Wallace 1999, 35; Hale and Rodgers 1991, 31–51). A
strong gentry presence continued in the parish of St Peter
Parmentergate but further south this had almost ended by
the 17th century. It is last seen at the Music House, in the
parish of St Etheldreda, which was owned by the Coke
family of Holkham until 1723. Even this, however, was let
by 1692, and is unlikely to have had a resident Coke after
the death of Sir Edward in 1634 (Dent and Livock 1990,
20). The former site of the Austin Friars was acquired by
Lord Henry Howard, brother to the Duke of Norfolk, who
had started laying out the area as a pleasure garden by
1664. This became known as My Lord’s Garden and
survived into the 19th century.

Elsewhere on the street limeworking was an important
industry at the outset of this period at least, though the kiln
in the parish of St Clement was apparently worked out by
1595. Further south, along the riverside in the parish of St
Peter Southgate, lived a well-to-do community of fish-
ermen and keelmen (see Harris 1993). The poor, on the
other hand, were mainly housed on the western side of the
street, with many of the poor women here being engaged
in the spinning of white warp or linen (Pound 1971, 23–7).

Periods 8 and 9 (late 17th–20th centuries)
By the beginning of the 18th century the primary occupa-
tion in the parish of St Julian (with St Clement) was
undoubtedly worsted weaving. In a poll book of 1714
almost as many of the freemen voting in the parish were
worsted weavers as belonged to all the other named occu-
pations put together (17 to 20) and by 1761 worsted
weavers outnumbered all other occupations (26 to 18)

(Crossgrove 1714; Chase 1761). In line with events else-
where in the city, however, the number of worsted weavers
in the parish of St Julian declined in the late 18th century.
By 1802 they had been overtaken by a growing number of
watermen (10 to 7) and now made up less than a third of
the voters identified by trade within the parish (Bacon
1802). This does not necessarily imply that there were
large numbers of watermen near Dragon Hall. By this date
the parish of St Julian had incorporated the former parish
of St Edward, further down the street, where the watermen
are more likely to have concentrated.

An occupation of growing importance during the 18th
century was brewing. The Thomson family were brewers
on the Augustinian friary site by 1720 and the Music
House was let to a brewer in 1723 (Condon 1983, 8; Dent
and Livock 1990, 21). Brewing continued to be a major
occupation in King Street (together with river-related
activities) throughout the 19th century and much of the
20th (Kelly 1950).

II. Archaeological background
by Andy Shelley
(Plate VI; Fig. 1)

It is helpful to understand that the advancement of knowl-
edge relating to the area shown on Fig. 1 is the result of
three broad episodes of archaeological work: observations
and interventions prior to c. 1945, observations and exca-
vations between c. 1945 to c. 1990, and excavations after
c. 1990.

The area surrounding the confluence of the Rivers Tas,
Wensum and Yare saw significant prehistoric activity. The
Arminghall henge and its associated barrows and
ring-ditches are only one element of a greater prehistoric
landscape which extended along the Tas and Yare valleys.
Evidence for similarly early activity in the Wensum valley
at Norwich derived solely, until recently, from chance
finds recorded by Norwich Castle Museum. These include
a number of polished axeheads found at a depth of 42ft
(12.81m, ‘near the chalk’) at Foundry Bridge (Site 477)
during the mid-19th century and a polished Neolithic flint
axe found ‘on King Street’ before 1948 (Site 254). Other
finds include Palaeolithic hand-axes and Mesolithic flints
from construction work at Carrow Works (Sites 465, 467
and 474, Wymer 1985, 60–1). Although these finds indi-
cated prehistoric activity in this part of the Wensum valley,
it was not until the late 1990s that scientific investigation
began to examine the environment in which this had taken
place. Redevelopment on the valley floor from 1997
onwards allowed the Norfolk Archaeological Unit to
begin mapping the river’s palaeochannels. This work (Site
26476, Wiltshire and Emery 2000; Site 26602, Adams
2002a) has demonstrated that one or more sandy islands or
bars developed during the Palaeolithic period, around
which river channels braided and over which peat started
to develop at c. 8000 BC. The area was heavily forested in
the Mesolithic period; scientific analyses have shown that
thereafter deforestation began. The discovery during 2003
of in situ Upper Paleolithic flint scatters beneath Norwich
City Football Club (Adams in prep.) offered the firmest
evidence yet for use of the sand bars during the prehistoric
period.

From the evidence that is currently available it appears
that seasonal occupation may have continued throughout
the Neolithic period and beyond. Work during the 1990s
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showed that Bronze Age activity developed on the head-
lands surmounting the valley slopes. A possible later
Bronze Age building and a Neolithic or Bronze Age
palaeosol were uncovered in 2000 during excavations on
Palace Street (Emery and Ashwin 2001). Further afield
Middle Bronze Age pits, ditches and post-holes were
found beside Harvey Lane during 2001 (Site 34516,
Trimble forthcoming), a site which lies 1.9km to the
north-west of Dragon Hall. These remains point to the
likelihood that further local Bronze Age settlement awaits
discovery, although to date the only Bronze Age evidence
from King Street is a Class II bronze spearhead (Site 503)
found in 1922 during dredging beside Carrow Bridge.

An important, although enigmatic, discovery was that
of a ‘gallon vase’containing burnt bone taken from a ‘bar-
row’ in the Meadows opposite Devil’s Tower in c. 1826
(Site 332, probably not far from the excavations at
Norwich City Football Club: Adams in prep.). This sat on
some fragments of rusty iron and was surrounded by a
circular wall of flint resembling the rim of a well. It had
been heaped over with gravel.

The Roman period is not well represented in this area.
There are no known Roman sites within the city walls, and
wherever Roman finds are recovered they invariably form
the smallest percentage of any assemblage. Generally
these are fragments of pottery, like the mortaria found in
Normans Buildings in 1966 (Site 538), or spindle whorls
(eg. 51–53 King Street, Site 26460: Shelley and Brennand
in prep.). In 2002 four sherds of unabraded Roman wares
were found behind 125 King Street (Site 37411, Percival
and Shelley 2003). Other material, such as the Roman
brick at the former Mann Egerton site (Emery forth-
coming) which had been used to form pads and surrounds
to a Late Saxon hearth, is consistent with scavenging from
nearby Venta Icenorum. No Roman metalwork is known
from the area shown on Fig. 1.

There is also no evidence for Early Saxon activity, and
little to demonstrate occupation of the site during the
Middle Saxon period. Although excavations on King
Street (e.g. 51–53 King Street, Shelley and Brennand in
prep.) often uncover a few sherds of Middle Saxon
Ipswich ware, these are generally thought to be residual. It
is probable, however, that Middle Saxon occupation was
taking place within the general south-western area of
Norwich. The graves of more than 40 individuals dating to
the 8th and 9th centuries have been uncovered from an
area to the south of Norwich Castle (Shepherd Popescu
forthcoming), and Middle Saxon artefacts have been
recovered from the former Mann Egerton site (Emery
forthcoming).

The Late Saxon years are very much better represented
in the archaeological record. The earliest discoveries inev-
itably related to chance discovery. In 1843 a plain globular
Late Saxon urn was discovered embedded within a wall at
158 Ber Street (Site 6) and around 1910 about 100 frag-
ments of undecorated Late Saxon pottery, including a
cresset lamp of ?10th-century date, were recovered from
‘a hole’ in Mountergate (Site 88). In 1977 road works
between 56 King Street and St Peter Parmentergate (Site
356), and opposite the Music House (Site 361), uncovered
five fragments of worked antler and a sherd of developed
Stamford ware.

The main body of information about Late Saxon King
Street, however, arises from the inferred origins of King
Street’s churches, and results from a series of excavations
since 1997. Three of the churches have dedications that
suggest a Late Saxon foundation (St Olaf, St Clement and
St Etheldreda) and two others (St Julian, Plate VI; St Peter
Parmentergate) are currently dated to the 11th or 12th
centuries by their architecture or reputed founder. St Olaf
(Olaf, the King of Norway, died in 1030: Sandred and
Lindström 1989, 50) was demolished by 1345 (Site 574).
Masonry rubble which may have been produced by this
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demolition was uncovered in 1997 (Site 26467:
Hutcheson 1998). St Clement, Abbey Lane (Site 451),
was deconsecrated in 1550 and St Etheldreda’s (Site 574),
the dedication of which relates to St Etheldred (AD
630–679: Sandred and Lindström 1989, 39) was made
redundant in 1961. This church, where elements of
Norman work survive throughout, may be one of the
earliest left in the city.St Julian is celebrated for its associ-
ation with Mother Julian of Norwich (1342–c.1413) who
wrote XVI Revelations of Divine Love from an anchorite’s
cell attached to the church. Elements of the church’s fabric
(much of which was destroyed by enemy action in 1942) is
of late 11th- or 12th-century date, although today its
appearance is confused by the incorporation during the
1950s of fabric from St Michael at Thorn on Ber Street
(Site 436). The last church is St Peter Parmentergate. This
was reputedly founded by Roger Bigot (Blomefield
1805–10, IV, 91) and was largely rebuilt in the 15th
century. It was made redundant in 1981.

The existence of these churches showed that the area
had been settled in the Late Saxon period, and allowed
Woodward (1847) to predict, correctly, that King Street
was in existence by this period. Work in the post-war years
attempted to define the limits and topography of this
Saxon settlement. At that time it was thought possible that
Ber Street followed the line of a Saxon defence, and in
1948 Jope (Site 7, Jope 1952, 292) dug trenches within
and to the south of the precinct of St Bartholomew to test
the theory. Norwich Castle Museum monitored another
trench in 1948 in the south-eastern corner of Thorn Lane
and Ber Street (Site 8). Although the latter uncovered a
‘tin-glazed kiln site’, together with a colour-coated
Romano-British rim sherd, neither of these trenches found
any evidence for a Saxon defence. In 1963 the Norfolk
Research Committee dug two further trenches, at 159 Ber
Street (Site 10), in a final examination of the theory.
Again, no defences were found, although there was
evidence for Late Saxon occupation.

Concurrent with these efforts, there was a gradual
realisation that the line of Stepping Lane and Mountergate
(Fig. 1) might represent the limits of a Saxon burh (e.g.
Campbell 1975), although it was not until 1999 that an
opportunity arose to test this theory. Although a large
trench within the northern limits of the Watney Mann
brewery distribution depot (Site 374, Shelley in prep.)
failed to find a defensive ditch, a similar trench to the west
of King Street in the same year (Site 26577, Lloyd et al.
2002) located a large ditch of c. 12m width and c. 7.5m
depth. This almost certainly formed a Late Saxon
boundary, and its discovery has enabled a proper defini-
tion of intra- and extramural settlement on King Street.

Another preoccupation for those interested in the
city’s origins was its road network. In 1973 the Norwich
Survey, seeking to establish the age of King Street, exca-
vated a trench across the road (Site 146, Carter et al. 1974,
65) to test the theory that it was of Roman origin. In the
event, the earliest surfacing dated to the 13th century.
Although no other work has been done on King Street,
what may have been the early medieval line of
Mountergate was seen in 1999 when a stretch of metalled
road in a shallow hollow was excavated at the Austin friary
(Shelley 2000, 84–5).

Direct evidence for Late Saxon settlement on the street
began to emerge once excavations by the Norfolk Archae-
ological Unit, partly funded by the ‘pump-priming’Single

Regeneration Budget, commenced. The results of these
suggest that the street north of its junction with
Mountergate was lined with timber buildings dating from
the late 10th century onwards. The best evidence for these
has come from excavations at 51–53 King Street (Site
26460: Shelley and Brennand in prep.) and 80 King Street
(Site 216: Trimble 2000, Shelley 2001). Other observa-
tions of Late Saxon activity have included pits and
post-holes at 70 King Street (Site 26452, Shelley and
Smith 2001) and a beam-slot at 93–95 King Street (Site
26596, Adams 2002b).

There is also evidence for Saxon settlement between
Mountergate and the city wall, although the only excava-
tion to have uncovered anywhere near complete ground
plans of structures is that at Dragon Hall. Heavily trun-
cated evidence for Saxo-Norman buildings was seen on
two areas directly opposite Dragon Hall (110 and 112
King Street and 116 and 118 King Street, Site 831: Lloyd
2002). These were formed from beam-slots which ran at
right-angles to King Street and which had cut an undated
layer of redeposited natural.

Late Saxon or early Norman activity has also been
recorded in a small cluster of excavations at the southern
end of King Street. At Read’s Flour Mill (Site 26467,
238–249 King Street: Hutcheson 1998) colluvial or
hillwash deposits dating to the 11th or 12th centuries had
been covered by a patch of burning and several cut
features, including a possible fish pit or tanning pit, dated
to the same period. A contemporary excavation at Cannon
Wharf (Site 26464, Shelley 1998b) provided evidence for
the reclamation the river foreshore and for street frontage
development. The river may have been revetted at an early
date, since a compressed organic material containing
pottery of 10th- or 11th-century date lay close to the river’s
edge. This had sealed the natural foreshore horizon, upon
which several worked timbers and a fragment of radially
split board were found. A great depth of buried soil lay
against the street, over which a floor had been lain. Occu-
pation material over the floor contained late 11th–12th
century pottery. These excavations built on earlier work by
the Norwich Survey. In 1976, small-scale works, by the
Norwich Survey at 183–189 King Street (Site 258)
showed that natural gravel ‘to the rear of the site’had been
cut by a complex of late 11th- and 12th-century post-holes
and foundation slots. The 12th-century levels contained
Andenne ware.

The evidence for activity after the mid-12th century
becomes voluminous. Most of the excavations detailed
above produced evidence for early medieval and later
settlement and/or activity. Building evidence now starts to
make a significant contribution to the understanding of
how King Street developed. The cluster of stone buildings
in St Julian’s parish noted by Rutledge (p.8) included ‘a
stone house [said to be] built by Robert Rufus or the Red in
the reign of Henry II’ and later owned briefly by St Giles
Hospital (Rutledge 2002, 105). This building may have
been partially excavated in 2000 when the remains of a
large stone building were uncovered opposite Dragon
Hall. This had a garderobe chute, a pit and an associated
stone-built arch (Lloyd 2002, 5) and could have measured
c. 19m by 9m. King Street also houses the oldest secular
building in the city, the Music House ( Site 604: see Dent
and Livock 1990, Smith 1997). This Grade I building was
built in c. 1150 and had a long association with gentry
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families including the Pastons. It survives today as a
further education college.

Much of the evidence relating to the medieval period
stems from research into the buildings and religious estab-
lishments that lined the street. Principal of these was the
Austin friary (Sites 84 and 374), which was established
during the late 13th century between the Dragon Hall site
and Mountergate. The first detailed study of its remains
was made in 1946, when several enthusiastic volunteers
monitored rebuilding works at the premises of Morgans
Brewery Co., who then owned the site (Site 390). Substan-
tial elements of the friary were revealed, including the
precinct wall, a vault, flint and brick walls and a large
number of human burials.

Redevelopment of the precinct in 1969/70 by Watney
Mann (Anglia) Ltd led to a series of small trenches being
excavated by the Norfolk Research Committee and the
University of East Anglia Archaeological Society (Wilson
and Hurst 1969, 247). These revealed further remains of
the friary complex, allowing them to be studied before
they were sealed in 1970 by Fielden and Mawson’s mono-
lithic brewery shed. Following the closure of the brewery
in 1994 evaluation and excavation work by the Norfolk
Archaeological Unit (Brennand and Hutcheson 1998;
Shelley in prep.) showed that substantial remains of the
friary lay undisturbed beyond the footprint of the brewery
buildings. These included elements of the north walk of
the cloister, and its associated range.

One of the evaluation trenches uncovered a timber
revetment which had been partially formed from early
medieval ship’s timber (Brennand and Hutcheson 1998,
9–11). The revetment may have contained a small stream
known as a cockey, whose course had been noted in 1845
during the construction of a synagogue. Hudson reported
(1889, 48) that a very large ancient drain had been discov-
ered. He surmised that this was the cockey, and that ‘after
running a little way in the same direction as when it
crossed the road, it must have taken a turn to the left, and
fallen into the river at some little distance above St Ann’s
Lane’.

Although the Austin friary, and the Greyfriars a little
further to the north, would have dominated the landscape
hereabouts, King Street included many other buildings by
the medieval period. A number of these have been uncov-
ered through excavation. In 1975 the Norwich Survey
opened a 10m by 6m trench at 134–136 King Street (Atkin
1976), which lies a little to the south of Dragon Hall on the
opposite side of the street. This discovered a 13th-century
building which had been raised over a flint-packed footing
trench. In the later 15th century a two-roomed range with a
semi-basement to the north was constructed parallel to the
street.

Other buildings have been excavated at 51–53 King
Street (Site 26460, Shelley and Brennand forthcoming)
where a major 13th–14th century development saw the
construction of a flint-and-mortar-walled building against
the street frontage. To the rear of this range was a large
rectangular building set at a right angle and separated from
the street-fronting range by a screens passage. This struc-
ture was probably an open-hall house. It had a garderobe
set into its north-eastern corner and a clay floor. A similar
building was uncovered during evaluation excavation a
short distance to the west at the former Averills Garage on
Cattle Market Street (Shelley and Trimble 2000). This too
had a garderobe attached to its rear wall. It was probably

constructed shortly after the southern and eastern castle
baileys were sold to the City in 1345. As such it may have
offered the first archaeological evidence of late medieval
structures developing between the outer castle ditch and
properties fronting the western side of King Street.

One final building of note was the ‘Bird-in-Hand Inn’
at 67 King Street (Site 248). Plunkett (1990, 7) reproduced
a photograph owned by Norfolk and Norwich Archaeo-
logical Society which shows a hall during its ‘ruthless’
demolition in 1897 — a two-storied structure with a
crown-post roof of some splendour is visible. The west
elevation of a classic screens passage is also in evidence,
with two-arch headed doorways and several other open-
ings, all of which were blocked or semi-blocked at the
time of demolition. The building also incorporated an
undercroft. An account in the Boulton and Paul works
magazine (Jackson 1916) described the undercroft as ‘a
wonderfully well-preserved crypt dating back from the
14th century … it was cleaned out and fitted with electric
light. Unfortunately the hall … had to be sacrificed as it
came directly in the way of our new forges.’

The large number of medieval churches and friaries on
the street means that there are inevitably large concentra-
tions of human burials. These have been encountered on
several occasions. A human burial, possibly an outlier to
the cemetery of the Friary of Our Lady, was recorded
during the excavations at 134–136 King Street (Atkin
1976). Elements of the graveyard to St Clements were
revealed in 1962 (Site 451) when part of the Whitbread
site was cleared, and in 1952 a human skeleton was found
at 150–164 King Street (Site 72), which lies on the oppo-
site side of the street from St Clements. An anomalous
burial was also discovered during excavations opposite
Dragon Hall in 2001 (Lloyd 2002, 6): this lay close to the
street frontage and may have been an outlier to St Julian’s.
Burials have been recorded on a number of occasions at
the Austin friary, most recently in 1999 (Shelley in prep.).
Finally, 22 grave cuts were observed during works at St
Peter Southgate (Hutcheson 1997, 4).

Very little work has been done on the chalk workings
which peppered the east-facing slope of the Ber Street
ridge, nor on the other industries which operated along the
street. Staff of Norwich Castle Museum observed part of
the chalk and flint workings beneath Bartholomew Street
in 1963 (Site 389), but these surely extend a good way in
each direction. Huge quarries were recorded beside Ber
Street between Thorn Lane and Horns Lane in 1999 and
2003 (Shelley 1999b, Emery, G. in prep.), and similarly
large features were recorded at 80 King Street (Trimble
2000). The Ber Street quarries contained the remnants of
bell-founding and other metallurgical debris from activity
dating to the 16th or early 17th century.

Evidence from the late medieval period onwards is
dominated by the built environment, as represented both
by buried and extant features. Many medieval buildings
remain to be uncovered, including Hildebrond’s hospital,
which passed to the city on the Dissolution, and the house
of the Pied friars (a minor order established in c. 1253 and
closed by c. 1307). Buildings extant in the 15th and 16th
centuries, but long since demolished, have been uncov-
ered at 183–189 King Street (Site 258), where the street
frontage was occupied by the former Rainbow public
house. This incorporated a late 15th-century vaulted
undercroft. The original rear range was of early 15th-
century date, rebuilt in the late 17th or early 18th century
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(Atkin 1976, 195). At 238–249 King Street (Hutcheson
1998, 9) a large post-medieval cellar which had lain at
right-angles to the street was excavated, and at 118 King
Street a large late medieval flint and mortar building was
recorded beside St Julian’s Alley (Site 831, Lloyd 2002,
7). Other stone buildings have been found at Cannon
Wharf (Shelley 1998b, 4–6), this building having been
destroyed by fire during the ?16th century, and at
Mountergate, where a stone building of 14th–16th century
date was partially excavated (Adams 2002, 5).

Several extant buildings date back to the 15th century.
These include Raven Yard (Site 26318) and, of greatest
interest for the purposes of this report, Nos 125–129 King
Street. A survey of these structures (Site 26536, Smith and
Shelley 2000) concluded that the fabric of Nos 125–127
and the cellar of No. 129 date to the late 15th century, with
the timber-framed element of No. 129 dating to the early
16th century. The ancient elements of the fabric are today
much obscured by building alterations dating to 1957. In
1955 a decorated stone crocket, ‘from a building of c.
1480’ according to A.B. Whittingham, were recovered
from a well at 127–129 King Street. Other buildings on
King Street appear later but have architectural elements
dating them to the 15th century. No. 72, for example,
incorporates parts of a late 15th-century building, perhaps
Beck College (Shelley and Smith 2001, 678). No. 91 King
Street, with a datestone of 1811, has a 15th-century under-
croft (Site 715, Grade II*) and elements of 16th-century
fabric. Similarly, 56–60 King Street has a 17th-century
rear range which sits on a 15th-century undercroft.

Several examples of gentry houses survive. The
earliest of these is the Music House (see above) but there is
also Howard House, a Grade II* listed building (Site 741)
on the corner of Mountergate and King Street which was

constructed during the mid-17th century for Henry
Howard. Excavations in 1999 (Site 374, Shelley in prep.)
showed that it is built over medieval flint and mortar foun-
dations which may have supported a gatehouse to the
Austin friary.

The Buildings of England (Pevsner and Wilson 1997,
303–5) and the Norfolk Historic Environment Record list
many buildings on King Street dating to the post-medieval
period. A great many of these date to the later 16th century,
for example 70 King Street (Site 26316, Grade II), 86–90
King Street (Site 26130, Grade II), 66–68 King Street and
86–90 King Street. Seventeenth-century buildings include
45 King Street, 56–60 King Street (Site 718, Grade II*),
72 King Street (Site 26317), 79 King Street (Site 26334,
Grade II), 82–84 King Street (Site 26335), 168 King Street
(the former Ship Inn, Site 26228, Grade II*), 170–172
King Street, 174 King Street (Site 26336) and 178-180
King Street (Site 26337).

The attrition suffered by King Street’s industrial build-
ings is alarming. Much industrial heritage has been lost,
some of it quite recently. Of what remains, the principal
interest lies in the Read’s Flour Mill site at the southern
end of the street. Three large buildings survive, the earliest
being Albion Mills which was erected in 1836–7 for spin-
ning yarn. It was converted into a mill in 1932 (Hutcheson
1998, 14). The North Mill dates from the same period, and
a granary parallel with, and on the edge of, the river dates
from the mid-19th century (Hutcheson 1998, 17). Few
other industrial buildings survive. The former brewery
buildings at Wensum Lodge and warehousing at ABC
Wharf represent the last vestiges of King Street’s indus-
trial past; the great wharfside building of H. Newhouse &
Co. Ltd is a fragmentary reminder of the days when goods
from around the world entered Norwich via King Street.
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3. Dragon Hall: Description and Interpretation
by Robert Smith

Dragon Hall has been owned by Norwich City Council
since May 1979. Soon after its acquisition, work started on
urgently required repairs to the roof and the timber-framed
first-floor walls. Subsequently, permission was granted by
the Secretary of State to remove later internal partitions
and reveal the building in something resembling its former
splendour. Before this was done, the building had been
divided into three units which were used respectively as a
butcher’s shop with living accommodation above, a
rectory and, at the southern end of the building, the ‘Old
Barge Inn’.

I. Description
(Plates VII–XI; Figs 3–11)

The building is ranged along King Street with a wing at
each end, both of which extend away from the rear wall
along a lane, namely St Ann’s Lane to the north and Old
Barge Yard to the south. It is two storeys high throughout,
with three cellars beneath the street block. Both gable ends
of the street block are constructed with a mixture of flint
rubble and brick, and the ground-floor front facade of the
north unit is faced with knapped flints with a corner
formed with stone quoins. This knapped flint treatment to
the ground floor facade probably extends across the entire

building, although elsewhere the wall has been rendered
and painted. The front and rear first-floor walls are
timber-framed with brick infill between the studs. On the
front of the building the jetty is terminated with carved
stone corbels depicting figures (Plate VII).
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Plate VII A corbel supporting the jetty of Dragon Hall
(© Joyce Gurney Read)

Plate VIII This 15th-century carved dragon, in one of the hall’s spandrels, gives Dragon Hall its name
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Figure 6 Northern elevation of Dragon Hall’s south wing and east-to-west section through Dragon Hall. Scale 1:100.

Figure 7 Plan of 125–127 King Street at first-floor level. Scale 1:200.



Internally, one of the distinctive features in the
building is a spine wall at ground-floor level (Fig. 3) which
divides the building from front to back into two very
unequal spaces. This wall is not parallel to the front wall of
the building and includes a very large three-centred brick
arch (the ‘Great Arch’: Fig. 4) with a smaller arch of
pedestrian doorway proportions on one side to the south.
The spine wall creates an open arcade between the two
rear wings and within the arcade the first-floor rear wall is
supported on a large timber post and brick piers. There are
two further doorways in the spine wall which relate to the
present floor levels, although due to the nature of the open-
ings it is impossible to give an exact date for their creation.
Immediately adjacent to the north doorway a short vertical

stretch of chamfered bricks has been exposed (B–B on
Fig. 4). Although the wall around the top part has been
remade, the render on the uppermost brick suggests that
the chamfered jamb was associated with an arch.

At first-floor level the building is seven bays long with
each bay defined by a principal truss; although the bays
themselves are not equally spaced, they do conform to a
pattern. Starting from the north gable the bay-width
patterning appears as A B B A C B C (Fig. 5), with each
letter denoting a discrete width. When the building was
constructed there was a closed partition between Bays A
and C. Each of the moulded principal wall posts have large
arched braces to the tie beams which initially had carved
spandrels. One of these spandrels survives intact with its
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Plate IX  The truncated east gable of the south range



original colour scheme and depicts a dragon with a foliate
tail (Plate VIII). Fragments of one other carving also
survive, although these have been removed from the
spandrel.

The roof is of crown-post type with four-way bracing
to the collar purlins. There are struts between the collars
and the rafters and small ashlar struts between the rafters
and the moulded wall plate. The south gable contains a
fireplace with moulded stone jambs and a timber lintel,
and to the east of this there is a doorway through to the
adjoining building (Fig. 6) via a first floor ‘lean-to’
arrangement which bridges Old Barge Yard. The north
gable has two windows, positioned one each side of the
end crown post (Plate I).

The ‘lean-to’ and the opposing south gable elevation
were both studied in 2000 (Smith and Shelley 2000). From
the first-floor of 125 King Street the partly external
chimney stack of Dragon Hall can be seen. On the street
side of the stack the gable wall steps back, conceivably
indicating a blocked doorway (Fig. 7). A scarf joint in the
original timber-framing of 125 King Street has a shoul-
dered tenon and two pegs and is identical, apart from the
overall size, with the scarf joints seen in the bressumer of
Dragon Hall. Another detail that is common to both
buildings is seen in the tenons of some of the wall-post-
to-bressumer joints where the tenon, instead of being the
same width as the post, is smaller and set to one side (Fig.
8). The use of the lean-to and doorway to provide access
between the two buildings was not, however, part of the
initial arrangement as the empty mortises for a wall post
and a two-light window, in the wall plate above the
20th-century doorway of No. 125, suggest the lean-to was
a later addition to the building.

The southern rear wing of Dragon Hall is constructed
with full-height masonry walls and the truncated side
walls and the nature of the present east gable show that it
was initially longer (Plate IX, Fig. 3).

Facing Old Barge Yard, and immediately beyond
where the rear wing adjoins the street block, there is a
14th-century doorway with moulded stone jambs and an
ogee outer arch (Plate X). This doorway is enclosed by a
later stone surround, which has a moulded two-centred
arch with shields in the spandrels and a further three
shields in the cornice band above them.

This 14th-century doorway initially gave access to a
screens passage, and one of the two service doorways,
with mouldings similar to those on the external doorway,
survives relatively complete. The second doorway to the
south has only a fragment of one side of its arch plus one
complete jamb intact. To the right (north) of the complete
14th-century doorway there is a noticeably larger
doorway with a two-centred arch, the mouldings of which
suggest a 15th-century date. Paradoxically the left-hand
jamb of the later opening also forms the jamb of the
adjoining 14th-century door opening below the springing
point of the arch: this issue is enlarged upon later. The
jambs and arches of these doorways are all formed with
stone.

The screens passage is now defined by a 16th-century
moulded timber screen (Fig. 9) which extends across the
width of the room and contains two door openings; above
this, the bressumer of the main range is supported by two
large arched braces. Like the braces in the main block
these spandrels initially contained carvings. There is no
clear indication as to when the screen was inserted or
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Figure 8 A scarf joint in the bressumer at 125–127
King Street. This is identical, apart from in overall size,
to the scarf joints seen in the bressumer of Dragon Hall.

Schematic only.

Plate X The southern door of the screens passage
(© Richard Denyer)



whether, on account of the nature and date of the associ-
ated walls, it is in fact in situ.

The immediate interpretation of the two 14th-century
door openings is to associate them with the standard
hall-and-two-service-rooms plan form, although the
evidence from the undercroft beneath the service rooms
(described below) indicates this is not a straightforward
explanation. These complexities are described on p.25.

Two brick arches with a continuous shallow profile can
be seen from inside the former service rooms, although they
do not coincide precisely in position with the 14th-century
doorways in the manner that would be expected if they were
contemporary (Fig. 4). The north wall of the service rooms
(Fig. 10) contains the blocked remains of a doorway which
was inserted into the street-side of the wall and to the right
of this there is a brick relieving arch, the exact function of
which is not altogether clear. Adjacent to this, and in the
east wall, there is a small window or squint with a stone
surround (Figs 3 and 4).

The undercroft (Plate XI, Figs 4 and 11) consists of
two bays of unequal size with quadripartite brick vaulting.
One bay has single-order ribs and the other double-order
ribs. In both, one of the ribs deviates from the diagonal
alignment. There are two side chambers, each with a
pointed barrel vault which extends beneath the pavement,
and also an end chamber which is on a noticeably different
alignment to the vaulted bays. The brick vaulting of this

end chamber has a three-centred profile and the apex is
off-centre to the east.

In the street range at first-floor level the two openings
in the north gable are both candidates for surviving orig-
inal windows, although the frames date from the 20th
century, and in the rear wall there is a small squint over-
looking the former screens passage which is also part of
the 15th-century design. The positions of the remaining
four 15th-century windows at first floor level are shown as
B on Fig. 5. There is a lintel which formed the head of a
seven-light window at ground-floor level in the rear wall
of the former service rooms adjacent to the 20th-century
stairs up to the first floor, although its unadorned character
means that its date is not clear.

In the north gable at ground-floor level there is the
mutilated remains of a 17th-century five-light casement
window. In the north wall of the south rear wing there are
three lights remaining from a five-light frieze window and
a two-light window above at first-floor level, both of
which date again from the 17th century.

Adjacent to the entry into the building from Old Barge
Yard there is a small square window with a pegged and
unchamfered frame (see Fig. 3) which, on the evidence of
the bricks which form the opening, could date from the
17th century. Elsewhere the windows date from either the
19th or 20th centuries, although some of them, especially
in the south rear wing, could be in earlier openings.
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Figure 9 The timber screen forming the east wall of the screens passage in Dragon Hall. Scale 1:40.
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The north wing is constructed with brick walls and
there is nothing visible that suggests a pre-20th-century
date.

II. Interpretation
(Figs 12–14)

Ignoring the changes from the 18th century onwards,
which were all of a relatively cosmetic nature, and
excluding the late 20th-century alterations and additions,
the building as seen today has been subjected to three prin-
cipal phases of development, dated stylistically to the 14th
century, the 15th century and the post-medieval period.
Each phase raises the inevitable interpretative problems,
some of which — especially in the earlier stages of the
building’s development — can be seen either as indica-
tions of an intermittent phase of activity, or simply as
quirks intended to satisfy the immediate needs of a partic-
ular owner. In the case of the latter our understanding of
the overall development of the building is not adversely
affected and the detail in question may be regarded as an
annoying and unresolved enigma.

The first phase relates to evidence for a hall house on
the site (Building 15 on Fig. 3: see Period 4, p.51). The
principal external doorway leading from Old Barge Yard,
and the one relatively complete service doorway, as well
as the remains of the adjoining doorway inside the
building, all have ogee arches. When they were
constructed these were surmounted with finials, only one
of which survives relatively intact. These date from the
14th century, and it seems plausible to regard these three
doorways as part of an open hall with service rooms
against King Street. The relationship between these three
doors suggests that the building appears to have been built
to a standard hall-house plan where there are two external
doors opposite each other across a screens passage and
from this the two service rooms and the hall itself were
accessed.

It is difficult to assess exactly how much of the
surviving fabric dates from the 14th century although
obviously the three doors described above and the associ-
ated surrounding walls are included in this phase.
However, the door arch at the north end of the screens

passage, because of its relationship with the 15th-century
arch in the adjoining doorway, appears to be later and this
observation is the thin end of the wedge of doubt about the
standard interpretation.

To begin with, there are three anomalies associated
with the plan in this phase. Beyond the principal doorway
the south external wall of the former hall (Fig. 3) is on a
different alignment, and is also thinner than the wall which
contains the 14th-century doorway and which also forms
the south wall of the service block. This could suggest that
when the building was constructed the hall itself, beyond
the screens passage, had full-height timber-framed walls
and that the present masonry walls of the south rear wing
are later replacements, possibly even as late as the 17th
century (see p.52).

Secondly, although it is common for the service rooms
to extend beyond the width of the hall, thus creating a
small yard into which the bay window of the hall over-
looked, in the case of Dragon Hall the service range is
considerably wider than the other examples in the city.
Associated with this is the fact that the north wall and
80cm of the return wall, which contains the small squint
window, are thinner than the remaining walls (see Fig. 3).
This may suggest that the north wall of the service room
has been removed and was replaced further to the north in
the 15th century when the spine wall and the
timber-framed building above were constructed. The
discrepancy with this hypothesis is that the top of the wall
does appear to have been altered to accommodate the
15th-century stairs up to first-floor level (see discussion of
this topic on p.51).

Finally, there is no scar left between the two service
doors as would be expected after the removal of the wall
between the two service rooms. This can be explained by
the former existence of a timber partition, itself somewhat
unusual in a masonry building, although the continuous
profile of the relieving arch on the west side of the wall
(shown on Fig. 4) does somewhat negate this solution. The
profile of this relieving arch is unusually shallow for a
14th-century date and similarly the point of intersection
between the two arches does not match the centre between
the two arches on the east face of the wall.

There are further reservations about the interpretation
of this phase of the development of building. These stem
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Plate XI  The undercrofts at Dragon Hall (© Chris Barringer)
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from several apparent anomalies where common sense
indicates a pattern of development different from that
suggested by architectural or archaeological consider-
ations. For example, the suggestion that the two service
doors and the external south door were part of an open hall
is — as stated earlier — not an unreasonable assumption.
However, the lack of any evidence for a wall dividing the
two rooms, the curious alignment of the end chamber in
the undercroft below and a slight difference in the detail on
the jambs of the two door openings — the chamfers on the
jambs of the right-hand (north) doorway lack the diagonal
stop seen on the one surviving jamb of the south door —
all call for an alternative interpretation.

The building, according to this alternative interpreta-
tion, had only one relatively large service room instead of
two, and this was entered through the left-hand doorway.
The steps up from the screens passage were supported by
the vaulted end chamber, and hence the seemingly curious
alignment (see Figs 4 and 11). The second door opening
gave access to the undercroft, which at this stage consisted
of only one bay with double-order ribs; again this is
shown on Fig. 11. The alignment of the diagonal rib allows
for the stairs down from the doorway, although the exact
configuration of the stairs is open to speculation.

This arrangement was changed when a new access was
created into the undercroft, which was increased in size by
the addition of the smaller northern bay with single-order
ribs. Again the alignment of the ribs shows where the new
stairs were positioned, in this case in the north-east corner
where the 20th-century stairs are now. Access into the
enlarged undercroft fits in with the overall development of
the building outlined below, but the relationship between
the large doorway into the former service room and the
adjoining doorway previously associated with the stairs
down into the undercroft is problematic. This will be
discussed before the next phase is described.

A second reservation concerns the relationship
between the large doorway and the adjoining smaller
service doorway (the doorway described above as giving
access to the single-bay undercroft). The stones which
form the left-hand side of the large doorway also form the
right-hand side of the adjoining opening up to
arch-springing level which suggests, from a
common-sense perspective, that the large doorway was
primary. The jambs of the contemporary adjoining doors
were subsequently replaced by reused 14th-century
surrounds, the right-hand arch of which using the earlier
respond. This pattern of development could account for
the misalignment between the centre point of the two
relieving arches on the other side of the wall and the
mid-point between the reused 14th-century surrounds —
might these have been imported into the building in the
16th century, i.e. at the date of the timber screen?

The alternative to this requires that the 14th-century
arch was shored up whilst the right-hand jamb was
replaced during the process of creating the large opening.
Considering that there was no restriction to the right of the
large arch, as the return north wall is later than the large
arch, and that something like 10cm would have been lost
by butting the latter against the jamb of the service
doorway, from a purely practical point of view the present
arrangement seems an unnecessarily complicated
building procedure.

The building which stands today was constructed in
the 15th century and represents the second phase of

development (see Period 6, pp67–8). It must have incorpo-
rated the ground floor walls of the 14th-century building
which, through the process of adaptation, effectively lost
its identity as a free-standing hall house. The screens
passage arrangement was still used as the principal pedes-
trian entrance and the building was still open to the apex of
the roof, as suggested by the arched braces which support
the bressumer. The 15th-century building may have had a
rear wing at the north end: this is suggested by the fact that
at its lower level the wall extends a short distance beyond
the line of the gable above, and because there is the
springing of an arch on the east face of the adjacent brick
pier.

The spine wall, which was mentioned earlier and is an
integral part of the 15th-century additions, extends north-
wards away from the north-east corner of the 14th-century
service room, veering away from the front wall of the
building as it does so. The orientation of this wall has been
the cause of much debate and it has been suggested that it
pre-dates the timber-framed storey above, although the
evidence produced by the archaeological excavation to the
rear of the building (see Period 5, p.57) offers a solution to
the problem. The walls of the buildings which were
uncovered to the east of the spine wall (Buildings 10 and
18) are on the same alignment as the wall and a
pre-15th-century roadway (see p.59) which was at right-
angles to the wall itself. This evidence suggests that the
arch in the spine wall was used in conjunction with the
road, reinforcing the proposed use of the building which is
set out below.

The passageway or corridor which the spine wall
creates is effectively an extension of the earlier screens
passage. It extended as far as a large post where the
corridor itself was terminated by a horizontal rail (see Fig.
3). Below-ground archaeological evidence suggests that
the rail formed part of a timber building which extended
over the area of the former road during the 17th century.
This fits with the sawn-off character of the remains of the
horizontal rail.

Immediately adjacent to the remains of this rail is the
doorway (Fig. 12) which gives access through the spine
wall into a room which adjoins, and is effectively an exten-
sion to, the 14th-century service room(s).

Beyond the end of the corridor is the large brick arch
which was probably used for unloading goods from the
river via the roadway. This road entered the building
beneath the arch, where goods could then be unloaded into
the north ground-floor room.

At first-floor level the building consisted of two
rooms, divided by a partition beneath the truss between
Bays 3 and 4 as numbered from the south (Fig. 13). The
stairs up from the ground floor landed just beyond the line
of this partition (as do the 20th-century stairs), which itself
had a doorway against the rear wall which connected the
two rooms. The south room was heated by the stack in the
gable and to the left of this there is a doorway which gave
access either to the adjoining building, as now, or to an
external stair. Both rooms had oriel windows facing the
street, with two windows in the north room and one in the
south, and there was a further large window in the rear
wall. The latter window has been reinstated with a
20th-century replacement.

The third phase of developments (see Period 7, p.70)
revolves around the post-medieval reorganization and
sub-division of the building, especially at first-floor level
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where it appears that it was divided into separate units
which were subsequently changed again. The sequence of
these events was discovered during the removal of the
partitions in the early 1980s and were recorded by the City
Architect responsible for the repairs, Nierop-Reading. A
summary of his interpretation follows.

The first phase of alteration divided the first floor into
two self-contained units with the larger of the two occu-
pying Bays 1 to 5 from the south plus one half of Bay 6.
The partition (a–a on Fig. 13) which was initially at the top
of the stairs was moved and modified to form the new
dividing wall between the two units. The remaining
one-and-a-half bays were themselves sub-divided into
two interconnecting rooms of almost equal size and a new
staircase was inserted against the rear wall.

The next phase of alteration involved the reinstatement
of the partition (a–a on Fig. 14) beneath Truss 4 to create a
three-bay unit to the south (B on Fig. 14) of the building,
which may have incorporated the adjoining building to the

south (or the external stair), and a two-and-a-half bay
central unit (C on Fig. 14). Bay 4 was incorporated into the
latter and was divided axially, which involved the creation
of another doorway (d on Fig. 14) in the existing partition.

There is the possibility that an opening was made in
the earlier partition in the north unit (e–e on Fig. 14) and
the retention of the earlier doorway suggests that a parti-
tion was inserted to create a small self-contained room.
Either during or subsequent to this phase of alteration a
second floor was added to the north and south units.

The division of the ground floor follows the layout
created at first-floor level by this last principal phase of
division, and in the 17th century a stack was constructed
against the partition between the north and central units.

It seems likely that in the 17th century the cellars in the
north and central units were created by excavating through
the 15th-century floor levels and underbuilding the walls.
These alterations created the cellars as seen today.
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Figure 13 Plan of first floor at Dragon Hall after partitioning commenced. Scale 1:250.

Figure 14 Plan of Dragon Hall at first-floor level, showing the post-medieval and later sub-divisions. Scale 1:250.



4. Excavation Results and Documentary
Evidence

by Andy Shelley and Elizabeth Rutledge

I. Geology
(Fig. 2)

It was intended that the excavation expose naturally-
formed soils as extensively as possible. In the event a
number of important considerations, such as retention of
certain archaeological features, hampered this aim. The
need to respect the structural integrity of standing build-
ings was also important. Figure 2 shows where natural
soils were exposed. These soils were mapped
micromorphologically (p.175), archaeologically and in
boreholes. The soil analysis has shown that initial occupa-
tion occurred on non-calcareous, sometimes acid and
leached, brown sands formed on glaciofluvial drift.

The river terrace sands and gravels, and the underlying
chalk, have been noted in a number of surveys. In 2002 a
borehole by S.I.C. (East Anglia) Ltd (BH1) gave the top
level of chalk within the area of excavation as –0.8m OD
and that of the sands as 2.25m OD. A borehole sunk in
1967 (BH64) by George Wimpey & Co. Ltd. showed that
significant differences in level were present within a short
distance of the site. Here the top of ‘chalk containing occa-
sional flints’ lay at –11.8ft (–3.6m OD). This was overlaid
by 4.2m of fine to medium gravel and sands. A second
borehole immediately to the east of the site by S.I.C. (East
Anglia) Ltd (BH5) showed that the top of the chalk lies at
–2.4m and that of sand at 0.6m.

The sloping profile of these natural deposits is illus-
trated by further boreholes. A borehole sunk in a position
opposite Dragon Hall (BH66) showed the top level of
chalk lay at 7.8ft (2.38m OD) and the top of gravel and
sand at 13.3 ft (4.05m OD). Another 1967 borehole, BH61
(not illus.), clearly showed the nature of the deposits
which formed the river foreshore. Here, close by the
north-western angle of the River Wensum, chalk lay at
–19.1ft (–5.8m OD) and the top of the gravel at –9.6ft
(–2.93m). This was overlain by dark brown sandy silt and
very silty sandy clay with occasional brown peat frag-
ments, and grey-brown silty sandy clay with fine gravel,
chalk fragments and organic matter. The top of this mate-
rial lay at –0.03m OD. At the eastern end of Old Barge
Yard, beside the river, the top of chalk lay at –4.7m OD
(BH6, not illus.) and the top of alluvial clay at –0.5m OD.
This was sealed by 0.8m depth of peat and 2m of made
ground.

In the southern part of the Dragon Hall site, excavation
showed that orange sands varied in level between 2.58m
OD at the west and 1.85m in the east. The downward slope
towards the river was illustrated by the presence of river
terrace sands at approximately 3.00m OD immediately
behind Dragon Hall and 1.40m OD close to the eastern
end of the site.

In 1998 an evaluation excavation within the angle of
King Street and St Julian’s Alley (Site 831, Penn 1999, 7)
also exposed natural sands. Although it was not clear that

the original natural surface survived disturbance by cut
archaeological features anywhere in the trench, a level of
4.05m OD for the top of the sands was deduced.

II. Prehistoric, Roman and Early and Middle
Saxon activity

No features of prehistoric or Roman date were found.
However, the longevity of human presence in the area was
evidenced by a number of objects which clearly pre-date
the Saxon period.

The small number of residual worked flints from
Dragon Hall (p.127) indicate local activity from the
Mesolithic/Early Neolithic periods onwards. Similar flint
has been recovered from other sites on the banks of the
River Wensum in Norwich. The significance of these finds
is discussed on p.179.

Although the earliest pottery at Dragon Hall was of
Roman date insufficient quantities were recovered to
support any other interpretation than chance loss. The
same is true of the Early Saxon and unidentified hand-
made wares, both of which formed very small proportions
of the total pottery assemblage. Whilst the recovery of
Middle Saxon pottery may be evidence of 9th-century use
of the site, its small quantity is not indicative of sustained
activity. It must be remembered that the site lies in an area
which had, by virtue of the steep slopes to the west, been
prone to colluvation, and soil movements are as likely a
cause for early pottery being found as occupation. The
first definitive settlement on the site is dated ceramically
to the late 10th century.

III. Period 1: pre-Conquest (late 10th–11th
centuries)
(Figs 15–24)

Summary
Three adjoining properties (PS1, PS2 and PS3, Fig.15)
were established on the site during the period c.
975–1025. Simple timber-posted structures were erected
against the street in at least two of these and the third had a
building set back from the street. An oven lay behind one of
the buildings, and the areas to the south of the site and
towards the river were used to extract sands and gravels.
The contents of associated refuse pits indicates an
economy based on a local trade in finished metalwork,
ceramic goods, querns, antler-working and perishables.
Evidence of a freshwater fishery emphasises the impor-
tance of the nearby river.

The earliest worked soils (p.177) on the site (truncated
sands contaminated with small amounts of ash, brickearth
daub and burned peat) show that the shallow sandy loam
topsoil was sealed by early occupation during the late
10th–11th centuries. The inclusions which were added to
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these soils were augmented by occasional inputs of herbi-
vore, bird and human coprolitic material.

The soils were recorded during the excavation as dark
silty sands with frequent chalk (e.g. G56, 11709, Fig. 16)
or dark loamy sands (e.g. G444, 12345, not illus.). Some
contained pottery. Deposit 11709, for example, contained
sherds of mostly early medieval date, indicating that this
soil was to remain exposed for 100 years or more. The date
of the inception of this soil growth is suggested by the
presence of a sherd of coarse Huy-type ware, and a large
Thetford-type ware pedestal lamp fragment from 12345.
A patch of charcoal-rich loamy soil containing fired clay
which lay against the street was, along with similar mate-
rial in a nearby gully (G398, 11644, Fig. 17), the earliest
suggestion of street-frontage occupation.

Settlement in PS1
(Figs 15–18)
The earliest indication that land beside King Street had
been divided took the form of five post-holes (G399)
which defined the southern limit of PS1. This irregular
fence-line was eventually replaced by a series of shallow
gullies or ditches (G453, 12551, 12553 and 12580) which
had cut pits (G452 and G454, see below) associated with
the first building in the property. Ditch 12553 contained
undecorated Thetford-type body sherds, bases and jar
rims and one very coarse shelly early medieval body. The
use of gullies to divide properties was widespread in
Norwich during this period: other examples include gully
73 at Botolph Street (Site 170N, Evans 1985, 92) and
many at the Mann Egerton site (Emery in prep.).

Building 1 and pitting
(Figs 15–18)
Two small post-holes (G445, not illus.) provided the first evidence for a
building against the street. A worn and much truncated clay floor (G395,
11502, 11535, Fig. 17), covered with dark silty sand and charcoal
(11501), sealed the post-holes and gully G398. The post-holes and floor
were the only features not to have been removed by later activity.

A rebuild of this ephemeral structure (G397) was represented by a
small area of ash and charcoal hearth residue (11498, not illus.) and five
post-holes. Only the south-eastern corner of this building lay within the
excavation area. The eastern end had been partitioned, a type of arrange-
ment also seen at 51–53 King Street (Shelley and Brennand in prep.).
Post-hole fills and other soils in the building contained six sherds of
Thetford-type ware. In addition, fragments of vitrified fired clay from
11445 (not illus.) and pit fill 11536 (G398) may have derived from the

building’s hearth or oven, although the possibly limewashed surfaces
they displayed suggest that the material was in fact daub.

A large pit to the south of the building (G394, 11500, Figs 17 and 18)
contained sherds of Thetford-type pottery and two fine Late Saxon
micaceous redware sherds of unknown origin. Palynological assessment
of the fills (p.174) indicates they were essentially of blackened sand, the
discolouration probably being caused by very large amounts of micro-
scopic charcoal. A great deal of charred and partially charred organic
material was found, including particles from hard and soft woods. Hazel
and oak were present where abundance was greatest, and heather was
found in the basal fill. Bracken was also present and it is possible that
these plants were used as thatching, bedding and flooring. Throughout,
the pollen assemblage was dominated by cereal-types and weeds of
open, broken soils and cornfields. The scarceness of palynomorphs sug-
gests a very rapid input of material, possibly by colluvation.

The pit had been cut by other, relatively shallow, pits (G452, 12562,
12564, 12566, 12594). These were filled with grey silty sands, animal
bone and 11th-century Thetford-type ware pottery. The fact that they
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Figure 15 Plan showing the position of Period 1
property boundaries, buildings and other features.

Scale 1:500.

Figure 16 Plan of Period 1 features behind Building 2 in
property PS2. For location see Figure 15. Scale 1:50.
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Figure 17 Section through the floor and underlying features and deposits in Dragon Hall’s Cellar 1. Section located
on Figure 18. Scale 1:25.

Figure 18  Plan of the earliest buildings on the King Street frontage, with their associated features. Scale 1:75.



were heavily intercut suggested that space within the plot may have been
at a premium, even at this relatively early date. Several north-to-south
aligned post-holes (G396) may have supported a screen or fence between
the pits and King Street.

Two further intercutting pits (G454) had also been cut by the bound-
ary gullies. Pit 12570 contained a worked flint, five pieces of daub and a
sawn antler tine (SF1416). Both produced a single sherd of 11th-century
Thetford-type ware.

Settlement in PS2
(Figs 15, 16, 19–21)

Building 2
(Fig. 16)
The earliest building in PS2, Building 2 also sat against the street
frontage, and aligned with the boundary gully between PS1 and PS2. Its
southern edge was formed in part by a small rectangular feature (G491)
which may have been a segment of beam slot. At least five large post-pits
(G420) had supported the eastern wall; these contained silty loams with
fragments of burnt daub and flecks of charcoal. One feature within a
ragged line of post-holes (G488, G490) which had supported a partition
within the building contained sawn antler (SF5018). A larger post-hole
(G489) had formed an internal prop. Although truncated, the building
had probably measured 2.8m in width by at least 3.4m in length. No
evidence for a hearth was discovered.

The post-holes in the northern wall were eventually cut by two
gullies (G502). These may have developed as eave-drips or drains and
produced a saggy pottery base sherd in a relatively coarse redware,
probably Grimston Thetford or unglazed ware, or perhaps coarse London-
type ware. Other fabrics included Thetford-type ware and Thetford-type
smooth fabric, the latter decorated with diamond rouletting.

A beam slot and three post-holes (G414, not fully illus.) lay immedi-
ately to the east of the building. These also contained burnt daub and
charcoal and had formed an ancillary part of the building, the form of
which was unclear.

Soils containing ash and burnt clay (G468, not illus.) along the
north-western edge of PS2 contained small amounts of Thetford-type,
‘Saxo-Norman’and early medieval ware pottery. Four further post-holes
(G447, Fig.16) lay to the east of the building. These may have
represented a further expression of the property boundary or been part of
a building associated with ovens (see below).

Ovens
(Figs 16 and 19)
Two small, intercutting ovens (G52, G53, Figs 16 and 19) lay c. 5m
behind Building 2. These did not, apparently, lie within a building. Two
firing surfaces and associated layers of ash were revealed. The walls and
floor to the first oven were formed from silty clay (12173, 12175 and
12176), containing a sherd of Pingsdorf ware, or possibly Huy-type
whiteware. The inner surface (12176) had survived as an oxidised orange
layer. Ash and charcoal (12177) lay within the oven, which measured
(including the thickness of the walls) at least 1.06m by 0.60m. It had a
wall thickness of c. 0.10m.

Deposits 12178 and 12179 represented collapse of the superstruc-
ture into the centre of the oven. An interval before it was replaced (G54)
was represented by a build-up of soil (12183) and a scorched layer of
silty clay with frequent chalk fragments (12180). This contained a sherd
of 11th–12th-century EMW pottery. The new oven was of a similar shape
to the first although the rear wall was thicker, giving a total surviving
length of 0.88m. It was also a little wider at 0.75m and its walls were
0.23m thick. This oven had also collapsed.

Pits
(Figs 20 and 21)
Refuse pits in PS2 were located in a cluster at the eastern end of the prop-
erty, rather than beside the building as was the case in PS1.

A truncated quarry pit or solution feature (G4, 12153, Figs 20 and
21) contained a struck flint and a small amount of animal and fish bone.
The fish bone was mostly from a large cod’s head. This pit had been cut
by a large 11th-century extraction pit (G5, 12085, Figs 20 and 21) which
had later been filled with cess. It was sufficiently deep to have penetrated
the water table. Its fills contained fig, apple, bramble, raspberry and
rowan seeds together with damson and sloe fruitstones (see p.174). Can-
nabis/Humulus was also present. The cannabis probably derived from
hops, suggesting that ale was drunk. Brassicaceous foods such as cab-
bages and turnips were represented, as well as pea and bean. Cereal-type
pollen was abundant. The presence of eggs from whipworms, an intesti-
nal worm, suggests that the waste derived from people subject to
sporadic parasitic problems.

Other finds from the pit included worked antler (SF1167), a large
key (SF1331), various nails and fittings and a knife blade (SF1330).
There were also 1338 identified fish bones, of which over 1000 were of
small eel (under 350mm in total length) from a minimum of nine fish.
Larger eel were also represented, but only by occasional bones. Herring,
smelt, small cod or whiting and small right-sided flatfish
(Pleuronectidae) were recorded, as were a number of vertebrae and pha-
ryngeal bones from tiny cyprinids, species including roach, gudgeon,
tench and dace (Table 46). None of these bones exhibited the characteris-
tic distortions found after passage through the gut of a human (Nicholson
1993) and it would seem unlikely that such large quantities of tiny bones
would survive passage through the mammalian gut. The remains are thus
likely to have been the gut contents of larger fish or small fish spoilt and
not consumed.

The earliest fills of the pit largely contained Thetford-type pottery.
The final fill produced 32 sherds, including sandy Ipswich ware, a small
Thetford-type jar rim, Thetford ware fine and Grimston variants, early
medieval ware, Yarmouth-type ware and a sherd of reduced Pingsdorf
near-stoneware.

A wide and shallow pit (G7, 12235, Fig. 20) contained a char-
coal-rich sandy silt with a whetstone fragment (SF1389), 0.48kg of
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Figure 19 Section through the Period 1 ovens in PS2.
Scale 1:20.

Figure 20 Intercutting Period 1 pits at the eastern end of
PS2. For location see Figure 15. Scale 1:40.

Figure 21  Section through Period 1 pits 12153 and
12085 and Period 2 gully 12162.

For location see Figure 20. Scale 1:40.



animal bone and a fragment of lava quernstone (SF1171). The fills con-
tained relatively few fish bones, although scad (Trachurus trachurus),
medium-sized cod and herring were identified. A total of 109 largely
Thetford-type ware pottery sherds was recovered, almost all sooted. The
range of fabrics and forms suggests a late 10th- or 11th-century date.

A small pit (G8, 12238, Fig. 20) which had cut 12235 contained
fourteen sherds of pottery, mostly Thetford-type ware, but including
LMU and small fragments of early medieval and Yarmouth-type wares.
The basal fill of another large pit (G12, 12009, Fig. 20) contained two
sherds of 10th- or 11th-century Thetford-type pottery, including an
overfired and distorted jar base, perhaps a waster. This was overlain by a
grey silt containing 11th-century pottery and animal and fish bone. The
uppermost fill produced 76 sherds of Thetford-type ware, early medieval
and early medieval sandwich wares and Yarmouth-type ware. Fish
remains included bones from large and medium-sized cod, whiting,
herring and pilchard, mackerel, eel and thornback ray.

A further pit (G11, 12200, Fig.20) that cut 12009 contained 0.46kg
of animal bone and two rove plates, although the feature is likely to have
originated as a quarry. It contained bones from both large and small cod
and indeterminate gadids, herring, small–medium right-sided flatfish
and a small elasmobranch (dogfish or ray). The fills also contained 106
pottery sherds, again largely of Thetford-type ware. Other fabrics
included Stamford type A, early medieval ware and shelly variants,
Pingsdorf ware and yellow-glazed Huy-type ware. Vessels included a
Thetford-type jar and bowl, five EMW jars, two EMW ginger jars and a
large Huy-type storage jar.

Southern half of PS2
(Figs 16 and 22)
The street frontage area in the southern half of PS2 was
unavailable for study and it is not possible, therefore, to
determine whether or not this too had housed a structure.

Pits and post-holes
(Figs 16 and 22)
The earliest evidence in this part of the property was represented by adja-
cent post-holes or post-pits. A circular post-pit (G211, 11419) to the
south of the ovens contained fourteen sherds of Thetford-type ware,
including a sherd decorated with an applied thumbed strip.

The second post-hole (G213, 11450) also contained 10th–11th
century Thetford-type ware. A much bigger post-hole (11452) to the
west contained a large amount of 11th-century or later pottery
(Thetford-type ware, EMW body sherds, an LMU developed jar rim and
a small sherd of Pingsdorf-type ware) and also one sherd of South
Gaulish samian ware of Roman date. A further feature (11515, not illus.)
contained an unidentified, probably Late Saxon, rimsherd in a white
fabric with black surfaces, two Thetford-type ware body sherds and three
sherds of a coarse Yarmouth-type vessel. These post-holes probably
formed a corner to an otherwise unidentified structure.

A large refuse pit (G212, 11403, Figs 16 and 22) had cut the
post-holes. Its upper silty sand fill (11405) contained a very large quan-
tity of 10th–11th century pottery and nearly 1kg of animal bone. A
heavily polished cattle radius which may have been used as a skate or
roller and a lump of metalworking debris were also recovered. The
majority of the pottery sherds were of Thetford-type ware, including
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Figure 22  Section through features and deposits in properties PS2. Several of the floors to Building 13 can be seen on the
right of the section, and on the left road surface 10800 is shown. For location see Figure 16. Scale 1:25.



fine, smooth and Grimston variants. Four medium, one large and one
handled jar, and a spiked lamp, were identified. Several sherds were dec-
orated with diamond rouletting. Three sherds of EMW and two of
Pingsdorf ware were also found, as well as a further sherd of the fine
white Late Saxon ware. The fish bone retrieved comprised
medium-sized, large and very large cod.

Another very large 11th-century pit (G319, 12186, not illus.) was
situated at the easternmost extent of the excavation, some 27m from the
street frontage. Analysis of pollen in its fills suggests this feature, like pit
12085, was used to dispose of cess (see p.174). Those using the pit were
also heavily parasitised by whipworm, while the same wide range of
potential food plants found in pit 12085 was recorded. The feature had
filled with interleaved lenses of dark, reddish brown peaty organic matter
and grey sandy silts (12208) which contained a ceramic spindle whorl. It
had almost certainly originated as a quarry pit, of the same type as those
along the southern edge of PS3 (see below). The fills contained a few fish
bones from herring, eel and thornback ray, and 26 pottery sherds. These
included Thetford-type and Grimston Thetford ware, early medieval
Sandwich ware, LMU, Yarmouth-type and Yarmouth-type glazed wares
and a sherd of Pingsdorf ware.

Two intercutting mid-10th–11th century quarry pits (G2, not illus.)
had been dug to the south-west of pit 12186. The earlier was filled with
mottled grey and yellow silt. The second had near-vertical sides and con-
tained a collection of decayed windblown leaves and twigs (12433), with
two Thetford-type ware body sherds, a sherd of white Pingsdorf ware,
metalworking debris and a little animal bone, over which lenses of sand
had collected.

Settlement in PS3
(Figs 15, 23 and 24)

The first building and quarrying
(Figs 23 and 24)
The remains of a possible building (Building 28) were discovered beside
Old Barge Yard. Its northern wall was formed from three post-holes
(G102), two of which contained Thetford-type ware, EMW and a
smooth Thetford-type ware jar rim, and five further post- or stake-holes
(G100, G101), two of which contained Yarmouth-type and coarse shelly
early medieval ware. The eastern wall was formed from three further
post-holes (G101, G102). The posts may have supported clay walls or
pegged sill beams. The building had been truncated by quarrying, one of
the post-holes having been cut by a large sand-filled pit (G104) from
which a single sherd of Thetford-type lamp rim was recovered.

Three small 11th-century post-pits (G103, 12287, 12365, 12371,
Fig. 24) had cut the north wall of the building and formed a boundary
between PS2 and land to the south. These contained two sherds of
Thetford-type ware, an EMW sherd and a simple everted jar rim in
Grimston Thetford ware.

The original quarry pit was cut by a larger extraction feature of 0.7m
depth (G105, 12259). This contained three Roman tiles and a small knife
(SF1169, Fig. 79). A third quarry (G106, 12158) cut the fills of the
second. This was at least 1.5m deep and its basal fill, a grey-green silty
organic material, contained plenty of animal bone. It had been overlain
by a silty clay with shell, charcoal, animal and fish bone, Roman tile and

daub fragments. The uppermost fill contained a horseshoe (SF1174,
SF1183, SF1195), a clench bolt and animal and fish bone.

The quarries largely contained undecorated Thetford-type body
sherds, although three jars and a large storage vessel with applied
thumbed strips were also present. Other fabrics included St Neots ware,
early medieval ware, Yarmouth-type ware and a tiny burnt sherd of
?Stamford fabric A. Several bones from large and very large cod (the
estimated length of one fish was 1.1m) were also found in these pits,
which had evidently been used to dispose of refuse.

Period 1 discussion
Although evidence for the earliest activity at Dragon Hall
is somewhat incomplete, it seems likely that the entire area
was settled by the Late Saxon period. The date of the
settlement’s origin is derived from ceramic evidence, no
datable metalwork having been found and no scientific
dating of deposits having been conducted. Although
nearly every group of soils or features contained pottery in
fabric and/or forms that indicate settlement commenced,
at the earliest, in the late 10th century, the few sherds of
pottery recovered from structural features suggest an
11th-century date. This accords with the range of pottery
from the pits associated with the buildings. Nearly
three-quarters of the pottery by sherd count was of
Thetford-type ware, early medieval fabrics forming an
additional 22%. Some of the LMU recovered could be of
the same date, although the Yarmouth-type glazed wares
were probably intrusive. Given these parameters, it may
be reasonable to suppose that occupation commenced in
the period between c. 975 and c. 1025.

The community initially inhabited at least two build-
ings set against the street frontage. These were separated
at first by a fence and then a boundary gully. The
street-fronting area of PS3 could not be investigated
because of the extant undercroft, which had probably
removed all earlier remains during the later medieval
period. The boundary fences and gullies show that the
principle of independent properties was established
during this period.

Both of the northern buildings were small
timber-posted structures which had been floored with clay
and walled with daub. Peat ash in the surrounding and
underlying soils indicated the use of this material as fuel,
but there was also evidence for both hard and soft woods
having been burnt. Only the building in PS1 contained
clear evidence of having been heated. The discovery of
heather and bracken pollen in pits associated with the
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Figure 23 Plan of Period 1 features in PS3, showing outline of Building 28. For location see Figure 15. Scale 1:50.
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buildings suggests that they were roofed with these mate-
rials, although they may also have been used for bedding
and floors. The remains of Thetford-type ware pedestal
lamps is a reminder that the buildings would have been lit.
The only notable internal feature was the possible division
within Building 1 which parallels examples from the
upper reaches of King Street (Site 26460, Shelley and
Brennand in prep.) and London (Horsman et al. 1988,
PDN4, 44).

PS2 was the most complete property to be investi-
gated. Its building lay in the north-west corner of the
property, with an oven set some distance behind. Its quar-
ries and refuse pits lay some distance further to the east.
This may also have been the case in PS1, since its back-
yard was not examined, although it is to be noted that here
refuse pits lay very close to the building.

The small finds dating to this period suggest that the
buildings in PS1 and PS2 were used for antler-working,
although this should not be necessarily seen as proof of an
intensive industry. It is more likely that this was one of
several crafts, industries and activities practised in these
properties. Such activities were noted in PS2, where the
quern fragment from a pit and the presence of ovens in the
same property suggests that the occupants were engaged
in small-scale cereal processing. One pervasive activity
that pockmarked the site landscape was quarrying. Much
of the material gained from this activity was probably used
on nearby paths and streets.

There was no indication of differences in status
between the properties, with the possible exception of the
high-quality pattern-welded knife (SF799) which was
found residually in PS3. Nor was there any clue to the
leisure activities which might have been pursued, with the
exception of a heavily-polished cattle radius which
suggests that skates had been used on the river.

The objects used by these first inhabitants speak of an
almost entirely local, or at best regional, trading network.
Almost all of the ceramic goods were of Thetford-type
ware, foreign pottery, consisting of Pingsdorf and
Huy-type wares, forming only 1% of the pottery found.
The only other foreign import was the lavastone fragment,
which had almost certainly come from the Rhineland.

The diet of the earliest settlers was wide and varied,
and the staples remain familiar. These included cereals,
cabbages, turnips, peas and beans. Fruits included figs,
apples, raspberries and damsons. Hops were also appar-
ently in use. Cattle, sheep/goat, pig and occasionally
domestic fowl were consumed. Fish remains attest both to
a trade with coastal fisheries and a nearby riverine fishery.
The suggestion (p.170) that riverine fish stocks were more
heavily exploited at this site than at other localities within
the city demonstrates that the river was farmed by a river-
side community, although there is no evidence to suggest
that the occupants of this site were engaged in this activity.

IV. Period 2: Norman (late 11th–late 12th
centuries)
(Plate XII; Figs 17, 22, 25–31)

Summary
A shift in the settlement pattern during this period is noted,
as new buildings moved closer to the river (Fig. 25). This
may have been due to renewed colluviation, which formed
part of a general rise in the ground level on the site caused
by manuring and refuse disposal.

The new buildings were accompanied by agricultural
activity on the site, coupled with a widening of trading
links, as evidenced by changes in the ceramic assemblage.
New building techniques also appeared in PS3, and this
property may have formed a part of a larger Norman
holding. These technological changes, and the Norman
characteristics displayed by later deposits and finds from
PS3, form the basis of this suggestion.

The archaeological sequence

Soil development and pitting
(Figs 17, 22, 25 and 26)
It is evident that the building at the head of PS1 was abandoned, probably
after a fire. Soil began to accumulate, at first through colluvation (G450,
11538, Fig. 17) and then by the development of a manured brown silty
sand stemming from horticultural activity (G450, 11323, 11493, Fig. 17,
p.177). The finds from this soil indicate that refuse was being dumped.
These included animal bone, a sawn antler tine (SF1417) and a fragment
of worked stone, possibly from a mortar. The pottery assemblage was
dominated by Thetford-type ware and variants. Other fabrics included
early medieval ware, Yarmouth-type ware and Pingsdorf reduced ware.

A similar period of inactivity was evident in PS2. A sub-rectangular
refuse pit (G487, 3327, not illus.) had truncated the footprint of Building
2 before a thin sandy layer (G492, 3337, G415, 24, 25, not illus.) col-
lected over most of the street frontage. This contained sherds of
Thetford-type ware, early medieval wares and LMU pottery, 1kg of
animal bone and a section of sawn antler (SF5020).

Thereafter a large refuse pit (G485, 3309, not illus.) was dug beside
infilled pit 3327. Finds from this feature included animal bone, antler
(SF5019), nails, Thetford-type ware pottery and five sherds of EMW.
Two other domestic rubbish pits (G469, 12513, 12514, not illus.) were
also dug in the north-western part of PS2. Pit 12513 contained sherds of
mid-11th–12th century pottery, iron slag and a knife blade (SF1404, Fig.
79).

Another large pit (G57, 12409, Fig 22), lay to the east of the
street-fronting features. Its earlier silty sand fills were sealed by a dark
silty sand (12412) containing a Roman roof tile, a padlock bolt (SF1221,
Fig.71) and a glass linen smoother (SF1197, Fig. 81). Sand above this
(12413) contained a little animal bone, nails and a rove plate. The pit also
contained 70 pottery sherds, all Late Saxon in date bar six early medieval
and two Paffrath ware sherds of 12th–13th century date. A similar fabric
occurs in Flanders from the 11th century (Flemish grey ware, Jennings
1981) and these sherds could belong to this earlier period. A smaller pit
(G58, 12448, Fig. 22) which had cut pit 12409 also contained some
12th-century pottery.

A north-to-south aligned boundary in PS2 may have been marked by
a ‘v’-shaped gully (G6, 12162, Figs 21 and 26) during this period. This
had filled with a dark soil containing Thetford-type ware, EMW,
Yarmouth-type ware and a fragment of leadworking waste.

During the 12th century, soil formation and deposition at the eastern
end of PS2 (G9) raised the ground level in advance of a structure (see
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Figure 25  Later Period 2 property boundaries and
buildings. Scale 1:500.



below) being erected. The soil, which contained a lead weight or plumb
bob (SF1104, Fig. 77), dipped gradually to the east and sealed the gully,
and a silty peat ash. It contained 106 pottery sherds, principally of early
medieval date. Later pottery included a Grimston coarseware jug rim and
small quantities of LMU and Andenne ware.

Dark-toned soils also accumulated in the southern part of PS2. This
preceded refuse pitting and the construction of ?external surfaces. The
soils contained charcoal and shell fragments (G215, 11349, Fig. 22;
G259, G320, not illus.), and had developed above Period 1 pits during
the 12th century. The presence of lead metallurgical debris, a whetstone
(SF793), small quantities of animal bone and a kilogramme of pottery
indicates that nearby occupation continued. Much of the pottery was of
Late Saxon date but small amounts of Yarmouth-type ware, LMU,
Paffrath ware and early medieval ware suggest the later date given to the
soil build-up.

Development of PS2
(Figs 25–27)

Building 3
The eastern end of this earthfast structure (G13, Fig. 26; the western
trench is shown on Fig. 2 where it is penetrated by BH1) was formed by
eight post-holes, stake-holes or beam-slots. These were obviously only
the remnants of a much larger building which had here been largely trun-
cated away. Shallow remains of the western end of the building (G55,
Fig.26; 12093, Figs 22 and 27; G69, 12033, Fig. 26) were seen in a small
sondage. The post-holes and slots forming this part of the structure had
cut pit 12448. Most contained frequent charcoal and pottery of
11th–12th century date. Beam slot 12087 additionally contained metal-
working debris and a clench bolt. Another east-to-west aligned
beam-slot and a post-hole may have formed parts of the south wall (G59,
12463, Fig. 22; 12499, Fig. 26). These contained a horseshoe nail,

Thetford-type ware pottery sherds (including a pedestal lamp base), and
several sherds of EMW, Yarmouth-type ware, early LMU and Huy-type
pottery. This last sherd was decorated with applied thumbed strips,
?rouletting or stamping and yellow glaze.

The full plan of Building 3 was not recovered (but see Building 6,
below). It was soon sealed by a chalky silt (G70, G14, 11710, Fig. 27),
itself much truncated, which acted as levelling for a series of chalk and
clay surfaces (G14). These sealed gully G59 and fence-line or structure
G13 and were themselves eventually covered by a sandy silt, sands and
gravels which had been used to raise and level the area.

The soils were deposited during the 12th century. They contained
158 pottery sherds (86 Thetford-type ware sherds and 62 early medieval
ware sherds). Identifiable vessels included jars, lamps and ginger jars.
Later material included a bowl and a jar in Grimston coarseware, LMU,
possible North French green-glazed white ware and Andenne ware.

Later development of PS2
(Plate XII; Figs 25, 27 and 28)
During the later 1100s this part of the property housed three contempo-
rary chalk-floored structures. These comprised possible outbuildings
(Building 4) beside the street, a possible dwelling with a small hearth
(Building 5) to the rear and a larger dwelling or ?industrial building
(Building 6) further east again. Building 6 may have directly replaced, or
been a later phase of, Building 3. This building phase was accompanied
by a 0.15m-deep north-east to south-west gully (G505, Fig. 28). This lay
close to King Street and south of the earlier PS1/PS2 boundary.

Buildings 4, 5 and 6
The plan of Building 4 was barely discernible and the recovered elements
may have represented more than one building. Two floors (one of chalk,
G493, not illus.) and at least 29 small post- and stake-holes (G508)
formed parts of it. A small square structure to the south of these, of
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Figure 26  Plan of Period 2 Building 3 and other early features in PS2. Scale 1:125.

Figure 27 Section through Building 3 beam-slot 12093, ash covering the floor of Building 6 (11689) and hollow
way 11516. For location see Figure 28. Scale 1:20.
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uncertain function, followed the alignment set by an earlier refuse pit on
the street frontage (G487). The post-holes largely contained
Thetford-type ware, although two also contained sherds of early
medieval ware.

Building 5 closely matched the alignment of gully G505. This was
floored with chalk (G71, 11718, Fig. 28) and featured a hearth (34)
within a shallow ‘bowl’ lined with a reddened chalk. The eastern extent
of the floor had been scorched and covered with ash and soot (11717, not
illus.) which contained remnants of burnt thatch (Plate XII). The only
post-hole which could definitely be associated with the floor (11729,
Fig. 28) contained similar material, suggesting that the post was removed
shortly after the fire. A small post-hole and a post-pit (G72, 11836,
Fig.28) had eventually been cut through the floor. The nature of the walls
to this building must, unfortunately, remain open to conjecture.

Building 6, which seems to have replaced or have been a later phase
of Building 3, was similarly ill-defined. It comprised a massive area of
charcoal-covered chalk floor and an oven or hearth (the full extent of
which was not determined). This building had also burnt down and the
floor (G15, 11702, 11723, 12119, Fig. 28) had been heavily truncated.
The oven or hearth (12280) had been built from clay and flints and was
filled with remnants of its superstructure, over which ash and charcoal
(12279) had gathered. No stoke-hole or lower fire chamber were found,
and these presumably lay to the sides or further to the south if the feature
was an oven rather than a hearth.

The south wall of the building was held in a beam slot, only a small
part of which was recorded (G295, 12484, Fig. 28), and which varied in
width between 0.20m and 0.50m. A charcoal-filled post-hole (12482)
lay along its northern edge and may have originally pegged the
sill-beam. Several post-pits (see G221 below) may also have related to
this wall. The west wall may have utilised parts of the former west wall
of Building 3.

A series of post-holes towards the eastern end of the building proba-
bly formed a partition within the structure. The chalk floor continued
eastward of this cross-wall and was cut by a shallow pit (12055) contain-
ing peat ash and chalk. The macrofossil elements of the pit fill (12054,
p.172) comprised charred oat grains, oat floret bases and awn fragments
and barley grains. This assemblage probably represents the accidental
destruction of partly processed grain, either during grain drying or in a
granary fire. If the pit was associated with Building 6 it is possible to
liken this building to one uncovered beside Alms Lane in 1976 (Building
A1, Atkin 1985, 149). There the spread of germinated, burnt barley was
taken to suggest the late 13th-century building had acted as a brewhouse.

The thin spread of charcoal (11689, Figs 22 and 27) over Building
6’s floor suggests that it suffered fire damage, although there was no evi-
dence for this within the post-holes. The charcoal contained several iron
bolts and the chalk iron strips, staples and horseshoe nails. These suggest
that the building’s ironwork, together with material dropped onto the
floor during its life, remained in the fire waste. Pottery from the floor
materials and their associated features was again dominated by Late
Saxon and early medieval wares, although pottery of 12th-century and
later date included small sherds of LMU, Andenne ware and speckled
copper-green glazed Saintonge ware. Three sherds of Pingsdorf ware
could also be of this later date.

A deep vertical-sided refuse pit (G16, 12006, Fig. 28) had eventu-
ally been dug through the floor. The basal fill of clay, silt, peat ash and
loam contained 1.58kg of animal bone and 38 pottery sherds, dominated
by early medieval wares.

In tandem with the construction and use of Building 6, a yard was
laid out to the south and east. This sealed the earlier 12th-century soils
discussed above and comprised layers of fragmented and burnt silty clay,
chalk and sandy gravel (G220, G216, 11307, 12203). An uneven gravel
and sand surface (G322, G324, 12141, not illus.) also overlaid the
make-up at the eastern end of the property.

Two post-pits and a pit (G221, 12205, 12224, 12253, not illus.) had
cut the yard surface. The post-pits probably related to repairs of the south
wall of Building 6, but pit 12205, a large, rectangular feature, is more
likely to have been dug to accept refuse. This pit contained 0.66kg of
animal bone, horseshoe nails and rove plates. The pits contained 61
pottery sherds, mostly of Thetford-type ware or variants. Other ceramic
types included EMW, medieval shelly ware, LMU, Stamford and
Paffrath. A fourth pit to the west of these (G258, not illus.) contained
loamy clays, with shell, charcoal, small bone fragments, ash and organic
cessy loams. These contained very small amounts of Thetford-type ware,
EMW, Yarmouth-type and sparse shelly wares.

Building 6 Discussion
Although the plan of Building 6 is difficult to determine, because of later
truncation and the need to examine it in a series of small sondages, it had
clearly been of some size. To make sense of its form it is first necessary to
incorporate the western elements of Building 3 into the later building.
Once this is done the building is seen to have had a tripartite plan, with a
service end divided into two rooms (traditionally the buttery and pantry),
a hall with a centrally-placed hearth, and an eastern chamber. This is an
attractive interpretation, but not one without problems. First, this sup-
poses that Building 6 was a later phase of Building 3. This is, however,
not inconceivable, as the soils separating the two phases can be inter-
preted as floor make-up. Indeed, Fig. 27 shows that this soils was very
thin in places, and that the charcoal covering the floor in Building 6 lay
only just above the fill of Building 3’s beam-slot 12093.

Second, the ‘hearth’ in the central bay, although in the correct posi-
tion for a hearth, was of substantial construction which was suggestive
more of an oven than a hearth. Another point of uncertainty is raised by
the discovery of partially processed grain in a pit cut through the floor of
the eastern bay. The presence of this material raises the possibility that
the building was used as a granary, rather than domestically.

A final reservation concerns ascribing hall house status to a building
of this early date. Grenville, in her discussion of the development of the
open hall plan (1997, 93), looks for the presence of a cross passage, for
which in this case there is no evidence. Nevertheless the examples she
cites in the course of her discussion point to the emergence of this plan
during the later 12th century, so that by c. 1300 buildings like Beresford’s
Period 4 hall (at Wintringham, Huntingdonshire: Grenville 1997, 97) had
much the same appearance as Building 6. This would place Building 6 in
the vanguard of the tripartite plan, and suggests that its builders were
people of some wealth and status.
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Plate XII  Carbonised thatch on the floor of 12th-century Building 5. Scale 10cm.



Development of PS3
(Figs 24, 25, 29–31)
During the early years of this period PS3 was also subject to a build-up of
organic material of between 0.20m and 0.45m depth (G3). These
included soils containing fired clay, charcoal, chalk and grey sandy silt
(G107, 11997, 12082, Fig. 24) which had sealed the Period 1 post-pits.
They contained two antler burrs (SF1165 and SF1166), nails and clench
bolts, joined rove plates (SF1185 and SF1363, Fig. 70) and a bone
spindle whorl (SF1313). They also contained 331 pottery sherds, the
majority in Thetford-type ware fabric, although early medieval Sand-
wich wares, EMW, Yarmouth-type wares, Stamford, Pingsdorf wares
and Andenne wares were also present. Micromorphological analysis
suggests that this soil developed from a partially biologically-worked
midden.

It was probably during this period that the boundary between PS2
and PS3 shifted northward and changed its alignment (Fig. 25).

?Building and occupation material
The soil was eventually covered by sandy clay and chalk (G110, not
illus.), the first evidence of flooring within PS3. This degraded surface, at
least 2m by 3m in area, was contemporary with a post-hole on its south-
ern edge which contained a knife, sherds of Thetford-type ware and
EMW. The surface was sealed by a build-up of organic silty clay, ash,
charcoal and daub-flecked soil (G112, 11754, Fig. 24) which contained
an iron strap fitting, and an organic material (11880, Fig. 24) which
turned into sludge on excavation. Micromorphological sampling (p.177)
suggests that these were the products of a byre.

Further make-up (G113, 11683, 11688, Fig. 24) consisted of char-
coal, ash and sandy clay with rush or straw remains. Fires, perhaps
relating to plant-processing, had been lit at various locations over this
material. Pottery included Thetford-type wares and early medieval
sherds. These deposits had regular boundaries, suggesting that they were
enclosed by an unrecorded fence or building.

Building 8
A building (G114) was eventually constructed over the byre and its
make-up. This was formed from a truncated mortar and plaster screed
floor (11196, Fig. 24, see p.177, cf. examples at 1 Poultry, London:
Rowsome 2000) laid against a post-and-plank revetment. The remains of
one plank lay within a north-to-south aligned, much truncated beam-slot
(11828). A post-pit, the vestigial remains of a plank (G115) and burnt
debris also lay along the southern edge of the building. A line of charcoal
(12467) marked the southern plank’s position; further charcoal (12380)
to the south (Fig. 30) represented destruction of the wall and sealed a
large post-pit (12382). A scatter of partitioning stakes, many of which
had been burnt in situ, had been pushed through the floor.

Deposits relating to this structure produced nineteen, mostly resid-
ual pottery sherds. These included a burnished sherd of sandy Ipswich
ware. There were, however, nine sherds of LMU from the beam-slot,
which also contained a chisel (SF1311, Fig. 78).

The edge to a chalk-and-gravel surfaced yard (G147, 12271) to the
south of the building showed that the building was in place before the
yard was laid. A gravelled yard (G169, 12251, 12309, Fig. 31) also lay to
the north-east of the building. Two further post-pits (G148, 12303,
12376) cut the floor and a contemporary pit (G149, 12445) cut the yard
surface.

Like its contemporaries on PS2, Building 8 eventually burnt down.
Macrofossil and micromorphological analysis (p.177) of the soils result-
ing from this event suggests that a thin silt and charcoal which had
developed over the floor (G114; G118, 11347, Figs 24 and 30) was
formed from burnt litter, thatch or flooring materials in the form of
charred grass, sedge fruits with weed seeds, cereals and chaff. Occupa-
tion debris (such as peat, eggshell and bone) which had gathered over this
material (see p.177) had also been charred. The soils contained 56
pottery sherds, including Thetford-type ware, early medieval wares and
Stamford fabric B. One sherd of London-type coarse glazed ware of late
12th–14th century date was also present.

The upper parts of the destruction debris (G117, e.g. 11317, Figs 24
and 30) also contained burnt structural elements (p.177). These soils
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Figure 29  Plan showing outline of, and features and deposits forming, Period 2 Building 8 and its yard. Scale 1:75.
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appeared within the building as a brown, grey and red sandy silt, charcoal
and ash, while to the immediate east of the structure a brown silty loam
and charcoal containing iron bolts and roves (12103, Fig. 31) had
formed.

To the south of the building a contemporary soil contained several
horseshoe nails and fragments (SF1211, SF1173 and SF1175). The later
destruction debris incorporated 51 pottery sherds, including
Thetford-type, early medieval, Stamford, Pingsdorf, LMU and Ely
glazed wares. Some of this pottery suggests a very late 12th-century date
for the episode.

Soils connected with use of the northern yard had similar character-
istics. A browny black peat (G170, 12305, Fig. 31) which had formed
within a hollow caused by subsidence contained charcoal, two bolts,
animal bone and sherds of Thetford-type, early medieval and LMU
wares.

Period 2 discussion
The evidence presented in this section illustrates a matura-
tion of settlement on the site between the late 11th and late
12th centuries. This progression may not have been a
smooth one, however. Changes did occur, and these
cannot have been entirely divorced from the aftershocks of
the Norman Conquest. Principal of these was the aban-
donment of the street frontage as a location for buildings,
which in future were generally raised away from the street.
This relocation coincided with a period of rising ground
levels as horticultural activity and animal husbandry,
allied to increasing levels of refuse disposal and
colluvation, introduced more material onto the site.

During the years leading up to c. 1075 it has been
established with reasonable certainty that the site was
divided into three properties. These continued in use, with
some amendments to the positions of boundaries. The
chalk-floored buildings erected in PS2 during the later
12th century can be interpreted as the development of a
range set at right-angles to the street, with the largest
building to the rear. Whilst this looks like an early example
of a typical urban plan form, examination of the soils
which developed across all of the properties shows that
agricultural activities were also undertaken. Other
evidence suggests linen production and lead- and
antler-working were practised, showing that traditionally
‘urban’ activities went hand-in-hand with more ‘rural’
practices. Notwithstanding this, PS2 may have been a
property of some status, since it appeared to boast a
substantial dwelling with a precociously early tripartite
plan.

It is unfortunate that the intensification in activity
arising from the site’s later urban context has obscured the
true order of the site in the early 12th century, and
disturbed the evidence for activity discussed above. There
is, moreover, frustratingly little evidence from which to
explore changes in the culture and traditions of the site’s
inhabitants. The effects which flowed from the transfor-
mation of Norwich into a regional base for the Norman
administration must, however, have affected the site’s
inhabitants and it is possible that some significant changes
arose from it.

As already noted, the early years of this period saw an
extensive build-up of soil on the street frontage itself,
which was apparently temporarily abandoned. This pause
in street-frontage settlement may have been caused by
colluviation following the start of quarrying on the Ber
Street slopes above.

A less tangible change might relate to any influence
the newly-arrived Normans, Bretons and Flemings may
have had on the commodities traded within the city and,
equally importantly, on building technologies. Although

the amount of foreign pottery recovered from the site
doubled during this period, it did so only from the low
level of 1% seen in the Late Saxon assemblage. Neverthe-
less the range of imported wares increased, to include
French wares from Saintonge and Northern France and
Flemish wares from Paffrath and Andenne. Thetford-type
ware was still the preferred fabric, but early medieval
wares were now more common (21% by weight, 32% by
count). This evidence, although hardly incontrovertible
proof that immigrant groups brought changes to the
consumption patterns of the local populace, shows that
trading links were widening. More generally, however,
pottery consumption during this period should be
regarded as being in transition between the Late Saxon
and medieval traditions.

It is in the higher-status objects from the site, however,
that changes in consumption are most readily identified.
The decorated bone pin (SF1387, Fig. 89), found residu-
ally in a later 12th-century deposit on PS3, is of a type
current in the late 11th and 12th centuries. The swivel
(SF569, Fig. 76), again found residually, was another
high-status item dating to the 11th- and 12th-century
period. These items, which obviously represent an eleva-
tion in the quality of objects current on or near the site,
should be regarded as indicators of the rising status of
King Street. This observation also applies to the qualita-
tive improvements in construction methods noted in PS3.
The plaster screed floor in Building 8 signals both that a
new technique had been introduced, and that higher-status
buildings were under construction.

V. Period 3: medieval (late 12th–late 13th
centuries)
(Plate XIII; Figs 32–35)

Summary
The changes apparent during the century leading up to c.
1275 were evolutionary, rather than revolutionary, in
character. Property PS2 appears to have been sustained
throughout the period, being altered only as buildings
required renewal or replacement (Fig. 32). The southern
property matured in much the same manner. The economic
underpinnings of this settlement may, however, have
begun to change. The appearance of roads from King
Street to the river is the most physically enduring evidence
that activity was moving from a semi-agricultural base to
one exploiting a developing commercial waterfront.

Documentary evidence
by Elizabeth Rutledge
The only possible property owner known for this period is
Hugh de Brunham, clerk, whose daughters quitclaimed
their rights to John Page and the abbot of Woburn between
1278 and 1286 (NRO NCR 1/1m.1d, 2m.16). Hugh was
clearly one of the city élite. As Hugh de Burnham or Hugh
Clericus he served as one of the four city bailiffs (jointly,
the equivalent of the later mayor) no fewer than six times
between 1249 and 1261 (Le Strange 1890, 89–90).

The archaeological sequence
No archaeological evidence was recovered for activities in
PS1 during this period.
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Development of PS2
(Figs 32 and 33)
The fire debris over Building 5 was gradually sealed by accumulated and
dumped silts, loams, charcoal, ash, sands and chalk (G417, 13–17, not
illus.), to an eventual depth of 0.55m. There were to be no further struc-
tures in the western part of PS2 until Period 6 (early 15th–mid-16th
centuries).

A surface and a dark soil (G17) developed over Building 6. The
surface was formed from a sandy gravel (11742, not illus.) which proved
to contain early medieval pottery, sherds of Thetford-type wares, LMU
and a green-glazed Grimston-type sherd. The soils comprised sandy silts
(e.g. 12301, not illus; 11684, Figs 22 and 27) containing early medieval
ware (including a ginger jar and a coarse shelly ware jar), Thetford-type
wares and LMU jar rims. A green-glazed Grimston-type strap handle
indicates that the soil was deposited no earlier than the late 12th century.
Soil 12301 had been strongly biologically worked by earthworms and
contained gravel, mortar, burnt food and charred peat fuel waste (see
p.178). These soils suggested continued dumping of waste.

Building 9
The remnants of a chalk and plaster floor, in a similar position to Build-
ing 6 (G18, 11517, Fig. 27), sealed the dark soil. This may have
represented the floor to a rebuilt Building 6. The chalk contained an
unabraded sherd of gritty Ipswich ware. An ash spread (11626, Fig. 27)
over the chalk suggested that this ephemeral structure had also burnt
down. A large post-hole (G60, 11932, not illus.) which probably formed
part of the building’s west wall contained small fragments of daub
bearing a wattle impression, a fragment of lavastone quern and 29 pottery
sherds. Almost all were of Thetford-type or early medieval wares. A
single sherd of Pingsdorf ware was the only pottery type that could have
been of 13th-century date.

A large pit (G61, 11706, not illus.), possibly dug to remove a post
from 11932, contained 43 sherds of pottery, a Roman greyware base indi-
cating the residual nature of the fill and a red-painted Pingsdorf ware
sherd giving a date for the backfilling. Other finds included nails, strips
and roves and a worked stone fragment. This fill was cut by a shallow
post-pit (G62, 11649, not illus.). Its charcoal- and ash-rich fill produced
26 sherds of pottery, again principally residual but also containing a tiny
yellow-glazed Andenne sherd and a piece of Pingsdorf ware. A
12th–13th century date is indicated.

A charcoal-rich sandy silt developed over Building 9 (G19, 11615,
Fig. 27). This contained five green-glazed roof tile fragments, 1.8kg of
animal bone, two knives, horseshoe nails and a fragment of unpainted
opaque medieval window glass. Pottery sherds including abraded
Thetford-type and early medieval wares, Grimston coarseware,
Grimston-type ware and Yarmouth-type glazed ware. Sherds from three
Andenne-type ware vessels were found, as well as a sherd of
Pingsdorf-type, and a large LMU bowl rim of developed type suggesting
a date no earlier than the 13th century. The lack of later pottery suggests
that the window glass and glazed tile was not intrusive, indicating that the
soil was exposed during the construction of a relatively high-status build-
ing. It is conceivable that this was the stone building (Building 10) which
existed on the site by 1289 (Period 4, p. 50).

Hollow way
An east-to-west route linking King Street and the river eventually devel-
oped through PS2. This became a hollow way (G65, 11516, Figs 22, 27
and 33) as it gradually wore through the soils above Building 9, eventu-
ally reaching the level of the building’s chalk floor. A concreted grey
green sand gathered at the base of the hollow as the sides eroded. Other
materials that collected included organic silts and ash, from which
abraded sherds of Grimston Thetford and early medieval wares and two
LMU jar rims were recovered. A complete profile of the feature could not
be recovered, since later truncation had largely destroyed it.

?Warehouse (Building 11)
The soil build-up over Building 9 was also arrested by the construction of
a gravel-floored timber structure (G63, 11607, Figs 27 and 33), whose
supports were indicated by at least three post-pits. The presence of some
residual material in their fills was indicated by a flint blade from pit
11591 (G446). Pit 12278 (G34) had a squared socket measuring 0.28m x
0.28m at its base. Occupation material containing charcoal, shell and
chalk (G64, 11232, Fig. 27) had built up over the post-pit fills, and this
was sealed by a substantial depth of gravel (G64, 11473, Fig. 27).

A drainage channel or eaves-drip gully (G65, 11308, 11422, Figs 27
and 33) which had been dug or had worn through the edges of the floors
contained an iron link or ring. A scorched red sand (G66) and a thin layer
of ash and soot (11319, Fig. 27) which had spread beyond Building 11
into the hollow way suggests that the structure had burnt down after the
hollow had begun to fill. This deposit had eventually been sealed by a
brown sandy silt (G68, 11274, Fig. 27) which contained one of the earliest
examples (so long as it is not intrusive) of EB7 brick found in Norwich.

Although only one side of this building was uncovered it seems
likely that the remainder of the structure lay to the north. If this were the
case, it may be suggested that it was during these years that properties
PS1 and PS2 were merged.

Development of the southern half of PS2
(Fig. 31)

Building 12 and soil build-up
A building, which was seen only where a sondage dug between later
masonry walls allowed, was also constructed in the southern part of PS2.
This had a weathered chalk floor and a southern wall built off a beam slot
(G171, 12161, 12213, Fig. 31) which lay against PS3. The slot contained
a green-stained loam around large flints which had been used as footings.
The eastern and western edges of this building remained unexcavated
and its northern extent was less than clear, since no delineating structural
features were found: perhaps the northern side had remained open to the
elements. Compressed peat and charcoal (G178, 12160, Fig. 31) which
had gathered over the floor contained five sherds of Thetford-type and
early medieval wares and a plated key (SF1189, Fig. 71).

Soils to the east of the building (G330) represented refuse disposal
and general soil growth. These contained sherds of EMW, Stamford
fabric B and Paffrath ware.

Activity to the west of the building included the digging of a large
refuse pit (G217, 11302, Fig. 22) through the former surfaces beside
Building 6. The uppermost fill was of clay, suggesting an attempt at con-
solidation of the lower fills, which contained 0.67kg of animal bone and
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Figure 33 Plan of Period 3 Building 11 and hollow way
in PS2. Scale 1:75.

Figure 32  Period 3 property boundaries, buildings and
other features. Scale 1:500.



54 sherds of pottery. These included sherds of medieval shelly wares,
Stamford fabric B and Andenne ware.

The pit is indicative of a wider use of the area for refuse pitting and
waste disposal. For example, a nearby grey clayey silt (G218, 11256,
Fig. 22) contained 65 pottery sherds, most being residual and indicating
reworking of the ground. Overlying this was a spread of peat ash and
charcoal (11264, 11255, Fig. 22), indicating that waste was being
dumped. An homogenous organic soil (G219, 11198, 11270, Fig. 22)
which sealed the ash contained 1.17kg of animal bone, a knife blade and
residual pottery.

A thick accumulation of grey silt (G223) eventually sealed the earli-
est fills in the hollow way and the area to the south. This contained early
and high medieval pottery in a range of fabrics and forms indicating a
12th–13th century date, and a large amount of animal bone waste
(2.63kg) and iron, including metalworking debris.

Yard surfaces, Building 13 and related activities
(Fig. 22)
The silt was then sealed by a new sandy gravel yard surface (G224, not
illus.). A hearth or fire (G225, 11888, not illus.) was lit in the yard, its
peat ash and charcoal waste spreading to the east (11220). A multi-lensed
clay, ash and silt which surrounded the hearth contained 0.84kg of
animal bone. Later deposits indicated that the area occupied by the fires
subsequently became much larger, with multiple phases of burning and
trampling around the edges. The fire waste contained 85 sherds of
pottery, including 58 sherds of LMU.

The hearth had been truncated by a pit (G226, 11922, not illus.)
which contained silty clay admixed with shell, animal bone, charcoal and
a little pottery (LMU, Grimston-type and Paffrath wares). A linear
feature (G242, 11912, not illus.) to the north of the surfaces, possibly a
beam-slot, had cut the pit and may have delineated the northern edge of a
timber building (Building 13).

The yard, by this time disturbed by pitting and covered with fuel
waste, was eventually resurfaced with chalk and gravel (Building 13,
G228, not illus.) which in turn became covered by an homogenous
clayey silt (11849, not illus.). This contained three fragments of a Stam-
ford ware crucible, EMW, LMU and two yellow-glazed sherds of
Stamford fabric B. The crucible could have been related to the underly-
ing hearth as Stamford types were still being made in the 12th century
(Kilmurry 1980).

A sub-square hearth (11827, not illus.) overlaid the floor. This was
positioned over the former area of firing and much scattered flint indi-
cated that it had been of a more solid construction. A second, smaller
hearth (11191) less than a metre to the west had served as a replacement.
The resultant fire waste was covered by a layer of dark silt (11188) which
contained fourteen sherds of mid 12th–early 13th century pottery.
Further resurfacing layers of chalk and sand (G230, 11187) contained an
iron household fitting. A small post-pit (G231, 11736, not illus.) in the
floor contained sherds of EMW, LMU and Grimston-type ware, nails and
a rove plate. The ?beam-slot, hearths and post-pit constituted the only
surviving structural evidence for Building 13.

A continued build-up of silts and peat ash (G232, 10741) indicated
the sheer longevity of the activities connected with fire. These contained
a variety of pottery wares, including part of a Saintonge ware vessel,
which provide a general 12th–13th century date. A final hearth was
formed from roughly laid flints, which had become heat-crazed.

A final chalk surface (G234, 11072) was sealed by charcoal and ash,
which may have related more to the burning of the building than the

hearth. A similar material lay in the area to the north of Building 12 and
west of Building 13. The thick layer of ash, clay and silt (G296) which
had developed here probably started as a midden, evidenced by the large
amount of animal bone present, and had been augmented by introduction
of the building waste. It contained a small plated key (SF1439). The
pottery indicated a disturbed soil, deposited in the early 1200s.

Pitting
Two refuse pits (G440) were eventually dug through the northern part of
Building 13. Pit 11168 (Fig. 22) contained nine sherds of pottery (includ-
ing LMU and Paffrath ware), 0.47kg of animal bone and a spearhead
(SF728, Fig.80). A large, shallow pit (11166, not illus.) cut 11168 in turn
and contained lenses of gravel and flint, perhaps from the embryonic
road to the north, and one unworked block of limestone. Over a
kilogramme of animal bone was also recovered.

A third pit (G237, 10960, not illus.) lay to the west of Building 13.
Black fire waste covered its base, and it was sealed by a chalky gravel
clay of some depth. Burnt sand and peat ash had then entered the pit and
was sealed by a chalky deposit, reminiscent of a chalk floor. These fills
contained sherds of Thetford-type ware, shelly early medieval ware,
LMU and Grimston-type ware. The latter was decorated with applied
scales, suggesting a face jug of 13th-century or later date. It is likely that
all of the fills, with the exception of the basal deposit, were slumped ele-
ments of an adjoining yard.

Development of PS3
(Fig. 31)
The debris from the late 12th-century destruction of Building 8 became
sealed as reworking of the charcoal-rich material was mixed with
dumped peat ash, sandy clays, refuse and general soil growth (G119,
11135, 11195, Fig. 24). A knife of Saxo-Norman date (SF795, Fig. 79),
rove plates and a horseshoe (SF797) were found within 11135, while 1kg
of animal bone, five Roman tile fragments, a piece of ?medieval roof tile,
a bone dress pin (SF1387, Fig. 89) and a tapering copper alloy sheet were
recovered from 11195. The two soils contained Thetford-type and early
medieval wares, LMU and medieval glazed wares. Similar nearby soils
(G173, 12039, 12083, Fig. 31) contained further Roman tile and a sherd
of Paffrath ware.

The soil build-up continued into the 13th century (G120, G121,
G154) as peat ash (11116, Figs 24 and 30), loamy silts (11833, Fig. 31;
12423, Fig. 30), loamy sands (11137, Fig. 24), silty sand and clayey
sands (11136, Fig. 24; 11122, Figs 24, 30 and 34) developed. These con-
tained 4.26kg of animal bone, more Roman tile, two lava quern
fragments, a copper alloy sheet fragment and 158 pottery sherds includ-
ing Thetford-type wares, early medieval wares, medieval coarse and
glazed wares, medieval shelly ware, Yarmouth-type wares, LMU and
Andenne.

Building 14 and associated road
(Plate XIII, Figs 32, 34 and. 35)
The soil build-up ceased when an uneven and patchy chalk and clay
surface was laid (G122, 11005, Fig. 24; 11415, Figs 31 and 35). This
indirect replacement for Building 8 had, in places, been scorched red and
had been heavily distorted by later building foundations. Little associ-
ated structural evidence was found other than seven stake-holes (11611
and G158) and a group of squared post- and stake-holes (G156) which
defined a boundary between the building and a road to the south (see
below). Thirty-one sherds were found in soils associated with the build-
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Figure 34  Section showing the relationship between the earliest north wall of Building 15 (12102), its Period 6
replacement (10287), the Period 6 drain 11941 and boundary wall 10095. Scale 1:33.



ing and these included several vessels, including imported wares, dating
to the 12th to 13th centuries.

Old Barge Yard probably has its origins in this period. The surfaces
of this road (G154, Plate XIII, Fig. 35) lay within a depression, sugges-
tive of a hollow way or perhaps compression of materials by later
masonry walls. The edge of the road had worn through the soils that had
gathered on the property during the late 12th and 13th centuries and the
road surfaces were formed from clay and pebbles into which a padlock
key (SF1064) and sherds of Stamford B and LMU pottery had been
impressed.

A later phase of the building had been re-floored with yellow clay,
mortar and pebbles (G123, 10706, Figs 24 and 31; 10915, Fig. 24). A
hearth area continued to be located centrally, and burnt clay, charcoal and
ash (11378, Figs 24 and 34; G175, 11379, Fig. 31) developed over the
surface. This contained large quantities of burnt flint and a small amount
of burnt pottery, including a sherd of Stamford fabric A with melted
glaze. A post-slot (G160, 12040, Plate XIII) now separated the building
from the road. This measured 0.23m by 5.78m. Its fill contained sherds of
undecorated LMU, Pingsdorf ware and a Paffrath ware ladle. Five
post-holes (G161) lay in the eastern half of the slot, and these were
spaced at intervals of 0.75m. A further fragment of 12th–13th century
Paffrath ware, together with fragments of plaster (see p.00), were found
in a small pit which had been dug through the floor (G124, not illus.).

Period 3 discussion
Although superficially this period of one of continuity, the
underlying changes in the use of property PS2 in particular
demonstrate a shift from an essentially semi-urban holding
to a more truly urban property in which commercial and
production-based activities were emerging.

As in Period 2, however, this period was also marked by
the generation of manured soils and refuse in PS2. Here
areas that had housed structures during Period 2 were not
immediately re-developed. Building 9, for example, had
capped a significant depth of soil which had formed over
Building 6. In turn Building 9 had probably been replaced
by Buildings 12 and 13, which lay to the south of a new
road.

The economy of the site during this period was charac-
terised by the development of land to the south of this road.
The succession of floors and hearths in Building 13 imply

that activities within it, probably related to the processing of
fish or other foodstuffs, were of some longevity. By this
time the hollow way beside the building, presumably
leading to the river foreshore, was already taking shape.
Their combination implies commercial activity and, by
extension, a developing mercantile waterfront. The erec-
tion of a possible warehouse (Building 11) beside the road
may provide a further indication that the traditional activi-
ties of the property were being augmented or superseded by
those associated with the river. The discovery of two keys
beside and within Building 12 additionally implies that
these buildings needed to be made secure. PS3’s develop-
ment, meanwhile, was dominated by the construction of
Building 14 and the emergence of a service road beside it.

The size of the properties also changed. The construc-
tion of Building 11 shows that it was during the latter part of
this period that properties PS1 and PS2 were merged.

There are also indications in the pottery assemblage that
commercial links with the region and the Continent were
developing. Foreign pottery imports increased to represent
roughly 5% of the group, although their range, with the
exception of Aardenburg-type ware, was almost unchanged
from Period 2. There was still a sizeable proportion of
Thetford-type ware in features of this period, although
proportions of early medieval and medieval wares had
increased and the three pottery types were now equally
represented by weight. A similarly gradual change was
observed in the consumption patterns of the inhabitants.
Although the fish, bird and animal remains suggest stable
consumption patterns, there was a notable increase in use of
domestic fowl and hare.

The gentle urbanisation which was, then, the under-
lying characteristic of the site’s 13th-century development
was the prologue to a period in which the site’s defining
characteristics were forged. After c. 1275 the site rapidly
developed the truly urban character that persists to this day.
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Figure 35  Plan of Period 3 Building 14 (first phase) and associated road. Scale 1:100.
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Plate XIII  The edge of Old Barge Yard in the 13th century. The post slot to Building 14 marks the edge.
Building 15’s wall overlies the road surface. Scale 2m



VI. Period 4: Abbey of Woburn and John
Page (late 13th–mid 14th centuries)
(Plates XIV–XVI; Figs 36–42)

Summary
Changes in ownership during the 1280s triggered exten-
sive redevelopment of the site (Fig. 36). The block was
divided into holdings belonging to the Abbey of Woburn
and John Page, both of whom built stone buildings on their
properties. Page’s ‘L’-shaped holding originally included
a timber hall house, with a partially walled courtyard set
behind street frontage development. Woburn’s property
was furnished with a stone building of some stature and a
long, thin structure which may have been used as a kitchen
or fishhouse. The block was now flanked by roads leading
to the river, whilst the road in PS2 fell out of use. Page’s
hall house underwent alterations during the 1330s, when
the stone service block and undercroft seen today were
added and the timber range underpinned with flint rubble.

Documentary evidence
by Elizabeth Rutledge
The property details surrounding Dragon Hall are compli-
cated and have previously been interpreted in different
ways (Hudson 1889, 48–53; Whittingham 1978; NRO
MC 146/52 684x5, maps 119, 123). The reconstruction of
the area surrounding Dragon Hall which best fits the docu-
mentary evidence at present available is given on Fig. 38.
This shows a pattern of long, narrow tenements, running
west to east from the highway to the river. The principal
properties (capital messuages) lie back from the street and
the frontage is taken up by a series of smaller holdings.
This was a standard layout in medieval Winchester, and
may be seen elsewhere in Norwich at this date (Keene
1985, 157; NRO MC 146/52 684x5). There was no reason,
of course, why the buildings making up the capital
messuages should not have been attached to the buildings
on the holdings next to the street. Properties along the
street frontage were often let out, and indeed the western
messuage granted by Bartholomew de Acre to Andrew de
Acre in 1290 (and later transferred to Langley Abbey) is
described as being lived in by a chaplain, Richard de
Crosthweyt (NRO NCR 1/2m.23).

The Dragon Hall site is likely to have lain within the
two southern tenement strips shown on Fig. 38. In 1289
the more northerly of these belonged to the Abbey of

Woburn. Woburn was a Cistercian abbey but was a
newcomer to the area, unlike Warden, its Cistercian neigh-
bour. A release of rights in 1286 implies that Woburn
Abbey only acquired the property after the death of Simon
le Palmer in 1285 or 1286 (NRO NCR 1/1m.1d). Simon
had served as city bailiff in 1253 and as alderman of the
local hanse, or group of leading merchants, until 1285, and
had previously owned the Music House (Dent and Livock
1990, 13; Fig. 1). None of the four Cistercian houses
present in King Street owned much property in Norfolk
and the purpose of their riverside holdings in Norwich was
undoubtedly to organise the purchase of fish. At this time
religious houses from all over the country came to Great
Yarmouth, the outport for Norwich, for the herring
(Swinden 1772, 29–38). The Abbot of Woburn’s property
is known to have contained a gatehouse with more than
one entrance and a stone building, but these are likely to
have been only parts of a larger complex. The release of
1286 included residential and other leasehold units (cum
domiciliis redditibus et omnibus aliis redditibus), no doubt
rented by some of the poorer incomers (NRO NCR
1/1m.1d). Another property just down the street included a
chamber near the road, another chamber, a stable, a
gateway, a hall and a courtyard as well as a stone solar
nearer the river (NRO NCR 1/4m.35). It would be wrong
to assume that Woburn Abbey considered the stone
building to be of particular importance. By the early 13th
century such buildings were being used for a wide range of
purposes. The most unexpected use comes with the
berghus called le Stonhous just north of Dragon Hall that
William Burel and his wife leased out in 1329 (NRO NCR
1/12m.13d). At Great Yarmouth the term berghusa indi-
cated a shed used for the washing and salting of herring
before they were smoked (Rutledge 1999, 30). Elsewhere
in Norwich the owners of capital messuages sometimes
sold off their stone buildings, as if these were of lesser
importance (Rutledge 2002).

In 1289 the tenement south of the Abbot of Woburn’s
holding belonged to John son of Adam Page, a clerk also
known as John of Norwich. John Page was a member of
the professional classes and owned a number of properties
throughout the southern half of Norwich. His holding had
connections with the tenements both north and south of
the later Old Barge Yard. In the first place, at least part of
his property had once been joined to the Woburn holding
and owned by Hugh de Brunham (Fig. 38). One of Hugh
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Figure 36  Early Period 4 property boundaries,
buildings and other features. Scale 1:500.

Figure 37  Later Period 4 property boundaries, buildings
and other features. Scale 1:500.



de Brunham’s daughters acknowledged John Page’s right
to the property as early as 1278 (NRO NCR 1/2m.16). On
the other hand, when John Page of Byskele (Bixley) sold
an undivided share in the Page holding to Peter de
Bumpsted in 1351/2, the southern abuttal consisted of the
tenement of Adam Midday, one of the owners of the most
southerly of the three blocks of property that made up the
later medieval river frontage of the parish of St Julian. The
other undivided share belonged to Thomas Cole, owner of
the middle block which lay south of Old Barge Yard (NRO
NCR 21f/20; see Table 2).

In 1289 the Abbot of Woburn granted John Page a
perpetual lease or demise of a piece of land nearest the
street in return for a rent of 5s a year. The boundaries of the
plot are described as running ‘from the corner of our stone
building in a straight line towards the south (or ‘on the
south side’) as far as the building of the said John and from
the building of the said John next to the highway as far as
our gate and from the south entrance of our gate
descending in a straight line towards our said stone build-
ing’ (ab angulo domus nostre de petra linialiter versus
austrum usque ad domum dicti Johannis et a domo dicti
Johannis iuxta regalem viam usque ad portam nostram et
a porta australi porte nostre linialiter descendendo versus
dictam domum nostram de petra: NRO NCR 1/2m.17). At
the end of the plot the Abbot retained the width of 10ft
between the land demised and the wall of Bartholomew de
Acre for cart access and 7ft on the west side of the stone
building for as far as it extended (quantum dicta domus de
petra durat) for his use. There are two possible interpreta-
tions of this description. The first is that the eastern
boundary of the piece of land ran due south from the
south-west corner of the Abbot’s stone building to a
building belonging to John Page, and then west to the
road. In this case, two different buildings belonging to
John Page may be mentioned. The alternative is that it ran
west from the stone building until it reached John Page’s
building on the roadside. In either case the main entrance
to the Abbot’s holding, with a gatehouse, was situated in
the north-western corner of his tenement, next to
Bartholomew de Acre’s property. The 5s seems to have

been charged on the Page property south of Old Barge
Yard as 5s was payable from this to the owner of the
Dragon Hall complex in 1485 (NRO NCR 1/20m.9). The
10ft access retained was presumably the precursor of St
Ann’s Lane. The remainder of the Abbot of Woburn’s
holding was valued at 8s 4d a year in 1291. Other local
Cistercian houses were assessed more heavily for their
properties (Combe at £1 6s 8d and Warden at £1 3s 4d) but
Woburn’s tenement was as valuable as many of the proper-
ties held by religious institutions within the city
(Ayscough and Caley 1802, 90–114).

Bartholomew de Acre, who held the property north of
the Abbot of Woburn in 1289, was a merchant who had
erved as a city bailiff in 1282 (Le Strange 1890, 92). This
was not his only holding in the area but it included his
capital messuage (main dwelling house), and in 1286 he
was charged 12d a year for encroaching on the river 40ft
by 2ft with a hall (aula) and quay (NRO NCR 17b Book of
Pleas f.28d). In 1290 he granted the northern and western
parts of his tenement to his servant, Andrew de Acre, and
in 1301 procured a licence to convey the remainder to
Langley Abbey (Cal. Pat. Rolls 1301–7, 2). In 1314
Langley took over the property to the west and in 1325
received permission to convey a dwelling house to the
Austin friars (Cal. Pat. Rolls 1324–7, 157). Although the
Abbey also owned a tenement further north (NRO DCN
45/29/1), perhaps near the bend in the river, there can be
little real doubt that the Bartholomew de Acre holding was
the one conveyed in 1325, bringing the precinct of the
Austin friars down to the edge of St Ann’s Lane.

John Page was still alive and active in 1312 but was
probably dead by 1332, as he was not assessed for the
subsidy then. After his death his tenement descended first
to his son Nicholas, on whom he had settled his manor of
Bixley, and then to his other son Henry, who was parson of
Bixley. According to Blomefield, Nicholas the son of John
Page was buried in the churchyard of St Julian (Fig. 1, Rye
1903 and 1915, passim; PRO E 179/1 49/9; Blomefield
1805–10, IV 80, V 449; NRO NCR 21f/20).

The archaeological sequence
It is clear from the archaeological evidence presented
below that the changes in ownership during this period
broadly coincided with a conjoining of properties PS1 and
PS2 which, if had not already occurred during the latter
stages of Period 3, was to form the Abbey of Woburn’s
holding. The alignment of the boundary between PS2 and
PS3, which had moved during Period 2, remained unal-
tered, although it shifted by 2.35m to the north.

The Abbey of Woburn’s holding
(Plate XIV; Figs 31, 36–39)

Clearance of the site
The change in ownership of PS1/PS2 may have coincided with the
destruction of Building 12 during the 13th century. Soils associated with
this event included fire debris (G179, 12150, Fig. 31) sealed by dumped
‘garden’ soil (12132). This contained LMU jars and a Paffrath-ware
ladle.

Two further deposits may have related to the dismantling of Build-
ing 12 and the nearby construction of Building 10 (see below). A brown
silty clay (G298, 11777) and a sandy clay and ash surface both contained
charcoal, nails, lead waste and peg tile fragments. Both also contained
gravel, brickearth and mortar building debris. Micromorphological anal-
ysis (p.178) identified low quantities of bone and scat in this material,
which suggests that these were not stabling or midden deposits but
instead related to domestic use of Building 12. The soils also contained
sherds of medieval pottery, including LMU jars and Grimston ware
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Figure 38  Plan showing property ownership on, or close
by the site in c. 1290 (dimensions and owners are

suggested by documentary sources). Property positions
and buildings from archaeological evidence are

superimposed. Scale 1:1500.



vessels, and a piece of imported Pingsdorf-type ware. The former
suggest the soil dated to the 13th century.

The stone house (Building 10) and related pits
The deposits described above probably related to the construction of a
masonry building (Building 10, G21, Plate XIV, Fig. 39), substantial
remains of which were uncovered in the north-eastern corner of the site.
This was almost certainly the Abbey of Woburn’s stone house mentioned
in the 1289 deed. Although the building had been comprehensively
demolished in a later period, various details were still discernible. Its
southern flint and mortar wall (11698) had been internally rendered and
then lime-washed. Two brick-faced steps were let into this wall, although
these may have been a Period 6 alteration. The western side of the step
formed a rebate for a door, with a chamfered outside corner and a splayed
jamb. The walls survived to a height of 2.20m, much being buried below
the contemporary ground level. The base of the wall was not seen, but is
assumed from hand auger tests to have been c. 0.25m lower than the
floor, which was formed from a 0.30m thick layer of clay, gravel and
sands over natural sands. The fact that the floor was formed at a consider-
ably lower level than the surrounding ground surface suggests that the
building had been placed within a deep rectangular cut dug into the pre-
vailing slope. There are many parallels between these remains and those
uncovered during excavations at St Martin at Palace Plain, in Norwich
(Ayers 1987b). Although the latter building dated to the third quarter of
the 12th century, it too had, like Building 10, been partially buried within
an accumulation above a riverside slope. The walls of the Dragon Hall
example are thicker than those of any other building described in this
section, tending to suggest that the walls of this building were exclu-
sively of stone and were several storeys high.

Two intercutting pits beside King Street (G458, 11434, 11435) may
have related to early activities in the Woburn holding. The earlier feature

(11435) was 0.65m deep and contained organic silty sands, animal bone
and small amounts of shell and clinker. The later pit contained 0.2kg of
animal bone and a lavastone splinter. Pottery from the pits was largely
residual, but included an LMU jar and jug rim, Grimston-type ware and
Pingsdorf ware. A very large domestic refuse pit (G75, 11106, not illus.)
of at least 0.8m depth had also cut deposits relating to the destruction of
Building 11, the Period 3 warehouse. This contained sherds of Late
Saxon to 13th-century pottery, animal bone, brick and peg tile fragments
and an iron blade, possibly from shears (SF687).

The John Page holding
(Plate XV; Figs 36–39)

Fire debris, pits and make-up
That Building 14, which had occupied this property during the later
1200s, had been abandoned is clear from the development of soils over
its floor. These contained building debris, domestic waste and midden
deposits which had apparently attracted the attention of scavenging dogs
(see p.178).

The soils were characterised by three types of material. Building 14
itself was sealed by a silty sand (G125, 10705, Fig. 24) containing frag-
ments of mortar, plaster, burnt flint and a lava quern (SF544). This was
overlain by a pinky grey mortar (10704, Figs 24 and 31), again contain-
ing burnt flints, frequent charcoal, large amounts of plaster, nails and lava
quern fragments (SF1072). This rubble was covered by a loamy clay
(10665, 11322, Fig. 31; 10801, Fig. 24) which contained a copper alloy
rivet (SF525, Fig. 75), a knife, a lava splinter, lead metallurgical debris
and a fragment of 12th-century architectural stone. Almost half of the
large number of pottery sherds from this material were residual. Medi-
eval fabrics, however, included sherds of LMU and seven medieval
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glazed wares. A Grimston jug rim, a London-type sherd with white slip
decoration and four sherds of Saintonge ware were present.

The clearance of a nearby 12th-century building of high-status is
suggested by the nature of this material. It is surely not coincidental that
Rutledge (2002, 105) lists a stone house (‘said to have been … built by
Robert Rufus or the Red in the reign of Henry II’) in her gazetteer of stone
buildings in Norwich. This appears to have sat on the opposing side of
King Street, and may be the same as that described by Tillyard (1987,
173) as having abutted the cemetery of St Julian to the south in 1262.
Tillyard quotes Blomefield (1806, IV.83) as describing it as a stone house
of between 1155 and 1189. Importantly, excavations on this site in 2000
uncovered the vestigial remains of an early stone building (Lloyd et al.
2002, full publication pending).

A large ?robber pit (G126, 10878, Fig. 24) had been dug through
these deposits, suggesting that elements of Building 14 still needed
removing. Another, larger pit (G135, not illus.) which cut the soil con-
tained fragments of mortar, copper alloy and LMU and Grimston-type
ware pottery.

‘The house of the said John’ (Building 23)
Fragmentary remains of what may have been the house referred to in
1289 were uncovered in a small area to the north of Old Barge Yard (Figs
36 and 39). These included remnants of floors and slots for two phases of
timber base plates to a gable. The floors consisted of clay with occasional
scorched chalk and charcoal flecks and (in 11377) two fragments of daub
with smoothed surfaces and wattle impressions (G127, 11377, Figs 24
and 34; G136, not illus.). The surfaces contained a glazed roof tile, a lava
quern fragment and abnormally large amounts of pottery, with an overall
13th-century date.

A shallow-angled cut through the floors (G138, 10636, Fig. 24) had
been filled with clay and chalk containing 13th–14th century sherds of
LMU, Grimston ware and London-type ware. A contemporary beam slot
(G137, 10502, Fig. 39) of 0.10m depth cut the floor and also contained
clays and chalk, with small fragments of mortar and brick and peg-tile,
and nails. A parallel, replacement beam slot (10576) contained sand
overlain by the same clay and chalk. The only non-residual pottery from
the beam slots was a piece of a 13th–14th century LMU jar.

Building 23’s street-fronting components proved hard to define.
This is difficult since so many of the subsequent alterations survive.
Some elements of its flint and mortar northern wall and of an eastern

return may, however, survive fossilised within Dragon Hall (Figs 10 and
39). The stone squint window shown on Figs 3 and 4 may also be part of
this phase. In addition, a possible western corner to the northern wall was
uncovered during the excavations. This 0.80m-high flint, brick and tile
rubbled wall (G256, 12312, Fig. 39) had been trimmed to the then
ground level between the late 17th and mid-18th centuries.

The precursor to Old Barge Yard had been re-metalled during this
period (G159). Two post-pits (G162, not illus.) that cut this surface may
also have also related to Building 23.

John Page’s masonry building (Building 15)
Building 23 was replaced by a substantial structure with flint and lime
mortar wall footings. It is suggested that this represented the eastern
range of the hall house which today forms the south wing of Dragon Hall
(see Smith, p.25, for discussion of the upstanding elements of this build-
ing). Even if not conceived as such, this building was to develop into the
‘classic tripartite plan’ (Grenville 1997, 97) for open halls: that is, with a
hall flanked at one end by a service bay, separated by a screens passage,
and at the other by a separate chamber. There is no surviving evidence for
the service end having supported an upper chamber, or solar, although a
first floor is likely.

The eastern wall (G139, 10358, Figs 24 and 39) was randomly
coursed and survived to a height of 0.56m at its northern end. Here it con-
tained several randomly placed straw-impressed bricks and a large,
fragmented lava quern. The wall’s position relative to King Street sug-
gests a building 26.35m in length. Its foundation cut (10475, Fig. 24)
contained a little clay and silt (12489) over which the ubiquitous orange
clay (10474) had been packed. This contained sherds of Grimston-type
and LMU wares. The location of this wall suggests that it was erected
whilst the timber gable supported by Building 23’s second phase beam
slot 10576 was still in place.

The cut for the southern wall (G140, 11071, Figs 30 and 39) was
backfilled with a similar clay (11192) and had pushed the wall into the
adjoining road by up to 0.70m.

The northern wall (10693, Fig. 39) was more difficult to identify, not
least because its probable location had been heavily disturbed by later
walls. Its flat-based footing trench (G193, G195, 12102, Fig. 34) had cut
the floors of the earlier building and contained mortar and flint rubble
(12098), and an orange clayey sand with early brick and peg-tile frag-
ments and two sherds of LMU pottery. The only element of flint and
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Plate XIV  The south-western corner of the Abbey of Woburn’s stone house (Building 10). In the background lie
displaced sections of the same walls. Scales 1m



mortar wall to be seen was 0.65m wide, its western end being neatly
faced. The cut of the trench was longer than this stretch of wall, of which
more later. Where there was no wall, the trench had been filled with com-
pacted clay.

There are many uncertainties attached to interpreting this building.
First and foremost is determining how the walls described above initially
related to any street-fronting block. That they superseded a timber range
(Building 23) is clear, and Smith suggests as much in his analysis of the
standing structures (p.25). However, the evidence available indicates that
the service block is 14th-century in date, whilst a building on this spot is
clearly referenced in 1289. The logical conclusion to draw is that in 1289
Building 23 extended as far as the street.

The misalignment, and discrepancy in thickness, between walls in
the stone range and the stone service block also, however, presents a
problem. Since these lead to the conclusion that the 14th-century service
block does not appear to be of the same build date as the stone range, a
third building phase is indicated. The first phase relates to the construc-
tion of Building 23, which comprised a timber range extending
eastwards of a ?stone street-fronting block. The second phase is the
replacement of the earlier service block with the existing 14th-century
building, which continued to use Building 23’s timber range. The third

phase is the replacement of the timber range with full-height flint and
mortar rubble walls (the walls described above). This solution may also
provide an explanation for the apparent anomalous north wall, by provid-
ing for only a partial underpinning of this elevation’s timber walling with
rubble and clay. Moreover, if the range was replaced with full-height
stone walls at this time the retention of a timber north wall, always hidden
from public view, exemplifies a pretension behind Page’s development.

A similar gradual accretion of building elements was recorded
during excavations at 51–53 King Street (Shelley and Brennand forth-
coming). There, a 10m-wide, mortar and flint rubble building had been
constructed against the street frontage, to the rear of which a rectangular
stone range and screens passage were later attached.

The brick undercroft and chambers shown on Fig. 39 were probably
constructed during the second building campaign in the 1330s, when the
service block with its ornate screens passage was built. (Schofield notes
that brick undercrofts date from as early as 1300 in Bruges and from c.
1350 in King’s Lynn: Schofield 1995, 79–80. In Norwich, however, they
are predominately dated to the 15th century: Smith and Carter 1983, 1).
Descriptions of the fabric resulting from these changes are given on
pp.25–27. As Smith notes, entry to the undercroft was gained internally
via a door in the screens passage, rather than from the street or yard.
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Figure 41  Section through a toppled remnant of Period 6 Building 21. Scale 1:25

Figure 40  Section through construction cuts for the southern walls of Period 4 Building 18 and the Period 6 building
(Building 21) that replaced it. Scale 1:20.



While this does not necessarily deny the commercial functions to which
undercrofts were put in other medieval cities, it seems at odds with them.
Quiney (1990, 129) stated: ‘Most undercrofts in towns were self-con-
tained and had a separate entrance from the street … only in special cases
was there access from the buildings above.’ Conversely, in Norwich
undercrofts rarely had entries in their street-fronting walls and, in the
words of Smith and Carter (1983, 3), ‘they should not, therefore, be con-
sidered as shops or taverns’.

Extending the range (Building 16)
A building, possibly a kitchen, was later erected against the eastern gable
of Building 15 . Its mortar and flint rubble footings were to survive until
1937 (Plate XV). Its south-facing elevation (G379, 11360, Fig. 39) was
faced with knapped flints, and the western jamb of a door in its south wall
was formed from hand-made, purple-coloured bricks (it is possible that
this door was a later insertion). The northern wall (G382, 10207, Figs 39
and 40) survives in much-altered form to a height of 1.20m. The range
was linked by means of a door and two steps in the eastern gable of Build-
ing 15 (G177). A square masonry plinth (G375) in the south-western
corner of the building acted either as a threshold to the external doorway
or the base to an oven. The building’s clay and chalk floor, and the
make-up beneath it (G376, 12260, not illus.), contained a dagger

pommel (SF1203, Fig. 76), fragments from several LMU jars and a
narrow strap handle from a Grimston ware vessel.

Expansion northward of the John Page property
The 1289 deed shows how John Page’s holding expanded northward to
incorporate the western parts of former properties PS1 and PS2. This
change in ownership brought with it tangible changes to the use of this
space, which are detailed below.

This part of the hollow way ceased to be used as a road at this time,
being supplanted by St Ann’s Lane to the north and Old Barge Yard to the
south. Thereafter it was filled with tipped soils (G511) like the peat ash,
clay, charcoal and organic material (11039, Fig. 22) which contained
0.5kg of animal bone and twelve sherds of LMU pottery. Other soils,
such as 11249 (Fig. 27), were largely sand-based, and all were sealed
finally by a 0.30m-thick layer of dumped sand (11104, Figs 22 and 27)
which contained residual pottery sherds, a large amount of animal bone
and a lavastone fragment. The road was finally covered by a coarse sand
and gravel, containing lenses of mortar, to form a yard surface.

The abandonment of the hollow way meant that a timber structure
(Building 17, Fig. 37), largely truncated away by later activity, could be
erected over it. This was formed from at least four post-pits or post-holes
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Plate XV 16 Old Barge Yard (Building 16) in 1937 (© G.A.F. Plunkett)



(G73, G85, not illus.) filled with sandy gravelly silts containing a small
quantity of 13th-century pottery.

A flint and mortar curtilage wall (G264, 10653, Fig. 39) was erected
to mark the new property division. Its foundation cut had been backfilled
with orange brown clayey sand, from which 0.5kg of roof tile was recov-
ered. The wall survived to a height of three courses, and a width of 0.45m.
Six pottery sherds from the wall itself included an LMU jar rim and
Grimston-type ware. Analysis of mortars from this wall and the east wall
of Building 15 shows they were very similar (p.107). Whilst this does not
prove commonality of ownership it does suggest that the two builds were
broadly contemporary.

Page’s yard
The deposition of a silty clay (G235, 10872, not illus.) against the
curtilage wall enabled the sunken area along the eastern edge of the trans-
ferred ground to be levelled. This material sealed pits from Period 3, the
edge of the former hollow way and the curtilage wall foundation trench.
It contained a heavy knife, perhaps used for butchery (SF894), and
sherds of Grimston and London-type ware dating from the late
12th–early 14th centuries. Fragments of a heavily burnt mortar
(SF613/SF743) were also present.

A huge refuse pit (G235, 10869, Fig. 39) cut the silty clay. This con-
tained nearly 4.5kg of animal bone, 0.6kg of 13th-century pottery and a
copper alloy clip (SF610, Fig. 75) with pierced terminals and attachment
ring.

The significant depth of clayey silty gravel (10742, 10839, not illus.)
which developed over the silty clay and the pit suggests that a garden then
developed. The soil contained 2.3kg of animal bone, lead and copper
alloy metalworking waste and fragments of a heavily burnt stone mortar
(SF613 and SF743). It also contained many sherds of LMU, Grimston
ware and Pingsdorf ware.

Another refuse pit (G239, 10900, Fig. 39, see also p.174) had been
dug close to the north wall of Building 15. Its basal fills included much
microscopic charcoal from hard and soft woods. There were no obvious
indicators of faecal contamination, although thatching and flooring
materials had been deposited. The relatively high frequency of
shade-loving fern spores noted in these deposits highlights the pit’s posi-
tion within the enclosed north-facing courtyard.

Other pits were also cut through the garden soil. These contained
large amounts of animal bone and significant amounts of 12th–13th
century pottery. One of these (G86, 10979, Fig. 39), which lay beside the
former hollow way, contained a sherd of mid–late 12th–13th century
glazed Scarborough Phase 1 pottery.

Further garden soil (G243) developed over the pits. Pottery within
this material was dominated by LMU and Grimston-type wares, includ-
ing a bowl and a curfew, and a possible costrel in Grimston ware.
Medieval imports included a Low Countries redware tripod foot, a small
sherd of Saintonge and Pingsdorf near-stoneware.

The altered Woburn holding
(Plate XVI; Figs 39–42)

Construction of a kitchen or possible fishhouse
A large, sub-rectangular flint-and-mortar building (Building 18, Fig. 39)
was erected on the other side of the truncated PS2 road from the Abbey’s
stone house, on make-up which had been deposited over Building 12.
This, since it respected the boundary with John Page’s new acquisition,
was seemingly built after the 1289 land transfer. It additionally provided
the likely southern edge of the Woburn holding. Its remnants (little had
survived demolition during Period 6) comprised wall foundation cuts,
floors, a hearth and waste building materials.

The principal walls had been supported in two east-to-west aligned
cuts of 1.5m width (G187, 10804, Figs 31 and 40; G342, 10174, not
illus.) which had later been completely robbed out. The bases of these
metre-deep cuts were flat and contained mortar, a little flint, early brick
fragments and silty clays. Pieces of Flemish tile or brick and peg tiles
were occasionally present, especially in 10174 which contained several
half-bricks (EB2, EB7, EB8/9). An iron trivet (SF290, Fig. 79) was also
recovered. Both cuts butt-ended on the same north-to-south line, and
continued eastwards of the excavation. It is apparent from these remains
that the building had been at least partially constructed from brick, and
was roofed with red peg tiles.

Soil within the building (G300) derived from construction upcast or
imported sands. It contained 6kg of roof tile and formed the base for a
flint-gravel tempered, sand-rich, mortar floor (11557, Fig. 31) contain-
ing chalk, charcoal, animal bone, crushed shell, peat ash and burnt clay
(see p.178). It had been fire- or heat-reddened, presumably because of its
proximity to a hearth. It seems that the floor had been re-made at least
once since it contained a 5mm-thick layer of hearth sweepings in the
form of charcoal, burnt bone and burnt dung. The upper parts of the floor

were made of reddened brickearth coated with a thin plaster screed. This
had been covered by charred debris from the nearby hearth. Clay, silt and
sands within the eastern part of the building, which produced a further
4kg of roof tile and a socketed iron arrowhead (SF1040, Fig. 80), had
been used to fill a hollow in the ground during construction. A gravel
surface (G334) containing small amounts of domestic rubbish sealed the
clay, silt and sands. This lay 0.16m below floors to the west.

Pottery within the flooring materials was dominated by Grimston
ware and other medieval fabrics, including a possible Rouen-type jug
copied in Grimston ware and sherds of a rilled jug neck. Other glazed
wares included Yarmouth-type, Scarborough Phase 1, Ely, North French
and Andenne. A sherd from a Merida ware olive jar, dating to no earlier
than the late 1200s, was found in the mortar floor.

The nature of the building’s gables was less clear. The eastern gable
(or an internal partition) may have been represented by a Period 6 robber
cut (G339, 11203, Fig. 41), while a substantial slot (G403, 11425, not
illus.) which formed the western edges to the floors and principal walls
probably represented the base of a clay-walled western gable. The slot
lay 1.0m east of the Page curtilage wall, and a metre-high differential
between the two suggests that some landscaping had taken place before
the building was erected. It also contained roof tile, brick and LMU and
Grimston-type pottery.

The western part of the structure housed a brick and tile hearth
(G301, 11149, Plate XVI, Figs 31, 39 and 42) which had probably sat
against the southern wall. The tiles had been heavily charred and burnt,
and the gaps between filled with ash. A timber ‘smoke-box’ had been
erected around the hearth, and had been supported by a number of posts
and planks (G303, G305, G307, Fig.42). The pottery from the fills of
these features support a 13th-century date for the building.

Use of the building
The number of re-floorings that occurred, and the volume of refuse
that gathered over each successive floor, attested to this building’s
intensive use.

Cumulative waste and floor repairs in the eastern part of the building
were eventually sealed by a sandy clay floor which was interleaved with
thin layers of peat ash. A similar layer of peat ash around the hearth
(G302) contained thirteen pottery sherds (largely LMU and Grimston
wares). A walkway between the hearth and the wooden box had worn a
channel through the ash (G304, 11732, Fig. 42). This was 0.15m deep
with a bulbous northward extension where it encircled a post-hole. Some
of its ashy fill contained crushed shell and a redware mug or jug rim
which may have been of Dutch-type slipware.

The ash surrounding the hearth was eventually sealed by sand which
acted as a bed for a pebble floor (G306, 11832, not illus.) set in clay. This
butted against the hearth and the wooden box and contained fish, shell
and animal bone as well as fragments of corroded copper alloy sheet and
late 13th- or 14th-century pottery. The pebbled surface was replaced in
due course by a thick layer of clay and then by further silty clay floors.
The clay deposits had been used as a bed for a second pebble floor which
lay to the west of the hearth.

A low density scatter of plant food and cereal processing wastes,
fuel residues, bone, eggshell and fish bone built up over the second
pebbled floor (G308, G408, not illus.). This contained LMU, Grimston
and Yarmouth-type glazed ware pottery and a decorated 14th-century
strap-end (SF966, Fig. 76). The fish bone was mainly from herring, small
eels, sole, whiting and flounder, although pilchard, mackerel, smelt, ling,
haddock and three-spined stickleback were also recorded. A partially
mineralised brown sand, silt and ash with animal and fish bones and shell
(G311, 11070, Fig. 31) which built up over the hearth represented its last
use before a clay reflooring.

A threshold between the eastern and the western areas of the build-
ing was marked by a shallow depression (G336, 11459, Fig. 39) which
had worn through the floor and had filled with ashes from the hearth and
odd scatters of clay.

The build-up of organic material within the building was eventually
arrested by the installation of a buff clay floor with frequent chalk, mortar
and brick lumps (G310, 11078, Fig. 31). This contained pottery with a
late 13th-century terminus post quem (an LMU jar and bowl, two
Grimston jugs and two Yarmouth-type glazed ware jugs). Part of this
re-flooring deposit (G314, 11175, Fig. 31) contained a jetton dating to
between 1302 and 1350 (SF1009).

Interpretation
This second Woburn building is more difficult to interpret than the first.
On one hand, it is possible to view it as a fishhouse intended to supply the
abbey’s great inland estates. Equally, however, it may have been built to
provide a detached kitchen to the stone house. The position of its hearth
opposite the eastern (traditionally service) end of Building 10, its
fire-resistant tiled roof, its division into a number of bays and, indeed, its
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very location all help to identify this as a kitchen block. The accumula-
tion of peat ash within the building is also consistent with local medieval
practice; peat was, after all, the main fuel used in the kitchens of Norwich
Cathedral Priory in the first half of the 14th century (Smith 1960, 84).
The detritus pressed into the floor surfaces also speaks of a busy kitchen,
where eggshell and animal bone could fall to the floor unnoticed and
where an Iberian olive jar could lie where it had fallen. Yet the presence
of a smoke box around the hearth may suggest an alternative interpreta-
tion.

Fishhouses were not uncommon in Norwich and elsewhere: a con-
temporary berghus belonging to William and Margaret Burel (Rutledge,
p.48) lay nearby, and they were commonplace along the medieval sea-
board of eastern England (there are 185 mentions of fishhouses in the
enrolled deeds for Yarmouth between 1280 and 1350 alone: Rutledge
1999).

The division of Building 18 into a number of rooms conforms to the
normal disposition of these buildings, where the various processes
involved in fish-curing were conducted beneath one roof. In the exam-
ples Rutledge gives (ibid.) the fishhouse is almost always mentioned in
conjunction with a salthusa (the store for the salt required) and berghus
(a building used in the curing process). Saul (1981, 35) described the pro-
cesses involved. ‘White [herring] were gutted, rubbed with salt and
barrelled in salt and brine. Dried [herring] were probably salted and
either sun-dried or lightly smoked. Red herring were salted and smoked

over wood fires for 7–28 days.’ The description is a reminder of the raw
materials other than fish which were needed: salt, wood or peat, and
barrel timber were all essential. A reference to the trade in salt occurred
in 1343 when the Blitheburghesbot, a small coaster bound for Norwich,
sank at Cantley (Malster 1993, 40). The inquest found that it had been
carrying salt worth 10d, amongst many other goods and passengers, all
but two of whom perished.

The fish-curing process was also recorded by Nall in 1866 (related
by Paul Rutledge in 1999) when he described the Victorian equivalent of
the berghusa (the barfehouse) he had seen in Great Yarmouth and
Lowestoft. ‘Men … lift down the swills [vessels containing the herring]
and empty their contents upon the brick floor of the ‘barfehouse’. The
Barfe House is usually a covered shed open at the side.’ Nall goes on to
describe the salting of the herring on the floor of the barfehouse, its
washing in vats, then its smoking in the fishhouse. Whilst the barfehouse
may have been partially open, the fishhouse was almost certainly fully
enclosed. White (1988, 309–27) says of herrings: ‘[they] are kippered by
suspension over smouldering oak chippings or sawdust on the floor of a
totally enclosed shed. The fish themselves are split open and suspended
on nails driven into a series of wooden battens.’

Another difficulty with interpreting Building 18 lies in its eastern
gable, which was apparently built of clay rather than flint rubble. Atkin’s
observation may be pertinent here (1991, 181): ‘Houses built of flint,
rubble or stone were probably the exception rather than the rule in
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Figure 42 Period 4 brick and tile hearth, ‘smoke box’ and channel within Building 18. Scale 1:50.

Plate XVI  Recording the late 13th-century hearth in Building 18



n medieval Norwich … Stone and clay could, however, be combined on
occasion. On the 1972 Westwick Street excavation, the load-bearing
walls of one 13th/14th century merchant’s house were built of flint
rubble with the gable (less visible) walls still of clay.’ Building 18’s clay
gable lay to the rear of the building, if that facing the river is taken as the
front.

Ultimately, whether the building was a kitchen or a berghus remains
unclear. Its appearance may, however, be divined from its demolition
rubble. Brick probably formed the window, door and quoin details, and
glazed red tiles covered the roof. The use of these materials is remarkable
as being one of the earliest instances in Norwich (the earliest known date
for brick in the city remains 1267: Davis 1888). Its new, non-vernacular
style may have emphasized that this was part of a high-status property.

Period 4 discussion
The last quarter of the 13th century marked an historic
change in the order and use of the site. Its final transforma-
tion from semi-urban status to the property of the
professional and ecclesiastical élite signalled that King
Street was now a truly urban district of Norwich.

The introduction of stone buildings to the site represents
a fundamental development. With these came a re-ordering
which had much to do with the ascendancy of the water-
front. Hitherto, properties had followed the alignment set
by King Street, an arrangement stemming from the impor-
tance of the road to the earliest inhabitants. By the 1280s
the street was probably of less importance to the Abbey of
Woburn than the river, and in the re-ordering of the site
which followed their purchase of PS1/PS2 the opportunity
was taken to align new buildings with the river.

The priorities of the new order are emphasised by
Woburn’s willingness to release the street-fronting part of
their holding to John Page. With a route to King Street
assured by the development of St Ann’s Lane to the north,
this land could be relinquished without compromising
circulation within their property. In turn, John Page must
have seen that this parcel of land would enhance his
holding. His property was to develop alongside Woburn’s
as an urban hall-house and garden.

The exchange would also have provided Page with the
opportunity to develop speculative buildings on the street
frontage. Although there was apparently no evidence for
this during this period, other than the displacement of the
Woburn messuage and their evident lack of interest in the
street frontage, evidence for a timber building set against
the street is presented in the Period 5 section (pp57–59). It
remains conceivable that this building was in fact a Period
4 development. Moreover, Rutledge (p.48) points out that
the frontage elsewhere in the vicinity was also occupied
by a series of smaller holdings during Period 4.

It is unfortunate that so little of the Woburn stone
house (Building 10) was available for study. The tanta-
lising glimpse afforded was of a substantial building dug
into the prevailing slope and almost certainly of at least
two storeys. This may have been of comparable size and
status to that uncovered by excavation at St Martin-at-
Palace Plain in Norwich (Ayers 1987a), and probably
provided secure storage at basement level and lodgings for
visitors on the first floor.

The principal reason for the institution’s presence was
trade. Huge volumes of fish were consumed by monastic
houses, while the produce of their estates needed to be
transported on to markets. The possible existence of a
fish-processing facility on the site during the mid-1200s
(see Building 13, Period 3) may have encouraged
Woburn’s initial interest in this site, although it could
hardly have coped with the volumes these houses
demanded. For this reason, it is possible to interpret the

building beside the stone house as a purpose-built
fish-curing facility, although the available evidence
remains more supportive of it having been a kitchen range.

Page’s development followed a different pattern,
dictated by the constraints of the narrow plot. He already
had a house on the site by 1289, the vestigial remains of
which have been described. Its partial replacement in
stone may be dated stylistically to the 1330s, and for some
time afterwards the timber hall of its predecessor appar-
ently continued in use. (Blomefield suggests that the
builder was William Clere of Ormesby, but there is no
evidence to connect the Clere family with this part of the
Dragon Hall site at so early a date: Blomefield 1805–10,
IV, 84). There is, however, little reason to doubt that it
grew to be a building of some magnitude and status, even
before the timber range was partially replaced in stone.
Indeed, the underlying perception of Page is of a shrewd
property developer. When he bought PS3 it may have been
little more than an area of derelict land littered with
building rubble (although it remains possible that
Building 23 was the work of Page’s predecessor, Hugh de
Brunham). Its principal asset was the link it afforded to the
river. From this he fashioned a property with an imposing
and decorative hall house, a large and secluded garden to
the north, and further land to the south of Old Barge Yard.
The desire to impress is exemplified by the apparent reten-
tion of a timber elevation in the northern wall of the hall —
which was hidden from public view — whilst the visible
parts were replaced in stone.

Thus, as a result of the actions of Page and the Abbey
of Woburn, the site in 1330 had a very different appear-
ance to that a century previously. One of the roads between
the river and King Street had been blocked and the site was
instead flanked by routes controlled by the new owners.
Indeed, the river may not have been anywhere near as
visible from King Street as it had been fifty years previ-
ously. A building of some size occupied the south-western
corner of the block, and a gatehouse provided its
north-western counterpart. Passage onto the site and
beyond was controlled by Page and Woburn and progress
through the site was controlled, in the case of Page, by an
ornate door which led visitors via the screens passage into
the courtyard. Similarly, entrance to the Woburn property
must have been effected via St Ann’s Lane, and a
secondary gate to the east of their stone house. By the
mid-14th century the sight-lines to the river hitherto
afforded to the passer-by would have been severely
disrupted. The overall effect, especially when similar
developments which were taking place to the north in
Bartholomew de Acre’s property are taken into account,
would have been to reinforce the private monopoly of the
waterfront that wealthy individuals and institutions
enjoyed.

The evidence for patterns of consumption, however,
steadfastly fails to indicate the increased trading links
which must have flowed from these developments. The
pottery deposited during this period was again almost
exclusively of local origin, imported ceramic wares still
forming only about 5% of the pottery recovered. There
was, however, a wider range of pottery available as more
Flemish types and a small quantity of Iberian pottery
appeared.

The contributions of Page and the Abbey of Woburn to
the fabric of the site were to provide the ingredients from
which a mercantile complex could be fashioned. It would,
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however, take the combined efforts of two further owners
before Robert Toppe’s great trading complex could
emerge.

VII. Period 5: Midday and Clere
(mid-14th–early 15th centuries)
(Plate XVII; Figs 43–45)

Summary
During this period the Page and Woburn holdings were
combined to create a single property with several
high-quality buildings (Fig. 43). The Page hall-house was
further improved by the provision of a garderobe, and the
former road in PS2 was reinstated. Evidence of a timber
building beside the street suggests that it may have been
during this period that the spine wall in Dragon Hall itself
was erected.

Documentary evidence
by Elizabeth Rutledge
Sometime between 1314 and 1351/2 the Abbey of
Woburn’s holding was acquired by Roger Midday.
Roger’s occupation is not known for certain, though he
was probably a merchant like his father, Adam. His
ownership of a shop in the Overrowe on the market
suggests an interest in cloth. During the 1330s Roger
acquired a number of properties along King Street and he
was undoubtedly resident there, being assessed for the
area in the 1332 subsidy and also listed in the view of arms
for Conesford in 1355. Although not as wealthy as his
father, he served twice as bailiff for the city and was one of
the Norwich élite (Rye 1915, passim; PRO E 179/149/9;
Hudson and Tingey 1906–10, I, 391; Le Strange 1890,
96). Blomefield says that William the son of Roger
Midday sold his holding to William Clere of Ormesby in
1335 (Blomefield 1805––10, IV 84) but this date must be
too early. Roger Midday is not only described as the
current owner in an abuttal of 1351/2 but he was still alive
in 1355, when he served as bailiff for the second time
(NRO NCR 21f/20; Le Strange 1890, 96). The southern
section of the Dragon Hall site remained in the hands of
the Page family until 1351/2 when John Page of Bixley
sold it to Peter de Bumpsted (NRO NCR 21f/20). Peter
was a member of a leading Norwich family, though prob-
ably not the same man as the Peter de Bumpsted who was
bailiff six times between 1298 and 1317 (Le Strange 1890,
93–4).

It is reasonably certain that by the death of William
Clere the younger in 1384 both halves of the Dragon Hall
site had come into one ownership. Later descriptions of
the property as Middaies or Meddeyz-Inn (Blomefield
1805–10, IV 84) suggest that Roger Midday was respon-
sible for this. The Cleres had bought the building from
Midday by 1378/9. At the end of the century they were
charged 2¾d in landgable, the same as was paid in the 15th
century for the whole street frontage (Table 2). The family
also appear to have owned the 14th-century hall house. In
1744 Blomefield saw window glass there which he identi-
fied as the arms of Monthermer (or an eagle displayed
vert). However, there is no known connection between the
Monthermer family and the site and what Blomefield may
have seen was an eagle displayed taken from the Clere
arms (argent on a fess azure 3 eagles displayed or:
Blomefield 1805–10, IV 35, 84). St Ann’s Lane was prob-
ably also in existence by the end of the century. In 1390/1

Nicholas de Berford was fined for laying muck in the lane
next to the Austin friars and polluting the river
(Kirkpatrick 1889, 8). The more northerly way to the
water suggested on Fig. 38 may be the closed lane for
which the Austin friars paid 1d to the king in 1357
(Hudson and Tingey 1906–10, II,  42).

William Clere the younger served as member of parlia-
ment for Norfolk and owned a number of properties in the
Ormesby area (Blomefield 1805–10, XI, 234–5). His will
includes bequests to several Norwich hospitals, as well as
the cathedral priory, and it is not surprising that he should
have wanted a Norwich town house (NRO NCC Harsyk
36–7). On his death in 1384 the property was taken over by
his wife Dionisia. Dionisia Clere proved a long-lived
widow who presented Robert Gosselyn to the rectory of
Stratton as late as 1418 (Blomefield 1805–10, VI 340). It
is impossible to tell whether or not she was resident on the
site, though she may, like Katherine de Felbrigg at the
Music House some 30 years later, have found King Street
a congenial place in which to spend at least part of her
widowhood (Dent and Livock 1990, 16). Whether she
lived there or not, however, it is improbable that the
Dragon Hall site would have been sold until after her
death.

The archaeological sequence

Former Page holding
(Plate XVII; Figs 43–45)

Boundary wall
One of several apparent anomalies in the design of Dragon Hall is the
boundary or ‘spine’ wall which carries the rear-facing jetty and which
does not align with front wall of the building (Fig. 3). Its alignment does,
however, reflect those of Buildings 10 and 18. It is suggested that the wall
was erected during this period to separate properly the courtyard and
associated buildings in Page’s former holding from the street-fronting
area, where, as detailed below, a timber structure which was probably
under separate occupancy had been erected. This wall incorporated two
openings: the small pedestrian arch shown on Fig. 4 and the much larger
opening to the north through which the road passed. It is possible that the
smaller of the arches led into a northern extension of the service block,
although this cannot be proven. A fuller discussion of the spine wall has
been given in Smith’s analysis of the standing fabric (p.20).

Timber building between the boundary wall and King Street
A series of post-holes and gullies formed a small building (Building 19,
Fig. 44) beside the street and immediately north of the former hollow
way. This was probably a building constructed in order to realise the
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Figure 43  Period 5 buildings and other features.
Scale 1:500.
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Figure 44 Plan showing how the layout of the Period 4 buildings developed during Period 5: Buildings 19 and 20
have now been added to the complex. Scale 1:250.

Figure 45  Section through Period 5 garderobe 10783 in Building 15. Scale 1:20.



rental potential of the street-fronting location, and is directly comparable
to a small timber building built against St George’s Street in Norwich
during the decades 1450 to 1500 (Building B3, Atkin 1985, 158). Its
south wall was formed from three shallow post-pits (G460, 12547,
12549, 12592), the rear wall or a partition from a north-to-south align-
ment of post-holes and pits (G462, 11427 to 11429, 12600) and the north
wall (or a partition) by a gully and post-hole (G465, 12596, 12601).

Reinstatement of the former hollow way
The post-holes which had formed Building 17 during Period 4 were
covered as the former Period 3 route in PS2 was reinstated. The road was
seen over a distance of 18.85m (this including a section beneath the later
Dragon Hall) and had a width of 6.15m, reducing to 3m where it passed
between the two former Woburn buildings.

The road was surfaced with a series of gravel, flint cobble and
organic surfaces (G20, G525: e.g. 10800, Fig. 22). These contained,
amongst other objects, an iron wallhook, Paffrath ware and Rhenish
stoneware of 13th-century date, and four fragments of painted medieval
opaque glass (SF1026). Many pot-holes were noted, some of which had
been infilled with oyster shells or fragmented peg tiles. A 4.35m-long
drainage gully or wheel rut (G39, 10972, not illus.) was also recorded.
The surface sloped gently downwards towards the south-east, where it
had been made up with a cobble-rich layer (G25, not illus.) which con-
tained a copper alloy spur rowel (SF121), late Grimston-type ware and
LMT pottery. This suggests a 15th-century date for deposition. Sandy
silts, flints, mortar and crushed brick had also filled areas of subsidence
in the road. Other cobbled repair patches in the surface (G524, not illus.)
contained a Grimston face jug and two knives (SF5045 & SF5066).

Timber warehouse (Building 20)
A timber ?warehouse (G40), represented by several large post-pits, had
been erected beside Building 10 and partially over the road surfaces.
Post-pit 10965 (not illus.) had a socket at its base for a massive post at
least 0.50m square. Its post-pipe fill contained a late medieval dished pan
(SF606, Fig. 75), which suggests commercial use of the building. No
east, west or north walls were discovered. The fact that the building,
although encroaching into the road, had left sufficient space for the
passage of carts suggests that the two were designed to co-exist.

Alterations to Building 15
By the time that Peter de Bumpsted bought this building in 1351/2 parts
of it were already over sixty years old. It is not surprising, then, that
minor alterations were carried out. For instance, a brick threshold may
have been inserted into the north wall of the hall. This lay in a shallow cut
(G196, not illus.) through the fill of the north wall’s foundation. The
entry was short-lived, and a mortared flint and brick wall (G197, 12404,
Fig. 44) soon blocked it.

An important change was the insertion of a partition wall or wall
base (G141, 10694, Figs 24 and 44) towards the eastern end of the hall.
Its foundation contained opaque window glass and sherds of LMU and
LMT pottery. The wall was of flint, occasional 13th- or 14th-century red

bricks (types EB2 and EB4) and creamy yellow mortar. Lavastone frag-
ments (SF1016) and a block of limestone had also been used. The effect
was probably to create a separate eastern bay, although there are prob-
lems with this interpretation (see below). A bay like this could have
created a solar or sleeping quarters, the third component of the three part
hall house plan. Examples of this plan abound: see the many examples in
Pearson et al 1994, or Grenville’s idealised open hall plan (1997, 90).
This arrangement is generally taken to indicate that an upper storey had
been created, although in practice this might already have occurred
without leaving an archaeological trace.

The ground floor of the eastern bay was sealed with clay (G142,
10398, Fig. 31) which contained a fragment of unpainted medieval
window glass.

Another improvement was the addition of a flint and brick rubble
garderobe, or privy (G181, 10783, Plate XVII, Figs 44 and 45) in the
north-western corner of the newly-divided bay. This was at least 1.9m
deep. The top was partially formed from a brick arch, the surviving
springers for which were located over the eastern half of the shaft. One
remaining piece of upstanding wall (10291) survived in the
north-western corner.

This relationship between garderobe and hall is may be seen in many
other local and regional examples. The excavation of a 14th-century
building set against the southern bailey of Norwich Castle (Shelley and
Trimble 2000) revealed a garderobe attached to its south-western corner,
and a stone garderobe was found attached to the north-western corner of
a late 12th- to late 13th-century stone house uncovered at Flaxengate in
Lincoln (Jones 1980, 12, Building E). Schofield suggests the privy was
generally off the solar, as might be assumed in this case (1995, 87). Here,
however, it seems that the builders were happy to incorporate the garde-
robe within the main body of the house, rather than as an external feature.
It is this apparent anomaly which leads to problems with the interpreta-
tion of this phase. The positioning of the garderobe might instead
indicate a foreshortening of the hall range. The reason behind such a
move is unclear, although the need for a yard between the hall and its
kitchen to act as a firebreak might account for it.

A third improvement was the construction of a red brick drain
(G247, 11946, Figs 34 and 44) which had presumably carried water from
the head of Building 15 past the northern wall of its eastern range.

The former Woburn holding
(Fig. 43)

Alterations to the fabric of Building 18
This building continued in use although alterations to its fabric were
made, as evidenced by the large numbers of tile fragments, mortar and
loam which gathered over the Period 4 floors. A north-to-south aligned
trench (G315, 11183, not illus.) in the centre of the structure may have
supported a new partition wall or robbed an earlier wall. Another struc-
tural cut (G410, 11143, not illus.) contained a small amount of 15th- or
16th-century pottery.
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Plate XVII Excavation under way in the 14th-century garderobe attached to the north-eastern corner of Building 15



The floor was also sealed by a clayey sand (G337, 11138, not illus.)
containing animal and fish bone, shell, large quantities of roof tile and
plaster, and pottery of 14th–15th century date. This material was sealed
by a brown clay and sand floor (G338, 11123, not illus.) 0.10–0.15m
thick which contained a fragmented glazed roof tiles, a ewer leg (SF911,
Fig. 75) and LMU and Grimston ware vessels.

Ash and charcoal which gathered on the new floor coincided with an
oval feature (G411, 11276, not illus.) being cut into the fills of structural
slot 11143. This lay east of the Period 4 hearth and had been lined with
clay and chalk. It had filled with sandy burnt peat and clay. This feature
presumably replaced the original hearth. The lining contained Grimston
ware and a sherd of the Merida-type vessel that was present in earlier
deposits. Most of the fish bones recovered from Period 5 contexts came
from this hearth – these included the only examples of a large salmonid
(salmon or sea trout) and lemon sole from the site.

Period 5 discussion
These were the defining years in Dragon Hall’s develop-
ment, for it was during the second half of the 14th century
that the former Page holding and Woburn’s property were
unified by either Midday or the Clere family. The combi-
nation formed a large block of land with an array of
substantial stone and timber buildings. Few major alter-
ations occurred during this period, probably because the
buildings were still in good repair, and suited to the
purposes of the new owners.

It is likely that the Page hall house continued in use as a
private residence. It was, after all, large and well-built, and
eminently suited to the role of town house. The provision
of a garderobe or privy against the hall suggests improve-
ments of a residential nature. Elsewhere Woburn’s kitchen
or fishhouse saw a number of minor alterations, its
replacement hearth suggesting that it continued in use as a
kitchen or a partly domestic dwelling. Likewise there was
apparently little change to Woburn’s stone house.

The reconnection of the road between Woburn’s
former buildings and King Street coincided with St Ann’s
Lane being recognised as a public right of way. The road
thus maintained a private route to Woburn’s former
kitchen or fish house and stone house.

It has been suggested (p.56) that Page’s interest in the
Woburn property stemmed in part from a desire to build
against the street. Rutledge shows that other speculative
developments occurred on King Street, including
cathedral priory tenements at the northern end of King
Street and nine cottages opposite the fledgling Austin
friary. At Dragon Hall the presence of the timber cottage
beside King Street, whether built by Page or his succes-
sors, may have prompted the construction of the spine wall
to maintain the seclusion of the Midday/Clere holding.

The holding was one with considerable potential. The
Woburn buildings would have provided ample storage
room and may have been let, and Page’s courtyard was
partially covered by the timber warehouse. The site, there-
fore, had the potential to develop into a mercantile
complex serviced by river and road alike.

The nature of consumption patterns on the site remains
obscure because of its built-up nature. Little refuse was
present in any deposits relating to this period and there
was, therefore, very little pottery found. The majority of
what was collected was of high medieval date (40% by
count, 52% by weight), pottery of 15th–16th century date
making up c. 6% of the group. Imports of medieval date
formed 18% by count and 9% by weight, although approx-
imately half of this was probably residual.

VIII. Period 6: the trading complex (early
15th–mid-16th centuries)
(Plates XVII–XX; Figs 46–49)

Summary
A co-ordinated campaign of renewal and construction
commenced with the erection in 1427 of the great trading
hall. This building, and its satellite structures, were to
influence all subsequent development on the site. The
originator of this campaign was almost certainly Robert
Toppe, mercer, mayor and MP. The principal changes
noted were the construction of the hall (Fig. 46), alter-
ations to the form and function of the hall house, the
demolition and replacement of Woburn’s former kitchen
or fishhouse and the careful regulation of space and
access within the block.

Documentary evidence
by Elizabeth Rutledge
Within ten years of Dionisia Clere’s death the hall house
had been completely restructured. The present great hall
with its dragon motif (Plate VIII) was built using timber
felled in 1427 (see p.111). Dragons were not an unusual
part of the iconography of 15th-century Norwich. St
Michael and the dragon appear carved on the rood screen
of St Peter Parmentergate church elsewhere in King Street
and there were dragons in the roof-spandrels of the
mid-15th century master’s hall at the Great Hospital
(Wallace 1992, 15; Pevsner and Wilson 1997, I 278).
There is therefore no particular need to associate the great
hall with the gild of St George. There is no evidence of the
gild owning property within this area of Norwich.
Although the gild was engaged in building at this date, a
reference to the walls near the bridge in one of the
accounts for 1431/2 identifies the work as taking place on
their Fyebridge tenement in the parish of SS Simon and
Jude (Grace 1937, passim; NRO NCR 8e).

Blomefield names the families following the Cleres as
the Berfords, Briggs and Elyses (Blomefield 1805–10, IV
84). Their property, however (for which John Marsham
paid 1d landgable in 1549), appears to have lain on the
other side of the street (NRO NCR 17b Domesday Book
f.43, 18d (1); Rodgers and Wallace 1999, 34). Arthur
Whittingham’s account of the 15th-century owners is
based on the assumption that all the properties given in
Table 2 lay within the Dragon Hall site (Whittingham
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Figure 46  Period 6 buildings and other features.
Scale 1:500.



1978). In fact, the first owner known after Dionisia Clere
was John Splitte. In 1457 it was ordered that the lane near
the Austin friars and near the tenement late of John Splitte
should be closed to prevent the entry of carts (Kirkpatrick
1889, 8). Splitte was neither the son of a freeman nor an
apprentice in Norwich but bought his entry into the
freedom as a woolman for two marks in 1414 (NRO NCR
8d assembly roll 1413/14). By this date he was already
active in the city and he paid 8s rent for a shop in the
woolmarket from 1411/12 to 1418/19. His shop was then
vacant until 1422/3 when he paid rent together with John
Muryell. This is the last year that John Splitte leased a
shop in the woolmarket, but in 1424/5 and 1427/8 he was
paid by the city for straw used in repairs at the common
staithe and at another city tenement in Conesford (NRO
NCR 18a chamberlains’ accounts 1384–1448 ff.56-76
passim, 154, 166). He may also be the Splyth the beer (as
opposed to ale) brewer mentioned in 1428/9 (Tingey
1904, 153). John Splitte never held high office in Norwich
and it seems probable that his wool business failed in the
early 1420s. In the circumstances he may have owned no
more than a northern part of the Dragon Hall block; even if
he acquired the whole property he is unlikely to have had
either the means or the incentive to restructure the main
building after 1427.

Of far higher standing in the city was Robert Toppe,
who paid landgable for the whole site (Table 2). Like John
Splitte, Toppe bought his freedom, as a mercer or dealer in
fine fabrics, for 2 marks in 1421 and was sheriff of
Norwich by 1430. From 1435 to 1461 he served
frequently either as member of parliament for Norwich or
as mayor (Norwich had acquired a mayor in the place of
the four bailiffs in 1404). His will was proved in 1468
(NRO NCR 8d assembly roll 1420–26; Le Strange 1890,
100–102, 138; NRO NCC Jekkys 97–99). At the time of
his death Robert Toppe was not resident in King Street. He
lived in the parish of St Peter Mancroft, where he chose to
be buried, and so by this date would only have used the
Dragon Hall site, together with another King Street prop-
erty at Mendham Staithe, for commercial purposes. This
would fit with the great hall’s apparently non-domestic
nature, although its precise purpose is still obscure.
Although Toppe was clearly involved in the cloth trade it is
doubtful how far such goods could be traded outside the
market, and if they could not be traded there would have

been little point in displaying them. Robert Toppe seems
to have placed little store on the Dragon Hall site when he
died, calling it Splyttes and asking for it to be sold.

Toppe’s background is uncertain, though Helen
Sutermeister believed he came from a Great Yarmouth
family (NRO MC 146/14 624x4 pre-thesis envelope). At
the time of Robert’s death his brother William was resi-
dent in London. It is likely that Toppe came to Norwich
intending to make his mark, and it is perfectly feasible that
he should have embarked upon the building of the great
hall within six years of taking up the freedom. In 1427 he
was already serving as city treasurer and was to serve as
mayor for the first time in 1435, after only thirteen years,
when the average time taken between becoming a freeman
and the mayoralty was 25 (King 1989, 191–2). If Robert
Toppe carried out the restructuring, the Dragon Hall site
would have been an early purchase in his career in
Norwich and he may initially have been resident here.
While he could have used the new hall for entertainment as
well as warehousing, it would have become less important
on both accounts after he acquired another King Street
property at Mendham Staithe in the parish of St Clement
and moved his residence to the parish of St Peter
Mancroft. If he had hoped to use the hall for display, legis-
lation by the city in 1440 re-restricting the sale of worsteds
to the Worsted Seld may have limited its value (Hudson
and Tingey 1906–10, II 90).

Although the changes involved in building the great
hall might have been expected to make the property as a
whole less suitable for domestic use, Dragon Hall seems
to have reverted to a gentry town house for the rest of the
century. By 1488/9 it had passed from Robert Broun of
Hoveton St Peter into the hands of Thomas Sekford, a
member of the Suffolk gentry with Norfolk property inter-
ests. Robert Broun’s holding consisted of the whole of the
Dragon Hall block, with a common lane north, a messuage
late of Thomas Wetherby south, the highway west and the
river east (NRO NCR 1/20m.9; Table 2). Sekford’s
liability for the landgable payment, however, was shared
with Thomas Alicok, a fuller who lived in the parish of St
John Timberhill (Table 2). As a fuller, Alicok would have
needed access to water for his business and when he died
in 1493 he left his house by the river in the parish of St
Julian to be sold by his executors (Wallace 1992, 32–4). If
the staithe in St Ann’s Lane was still being used for the
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Property A Property B Property C

pays 2¾d pays 2d pays 2½d

1397 Dionisia Clere once Roger Midday John Brewes knight once Thomas Cole Ralph Rieder once Adam Midday and John
Midday

1474 Robert Broun late Robert Toppe
before Dionisia Clere once Roger Midday

Anne Boleyn late Ed. Wichyngham
once Thomas Wedyrby

Henry Smyth late Miles Stapilton knight
once Thomas Faukener
once Alexander de Buxton and before
Ralph Ryder

1488/9 Thomas Sekford gentilman and Thomas
Alicok late Robert Toppes alderman

William Boleyn knight late Thomas
Wetherby after Anne Boleyn

Terry Robeshert knight late Henry Smyth
before Miles Stabilton knight

pays 1d pays 4d

1549 Cecylye Marsham widow late Middayes Bernard Utber late Anne Bolayn Edmund Grey esq for diverse tenements
including Plymptonz (=2½d)

1568-70 John Noller before Mr Barney late John
Marsham

John Noller before William Dade gent
late John Utberdes

William Paston esq before Thomas Gawdy
esq late Mr Edmond Grey for diverse
tenements

Sources: NRO NCR: 17b Domesday Book f.43; 7i landgable 1474; 18a chamberlains’accounts 1470-90 f.128d; 18d (2). Rodgers and Wallace 1999, 33.

Table 2  Landgable entries: King Street east, parish of St Julian, north-to-south



washing of linen cloths, this would have been a somewhat
unfortunate position for such a dirty and anti-social occu-
pation as fulling. The only known owner in the first half of
the 16th century is James Marsham, grocer, who was
sheriff of Norwich in 1539. Though he owned other prop-
erties in the parishes of St Peter Parmentergate and St
Bartholomew, Marsham is likely to have been resident
here. He was constable and city councillor for the area and
collector for the ward of South Conesford for the subsidy
of 1535 (Rodgers and Wallace 1999, 34,49; Hawes 1986,
103; NRO NCR 7i assessment for subsidy 1535).

The archaeological sequence

Dragon Hall
(Figs 46 and 47)
The architectural character and development of Dragon Hall has been
described already by Smith (Chapter 3). The presumed construction date
of the building — 1427 — is based on tree-ring analysis of structural
timbers located throughout the building (see Boswijk and Tyers, p.111).
This section adds additional evidence uncovered through archaeological
excavation.

The western elevation of Dragon Hall was evidently raised over a
0.9m-wide foundation trench (G499, 12623, Fig. 47) which had been
filled with bands of chalky gravel and sandy clay. Its depth was not deter-
mined, although it was seen to have been seriously reduced by the
insertion of cellars during the 16th or 17th centuries. The chalk contained
fragments of mortar and undecorated white wall plaster which had

probably originated from the partial demolition of Buildings 15 and 18
(see below).

The erection of Dragon Hall significantly altered the function of the
internal road. Its junction with King Street was now blocked again and
thereafter its sole function was to connect the hall with the river.

Alterations to Building 10
Building 10 was considerably altered when the basement was apparently
abandoned and new floor levels established. The original floors were
sealed by a 0.8m thickness of mortar, sandy clay, flints, tiles and early
brick and plaster fragments (G22), obviously from nearby demolition.
This was overlain by an organic silty sand (G22) containing sherds of
15th–16th century pottery (including an LMT handled jar, a late
Grimston jug, Dutch-type redwares and a sherd of Langerwehe stone-
ware) and medieval window glass. A clay floor (G23) containing sherds
of 15th–16th century LMT pottery and Raeren stoneware and a lace-tag
was then laid.

An interval must then have elapsed before the floor level was again
raised. Gravel and sand (G24) was sealed by a mixed soil which con-
tained more brick and tile, a sherd of ‘Tudor Green’ pottery and a large
15th- or 16th-century LMT handle. The process culminated in the depo-
sition of a 0.40m layer of chalk. This sealed a brick step (11874, Fig. 47)
which allowed access through a doorway in the south-western corner of
the building and which had been made necessary when road levels
outside the building were raised.

Insertion of the step coincided with the construction of a facetted
brick buttress (Fig. 47) beside it. This probably represented a post,
attached to the south-western corner of Building 10, from which a gate
across the road could have been hung. The profile of the buttress was
similar to that of the facetted arch which had been inserted into the spine
wall beneath Dragon Hall (Figs 3 and 4), although their mortars were
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Figure 47  Plan showing the many changes to the layout of buildings which occurred during Period 6. Principal
amongst these was the construction of Dragon Hall itself and the remodelling of Building 15. Scale 1:250.



completely different (p.107). More flooring (G26) was then laid in
Building 10. This contained a sheet bell (SF1006).

Additional alterations included two flint and mortar wall stubs
(G31, 11748, 12391, not illus.) which had been set against the western
elevation of Building 10. Either these had acted as buttresses or they were
parts of an otherwise unrecorded northern range to Dragon Hall. The
existence of such a range is suggested by the profile of the masonry
support at the northern end of Dragon Hall’s jetty, and by the simi-
larly-profiled post in front of the Great Arch. A range in this position
would have replaced Period 5’s Building 20.

Demolition and replacement of Woburn’s former kitchen or fishhouse
Building 18 was demolished in the early 1400s, primarily in order to
widen the road but also because it had outlived its purpose. The demoli-
tion was progressive and thorough. A huge robber trench (G188, 10806,
Fig. 40) fully removed the southern wall. This was eventually backfilled
with mortary silt, flint and roof tile (10807) which contained another iron
trivet (SF714, cf. Period 4, p.54) and a bucket handle. Pottery included
sherds from a large LMT vessel and a base in Frechen stoneware. The
northern wall was removed in a similar fashion (G343, 10176, not illus.).
The wall at the eastern end of the building was removed (G339, 11203,
Fig. 41) after the robber cut to the southern wall had been backfilled, and
the eastern room of the former building was covered with sand and
mortar from the demolition. The work had evidently taken some time to
complete, and the sand and mortar became sealed by a layer of grey silt,
charcoal, mortar and brick (G192, not illus.; G339, 11257, Figs 40 and
41) which extended beyond the building to bank against the north wall of
Building 16. This contained a large number of nails, bolts and straps (e.g.
SF784), fragments of an LMT pancheon and a pipkin and pieces of two
Dutch-type redware cauldrons.

A narrower building (Building 21, Fig. 47) replaced Building 18.
This was at least partly residential and may, if the gate at its
north-western corner is taken to indicate the eastern boundary of the
trading complex, have operated independently of Dragon Hall. The new
building had survived rather better than its predecessor, although it too
was later demolished. It had been constructed from flint, mortar and
occasional brick, its side walls again sitting in large construction cuts.
The principal surviving elements were stretches of its southern wall and a
fireplace set into the western gable.

Part of the southern wall had survived because, on demolition, it had
simply been pushed sideways (G191, 12610, Fig. 41). This stretch was at
least 2.35m long. A further length (G360, 10994, Figs 47 and 48) sur-
vived where it had formed the northern edge of a drain. Once the southern
wall was under construction a layer of chalk (G189, 11224, Fig. 40) was
placed between it and Building 16 to act as a bedding for a drain. This
contained a Dutch-type cauldron and five sherds of a Hopton-type LMT
pancheon.

Rather than reusing the curtilage wall to the former Page holding as
the western gable, a new wall was raised in its place (G265, 10574, Figs
47 and 48). This survived to a height of 0.8m over almost all its length.
The wall incorporated a wide fireplace, the fireback being of long bricks
laid in a herringbone style, the bay being formed from two flanking brick
jambs built over flint, chalk and mortar foundations. (Although this was
possibly a later alteration, it should be noted that the style matches that of
the fireplace in Dragon Hall itself.) At its southern end the wall had been
fashioned to form part of a drain (Fig. 48). Traces of render remained on
its east-facing elevation. It is noted that this mid-14th century building
was the first on the site to feature a fireplace rather than a hearth.

The length of the building had been divided by an insubstantial flint
and mortar wall (G316, 11148, Fig. 47) incorporating several 14th–15th
century bricks (EB7, EB8). Its evidently long-lived floor was formed
from clay, flint and chalk (G340, 10914, Fig. 41; G412, not illus.) from
which sherds of 16th-century pottery including LMT, GRE and Raeren
and Frechen stonewares pottery were recovered.

The former Page courtyard
(Plates XVIII–XX; Figs 47 and 48)

Clay-walled structure (Building 22)
One of the curiosities of the Period 6 evidence is a small clay-walled
building (Building 22, Fig. 47) which was apparently erected in the
former yard to the north of Building 15. This was formed from at least
seven post- or stake-holes (G267), covered by clayey sand and chalk, in a
shallow, metre-wide north-to-south aligned cut alongside Building 21.
Where the trench met the PS2 road it turned towards Dragon Hall
(G209), the remainder being truncated by later activity. This feature may
represent the vestigial remains of the bases to clay walls supporting a
building measuring at least 4.75m by 6.65m in plan. It provided the sole
evidence on the site for a building constructed in this manner and must,
therefore, be compared to the many similarly-built structures uncovered

at Alms Lane in Norwich (e.g. Type A Building C2, c. 1400–50: Atkin
1985, 156). Atkin notes (ibid., 251) that the use of clay walling termi-
nated at the end of his Period 6 (c. 1500).

There was one further clue to the nature of Building 22. The Period 4
pit beside the spine wall (10900) had been sealed by alternating bands of
make-up, chalk, sand and gravels (G255, not illus.), which may have rep-
resented slumped elements of the building’s floor. The soils contained a
buckle plate (SF786) and a sherd of Cologne stoneware with an applied
oak leaf which can be dated to the early–mid-16th century.

Wall to the south of Building 22
Although there was no evidence for the western and southern walls of
Building 22 a wall, this time of flint and mortar, had been constructed to
the south of the building (G262, 10095, Figs 34 and 47). This had been
raised over large flints which bridged a drain (G248, see below) that was
contemporary with Building 21. It also followed the remodelling of the
hall house (Building 15, see below). It is possible that the wall formed the
rear elevation of Building 22. Even if this were not the case, it would have
screened a path beside the northern elevation of the hall house from the
activities taking place within the clay-walled building.

Drain between Buildings 15 and 21
An integral element in the replacement of Building 18 by Building 21
was the redesign of the drain installed beside Building 15 during the 14th
century. This was also conducted at the same time as Building 15 was
remodelled. The western extent of the drain remains unclear because it
was severed during Period 8 by a cellar. It was formed by flint, brick and
mortar walls with a mortar screed floor (G248, 11941, Figs 34 and 47; cf.
17th-century drain 1876/1877/1878 behind Alms Lane in Norwich:
Atkin 1985, 165) or, where it ran between the buildings, from 14th- or
15th-century EB7 bricks (G274, 10209, Fig. 47). Here its sides were
neatly incorporated into Building 21 and a new north wall to Building 15
(10209). The stretch between the buildings had later been disturbed
(G341, 11258, 11233, Figs 40, 41 and 47), when Building 21 was demol-
ished. A sluice (see below) and a brick chute in wall 10209 had disgorged
into the drain from Buildings 16 and 15 respectively.

Building 15
For the 14th-century hall house to have been successfully integrated into
Dragon Hall it would have been necessary to make radical changes to its
fabric and layout. It is not surprising, therefore, that extensive modifica-
tions to Building 15 were noted in the evidence for this period. These
included the relocation of the northern wall and re-organisation of space
around the garderobe.

The building’s northern wall (presumably still of timber) was dis-
mantled and replaced by a flint, mortar and brick wall (for the first time of
full height) located to the south of the original (G128, 10287, Figs 30, 34,
47 and 48). This sat in a flat-based cut (11401, Fig. 34) over a lining of
clay and silt which perhaps acted as a damp-proof course. The western
part of this wall survives in the south wing, the remainder having been
demolished in 1937. The truncated remains (Plate IX, Fig. 47) show a
two-storey high rubble wall with a blocked brick arch at ground-floor
level.

With a reduction in the width of Building 15, direct access into the
garderobe was removed, and a short passage from a door in the new wall
to the garderobe had to be formed beside wall 10287. Other walls were
constructed around the garderobe in order to screen it from the eastern
bay of Building 15 (or yard, depending on interpretation), into which it
still protruded. The north wall of the passage (G274, 10209, Fig. 47)
neatly incorporated the brick drain. The west wall of the passage (G494,
10288, Figs 47 and 48) now straddled the original north wall to Building
15 and this had caused it subsequently to break its back. The passage and
drain, both constructed as Building 21 was being raised, neatly infilled
the area between Buildings 15 and 21.

A cut in the floor of the garderobe passage (G358, 11480, Fig. 47)
might have carried piped water from the roof of Building 15 into the
garderobe, or overflow water from the garderobe into the adjacent drain.
The cut contained four glazed floor tiles, plaster, a window came frag-
ment, a fragmented mould in Thetford-type ware (SF915) and a knife. A
decorated, glazed tile floor in the passage survived in fragmented form
(G359, 11749, not illus.). This had been laid over a rubbly clay which
contained a fragment of 12th-century limestone impost.

Following construction of the new north wall to Building 15 a large
robber pit (G351, G352, 11951, Fig. 34) was dug in order to remove the
final vestiges of the old wall. This had been used to dispose of an array of
objects including window came, two further ceramic ingot moulds in a
fabric similar to Thetford-type ware (SF1070, cf. SF915 above),
unpainted medieval window glass, the base to a 14th–15th century glass
lamp (SF1029, Fig. 82), fragments of an LMT jar and jug and six sherds
of a Hopton-type LMT cauldron.
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The floor to the re-modelled building was formed from brown clay
(G129, 10799, Figs 24, 30 and 34) which contained a knife, a lace tag
(SF1047, Fig.75) and pins (e.g. SF1024, Fig. 75). Constructional activity
within the building was represented by post-holes and pits (G130, Fig.
47), perhaps dug to dispose of waste mortar, which were sealed by a
second floor of chalk, sand and gravel (G131, 10317, Fig. 30). This
sandwiched a grey silt which contained a French jetton dating from the
period 1385–1440 (SF1083).

As in previous periods, it is not clear how the eastern side of the
screens passage was formed in the 15th century, although presumably
floors 10699, 10799 and 10317 extended eastward as far as some type of
screen. The present ornate screen dates from the 16th century (Smith,
Fig. 9).

Further alterations to Building 15
Alterations to the building continued throughout the course of the 15th
and 16th centuries. The construction of a flint-and-mortar north wall to
the former eastern bay or yard (G176, 10861, Figs 31 and 49) completed
the realignment of the north elevation of Building 15. How the junction
between this bay and Building 21 had hitherto been formed, if at all, is
not readily apparent. After wall 10861 was constructed the drain between
Buildings 15 and 21 was severed, which shows the wall to have been a
later build than the north wall of the garderobe passage. The redesign of
space at the eastern end of Building 15 must, therefore, have taken place
after the alterations to the width of the building had been completed.

It is suggested that this building phase created a separate building, or
semi-cross wing, at the eastern end of Building 15 (Building 15A). It is
likely (see below) that Building 15A also incorporated Building 16, and
it is equally likely that it was this building captured on film at the turn of
the 20th century (Plate XVIII). Its separate pitched roof provided the first
clear example on the site of a multi-storied building (with the exceptions,
of course, of Building 10 and the trading hall). No direct parallels for this
building have been found, although the amalgamation of two properties
and its size is reminiscent of 16th-century buildings B5i and B10i at
Alms Lane, Norwich (Atkin 1985, 248). These were regarded by the

excavator as being built as a single unit, and partially developed from a
mid–late 15th-century building.

Building 15A was provided with a stone-lined latrine pit (G184, Fig.
49) against its north wall. This was screened from the remainder of the
room by a thin masonry partition (10695, Figs 31 and 49, cf. Building A6,
c. 1575–1600: Atkin 1985, 164). The pit’s walls were underpinned with
flint and mortar to give it a depth of 1.1m, and the feature completed with
a mortar floor. Plinths in the eastern and western walls had supported a
timber covering.

The alterations were completed by the construction of timber stairs
in the south-eastern corner of the room, the post-holes and slots for which
were recorded (G143, G146, Fig. 49, cf. Alms Lane Building 10 i, c.
1500–75, Atkin 1985, 162 and Botolph Street Building B/1, c.
1375–1400, Davison with Evans 1985, 118).

Alterations to Building 16
Building 16 was also refurbished. An internal east-to-west aligned parti-
tion was removed and a flint, brick (EB9-type bricks) and mortar floor
was laid (G380, 11982, Fig. 49; G384, not illus.). The new floor level
coincided with the base of a render on the south and west walls which had
been smoothed seamlessly onto the floor. A loamy silt (11803, not illus.)
over the floor contained 1kg of animal bone and 16th-century pottery
comprising an LMT jug, a GRE bowl and a Dutch-type redware caul-
dron.

A sluice (G383, Plate XX) with chamfered brick quoins and a
sloping base had been let into the north wall of the building when the
floor was laid. The remains of masonry steps in the north-western corner
of the room (G384, 11981, Fig. 49), the mortar of which contained a
sherd of 15th–late 16th-century slip-decorated LMT pottery, suggests
that access into Building 15A’s latrine was via Building 16. If Building
16 remained a kitchen, as suggested in Period 4, this relationship
between kitchen and privy conformed with several contemporary exam-
ples in London, where ‘the privy was approached through or off the
kitchen’ (Schofield 1987, 20). Building 16 and Building 15A may, then,
have formed one building.
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Figure 49 Plan of Buildings 15, 15A and 16 after alterations had taken place during the latter part of Period 6.
Scale 1:100.
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Plate XIX Old Barge Yard in 1998

Plate XVIII  Old Barge Yard captured on film at the beginning of the 20th century. Photographer unknown.



Period 6 discussion
This period opens in 1427, the year in which the trees used
to construct Dragon Hall were felled. It spans the golden
years of the site, when a great building housed a busy
import/export business, and concludes as the grandeur of
the area waned.

During these years extensive works were carried out
on the site, almost certainly by Robert Toppe. The phys-
ical remains of this campaign have moulded all
subsequent development. The most obvious relic of this
15th-century redevelopment is Dragon Hall itself. The
building is discussed in detail elsewhere (Chapters 3 and
7) and, since the very survival of the building has
precluded archaeological work on its fabric, this section
deals principally with contemporary exterior
developments.

It is necessary, however, to consider briefly how the
construction of Dragon Hall was accomplished. Although
the street frontage had been in one ownership for many
years it can hardly have been the most propitious of sites
upon which to establish a great merchant’s hall. The hall
house beside Old Barge Yard was one obvious obstacle
and the timber buildings against the street another. The
‘spine’ wall was also an inconvenience. The methods by
which these obstacles were overcome is instructive when
considering the value placed on Dragon Hall by its builder.
Although this was clearly a major — and presumably
expensive — project much of the building’s design betrays
a willingness to economise. This is most obviously seen in
the different levels of decorative detailing employed
between public and private areas.

This principle allowed the boundary wall, despite its
misalignment, to be retained for (hidden) use as the
support to the rear first-floor wall of the hall. It also
allowed second-rate joinery techniques to be applied to
areas of the building designated as private. In contrast,
there was a tendency towards showiness in public areas.

Gaining sufficient length to the building must have
been the principal difficulty. It was the hall house that lay
at the heart of these problems and a radical reshaping
followed. This saw the demolition of the hall’s north wall
and the insertion of a new door into the service room. The
wall’s replacement was constructed within the footprint of
the hall house and necessitated a new entrance into the
screens passage and a remodelling of the garderobe. As a
consequence the northern screens passage door is later
than its opposing pair, although problematically it appears
to also be earlier than the 15th-century door leading into
the service room. Concurrent with these alterations was
the construction of a second bay and new entrance to the
undercroft.

Internal access into the undercroft had now been
removed, and the service room acted as a stage between
the screens passage and the first-floor hall. It is difficult to
imagine how the hall house could have functioned domes-
tically under these circumstances.

Dragon Hall’s purpose is clear from the reversal of the
road in PS2’s function. Hitherto this had linked the site
with the river and King Street. Dragon Hall blocked its
access to the street, and it was used thereafter solely to
connect the building with the river. This was no after-
thought — when Woburn’s former kitchen or fishhouse
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Plate XX  Late 15th- or 16th-century brick sluice in the north wall of Building 16



was replaced, care was taken to ensure that there was suffi-
cient room between the new building and its stone
neighbour for carts to pass.

The same thoroughness is apparent in the rearrange-
ment of the remainder of the block. The integrated nature
of the drain beside Building 21, for example, shows that
both were under construction as the hall house was being
modified. Since the rebuilt hall house was itself contem-
poraneous with Dragon Hall, a picture emerges of a
complex construction campaign which would have
required careful planning and resourcing.

How the new complex functioned is less clear. It is not,
for instance, beyond the realms of possibility that Build-
ings 10, 21 and 15A played no part in the day-to-day
operation of the trading complex, and instead were either
owned separately or were rented out. This may be the
reason for the gates between Buildings 10 and 21, which
would have hidden Toppe’s business from these buildings.
Furthermore, the provision of a clay-walled structure to
the south of this road, and the possibility that a replace-
ment to Building 20 provided accommodation to the north
of the road, suggest that warehousing or stabling space
may not have been available in Buildings 10 and 21. Either
way, it is clear that access to these buildings was via the
PS2 road, which implies that St Ann’s Lane or Old Barge
Yard were connected to the PS2 road.

The importance of appearance is again evident in the
various means of access into the complex. Behind the
gates across the PS2 road lay a strictly commercial area,
devoid of ornamentation. Entry through the door on Old
Barge Yard, on the other hand, would have ushered the
visitor past the richly decorated passage into the airy and
well-lit hall. Even the relocation of entry into the under-
croft emphasised the divisions between public and private
space. The intentions underlying these patterns of circula-
tion were intended unmistakably to project wealth and
status to prospective purchasers and clients.

By the later 15th century Dragon Hall may have been
connected at first-floor level to 125–127 King Street (see
Chapter 2), and this underlines the fact that the Dragon
Hall block cannot be considered in isolation. The pattern
of fenestration in Nos 125–127, which comprised a frieze
window running the entire length of the building (Fig. 7),
raises the intriguing possibility that this property was used
as an adjoining workshop. This interpretation, unfortu-
nately, would require common ownership between the
properties, for which there is currently no evidence before
1570.

With so many buildings on the site, it is not surprising
that few areas of refuse disposal have been found. Almost
all of the deposits from which artefacts were recovered
related to the rise in floor levels, or the backfilling of
construction cuts. Residual pottery was, in consequence,
present in only small amounts (16% of the total count and
7% of the weight). Late Medieval and Transitional wares
formed 51% of the total Period 6 assemblage, although by
count it was only 28%, indicating the generally large sherd
size. In contrast, the high medieval group (including medi-
eval imports) formed 26% by weight but 40% by count.
Contemporary imports of German and Dutch origin
formed c. 14% and demonstrated the rising significance of
trade with the Low Countries and beyond.

IX. Period 7: post-medieval (mid-16th–late
17th centuries)
(Plate XXI; Figs 50–54)

Summary
The commercial aspect to the Dragon Hall block was to all
intents over by the mid-16th century. Thereafter the build-
ings on the site were either demolished or extensively
remodelled by a succession of owners (Fig. 50). Dragon
Hall was gradually subdivided into a series of separate
dwellings over cellars, and a terrace was created behind
the building. A rear wing was built over the former road,
and a metalsmithing shop built on gardens which had
formed on the lower terrace. Fireplaces became increas-
ingly common as dwellings were subdivided.

Documentary evidence
by Elizabeth Rutledge
By 1547 James Marsham was dead and in 1552 his son
John sold ‘Myddayes’, as it was called, to John Barney of
Langley esq. (NRO NCR 1/23m.27). The Marsham prop-
erty lay between a lane to the north, the property late of
Bernard Utber (among others) to the south, the river to the
east and the street to the west. This implies that Thomas
Alicok’s holding had been reunited with the rest of the
tenement but may be misleading as a 1603 deed still found
it necessary to include ‘the east part of the same messuage
called Middaies’ in the conveyance (NRO NCR
1/32m.54). The fact that Cecylye Marsham only paid 1d in
landgable in 1549 instead of the previous 2¾d is not
significant (Table 2): the Marsham family also held closes
on the other side of the street and the payments have been
transposed. Holding property on both sides of the road
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Figure 51 Schematic plan of property divisions
1619–1664

Figure 50  Period 7 buildings and other features.
Scale 1:500.



was standard practice in the area. Unless his interest was
commercial, John Barney was the last man to use Dragon
Hall as a gentry town house. By 1570 the Dragon Hall site
had been joined to the property to the south and both were
in the hands of John Noller (Table 2). Subsequently the
two properties passed together to Thomas Gleane,
alderman, to John Wytfield of Norwich, keelman, and his
wife and, finally, by 1619, to Christofer and Ann Marshall
(NRO NCR 1/32m.54, 35m.33). Though none of the
inhabitants of the site were impoverished enough to
appear in the 1570 Norwich census of the poor it is clear
that the Marshalls, if not the earlier owners, were engaged
in letting out part of the property to tenants (Pound 1971,
25–7; see below).

Ownership from 1619
(Fig. 51)
In 1619 Christofer Marshall of Wenhaston, Suffolk, and
Ann his wife divided the Dragon Hall block by selling the
southern section from King Street to the river to Nicholas
Ellyett beerbrewer and his wife Hester (NRO NCR
1/35m.34). In June 1628 Christofer Marshall, draper, and
his wife Elizabeth sold the remaining section, with the
common lane north, the river east and King Street west, to
Peter Withericke innholder and Brigit his wife (Daniell
Greene, who paid landgable for the property in 1626, may
have been a mortgagee; NRO NCR 18d (4)). In September
1628 Withericke passed the northern section on to
William Peachye grocer (NRO NCR 1/37m.16) and in
March 1664 it was sold by Mary Mingay widow and
Roger Mingay of London woollendraper to John Phillips
butcher. John Phillips immediately split the property
further and by 12 May had agreed to sell the west part to
John Mottram and the eastern section to Robert Clayton
ironmonger (NRO COL/1/115). Later deeds for the
western section make it clear that Clayton’s holding lay
east of the property split in 1854 and so east of the archae-
ological site (NRO NRS 27108 268x3). Four years later, in
1668, John Mottram worstedweaver sold his share to
Mary Morse the elder, widow, and Mary Morse the
younger, spinster (NRO NCR 1/41m.86). For the rest of
this period the southern section of the Dragon Hall block
passed with the property to the south of Old Barge Yard
and remained in the hands of the Elliott family until at
least 1671 (NRO NCR 1/39m.60, 13a/48).

Buildings from 1619

Southern section (121 and 123 King Street and buildings
to the east)
The sale to Nicholas Ellyett in 1619 conveyed first the
property to the south of Old Barge Yard and then ‘two
tenements on the north part of the great gate next to the
street with the room(s) above the same and a cellar below
the said two tenements as far as the north part of the same
cellar, the great hall, the great panelled ceiling (laquear’),
the little panelled ceiling, the little hall, the kitchen and
lands next adjoining to the east as far as the said river bank,
the little store-room (promptuarium) adjoining the said
great hall on the north part of the same with the cellar(s)
beneath the said store-room’. All the property sold (except
for the store-room) was surrounded by stone walls. The
north abuttal was specified as being in part the rest of the
messuage and in part a stone wall. The distance from the
property to the south ‘by the highway to the north part of

the wall dividing the said two tenements from the rest of
the said messuage’ was 36 yds. Towards the middle of the
plot the distance was 30½ yds north to south and at the east
end, beside the river, it was 24¼ yds. The property
conveyed to the south of Old Barge Yard consisted of a
tenement and land(s) adjoining, a storehouse (horreum), a
stable and a house called Croshowse next adjoining to the
east as far as the river bank and a house adjoining upon the
ianua (‘gatehowse’ in English) with rooms above
(desuper) the same (house or gatehouse).

John Elyott paid tax for six hearths in 1671 (NRO NCR
13a/48). This assessment probably relates to the range
north of Old Barge Yard and away from the road (the tene-
ments on the street would have been let out) but could be
referring to the Croshowse to the south.

Northern section (113–119 King Street and 9–10a St
Ann’s Lane)
Little detail is available for the buildings in this area. In
1619 Christopher Marshall reserved the right to place
joists (les joyces) and other structures (struct’) upon the
beam or the studs in the vance roof (lez studs in le vance
ruffe) to the north of the wall dividing the two tenements
sold from the rest of the messuage. The reference to the
vance roof or loft implies that the 15th-century hall was
also ceiled by this date. Elsewhere on the site he reserved
the right to maintain houses and structures called
‘ladyngs’ (sheds or storehouses) near the new boundary
and also the right of gutterage from such houses as would
be built against the stone curtilage wall next to an existing
orchard. In 1664 this section was described as one
messuage (a dwellinghouse) with houses, buildings, yards
and gardens.

Use of the site
The term Middaies (or variants on it) was used to describe
the whole messuage in conveyances from the late 15th
century to the early 17th century. After the division of
1619 the term was applied to the southern section of the
property and is used in this way as late as 1771 (NRO NRS
27108 268 x 3). Meddyz-Inn is not a description that
appears in the early deeds but is first used by Blomefield in
1744 (Blomefield 1805–10, IV 84).

Southern section
The two tenements on the street frontage in 1619 are likely
to have been let out but the presence of Nicholas Ellyett, a
beerbrewer, suggests that the rest of the range may have
been used as an alehouse.

Northern section
Changes of ownership are so frequent up to 1664 that it is
difficult to get much idea of the use to which this area was
put. Both Christofer Marshall (draper) and William
Peachye (grocer) would have found the property, with its
access to the river, useful for warehousing, while leasing
out part as tenements. Though Peter Withericke,
innholder, only owned the site for a short time in 1628, he
was also an occupier so there may have been an alehouse
here as well (NRO NCR 1/37m.16). From 1668 the
western part would have been occupied by the tenants of
the Morse family, who were not resident. Robert Clayton
the ironmonger was in occupation of the eastern half
before the land was sold to him in 1664 and might have
used more of the site before the sale (NRO COL/1/115).
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By the end of this period the western part had lost its
immediate link with the water. The division of 1619
blocked entry to Old Barge Yard and repeated measures
barring St Ann’s Lane probably restricted the use that
could be made of St Ann’s Staithe (Kirkpatrick 1889, 8).
After the sale to Robert Clayton in 1664 it is unlikely to
have been occupied by businesses needing river access.

The archaeological sequence

Remodelling of Dragon Hall
(Plate XXI; Figs 50–54)
As Smith has shown (p.28), Dragon Hall was extensively remodelled in
the post-medieval period. The principal results of this campaign were the
creation of new floor levels throughout the trading hall (see Fig. 4 for
illustration of the effects) and sub-division of the first floor. Raising the
ground floor allowed cellars to be inserted, the construction of which is
described below.

Insertion of cellars
Although it is not clear who was responsible for the changes in level
within Dragon Hall during the 16th century, the effects remain clearly
visible. The principal result of this change — the insertion of three cellars
— required the excavation of large amounts of soil whilst simultaneously
underpinning the northern, western and spine walls of Dragon Hall. A
huge pit in Cellar 1 (G459, 11392, Fig. 52) had been dug to dispose of
remnant building rubble. This was up to 2m in depth and had been
infilled with bricks, roof tiles and fragments of unpainted post-medieval
window glass. Other finds included a lace tag (SF803, Fig. 75) and an
ivory knife scale (SF924, Fig. 89). The pottery, largely of 16th-century
date, included a Cistercian-type ware mug and a GRE horticultural
vessel.

Seven other pits and post-holes (G461) were probably associated
with the construction. Pit 12545 contained a tapering iron bar and 11400
and 12508 each contained a clay tobacco pipe fragment (suggesting
either that these pits were later, or that the cellars were 17th-century in
date).

The walls were set into trenches up to 0.3m deep, filled with alternat-
ing bands of chalk and sandy silt. Although the foundation trench for the
southern wall spanned the full width of the cellar the eastern quarter of
this wall was not built, and a brick-floored connecting passage was pro-
vided instead. The trench fills were sealed by a chalk and sand floor
(G464, 11325, Fig. 17).

Cellar 2 had been constructed in a similar fashion. The footing
trench for the western wall had cut the earlier banded footing for Dragon
Hall. Contemporary features included two brick and mortar pads on
either side of the fireplace which separated the cellars. These, and an
irregular line of post-holes (G503), probably held props to support the
ceiling whilst the work was under way.

The earliest recorded floor in Cellar 3 (G495, 3039) was formed
from sandstone slabs interspersed with fired clay floor tiles. In the
north-eastern corner a rectangular area of flint and brick debris marked
the position of a 19th-century step into Cellar 2.

Northern section
(Fig. 52)

The formation of a new terrace behind Dragon Hall
That Dragon Hall ceased to have any meaningful link with the river
during this period was emphasised when the road through the site was
blocked by a flint and brick wall (G41, 10150, Figs 48 and 52). This sat in
a trench between the remains of the 15th-century gate post and the
north-western corner of Building 21 and effectively created an
east-to-west division of the northern part of the block.

The wall was used to retain a large volume of silty sand (G37, 10492,
Fig. 22) which was dumped over the road. The soil increased progres-
sively in depth, from 0.1m behind the Great Arch (now partially blocked)
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Figure 52 Plan showing the layout of the site in the mid–late 17th century (later Period 7). Scale 1:250.



to 0.6m against the new wall. It is almost certain that the soil resulted
from the cellar excavations. Its origin is apparently confirmed by the date
of the 184 pottery sherds recovered from the soil, all bar two of which
date from periods during which soils could have developed along the
street frontage. The construction of Dragon Hall in the late 1420s cur-
tailed further soil development, and this soil therefore provides a remote
record of street frontage activity up to the early 15th century.

Structure on the new terrace (Building 24)
The terrace was soon built upon. Seven structural features (G88) formed
part of an outbuilding aligned at odds with the remainder of the buildings
on the site. To the rear of Dragon Hall and partially within Building 24 a
laminated clay, chalk and mortar floor was recorded (G521). This build-
ing probably burnt down as the extensive residue from a fire (G80)
overlaid its footprint and the reddened sand and charcoal entered at least
one of its post-holes (10630). This feature contained fragments of fired
clay and a burnt sherd of 15th–16th century cauldron or pipkin rim in
LMT or Dutch redware pottery. Another of the fire deposits (10674) con-
tained large sherds of rod-handled tripod pipkins and a burnt vessel in
West Norfolk bichrome.

Further rubble and clay surfaces (G97, G92) then sealed the fire
deposits. These contained a lead ingot, an iron spoon bit (SF518) and a

horseshoe. A rectangular post-hole (G93, 10723) cut the surface. Its
post-pipe was filled with an extraordinary amount of waste structural
ironwork.

Demolition of Building 10
Much of the former Woburn building was demolished during the 16th
century. A large trench was dug to remove its southern wall (G27, 11755,
not illus.), the exercise ceasing at ground level. The trench was filled with
flint and mortar rubble, medieval window glass and three fragments of
plaster with red painted down the sides (SF1028). Two sherds of
16th-century pottery indicate the date of demolition.

Building 21
This continued in use during the earlier years of the period. The fireplace
was re-surfaced with clay and a narrow, mortar-filled slot dug between
the reveals to delineate the eastern edge of the fireplace. This, and seven
small post- or stake-holes, had formed the base for an item of fire furni-
ture. Remnants of a tiled floor also survived.

The building was demolished during the later 1500s. Most of the
southern wall’s footings were removed by a robber cut (G190, 11018,
Fig. 40) which was then filled with demolition rubble. This had spilled
into the brick drain to the south (G275, 10658, Fig. 48; G249, 11942, Fig.
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Figure 54 Plan of Period 7 Building 29. Scale 1:75.

Figure 53 Plan of Period 7 metalworking shop Building 27. Scale 1:75.



34) where it contained 21 sherds of 15th–18th century pottery and a frag-
ment of decorated 15th-century window glass (SF974a, Fig. 72). To the
east of the excavation the lower courses of this wall had not been robbed
but had instead been undermined, allowing the destabilised wall to come
to rest at an angle (12610, Fig. 41). The trench used to rob the north wall
(G345) contained an iron hinge pivot (SF459) and two LMT pipkin rims.

The demolition concluded with the construction of a brick buttress
(G269, 10511, Fig. 52) against the remains of the western gable. This
was thereafter used as a retaining wall to the upper terrace.

Development of an ‘orchard’ on the lower terrace
The changed use of this area was evidenced by the formation of soils to
the east of the road-blocking wall. These may have been the result of the
existing orchard documented in 1619. The thick layer of sands and
clayey loams (G42, G346, G278, 10377, Fig. 41) which developed con-
tained fragments of a 14th–15th century Flemish floor tile and window
glass (SF286, Fig. 72). The glass depicted a vine-leaf and strap-work and
dated to the period 1280–1350. Both finds presumably derived from the
demolition of Building 10.

The rubble stemming from demolition of Building 21 was also
sealed by a layer of clayey loam. This contained a gilded copper alloy
buckle (SF615, Fig. 76), a lace tag (SF308) and pottery largely dating to
the 16th or 17th centuries. A rectangular pit (G279) had been cut through
this soil, perhaps to facilitate further removal of parts of Building 21. Its
rubbly fill contained five sherds of 16th-century pottery and an internal
window reveal of late medieval date (SF401).

The changed use of the area was emphasised by the discovery of a
flint-cobbled path (G286, 10719, Fig. 41), at least 8.5m long, against the
north face of Building 16 and sealing the soil. The cobbles were set in a
clay containing sherds of 17th-century pottery.

Further robbing of Building 10
Robbing of materials from Building 10 resumed after the orchard soils
had started to develop. The second robber cut (G28) extended further to
the west than the first, which was partially re-opened. Its fill contained
16th–17th century pottery including three tankards and a porringer, a
Border ware skillet and bowl, a Dutch-type redware jar, a North Holland
cockerel bowl and stoneware from Raeren, Frechen and Beauvais.

This phase of demolition also produced two massive pieces of dis-
placed masonry (Plate XIV) which had once been parts of the western
gable and southern wall. Quite how masonry of this size had been moved
remains unclear.

Further development of the ‘orchard’
The build-up on the lower terrace continued with the deposition of more
soils (G43, G44). These were of 17th-century date, and included a
rimsherd of Frechen stoneware and a small bell (SF237). In time the
ground levels developed sufficiently for the road-blocking wall and the
displaced pieces of masonry from Building 10 to be covered by a layer of
mortar, sand and other building rubble (G428).

Development of the upper terrace
As the level of soils between the upper and lower terraces equalised a
doorway in the wall erected across the road was blocked (G51, 10798,
Fig. 48). The infill behind the doorway contained several sherds of
16th–18th century pottery and a clay tobacco pipe bowl. A series of sand,
gravel and clay yard surfaces (G38) sealed the infill and the remnants of
Building 24. These contained a lead token or weight (SF119).

Buildings 25 and 26
A building with flint and mortar footings (Building 26, G82, Fig. 52) was
eventually built against the spine wall of Dragon Hall, in a position over
the former road. Although not dated with certainty, it was probably con-
structed during the early 1600s. The building, which formed another rear
wing to the former trading hall, ultimately became a part of 9 St Ann’s
Lane and was demolished in 1937 (Plate XXI). The excavated portion of
the building had two rooms at ground-floor level, and further rooms were
presumably provided within Dragon Hall itself. The building may have
utilised the Great Arch to facilitate passage between the two parts.

The rooms were separated by a flint and mortar wall (10737, Fig. 52)
which contained a Caen stone architectural fragment; the eastern wall
(G94, 10355) was constructed from flint and brick. The southern wall
(10400, 10351) incorporated a block of late medieval chamfered lime-
stone door jamb, another fragment of which (SF358, 10195, G291) was
recovered from a Period 8 wall. The northern wall remained unexcavated
but may have incorporated the southern wall to the northern range of
Dragon Hall. The building was floored with clay and sand.

It is possible to determine the appearance of this building by study-
ing the arrangement of the central timber post in Dragon Hall’s arcade
(Figs 12 and 52). This sits on a severed sill beam which is seated in turn

on a dwarf wall fabricated from flint, brick and mortar. The post is punc-
tuated at mid-height by a sawn-off wall plate of some size. It seems likely
that these beams formed parts of the timber-framed southern wall to
Building 26. This sat on a flint rubble footing, remnants of which survive
as 10400 and 10351. The wall plate continues westward of the arcade to
meet the spine wall, where it sits on the remains of an internal door. In
1897 the building was described as of ‘brick and timber’.

As already mentioned, dating this building is difficult. The surfaces
it was built over contained 15th–16th century pottery, but there was no
pottery from floors or construction cuts to aid closer dating. The use of
timber in this (incidentally apparently largely unheated) building,
however, suggests a date no later than the mid-17th century. Smith and
Carter (1983, 1) assert that in Norwich ‘buildings dating from before c.
1650 almost invariably have first-floor timber-framing above
ground-floor rubble walls’— after this date the use of timber for building
in Norfolk declines and ‘by the end of the century brick was commonly
used’ (Quiney 1990, 112). This is demonstrated by the discovery of
another structure to the east of Building 26.

Building 25 (G46) was probably attached to Building 26, although
their stratigraphic contemporaneity could not be shown. In addition, it
may have been attached to an unexcavated northern range to Dragon
Hall. Wall 10151 butted against the top of the road-blocking wall and
returned to the north as 10152. Both represented only the vaguest rem-
nants of much larger walls and were constructed largely from late brick
and grey, ashy mortar. The alignment of these walls was replicated to the
north-west by wall 10155. Together they had formed a small lobby or
entrance.

The southern wall (10846), of brick and flint, retained make-up
which had been sealed with a clay floor. The make-up (10263) contained
several clay tobacco pipe stem fragments, two pins (SF278 & SF289), a
dress fitting and a late 16th-century fragment of spiral glass beaker
(SF292). Two post-holes (G48, 10238) in the building contained a sherd
of 16th–18th century GRE pottery, a 16th–17th century fragment of glass
wrythen beaker (SF281) and a scissors blade (SF282, Fig.79).

A possible timber outshut lay to the south of Building 25. This was
formed from a metre-deep post-hole (G36, 10076), post-hole 10170
(G45), which contained eleven sherds of GRE pottery, and a clay- and
chalk-filled beam slot (10487). The post-holes may have supported a
door frame or gate-posts.

Subsequent alterations to Building 26 included the insertion of a
brick fireplace (G77, not illus.) against the eastern elevation of the parti-
tion wall. A north-to-south aligned wall foundation to the south of the
fireplace may have carried the weight of a newel-post staircase. The
building was re-floored with early hand-made bricks and the fireplace
was tiled.

Both buildings were apparently complemented by a flint- and
brick-lined well, dug to the south of Building 25 over the division
between the former eastern and western terraces (G424, 10276). The
date of its construction is not certain, but must have pre-dated the decades
1640–1670, the date of two clay tobacco pipe bowls (Fig. 88.1) recov-
ered from the refuse that eventually filled the feature. Other finds
included 2kg of animal bone, two knives (SF669, SF898), a buckle
(SF897, Fig. 78), a segment of sawn ivory (SF573) and 3.75kg of pottery
dating to the 17th century. The pottery included two 16th–18th century
earthenware tankards or tygs, four bowls, two dishes, a lid, a skillet, two
pipkins, two ?jars, a mug and two large storage vessels.

Metalworking shop (Building 27)
The 17th-century alterations to Building 15/15A (Figs 52 and 53, see
below) probably coincided broadly with the erection of a narrow metal-
working shop (G281) against its northern wall. It is tempting to associate
this with the purchase in 1664 of the north-eastern section of the Dragon
Hall site by Robert Clayton, ironmonger, although Rutledge suggests
otherwise (p.69).

The building made use of the northern wall of Building 16, the old
western gable of Building 21 (10574) and the northern walls of Building
15A. Further short stretches of masonry were added to complete the
south wall. The haphazardly-built north wall (10264, 10326, 10356) was
constructed from heavily bonded brick and flint which survived to a
height of six courses. The eastern end of the building was marked by a
post-hole (G442, 11559) containing 15th–late 16th-century pottery. The
building was originally floored with earth, and then mortar (10253). A
little brick drain (10386) ran northward from the building.

Evidence for the building having been used for metalworking
included a sunken wooden barrel (G289, 10328, Figs 40 and 53), proba-
bly a quenching tub, in its north-eastern corner. The base of the barrel,
upon which four floor bricks had acted as a pedestal, had been covered
with ash containing a sherd of 18th-century pottery. This was sealed by a
layer of smithing slag (10330, see p.125). A chalk, tile and clay floor
(G290, 10339) sealed the fill of the barrel cut.
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Structural repairs (G288) resulted in the floor being covered by
patches of flint, clay, silt, chalk and mortar (10709, Fig. 41; 10272, Fig.
53). Deposit 10272 contained slag, an iron wallhook (SF478) and a
carving knife (SF475, Fig. 79). Extensive layers of soot and ash were also
present, and the finds from these assist in interpreting the building. Soot
in the fireplace on the southern wall was found to contain a hasp (SF498),
a bar, rings, nails and clenchbolts, horseshoes, a large pair of scissors
(SF499, Fig. 79), a strap, masonry cramps (SF470, SF500), a hinge arm
(SF503), a padlock case (SF504, Fig. 71) and shackle (SF468), a punch
(SF471, Fig. 78), a drawer handle, late 17th–early 19th-century vessel
glass and a button.

A chalk and mortar re-flooring (G292, 10216) sealed the soot and
ash. This had been reduced by later truncation to a metre-wide strip
beside the southern wall.

Late 17th-century alterations to Building 16
There were also alterations to Building 16 (Fig. 52), but not before a
period during which soil build-up, evidenced by a layer of grey silt
(G386, 11529, not illus.) had occurred. The silt contained two pieces of
unpainted white medieval glass. This material was sealed by a mortar and
sand bedding layer which contained four fragments of clay tobacco pipe
dating to 1660–80, two Dutch whiteware sherds and fragments of 14th-
or 15th-century (Period 5) window glass (SF865, Fig. 72).

The alterations included a new floor of chalk, clay and pebbles, the
construction of an internal north-to-south partition wall (G386, 11875)
and an internal doorway. The wall was built directly onto the chalk floor
and was formed from coursed flints in a crumbly yellow mortar. It was
rendered on both sides. The chalk floor was later replaced by one of brick
(11554).

An earlier insertion into the western end of the north wall had
formed another doorway, which may have connected Building 16 to the
flint cobbled path in the ‘orchard’. This was originally 1.28m wide, later
reduced to 0.9m. The jambs of the narrower doorway were rendered, the
original jambs having been brick. The doorway had been blocked by the
early 1700s.

Building 29
Building 27 was replaced in the very late 1600s or early 1700s by a series
of timber posts and a central ‘H’-shaped brick fireplace (10071) which
may either have formed a building (Building 29, G287, Fig. 54), or have
acted as scaffolding for the erection of a Period 8 masonry structure
(Building 30). The fireplace compares well with a 17th-century example
found between two buildings beside Alms Lane in Norwich (Buildings
B7 and B8: Atkin 1985, 167). Most of the post-holes displayed
post-pipes for posts of 0.20–0.24m diameter. On the southern wall each
was separated by 1.00m, giving a building length of c. 7m. Two lines of
timbers ran through the central axis of the building and two further
post-holes (10949, 10986) may have supported a jettied entrance and
first-floor projecting window on the eastern gable. Post-hole 10949 con-
tained a lace tag (SF629, Fig. 75).

A total of 40 pottery sherds was recovered from the post-holes. The
majority were of 16th-century or later date and included LMT, GRE,
Dutch-type redware, West Norfolk bichrome, Frechen stoneware and
TGE. Other finds included clay tobacco pipe fragments, a button and a
?curtain ring.

The structure was short-lived. Once sand had been strewn around the
posts they may have been sawn off at ground level (many of their bases
had rotted out and left voids). No floors to the possible building were
found. This ‘building’ has a number of possible histories. It may have
been partially erected and abandoned, or demolished when death, forfei-
ture or a change in property ownership led to a change of plans.
Alternatively, the posts may have been nothing more than scaffold
uprights used during the construction of Building 30, although this does
not explain adequately why the alignments created by the posts differed
from that of Building 30, nor why the southern line of posts was required
at all, given that much of the southern wall of Building 30 was to be
formed from the pre-existing walls of Buildings 15 and 16.

If the building is accepted to have been an earthfast timber structure,
further inconsistencies arise. The co-axial fireplace is not easily recon-
ciled with the double row of post-holes down the centre of the structure,
the purpose of which is equally unclear. Additionally, and not in itself a
minor consideration, a timber building dating from between c. 1675 to c.
1725 would be unusual to say the least — the last major timber house in
Kings Lynn, for instance, was the Greenland Fisheries of 1605 (Pevsner
and Wilson 1997, 27). However, despite the precocious rise of brick as
the building material of choice in Norwich (it was the most common
building material at Alms Lane in Norwich by the late 17th century:
Atkin 1985, 251), evidently timber buildings were still being raised in
this period. Drury’s Period XII:3 building at Moulsham Street in
Chelmsford (Drury 1985, 34), although of ‘low vernacular’ status, was

built c. 1670–1700 and he cites building practice in the southern Ameri-
can colonies of Virginia and Maryland, where ‘such techniques were
normal for houses, warehouses, and other buildings into the early 18th
century’.

Southern section
(Plate XXI; Fig. 52)

Buildings 15 and 15A
Significant alterations to Building 15A probably occurred during the
later 1500s (Fig. 52). The latrine pit was backfilled (G185) with loam and
building rubble containing peg tiles, bricks (EB2–EB4 and EB6–EB9)
and fragments of whitewashed plaster. A large amount of shell and
animal bone, and two lead weights (SF637 and SF638), were also recov-
ered, as well as 89 pottery sherds. The majority of these were in LMT
ware, although a late Grimston ware jug and a Dutch-type redware dish
were also found.

A total of 369 identified fish bone fragments were found in the pit,
mostly of herring and cod. Smaller numbers of bones were identified as
whiting, eel, right-sided flatfish (plaice or flounder), sole, thornback ray
and other indeterminate elasmobranches (sharks or rays) as well as
several vertebrae from tiny cyprinids. The dominance of herring and cod
distinguishes this from other groups at Dragon Hall, where a more mixed
catch is represented, but the significance of this should not be overstated.
It may simply have been an artefact of sample size or of refuse disposal
practices.

The rubble probably stemmed from the demolition of the thin
masonry partition wall which had shielded it from the room. The garde-
robe was also backfilled with building rubble, as were two shallow pits
and a post-hole in the main room (G144).

Building 15A continued in use until further changes to its layout
were made in the late 1600s. Its northern wall (10861) must have been
removed during this period, perhaps because the demolition of Building
21 had eventually rendered it unstable. It was replaced by a small
‘L’-shaped stretch of flint and brick wall (G183, 10293), with much
bottle glass in the mortar, which was bonded onto the footing of wall
10861 and a part of the garderobe which had been left upstanding
(10291). This formed a new party wall between Building 15A and 27 (see
below) and was continued towards Building 16 by wall 10292 (G186). A
large lavastone fragment was incorporated into the base of this wall
(SF611), the remainder of which was formed from very large flints.

The new arrangement created a fireplace in Building 27 and a
?closet or stairs bay in Building 15A. However, the wall soon began to
crack as the underlying latrine pit fills compacted and it became neces-
sary to insert a masonry ‘plug’ (10815, not illus.). This incorporated a
piece of re-used dressed stone and much late 17th–early 19th-century
bottle glass.

The former garderobe corridor was also extensively altered. The
remodelling used the corridor to link Building 15A to Building 15. A
re-facing of the internal walls of the corridor gave its corners curved pro-
files and relocated the eastern door to avoid the new ?closet or stairs bay
in Building 15A. A difference in levels between the two rooms
demanded the provision of two shallow steps in the corridor, which was
floored with brick and tiles (G363, 10646). The alteration necessarily
removed the angle between the eastern and northern walls in Building
15’s Room B and a new piece of masonry (G361, 10285) was added. This
work seems to represent an overly complicated solution when a doorway
through wall 10694 would have sufficed.

The remodelling also provided a brick fireplace for Building 15A
(G366, 10510). This used the width of wall 10694 for its hearth and was
backed by a new wall. The east-facing elevation of 10694 was also
widened to increase the area of the hearth. The fireplace was floored with
brick and tile, and re-used a late medieval limestone window fragment
(SF1390) and a fragmented millstone (SF1399).

It may also have been during this building phase that another
chimney stack and cross wall in Building 15 were also added, although
there is no archaeological evidence to support this, and the cross wall in
particular may in fact have dated to Period 6.

Building 15 had been further enlarged when a northern extension
and associated cellar were added in the early 1600s (see Rutledge, p.69).
The above-ground structure (Plate XXI) was of two storeys with a brick
and flint gable and a double-pitched roof. This was entered from a
doorway in the western room of Building 15, which survives. Niches in
the eastern and northern walls of the brick and flint rubble cellar (G250,
11673) were recorded during partial excavation. The means of access
into the cellar is unknown.

The area between the new wing and Dragon Hall’s spine wall was
probably occupied by a small store (Plate XXI). The footing to its front
wall was formed from cobbles (G240, 10717) set in a clay matrix con-
taining a rim fragment from a large limestone mortar (SF489).
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Period 7 discussion
A large number of changes occurred on the site during the
period from c. 1549 to c. 1675. Here, as in the city as a
whole, the changes reflected the maturation of the urban
landscape. Seemingly untroubled by the background of
civil unrest (Kett’s rebels besieged the city in 1549),
Dragon Hall was quietly transformed from a commercial
trading centre into a residential block.

Documents now become increasingly useful in unrav-
elling the history of the site. By 1570 the block had once
again been joined with the property to the south (the
lean-to over Old Barge Yard which links 125–127 King
Street to Dragon Hall probably dates from this period). In
1619 the Marshalls, by then the owners, began a process of
splitting the conglomerated block into parcels of land and
buildings. The former hall house (Building 15), its satel-
lite (Building 16) and 125–127 King Street were all sold to
Nicholas Ellyett, a beer brewer. It is possible that it was
Ellyett who established the ‘Old Barge’. In 1628 the
remaining section (broadly speaking, that owned in 1289
by the Abbey of Woburn), along with the majority of
Dragon Hall, was sold to Peter Withericke, innholder.

The terms of the 1619 sale suggest that the line of the
Marshall division was that shown as partition a–a on Fig.
14 (see also Fig. 50). By this time the property to the north
of Old Barge Yard is described as two tenements,
suggesting that parts of the former hall house were already
being rented out as separate dwellings. The sale document
outlines the composition of the newly-formed property.
The great hall was probably Room B in Building 15, with
the little hall being Building 15A and the kitchen Building
16. The little storeroom with cellar was that found during
the excavations (G250, Plate XXI). The reference to ceil-
ings implies that the great hall had had an upper floor
inserted by this date.

Property to the north of the division was retained until
1628 by Christofer Marshall. The wording of his reserva-
tion of rights implies that Dragon Hall had already had
floors inserted. It is unfortunate that there are no further
references for the radical re-shaping of Dragon Hall. The
sheds or storehouses (‘ladyngs’) which he retained a right
to maintain may have been the metalworking shop
(Building 27), and this may also have been the proposed
building ‘against the stone curtilage wall’ for which the
right of gutterage was maintained. Although it would be
convenient to believe that it was Robert Clayton who
owned the metalworking shop, Rutledge has shown that
his holding lay further to the east.

The archaeological evidence for this period shows that
a great many more events had taken place than are indi-
cated in the documentary sources. As discussed, the
insertion of new floor levels within Dragon Hall in the late
16th or early 17th centuries led to a radical re-shaping of
the use of the building. Outside, the loss of land to the east
in 1664 would have made the PS2 road redundant,
although it may already have been blocked by the flint and
brick wall. Both the change in floor levels and the removal
of the road signalled the demise of Dragon Hall as a
commercial riverside building, although in practice this
may already have occurred.

It is also difficult to determine who was responsible for
demolition of Buildings 10 and 21, and indeed why they

were demolished. Both were dismantled during the later
16th century, whilst the Dragon Hall block was under one
ownership. This seems curious, as it was during this
period that the demand for housing in Norwich began its
steady rise. The lower terrace upon which they had sat had
by the 17th century become gardens, as attested by docu-
mentary references to an ‘orchard’ in 1619 and ‘gardens’
in 1664.

It is equally unclear who was responsible for the devel-
opment in the later 17th century of Buildings 25 and 26,
although the intention behind it was unmistakable. By this
time Dragon Hall was split into many dwellings, as Fig. 14
suggests. The construction of Buildings 25 and 26
extended one of these dwellings eastwards, thus making
as full a use of the limited space available as was possible.
This is one of the many examples in Norwich of former
backyards which were built over in the post-medieval
period (see, for example, the building development at
Alms Lane, Norwich, during the 16th and 17th centuries:
Atkin 1985, 249).

A similar situation was noted in the alterations of
fabric in Buildings 15, 15A and 16. The deed relating the
particulars of the 1619 sale shows how rooms in the
former hall house operated. It is clear that Building 16 at
this time formed a kitchen to Building 15, and presumably
continued to do so at least until the end of Ellyett’s
ownership.

The subsequent division of Dragon Hall exemplifies
the transformation during the 17th century of the late
medieval commercial estate into a largely residential
block. This almost certainly coincided with the expansion
of buildings onto the former foreshore area. This was only
a part of the greater expansion of building numbers which
occurred in Norwich during the reign of the Stuarts, as the
ripples caused by the influx of Low Countries immigrants
into the city radiated outwards.

Concurrent with the division of buildings during this
period are two changes in the nature of the buildings them-
selves. The first is the introduction of cellars (as opposed
to undercrofts), the second the spread of fireplaces.
Although the first fireplace on this site had appeared in the
15th century, and in the early 16th century at Alms Lane in
Norwich (Atkin 1985, 253), it was not until the later 17th
century, as sub-division of buildings increased, that they
became commonplace.

Despite an evident increase in dwelling numbers on
the site there is no suggestion that immigrants moved into
the extra accommodation. Generally the pottery assem-
blage was dominated by red and white glazed
earthenwares of 16th–17th century date, which made up
44% of the assemblage by weight (30% by count). Late
medieval wares still made up 16% by weight and 13% by
count, but in this group the average sherd size was now
smaller. Medieval pottery, including imports, formed 22%
of the assemblage by weight and 36% by count. Earlier
pottery (including a possible Early Saxon sherd) formed
7% by weight and 13% by count. Contemporary imported
wares from Germany, Holland and France formed 11% by
weight and 6% by count.
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X. Period 8: early modern (late 17th–mid-19th
centuries)
(Figs 55–58)

Summary
The subdivision of land and buildings which had marked
the beginning of the post-medieval era continued into the
Georgian period and beyond. The block was now largely
residential, although cottage industries may have flourished,
and several of the buildings acted as inns. Speculative
building saw the construction of several new cottages, and
the sub-division of the former hall house. The layout of the
site after c. 1750 (Fig. 55) was fundamentally to change
little until demolition took place in 1937.

Documentary evidence
by Elizabeth Rutledge

The extent of development on the site towards the begin-
ning of this period is well illustrated by Samuel and
Nathaniel Buck’s South-east prospect of Norwich (1741),
taken from the other side of the river.

Northern section
As far as ownership is concerned, this section passed as a
single unit up to the mid-19th century. It may well,
however, have experienced increasing development. By
1771 there was at least one messuage on the site and no
fewer than nine occupiers are mentioned (NRO NRS
27108 268x3). This could be accounted for, of course, by
the sub-division and conversion of existing houses, but it
is likely that new building was also involved. In 1720
Susan Mickleborough, a widow described as a former
tenant in 1771, paid tax for twelve windows (NRO NRS
27108 268x3; NRO NCR 23/19/1). As the only tenant
named in 1771, she was probably paying for all the habit-
able buildings. By 1755, however, the current owner,
Francis Watson, and the licensee of the ‘Black Horse’,
Robert Turner cordwainer, between them paid for a total
of eighteen windows (NRO NCR 23/19/1,2). In 1834 the
site north of 121 King Street (the northern section)
consisted of seven houses all separately occupied and was
bequeathed by James Kettle, mahogany merchant, to his
niece Mary Ann and her husband Richard Galey, weaver
(NCHD sales by Harrington and Broughton 1854). After
repeated mortgages the whole property was sold by
auction in 1854. By then it consisted of the ‘Black Horse’
with a large stable, four dwellinghouses, one of which was
divided into two tenements, and three cottages (NRO
accn. Basil Cozens-Hardy 21/03/75). As a result of the
sale the holding was split into three, the south-west
portion, comprising the ‘Black Horse’and stable, going to
Charles Crawshay and John Youngs of Norwich, brewers,
the north-west part, being three dwellinghouses, one
subdivided, and three cottages to Gilbert Pickering
Watson, druggist, and the remaining dwellinghouse to
Samuel Mitson of Norwich, labourer (NCHD sales by
Harrington and Broughton 1854).

Southern section
Until 1802 this section continued to pass with the property
to the south. In April 1802 John Martin sold to John
Steward of Norwich gentleman all the properties north of
Old Barge Yard. These consisted of the ‘Old Barge’public
house with a small garden, the adjoining property on King

Street next to the entrance to the yard, another dwelling
house adjoining the ‘Old Barge’ on the north side of the
yard and all the remaining land down to the water (NCHD
abstract of title 1748–1802). The sale included rights of
access along Old Barge Yard as far as the river.

Use of the site
In the absence of other information, weaving may have
been carried on any part of the Dragon Hall site well into
the 19th century. Skelton, who was one of the occupiers of
the western half of 123 King Street in 1802, was probably
a worsted weaver (Bacon 1802) and in 1833 Richard
Galey, weaver, occupied part of the site that was sold in
1854. Another occupation connected with the site was
timber merchant, though increasing development would
have left only restricted space for a timber yard, quite apart
from the difficulties of access to the river. Nevertheless a
deal merchant (Francis Watson) was resident in the parish
in 1761 (Chase 1761) and in 1833 James Kettle,
mahogany merchant, occupied part of the area sold in
1854. During this period, however, a growing portion of
the standing buildings was taken up by the two public
houses. The more southerly, the ‘Three Merry Wherry-
men’, was in existence by 1744 (Blomefield 1805–10, IV
84, 103). By 1774 this had become the ‘Barge’and in 1802
was called the ‘Old Barge’ to distinguish it from the ‘New
Barge’(NRO: COL 5/16; NCR 14e II). In 1802 it occupied
the eastern half of 123 King Street. The more northerly,
‘The Black Horse’, is documented from 1760 although the
licensee was already living in the parish in 1755 (NRO
NCR 14e II, 23/19/2). In 1854 it occupied 117 and 119
King Street. Apart from these commercial purposes, the
area must have been used increasingly for residence. By
the mid-19th century the whole site appears to have
contained twelve dwellings.

The archaeological sequence

The cellars beneath Dragon Hall
(Fig. 56)
During this period Cellar 1 was divided by a line of at least four
post-holes (G471), this reflecting sub-divisions of the floors above. A
chalk floor was laid to the south of the partition (11295, Fig. 17), this area
now being reached via the central cellar or through a new doorway in the
eastern cellar wall. The floor to the north of the partition was formed
from cobbles (G472, 11298, Fig. 17). A 0.35m-deep pit (G473, 11330)
beside the partition contained an almost complete Glazed Red Earthen-
ware vessel from which the rim and handles had been removed. This
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contained grey sand, the damaged top of the vessel and decayed wood
chips (perhaps originally flooring materials). The vessel was probably
used as a drain or sump (cf. an almost identical example set beneath the
staircase of Building B/4, c. 1625–1800, Botolph Street: Davison with
Evans 1985, 122).

A north-to-south alignment of stakeholes and slots (G504, Fig. 56)
had screened a storage space against the western wall in Cellar 2.

Development of the northern section
(Plate XXI; Figs 56–58)
It was during the mid-18th century that Building 25 was demolished, to
be replaced, after a short period, by a pair of small back-to-back cottages
which were to survive until 1937. It is possible that any northern range to
Dragon Hall was also demolished during the mid-18th century.

Demolition of Building 25 and subsequent activities
After the demolition and part removal of this building in the mid-1700s
organic sandy silts, clays and chalk (G47) developed around the foot of
the building and over the fill of its associated well. A large amount of
window glass was found in this material, including a piece of painted
15th-century white glass with a foliage pattern in the shape of a maple
leaf (SF238, Fig. 72). Other finds included a knife and clay tobacco pipe
fragments dating to between 1700 and 1770.

The soils contained 234 pottery sherds, or 18% of the total number
of sherds assigned to Period 8. The largest ceramic group was GRE.
Whitewares included Border ware, Staffordshire-type slipware and man-
ganese-glazed ware, and tin-glazed earthenwares. Stonewares of
German origin formed only a very small proportion of the group, but
there were several English stonewares of later date, and three sherds of
porcelain. At least five tankards in iron-glazed blackware, manga-
nese-glazed ware and stoneware were present.

The space that had been occupied by Building 25 became an open
yard, through which a refuse pit (G200, 10101 not illus.) and a hearth
were dug. The rectangular pit, of 0.40m depth, was filled with a large
quantity of 17th–19th century pottery, 0.3kg of animal bone, two
18th-century tin glazed earthenware wall tiles and clay tobacco pipe
fragments (one dated to 1700–50). The hearth was contained within a
figure-of-eight shaped pit (G90, 10785, not illus.). Its basal fills con-
sisted of fired and unfired clays and sands, overlaid by a skim of ash and
charcoal. The fills contained a decorated pin fragment, a lead ingot and
an iron staple. It is unclear why a hearth was formed within the open area
to the rear of Building 26, although it is noted that a similarly exposed
oven was constructed during the same period against Muspole Street in
Norwich (Oven 221, Atkin 1985, 167).

The well to the south of Building 25 was filled with garden soil
(G425) between the late 17th and mid-18th centuries, and in the late
1700s by silty sand and clay. The soils contained large numbers of clay
tobacco pipe fragments, vessel and window glass, a whetstone (SF424)
and 178 sherds of pottery. This included an LMT dripping dish, several
GRE jars, skillets, dishes, bowls and a lid, a Staffordshire-type manga-
nese glazed tankard, a Border ware skillet and jug, a TGE plate and dish,
a possible French redware jar and Frechen and Westerwald stonewares.

Construction of Building 31
A new building (G49, Fig. 56) was built against the eastern gable of
Building 26 during the later 1700s. This was the first building on the site
to have been almost exclusively of brick. It extended over the orchard
soils in the lower terrace and the well, and effectively replaced Building
25. The new building (eventually 10 and 10a St Ann’s Lane) formed two
small back-to-back cottages with fireplaces in adjoining corners.

The building consisted of northern (10055), eastern (10047), and
southern walls (10045, Fig. 48) of brick constructed off flint cobbles laid
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in small construction cuts. The eastern gable incorporated the fireplaces
and the southern wall opened onto a path (see below). A 0.9m-wide
doorway was located 6m from the eastern gable (see also Fig. 57). Where
the structure butted against Building 26 the gable was rebuilt with bricks
and flint, with a rebate in the eastern face. The partition between Nos 10
and 10a (10058) was formed from a wall of single brick thickness. The
fireplaces, similarly of brick, were floored with tiles (10050, 10070) and
faced with mortar. Parts of the floor in No. 10a had survived, and varied
between white floor bricks of 18th- and 19th-century date, one worn
Flemish tile, of 14th–16th century date (10048), and ceramic pamments.

The floors sat on a make-up layer which contained clay tobacco
pipes, including one dated to 1690–1720, two cast buttons and 111
sherds of pottery, the group dating to the mid–late 18th century. The
southern wall of the building had been built over the fills of the well, and
this continued to subside. To counter this, material was introduced to
underpin it, this containing a George IV farthing (1825, SF277). The
pottery in this material was also of 19th-century date.

A buttressed brick wall (G203, 10051), which survived to a height of
1.10m, was built — perhaps whilst Building 29 was still in place — to
delineate the western edge of the gardens in front of Buildings 29/30 (see
below) and a north-to-south path between St Ann’s Lane and the cot-
tages. An area of flagstone flooring (G518, not illus.) to the south of
Building 26 had linked the rear exit of 119 King Street (Fig. 57) to the
path in front of Building 31.

Surfaces and structures behind 119 King Street
Sand and gravel surfaces, into which loam was admixed (G254), were
laid behind 119 King Street during the late 17th and early 18th centuries.
This area had evidently been used to dispose of refuse, since 126 sherds
of pottery, over a hundred fragments of late 17th–early 18th-century clay
tobacco pipe, a farthing dating to 1702–1816 (SF533) and copious
amounts of ironwork were contained within them. The pottery included
several Dutch-type sherds, a GRE tankard, jar or chamber pot, dish and
bowl and an iron-glazed blackware tankard. TGE vessels included two
plates, two ‘drug jars’ and a dish, most with blue or polychrome painted
decoration, and Staffordshire-type vessels included two slipware mugs,
two press-moulded plates, and a manganese-glazed tankard. Small quan-
tities of German stoneware included Langerwehe, Frechen and
Westerwald types. A few sherds of English Nottingham-type and
Staffordshire-type stonewares and some porcelain were also present.

During the 1800s a small brick outhouse (G253, 10136, Plate XXI,
Fig. 56) was constructed against the bricked-up timber arcade forming
the rear wall of 119 King Street. Its southern wall was developed from the
small store noted in Period 7 (G240). The structure was largely rebuilt
during the mid-20th century and was demolished in 1997. Plate XXI
shows it as a single storey lean-to with a ridge-tiled single pitch roof and a
door. Steps lead from a doorway in the east-facing wall. The original
floor was of flint cobbles lying over the surfaces noted above. The
cobbles were sealed with a thin layer of coal dust which contained clay
tobacco pipe, a lava quern fragment (SF630) and mid–late 18th-century
pottery. This was sealed by a levelling layer which contained eleven
sherds of 18th–19th-century clay tobacco pipe and a whetstone (SF488).
Other floors consisted of chalk covered in coal dust.

A small yard developed beyond the extension, being bounded to the
east by Building 30 (see below), to the south by Building 15 and the north
by the path beside Buildings 26 and 31. This was surfaced with silt, clay
and sand (G284). These surfaces contained 117 pottery sherds. There
was a high proportion of local and Dutch-type redwares, including three
Dutch cauldrons and a bowl, a local early post-medieval dish, a ?French
redware jar and GRE jars, a dish, a pipkin and a skillet. A small abraded
sherd of Spanish cuerda seca ware was also found. Later material
included refined whiteware, pearlware, Nottingham-type stoneware and
late slipped redware. The lower reaches of the soil were probably of late
17th-century date, whereas the upper levels can be dated to the late 18th
or 19th centuries.

During the 19th century several small sheds were erected in the yard.
At least eight post-holes were used to form Building 32 (G244), which
sat immediately beside the brick extension. Pottery from these included
transfer-printed pearlware with a scalloped saucer showing an
onion-domed church, a plate rim with a willow-pattern border, several
English stoneware bottles and a mug and a porcelain footring base deco-
rated with pink lustre.

A similar structure was situated beside Building 32 (G246, Building
33). The fill of one of its post-holes contained machine-made bottle glass
of late 19th- or 20th-century date and two shallow post-slots (G271) con-
tained late 17th–late 18th-century pottery and a fragment of olive green
bottle glass.

Building 34
During the late 17th or early 18th centuries the former eastern wall of the
Period 7 metalworking shop was re-established as the western wall to a
yard with an associated building (Figs 57 and 58). The western wall
(G500, 10189, 10964, Fig. 58) was formed from a single brick skin on
either side of a flint and mortar core. It had been built directly over the
two easternmost post-holes of Building 29. A rectangular building
within the north-eastern corner of the yard (Building 34) was formed
from post-medieval bricks, bonded with gritty brown mortar. A small
room at the southern end of the building was furnished with a heavily-set
brick plinth (10214) which may have supported a copper (cf. a similar
example in mid–late 18th-century Room J, Building A11ii on Muspole
Street, Norwich: Atkin 1985, 171).

A north-east-to-south-west aligned drainage slot in the yard (G438,
11003, not illus.) contained thirteen 18th-century pottery sherds, a
buckle plate and a fragment of late 17th–early 19th-century bottle glass.
The yard surface itself (G429, 11063, Fig. 41) consisted of grey cinders
and ash.

Building 30
During the very late 1600s or early 1700s a building with white lime
mortar and flint cobbled walls (G282) replaced Building 29 (Figs 57 and
58). It used the western wall of the yard detailed above as its eastern wall
and was conceived — as the sole doorway on Fig. 57 shows — as a single
residence. The doorway was found on excavation to have been
bricked-up in the mid–late 19th century. The building utilised the north-
ern walls of Buildings 15 and 16, together with a newly inserted wall
(G291, 10195), for its southern boundary and new walls for its western
(10213) and northern (10186) limits. The double-axial fireplace from
Building 29 was retained although its alignment was now at odds with
the new building. The construction cut for the west wall contained four
sherds of late 17th-century pottery.

The building was of the lobby entrance plan-type typical of the
period, with two unequally-sized ground-floor rooms. As Quiney notes
(1990, 113), by 1700 this plan-type ‘had started its descent down the
social scale to smallholders and labourers’.

A partition or staircase supported by a post (10087) lay south of the
hearths and a pit in the eastern room containing sand and tile (10564) had
been dug during construction. Four courses of the new brick wall built to
block the fireplace of the former metalworking shop survived (G291,
10195). Its flint and mortar footing contained three pieces of re-used
dressed stone, including a decorated door jamb of late 16th-century style
(SF358). During its construction building rubble was thrown behind it,
and this contained four sherds of 18th-century pottery. To the west of
10195 wall 10861 was rebuilt as 10860. The replacement was of poor
build, with a soft mortar bulked out with olive green bottle glass of
18th–19th century date.

The area to the north of Building 30 (Fig. 56, ‘Mitson’s Yard’) was
covered with a variety of soils (G151, G207, not illus.) containing
18th-century pottery. A south-west to north-east aligned earthenware
drain (10161, Fig. 67) ran through the area.

An outbuilding was later added to the angle between Buildings 30
and 34 (G401), entry being gained through wall 10186 (Fig. 58). Its con-
struction required the blocking of a window in Building 30. Its western
wall (10187) was fashioned from dressed limestone, flint cobbles and red
LB3 brick bonded by a light brown mortar. It was floored with flint
cobbles on a layer of sand, over which a clayey, ashy silt (10182) had
gathered. This contained a host of objects including copper alloy discs,
buttons and a vessel glass fragment (SF264, Fig. 82) with a stamp
reading ‘PATEN Nov 1767’. Pottery included post-medieval redware,
TGE, Staffordshire-type slipware, an industrial slipware mug and two
creamware vessels. Maps show that the building had disappeared by
1854.

Development of the southern section
(Plate XVIII; Fig. 56)

Buildings 15, 15A and 16
The pattern of continuous improvements to these buildings continued
throughout this period. Alterations and repairs to what was now the
middle room of Buildings 15/15A (Room B, G132) included the con-
struction directly from floor 10317 of a slight internal partition (10327,
Figs 30 and 56) of brick and flint. This created a corridor entered from a
doorway (later blocked) in the wall between Rooms A and B (Plate IX).
Post-holes in the corridor and the newly-formed room to the south had
probably held repair props. One of these contained part of a
Staffordshire-type stoneware tankard of late 17th–mid-18th century
date. This find accords with the use of this building as a public house by
1744.
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Figure 57 Plan from an 1854 conveyance of buildings in the Old Barge block. Scale 1:250.

Figure 58 Plan showing layout and fabric of late 17th-century Buildings 30 and 34. Scale 1:100.



The floor of the closet or stairs bay in former Building 15A was
sealed with a silty sand (G362) containing two late 18th- or 19th-century
clay tobacco pipe stems and pottery including a speckle-glazed ware
base, Frechen stoneware and a near-complete English stoneware mea-
suring cup.

The former garderobe corridor was refloored with brick and
pamment tiles (G364), bedded on a loamy silt refuse deposit and sand,
during the mid-18th century. This material contained a pen nib, frag-
ments of late 17th–early 19th-century bottle glass and an early
18th-century profiled bottle (SF333), a file (SF514, Fig. 78), a broken
shoe patten ring (SF458) and a writing lead (SF314, Fig. 77). There were
also 33 clay tobacco pipe fragments, including four marked ‘God Bless
King George’ and dating to the decades between 1740 and 1770 (Fig.
88). The soils contained 100 pottery sherds, including GRE handled
bowls and plates, Dutch-type redware and speckle-glazed ware sherds,
several TGE plates, Staffordshire-type slipware press-moulded
flatwares, a chamber pot and a mug, a late GRE cup, English stoneware
tankards, a white-salt-glazed stoneware vessel and a scratch-blue stone-
ware dish or saucer. The latter can be dated to 1740–80.

The eventual blocking of this corridor (G365, 10251, Fig. 56)
marked the return of Buildings 15 and 15A to individual occupancy. The
wall used in this blocking was thick and composed entirely of mortared
flints or re-used dressed limestone fragments. These included a lime-
stone capital dating to the period 1450–1500 (SF284) and two window or
door reveals (SF285). It seems likely that the blocking occurred at the
same time as the Building 15’s Room A was linked to the Room B by the
new doorway and corridor noted above. The former garderobe corridor
may now have been used to carry a winder staircase supported by the
mass of inserted masonry between Buildings 15 and 15A.

Fireplaces and ovens within Buildings 15 and 15A
The arrangement of fireplaces within Buildings 15 and 15A also shows
how these building were sub-divided. A poorly-built fireplace (G192,
10277, Fig. 56) was built in the closet or stairs bay in Building 15A in
order to replace the fireplace in the western wall, the orientation of which
had been reversed when the former garderobe corridor was blocked. The
reversal employed a flint and brick wall (G368, 10284) containing a late
medieval window fragment (SF374).

The northern fireplace was floored with chalk and white fabric tiles
with cut scalloped edges. The flooring also used several unusual bricks
which were not paralleled anywhere else on the site. All were probably
re-used but, with the exception of a half-round brick which may have
been a wall coping (Fig. 66), their original uses were uncertain. Two were
moulded plinth-like white bricks, and there was a large ?flanged tile with
one cut-out edge.

Building 15A may have assumed a commercial function after these
alterations. This suggestion is based on the discovery of an oven or
warming shelves beside the remodelled fireplace, and on the ‘shop-like’
appearance of its gable (Plate XVIII). The presence of two heating
sources also suggests that the room was divided into two halves, the front
perhaps serving as a bakery and the rear living accommodation (cf. but on
a bigger scale, the premises in Pye Corner, London of Robert Hollier,
baker in 1624: Schofield 1987, 85–6). The insertion of the oven/warming
shelves had required substantial work, since the wall between Buildings
15 and 15A would have had to have been largely removed in order for it to
have been built. A coin weight (SF120, Fig. 74) of 15th- or 16th-century
date was found in the new masonry. The oven/warming shelves presum-
ably used the chimney to the adjoining fireplace.

Other alterations in the room were represented by a 0.5m-deep pit
(G373, 10708) filled with brick, tile and mortar, and two further
post-holes or pads (G374).

Period 8 discussion
The ferocious demand for housing during the 17th and
18th centuries sparked a sustained campaign of construc-
tion within the city walls. The encroachment of buildings
over gardens, behind formerly grand houses and onto
areas of waste ground transformed the city, and was
reflected at Dragon Hall by the construction of a number
of new buildings, and the further sub-division of others.

The principal changes related to the construction of
Buildings 31, 30 and 34. Building 31 was the typical
product of a speculative building boom. The building, the
first on the site to make extensive use of brick, was
constructed from the slightest of footings. It housed not
one but two small two-storied back-to-back cottages, the

southern one crammed against the walls of its neighbours.
It was this building which was described in 1854 as a
dwellinghouse divided into two tenements.

Building 30 demonstrates, however, that not all of the
new build was necessarily of a poor and airless standard.
This building had two reasonably-sized ground-floor
rooms (both heated) and a large garden. Even here,
though, it used existing party walls in its construction.
This may have been the house sold in 1854 to Samuel
Mitson.

Dragon Hall also continued to be sub-divided. The
division of the northern cellar (Cellar 1) probably
followed the partitioning of the northernmost first-floor
bays of Dragon Hall (113 and 115 King Street, see p.28).
The ‘Black Horse’, established by 1760, occupied 117 and
119 King Street. Its backyard was considerably narrower
than its street frontage, and was packed with small
outbuildings. Much of the pottery recovered from surfaces
and post-holes in this area must have stemmed from this
public house. A shared path from the rear door of 119 King
Street led indirectly to the inn’s stables, which lay in the
north-eastern corner of the site (see Fig. 57) and which
today form part of 14 St Ann’s Lane. It also connected the
small cottages (Building 31) to a large yard, presumably
shared, which was situated between St Ann’s Lane and
Building 31. At this time there were still buildings set
against the northern gable of Dragon Hall. These were
demolished in 1937 and their position is now covered by a
broad pavement beside St Ann’s Lane. These did not fall
within the excavation area, but their appearance can be
gauged from early 20th-century photographs. No. 111
King Street was being used as a shop in 1935 (Mrs Emma
Lark, shopkeeper, was listed by Kelly’s in 1904) and was
of two storeys, with a lit attic. The construction date of
these buildings is not known, but is unlikely to have
pre-dated the post-medieval period.

Hochstetter’s plan of 1789 shows a large yard in the
north-eastern corner of the site. This appears to have acted
as a buffer between the residential areas beside the street
and the more commercial activities taking place beside the
river. The yard which housed Building 34 formed part of
this transitional area, and could have been put to a multi-
tude of uses. The timber merchant who owned all of the
property north of 121 King Street in the 1830s may have
used it, although the presence of a heavy brick-built plinth
in the building, perhaps for a copper, is suggestive of other
activities.

One occupation which was certainly underway on the
site was innkeeping. The ‘Old Barge’(formerly the ‘Three
Merry Wherrymen’) was in existence by 1744 and would
occupy, by 1802, the whole of the former hall house
(Building 15), with the exception of the rooms to the west
of the screens passage. The mid-18th century alterations
which were discovered may have related to an expansion
or refurbishment of the inn. Certainly the nature of the
refuse deposited in the former garderobe corridor, in
particular the clay tobacco pipes marked with ‘God Bless
King George’ and the stoneware tankards, suggests that it
was derived from a public house.

The 1802 sale transfer mentions a small garden
attached to the ‘Old Barge’. This can only have been the
tiny area bounded by the cellared extension attached to the
north wall of the building, the west gable of Building 30
and the path beside Building 31.
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Identification of the ‘dwellinghouse adjoining the
‘Old Barge’ on the north side of the [Old Barge] yard’ is
difficult. Two possibilities exist. The first is that this
building was Building 15A, and the second that the
dwellinghouse was Building 16, the majority of which
remained unexcavated. The likelihood, however, is that
Building 15A became a separate dwelling, with, as noted
in the archaeological sequence, a commercial element
housed on the ground floor.

By the 18th century the site was firmly part of the pros-
perous and vibrant regional capital described in 1724 as
‘an antient, large, rich and populous city’ (Defoe 1724). It
was, in addition, an important staging post between the
city and its port. Its position between a main thoroughfare
into the city, the river, and two sidestreets connecting the
two, would have provided the service industries on the site
with plenty of passing trade.

Once again, however, there is little in the finds assem-
blages to suggest any special link with the city’s
hinterland. By now the largest pottery group (forming
68% by weight and 59% by count) was the post-medieval
earthenwares of 16th–18th century date. The next largest
group consisted of the refined earthenwares and
stonewares of the 18th century onwards (which formed
16% by weight and 23% by count). Contemporary or
slightly earlier imports made up only about 10% of the
assemblage. The small sherd of Spanish cuerda seca ware
from the yard used by the ‘Black Horse’is the only notable
import.

An increasing amount of the refuse being deposited on
the site was formed from clay tobacco pipes and bottle
glass, both of which can be readily associated with the
inns. Two other major occupations were probably taking
place nearby, if not in the dwellings of Dragon Hall them-
selves. Weaving played a major part in the local economy
and it is not surprising, therefore, that two weavers are
mentioned in documents relating to the site. The other
industry was malting. By 1885 there were at least eleven
malthouses between Mountergate and the city wall. A
long, thin building to the east of the site depicted by
Hochstetter in 1789 may also have been a malthouse. It is
perhaps of note here that three malting floor tiles were
recovered from deposits of this period at Dragon Hall.

XI. Period 9: modern (mid-19th century to
late 20th century)
(Plate XV; Figs 59–65)

Summary
Development of the site continued throughout the Victo-
rian period and into the 20th century (Fig. 59). It was
finally arrested in 1937 by a programme of municipal
clearance which swept away the majority of the buildings.
The last new buildings were Nos 11 and 12 St Ann’s Lane,
which were fashioned from the ground floor walls of
Building 30 during the mid-19th century, and 14 St Ann’s
Lane, which was built during the 1890s. By the time the
clearance was enacted the site had grown into a warren of
interconnected dwellings which housed at least 34 indi-
viduals. The final phase of the site’s history, up until 1979,
saw Dragon Hall housing a butchers, a rectory and the
‘Old Barge Inn’.

Documentary evidence
by Elizabeth Rutledge
(Fig. 60)
Land to the north of the division created by the 1854 sale
was retained well into the 20th century. In 1935 most of
Watson’s holding (now 111 King St and 9, 10 and 10a St
Ann’s Lane) was owned by the trustees of ‘The Sick
Man’s Friend’ Lodge and Mitson’s share (11 and 12 St
Ann’s Lane) was in the hands of Mrs E. Harming, who
also owned 14 St Ann’s Lane (NRO N/TC 54/79).

Southern section
In 1868 Charles Crawshay, John Youngs and Robert Carrs
Youngs, brewers, bought the ‘Old Barge’ with four other
houses in Old Barge Yard (Fig. 61). In 1936 Youngs,
Crawshay and Youngs still held 19 and 20 Old Barge Yard
but 14–16 Old Barge Yard to the east were now owned by
Mr A.J. Gibson (NCHD; NRO N/TC 54/28). Confusingly
a conveyance from 1954 shows that this plot passed from
Gibson to Youngs, Crawshay and Youngs in 1904. No.
121 King Street was purchased by Youngs Crawshay and
Youngs in 1914 (NCHD), although the building was still
separately occupied in 1935 (Kelly 1935).

Use of the site
By 1885 the ‘Old Barge’had extended west to the road and
by 1952 it also incorporated 121 King Street. Its tempo-
rary closure in August 1969 became permanent in 1970
(www.norfolkpubs.co.uk). The ‘Black Horse’, however,
had gone by 1885 (Jarrold 1885; Kelly 1952). The number
of dwellings on the site continued to increase. The Goad
insurance plan of 1897 (Fig. 62) shows the site as one
public house and fourteen dwellings and by 1935 it
consisted of one public house and fifteen dwellings,
although 111 King Street was then occupied by a shop-
keeper (Goad insurance plan of 1897; Jarrold 1935; NRO
N/TC 54/28 and 79). In 1936 111 King Street and the
buildings behind the frontage in the St Ann’s Lane clear-
ance scheme alone housed a total of 24 adults and ten
children and others under 21. By 1952, 113 and 115 King
Street were being used by a butcher (A. Swatman) and 117
and 119 King Street had become the rectory for the parish
of St Julian with St Peter Parmentergate (Kelly 1952).
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Figure 59  Period 9 buildings and other features.
Scale 1:500.



111 King Street and buildings to rear
(Figs 60 and 62)
As part of the property that passed to Gilbert Watson in
1854 this was described as a dwellinghouse, in double
occupation, with the ground floor consisting of two larger
rooms divided by a chimney stack and a smaller room to
the east (Fig. 57). It is not clear how much of the building
was there at the time of Hochstetter’s map of 1789 and it
may only have extended as far east as the central chimney
stack. In 1897 (Fig. 62) the main area appears as
two-and-a-half storeys high, part wood, with the outshot
to the east being divided in two, the northern half

one-storey and the southern two-storey. The whole is
roofed with tile.

In 1885 and 1935 111 King Street was occupied by
shopkeepers and in 1936 one of the larger ground floor
rooms is described as a store. At that date four adults were
living here and the house was described as three-storey
brick and tile, with three rooms on the ground floor, two on
the second floor and an attic. The scullery on the ground
floor (91.2 sq. ft) had a ceiling height of 8ft 8ins, compared
with 7ft 6ins and 7ft 5ins for the other two rooms. All the
buildings were apparently demolished under the St Ann’s
Lane clearance scheme and in 1937 the land, with a store
to the rear, was sold to Norwich City Council for road
widening.

9, 10 and 10a St Ann’s Lane, with the bay to the west
(Building 31)
This appears on Hochstetter’s map of 1789. In 1854 the
eastern three bays went to Gilbert Watson but the western
bay passed with the ‘Black Horse’. The eastern bays were
then described as three cottages, with one cottage appar-
ently running north-to-south and the others east-to-west
(see Fig. 56). In 1897 (Fig. 62) the whole building was
described as two-storey, of brick and timber and roofed
with tile, and consisted of four dwellings running
north-to-south. The subsequent numbering 10 and 10a for
the eastern bays suggest that at one point these were a
single dwelling. By 1936 the pattern of the eastern bays
had reverted to the 1854 arrangement, with the addition
that the first floor of the north-south cottage (No. 9) now
extended over the ground floor of the western bay. Nos 10
and 10a St Ann’s Lane were then described as brick, wood
and flint, back-to-back type, and also involved a floating
tenancy. The area of the ground floor of the whole building
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Figure 60  Plan of St Ann Lane King Street Clearance Area, June 1935. The extent of the proposed demolition is
shown as a dashed line. Scale 1:500.

Figure 61  1937 advertisement for ‘The Old Barge’. The
pub continued trading until 1969.



was approximately 815.4 sq. ft and the area of the first
floor 841.5 sq. ft. Ground floor ceiling heights varied from
7ft 7ins to 8ft 7ins and first-floor heights from 7ft 3ins to
8ft. Seven adults and six children were living here in 1936.
The three eastern bays were demolished under the clear-
ance scheme (Plate XXI) and the remainder in 1997.

Building to the rear of 119 King Street
This building (G253, p.78, Plate XXI and Building 32) is
not shown in 1854 (Fig. 57). It appears as a one-storey
tiled wooden building in 1897 and the western end was
apparently still there in 1935 when it went with 119 King
Street.

19 and 20 Old Barge Yard (Building 15)
(Fig. 59)
Shown on Hochstetter’s map of 1789. In 1897 it appears as
a two-storey, tiled, lath-and-plaster building divided into
two dwellings (Fig. 62). In 1936 the properties are
described as four-roomed, two-storey, and of brick, flint
and tile. The ground floor area was 454.8 sq. ft and the first
floor 485.4 sq. ft. The ground floor ceiling heights show
little variation (7ft 4ins and 7ft 5ins) but the north
bedrooms (6ft 6ins and 6ft 10ins) are considerably lower
than the south bedrooms (8ft 3ins and 8ft 5ins). Four
adults and four children lived here in 1936, the year before
it was demolished.

11 and 12 St Ann’s Lane (Building 36)
(Fig. 65)
Shown on Hochstetter’s map of 1789. In 1854 the western
two-thirds shows as the dwellinghouse conveyed to
Samuel Mitson, then in single occupation, the ground
floor consisting of two rooms divided by a chimney breast
(Building 30). In 1897 (Fig. 62) it appears as a
free-standing, two-storied, tiled building, divided into two
dwellings with a one-storey addition to the east. By 1935
the smaller property, No. 11, had slightly encroached on
the yard to the south. In 1936 the building is described as
two-storey, brick and tile, divided into two dwellings

housing eight adults. Its building history no doubt
accounts for the differing ground-floor ceiling heights in
the two halves: 8ft 1in and 8ft 4ins for No. 12 but 8ft 11ins
and 10ft for No. 11. There is little variation in the bedroom
heights. The area measurements show that by this date the
eastern end was two storey and that No. 11 must have had a
floating tenancy over part of No.12. Demolished under the
1937 clearance scheme.

Yard against Old Barge Yard
(Plate XVIII, Fig. 60)
This is shown in 1830 (Millard and Manning) and, from
the sequence of house numbers, represents Nos 17 and 18
Old Barge Yard. It is shown as one building in 1883 (OS
1885) and in 1897 (Fig. 62) is described as a
two-and-a-half storey, tiled, lath and plaster building, not
attached to 11 and 12 St Ann’s Lane and not a
dwellinghouse. The building was still there in 1912 (OS
1914). Small tenements are not included in the early
Norwich directories and when details are finally given of
the other Old Barge Yard properties in 1924, Nos 17 and
18 are not mentioned (Kelly 1924). By 1926 the building
had gone and the site had become part of Old Barge Yard
(OS 1928).

16 Old Barge Yard (Building 16)
(Plate XV, Fig. 59)
Shown on Hochstetter’s map of 1789. Likely to be one of
the unspecified tenements conveyed with the ‘Old Barge’
in 1802. In 1897 appears as a two-storey, tiled building,
not a dwellinghouse. In 1936 it housed one adult and was
two-storey and built of brick, flint, studwork and tile.
Together with 14 Old Barge Yard, to which it was
attached, this building had a ground floor area of 343.6 sq.
ft and a first floor of 360.9 sq. ft. Ceiling heights were 8ft
8ins downstairs and 8ft upstairs and the division of the
building created a floating tenancy. Demolished under the
clearance of 1937.
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Figure 62  Detail from Norwich Insurance Sheet 10, 1897. D – dwelling; T – tiled roof; PH – public house; one-digit
numbers – number of storeys; three digit numbers – insurance company refs. No scale given.



113–123 King Street
(Figs 60 and 62)
This is the existing Dragon Hall range. In 1897 all of these
buildings were described as three-storey, of lath and
plaster, and tiled. There was a small one-storey building at
the back of 113 King Street which went with No. 111. The
back structures of Nos 121 and 123 were also lath and
plaster and tiled, but only two-storey.

Nos 113 and 115 were part of the area bought by
Gilbert Watson in 1854 and were then described as two
dwellinghouses. They were still two separate houses in
1935 but by 1952 had become one property, occupied by a
butcher (Kelly 1935 and 1952).

In 1854 Nos 117 and 119, together with the bay to the
west of 9 St Ann’s Lane, made up the ‘Black Horse’ and
were bought by Crawshay and Youngs. By 1885 they were
two separate dwellinghouses and remained so until after
1935 (Jarrold 1885, Kelly 1935). By 1952 they had
become one property and were being used as the rectory
for the parish of St Julian with St Peter Parmentergate
(Kelly 1952).

In 1802 No. 121 may have been joined to No. 123 to
make up the tenement on King Street (see below). It
appeared on the 1897 insurance plan (Fig. 62) as a sepa-
rate property, although not a dwellinghouse. In 1885 it was
a lodging house (Jarrold 1885). In 1935 it was still sepa-
rately occupied but had been amalgamated with the ‘Old
Barge’ by 1952 (Kelly 1935 and 1952).

In 1802 No. 123 contained two properties, the ‘Old
Barge’ to the east and a separate tenement on King Street,
described as adjoining the parlour of the ‘Old Barge’ and
with rooms over the parlour and being in the occupation of
three tenants. Another deed of 1802 describes the tene-
ment as having a chamber and garret. The whole property
was the ‘Old Barge Inn’ by 1885 (Jarrold 1885).

Redevelopment
In 1935 111 King Street and most of the buildings behind
the street frontage were included in the St Ann’s Lane
clearance scheme (Fig. 60) and were subsequently demol-
ished in 1937. After demolition, the site of 111 King Street
was sold to Norwich City Council for road widening. The
remaining demolished property was acquired by Youngs,
Crawshay and Youngs or their successors in title and
transferred by them to Norwich City Council in 1979. St
Ann’s Cottage was not part of the clearance scheme and
remained in separate ownership until 1983 (NCHD).

The archaeological sequence

14 St Ann’s Lane (Building 35)
(Figs 57, 59–64)
This two-storied brick building (G204, Plates II and III, Figs 62 and 63)
is depicted for the first time in 1897 (Fig. 62). On the 1854 conveyance
(Fig. 57) only the northern, single-storey room is shown (then a large
stable conveyed with the ‘Black Horse’), to which a back yard was
attached by 1885 (1st Edn Ordnance Survey). When the two-storey
building was erected it used the western gable of 1 St Ann’s Lane (G205,
10031, Fig. 60). This was still standing in 1954 (Fig. 64, NRO
MC538/13/4), and was presumably demolished as part of alterations in
1958 to Tom Watts Ltd (125–129 King Street). The south-facing eleva-
tion of Building 35 was built over a fill of brick, flint, lime mortar and
gravel, all contained within a footing. An internal floor surface com-
prised dirty gravel with crushed building material. Extensive renovation
works were conducted in 1998.

Dragon Hall
(Figs 59 and 63)

The cellars
The cobbled surface in Cellar 1 was eventually cut by a shallow pit
(G475, 11390, Fig. 63) and sealed by layers of rubbly material (11296,
11297, Fig. 17). The Period 8 partition was removed and coal was stored
on the chalk surface covering the southern two-thirds of the cellar. In
addition a thimble (SF936, Fig. 75), a curtain ring, a glass tobacco pipe
mouthpiece attachment, a piece of leather, an incomplete oilstone
(SF1396) and textile fragments were also present. The rubbly material
produced 32 pottery sherds, largely of 19th-century date. These included
refined whiteware cups and a marmalade jar, a late slipped redware
?chamber pot and a small porcelain figurine which may have formed part
of a vessel. A small porcelain ‘knuckle stone’, a child’s toy used in a
game similar to ‘jacks’, was also found.

The corridor to Cellar 2 was probably blocked at this time and access
into Cellar 1 was gained thereafter from the present staircase in the
north-east corner. A pit associated with renovation works in Cellar 1
(G392, 12516) contained a bone button (SF1415), an iron punch
(SF1436) and a hinge. A cut for the blocking of the doorway in the
eastern wall contained a leather offcut.

A brick floor (G497) was laid in Cellar 2, over which a thin layer of
gritty 19th-century debris (G496, 3160, not illus.) accumulated. This
contained 187 sherds of pottery, including fragments of eight plates,
twelve cups, four saucers, five bowls, a dish, two jugs, a mug, and a pre-
serve jar in whiteware, pearlware, yellow ware and porcelain. English
stonewares included blacking bottles, a straight-sided jar and a white
stoneware jug.

Northern section
(Figs 59 and 63)

Alterations to Buildings 26 and 31
Alterations to these buildings continued (Fig. 63). The alterations took
the form of post-holes in Building 31 (G50, 10074) and Building 26
(G81, G89, G99) and material (G78) sealing the post-holes. This
included a 20th-century mortar spread sealed by a brick floor and then
concrete. A shallow rectangular pit (G98, 10493) in Building 26 con-
tained building rubble capped with a chalk and clay floor surface. The
purpose of this feature is unclear.

Parts of the western room of Building 26, and the outhouse attached
to 119 King Street (G253), survived demolition in the 1930s, although
they had all been swept away by 1997. During the intervening period an
internal modern red brick wall was added to Building 26 (G79, 10134).
At the same time the cross wall in Building 26 was continued southward
(10135) to meet the outhouse, in so doing blocking the York paved
passage from the rear of 119 King Street.

During this period a brick inspection chamber (G347, 10245) in the
path beside Building 31 was backfilled with loamy sand containing
19th-century pottery. This included refined whiteware, plates rims, a
saucer and a sherd of ?English porcelain. The saucer matched a cup in the
backfill of the G250 cellar (see below).

Middle section
(Figs 59 and 63)

The area to the rear of 119 King Street
A more substantial outbuilding (Building 37), represented by a set of
post-holes (G245), replaced Building 32 during the 1800s. Post-hole
10543 contained an extraordinary number of finds. Over 2.2kg of
pottery, much of it 19th-century, was recovered, together with 62 frag-
ments of clay tobacco pipe, a mid-19th century fragment of fluted
tumbler and other vessel glass fragments. Over 1kg of 19th-century
pottery was also recovered from post-hole 10666 and post-hole 10765
contained eight fragments of clay tobacco pipe and a worked bone
domino (SF566, Fig. 89). Identifiable pottery vessels included a
whiteware cup, dish and plate, a creamware dish and plate, a large
pearlware bowl, plate and cup, and a yellow ware dish. Most of the
refined wares were decorated with transfer-printed or hand-painted
designs. There were several English stoneware bottles and tankards, a
Nottingham-type colander and a glazed black stoneware ?coffee pot lid.
One bottle base had been re-used to store paint. It is almost certain that
these finds originated from the ‘Black Horse’, which still occupied 117
and 119 King Street in 1854 and had recently been taken over by
Crawshaw and Youngs.
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Southern section
(Figs 59 and 63)

‘The Old Barge’ (Building 15)
The small garden to the east of Building 37 belonged to ‘The Old Barge’’.
Its soil (G260, 10053, not illus.) contained bone and alloy buttons
(SF101, SF108 and SF109), a needle, a buckle (SF361, Fig. 75), a small
glass phial, bottle marbles and scissors. This material sealed the small
Period 8 outbuilding (Building 33) and contained 295 pottery sherds.
Eighteenth- or early 19th-century material included several sherds of
‘fine blackware’, a development of the 17th- and 18th-century
blackwares. Refined whiteware vessels included a jug, four cups and an
ointment pot; creamwares included six plates, a lid, a cup and a mug;
pearlwares included four plates and four cups; yellow ware vessels were
not identifiable. English stonewares included blacking and soda bottles,
a Nottingham-type jar, a white-dipped Staffordshire-type vessel, a small
sherd of white salt-glazed stoneware, and fragments of basaltes vessels.
Several small sherds of hand-painted porcelain were present.

Four large post-holes cut into the garden soils (G268, Figs 65 and
63) may have supported a lean-to against the western gable of Building
36 (see below) The fills contained 35 sherds of pottery, mostly of refined
wares. Whitewares included an oval dish, a creamware plate, and a
pearlware kicked base. English stonewares included a bottle and tankard,
and there was a porcelain bowl with enamelled decoration.

A brick-built privy for 19 Old Barge Yard (G261, 10094, Figs 60 and
63) had later replaced the lean-to.

The cellar (G250) below Building 15’s post-medieval northern
range was backfilled in the late 19th or early 20th centuries with humic
ash and rubble containing a tightly-dated range of pottery (G251). A total
of 111 sherds represented c. 42 vessels. These included industrial
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Figure 63  Plan showing development of the site and its buildings during Period 9. Scale 1:250.

Figure 64  Plan from a conveyance in 1954 between
Youngs Crawshay Youngs and F Watts. This led to a

route being created between St Ann’s Lane and
125 King Street. Scale not given.



slipware bowls and mugs, whiteware moulded half-pint and pint mugs,
preserve jars, cups, bowls and plates, pearlware plates, bowls and dishes,
a moulded yellow ware bowl and a porcelain cup and saucer. The large
quantity of mugs with marked volumes (e.g. Nos 57 and 58, Plate XXIII)
indicates that this was refuse from the ‘Old Barge’. Other finds included
a small ceramic dog figure, possibly a pug (SF958, No. 61, Plate XXII), a
residual George II halfpenny (SF980), an ornate copper alloy shoe
buckle (SF968), a machine-made bottle with ‘C & B’ stamped on the
bottom, two glass inkwells (SF972 and SF976), ivory-handled forks
(SF232 and SF246) and various leather and textile objects.

A number of structures (G252) replaced the northern extension after
its demolition in 1937. A small brick shed (10100) with a heavy external
concrete render was erected in the north-eastern corner of the former
range. This building, with a doorway to the south, formed an air raid
shelter for the ‘Old Barge’and was demolished in 1997. The west wall of
the shed formed the east wall of the ‘Old Barge’toilet block. A near-com-
plete polychrome floral transfer-printed pearlware bowl was found in the
mass of drains which serviced the toilets.

Minor alterations to Room B in Building 15 included the excavation
of an oval pit (G133, 10296) and the laying of a mortar, chalk and loam
floor (10316, Figs 30 and 63) in the northern corridor.

A shallow east-to-west aligned trench in the floor of Building 15A
(G372, 10343) contained a near-complete late 18th-century or later
industrial slipware mug with an excise transfer, and a fragment of
another similar mug. The trench probably held a timber partition, which
was replaced by a flint, brick and concrete wall (10347). The wall parti-
tioned the northern third of the room, which may have been used as a
kitchen. Its floor comprised a variety of white floor tiles and bricks,
including a red floor brick impressed with the legend
‘SKIERS/SPRING/NR/BARNSLEY’.

In the main body of the room a sandy bedding layer contained 38
pottery fragments. Refined wares included industrial slipware, a
whiteware saucer, a pearlware bowl, a porcelain plate and cup, a white
salt-glazed stoneware cup and other fragments of English stoneware.
The bedding supported a floor partially formed from FT14 ceramic tiles
(10273).

Eastern section
(Figs 59, 63 and 65)

Building 30 and its yard
A substantial build up of material occurred during the 19th century in the
yard (referred to as Mitson’s Yard in 1954, a reference to Samuel
Mitson’s ownership after 1854) and garden shown on Figs 56 and 57.
This included a thick layer of garden soil, brick, mortar rubble, coal and
slate close to St Ann’s Lane (G152, G201). Ash and clinker had also been
used to help raise the level and it is possible that this came from Thomas
Smithdale’s iron foundry which had recently been established on the
opposite side of St Ann’s Lane. These materials finally raised the ground
level sufficiently to allow construction of 14 St Ann’s Lane, and con-
tained English stonewares, including a jug or bottle handle, and a
Nottingham-type punchbowl. Refined wares included a whiteware plate,

a creamware dish and cup, a pearlware lid, three yellow ware
dishes/bowls and English stoneware bottles and jugs. There were also
fragments of two figurines: a Chinese or Japanese stoneware head and a
base fragment from a ?continental porcelain figure wearing a dress or
robes.

Other finds from these soils included an ivory button (SF426), a can-
dlestick, a whisky bottle fragment stamped ‘R Simpson, Hind Hotel,
Leicester’ (still a public house in 1960), bottle glass stamped ‘In France’
and a turned ivory chess piece (SF425, Fig. 89).

Remodelling of Building 30 into Building 36
Between 1854 and 1897 Building 30 was substantially remodelled into
Nos 11 and 12 St Ann’s Lane (Building 36, G285, Fig. 65). Wall 10040
divided No.11 (to the west) from the much larger No. 12, which incorpo-
rated a washhouse and toilet at its eastern end.

The rebuild involved the construction of a new south wall and the
raising of the ground floor to create basements. New north-to-south
aligned red brick walls (10040, 10042) bisected the internal floor
arrangement and replaced the earlier ‘H’-shaped fireplace. These sup-
ported the floor joists above. A new floor of chalk and brick (10067) was
then laid in the western room.

The south wall (10036) was constructed from brick, laid in
half-herringbone fashion, with lesser amounts of flint to a height of
1.30m. A horizontal rebate at this level supported the sill beams for the
new ground floor. Above the rebate the wall was continued in horizontal
brick courses. It was this wall that had bordered Dragon Hall’s car park
until 1997.

The northern wall of the building was also substantially refashioned.
Building 30’s wall was retained to a height of 1.30m, at which level a
rebate for a sill was inserted. The wall survived to this height until 1997.
Its doorway and windows were bricked up, or remodelled to form a
coal-hole. New build started above the level of the ground-floor sill
beam. The western wall (10038) was refashioned in a similar way and a
coal-chute was incorporated into its southern end. This wall had a brick
chimney support inserted into its internal face to support a fireplace at
new ground-floor level. An east-to-west aligned brick wall (10039) was
later added to subdivide the western basement, the southern space being
used as a coal store. Towards the end of its life the central walls (10040,
10042) were pierced to allow access throughout the basemented area. To
maintain structural strength a small wall (10041) was built between
them.At the eastern end, Building 34 and its yard were subsumed within
the new building, although the exact nature of this arrangement remains
unclear because the majority of Building 34 lay outside the excavation
area.

Areas of rubble (G283) to the west of Building 36 were created
during the alterations and contained a residual late 17th-century glass
ball knop on merise (SF298, Fig. 82), several fragments of 18th-century
Staffordshire wares, Frechen and Westerwald stonewares and two
English stoneware tankards. The rubble was cut by a tree-planting hole
which contained industrial slipware, refined whiteware with purple
lustre decoration, a yellow ware footring base, white salt-glazed stone-
ware, English stoneware, and enamelled porcelain.
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Figure 65  Plan at basement level of mid–late 19th-century Building 36. Scale 1:100.



Southern section

Final alterations to Building 16
(Figs 59 and 63)
The late 17th-century floor had been covered with a loamy make-up
(G389) during the 18th or 19th centuries. This contained many finds,
including 77 clay tobacco pipe fragments, a stone pulley wheel, iron
handles and a conical arrowhead of medieval date (SF1277, Fig. 80). A
sandy bedding layer over this material carried a square pamment and
brick floor (11231). Where this had been removed loam, ash and sand
had gathered and this contained a bone button (SF683) and late
19th–20th century vessel glass. An inspection chamber (11301) in the
north-western corner of the building had been constructed from excep-
tionally large early EB1 and EB7 bricks. In the yard area to the south of
Building 16 a layer of loam, ash and flint had developed.

These soils produced 133 pottery sherds, over half of which were
residual. Refined wares included a complete 20th-century whiteware plate
decorated with a teddy bear playing football, two whiteware saucers, a
pearlware saucer and bowl, two white salt-glazed stoneware cups and
some English stoneware and porcelain vessels. Much of the group could be
of 18th-century date, with the exception of the teddy bear plate.

All sections
(Plates XV, XXI and XXV; Figs 59, 60 and 63)

Twentieth-century demolition
(not illus.)
Building 15A (probably Nos 17 and 18 Old Barge Yard) was demolished
between 1912 and 1926. This left the western end of Building 16 shored
up (Plate XV) and the east gable of Building 15 clad in timber
weatherboard. From the photograph it appears that a section of Building
16 was also removed. A small yard in front of Building 16 continued in
use, and was separated from the area of Building 15A (now a yard ringed
with a corrugated iron fence) by a picket fence.

The extent of the St Ann Lane King Street Clearance Area is shown
on Fig. 60 as a dashed line. Demolition took place during the summer of
1937, before which the buildings scheduled for demolition were fortu-
itously photographed by George Plunkett (Plates XV, XXI and XXV).

The large amounts of rubble which resulted from demolition of
Buildings 15, 15A and 16 (Nos 16 to 20 Old Barge Yard, G134) were
used to level the site. A great many finds were retrieved from this mate-
rial, including a half penny dating from 1860 to 1895 (SF586), needles, a
spur (SF270, Fig. 78) and a 12th-century Caen stone window reveal. A
total of 58 pottery sherds was also recovered. These included refined
wares such as pearlware, ironstone, English stoneware, porcelain and
late slipped redware. Most vessels were drinking and tea wares, and
probably dated to the 18th and 19th centuries.

Four large post-holes (G387, G388) had been cut through the rem-
nants of Building 16. These contained late 19th–20th century bottle glass
and fourteen sherds of a 20th-century refined whiteware saucer with
three gold bands around the rim. A pit (G390) which was probably dug
by the licencees of the ‘Old Barge’ in the 1960s contained a rimsherd of
refined whiteware with green banding and a whetstone (SF895).

A series of deposits (G421) related to the demolition of Building 31
and the small outbuildings which lined St Ann’s Lane. These lay at the
level to which the walls of Building 30 had been reduced and demon-
strated how the demolition horizon matched that for the north-eastern
corner of the site, where St Ann’s Cottage is situated. A post-1937 con-
crete floor sealed the deposits. This was later covered by garages which
fronted St Ann’s Lane (Fig. 63), and which were themselves demolished
in 1997.

Period 9 discussion
Norwich Corporation’s ‘slum clearance’ programme
reached the site in 1935. A by-product of this was a
detailed inventory of its buildings and inhabitants. This
information provided the first (and last) assessment of the
community, and showed that the buildings included in the
scheme alone housed 34 inhabitants. The sub-division of
property which allowed so many people to live in so
confined a space was as much the product of the Victorian
period as of earlier ones, and would continue until demoli-
tion in 1937.

Documents show that Dragon Hall had been divided in
several unorthodox ways during this period. By 1802, for
example, the former service rooms of the hall house were

part of a tenement which extended eastwards at first-floor
level over the parlour of the ‘Old Barge’. The range which
housed Buildings 26 and 31 (Nos 9, 10 and 10a St Ann’s
Lane) was similarly divided, so that by 1936 No. 9
extended over the rear ground-floor rooms of Nos 115 and
117 King Street (see Fig. 60). This intertwining was the
effect of property transactions which brought adjoining
properties into the same ownership at different times.

Development of St Ann’s Lane was well under way by
the 19th century. Synagogue Street (which bisected the
former Austin friary precinct) was created in c. 1850
(Sandred and Lindström 1989, 145), by which time
Thomas Smithdale and Sons’ nearby iron foundry had
been established (Fewster 1981, 23). The construction of
14 St Ann’s Lane in the very late 19th century, following
the closure of the ‘Black Horse’, was therefore part of a
greater development of the area. The ‘Black Horse’ stable
was incorporated into the new cottage, and is still visible
in the internal arrangement of the building. The rebuilding
of Building 30 allowed two dwellings to be created from
one. Both were, together with 14 St Ann’s Lane, in one
ownership by 1935.

Until the demise of the ‘Black Horse’ the small yard
between Dragon Hall and Buildings 26, 30, 31 and 15 was
shared between the two inns. Despite its size, room was
still found to dispose of refuse. Much of the pottery from
this period, and many of the other objects, came from this
yard, and in particular from the post-holes which had
supported its various sheds and lean-tos. The bone domino
and stoneware tankards help to identify this material as
refuse from the inns.

Although the site had long ceased to have a direct asso-
ciation with the waterfront the river continued to feature in
the inhabitants’ lives. Kelly’s Directory of 1904 lists a
shipowner (J.M. Johnston) and ice merchants (Peter
Brown Limited) in Old Barge Yard. The ‘Old Barge’ was,
until the 19th century, formed from the series of rooms to
the east of the screens passage. This position removed it
from King Street, and much of its trade must have come
from the waterfront. By 1897, if not before, the eastern
elements of this building were being used as dwellings.
The creation of the two small dwellings from Room B may
have sprung from Youngs, Crawshay and Youngs
purchase of the street-fronting tenement at 123 King
Street, although they chose to retain the ownership of the
dwellings (now 19 and 20 Old Barge Yard) until 1936.
These dwellings were very small. Contemporary photo-
graphs (Plate XVIII) show that they had adjacent front
doors, with a window facing Old Barge Yard at both
ground and first-floor height. Each had four rooms, the
ceiling of the rear bedrooms being very low. This was
probably because they were formed by an extension over
the former garderobe corridor to the rear of the properties.

Building 15A had been a separate property since the
18th century, if not before. It was not a dwelling in 1897,
and this may support the suggestion made on p.80 that it
housed a bakery or some other commercial venture. Alter-
ations were still being made to the building in 19th
century, when the rear part was screened from the
remainder of the ground floor. The archaeological work
has not provided a satisfactory explanation for the form
and shape of its eastern gable, nor a number of other incon-
sistencies in its appearance. Even the timing of its fate
differed from its neighbours, since it was demolished
between 1912 and 1926.
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Building 16 was demolished in 1937. Contemporary
photographs (Plates XV and XXV) show it to have been a
long rectangular building with a central stack and a
first-floor jetty. The photographs suggest that it had been
rebuilt during the 17th or 18th centuries. Like its neigh-
bours it had been sub-divided, and its outshut against Old
Barge Yard let out as a third property.

The beginning of this period coincided with the
coming of the railway and the mass market. At Dragon
Hall these developments were reflected by goods from a
wide range of places in Britain, including Tyneside,
Barnsley, Bristol and Stoke. Various items were from
batches intended for export to America, and at least two
items may have come indirectly from the Orient.
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5. Building Materials
by Sue Anderson, Gretel Boswijk, Naomi Crowley,
Stephen Heywood, David J. King, Andrea Kirkham,

Quita Mould, Elizabeth Rutledge, Andy Shelley and Ian Tyers

This chapter first describes the results of examination and
analysis of the ceramic building materials, worked stone,
structural ironwork, window glass and lead came discov-
ered on the site. It then provides a description and
interpretation of an arched timber door head discovered
during renovation works at Dragon Hall in the 1980s.
Finally, it gives the results of analysis of mortars recovered
from the site, and of tree ring analysis of timbers from
Dragon Hall.

I. Ceramic building material
by Sue Anderson
(Figs 66 and 67)

A total of 2879 fragments of ceramic building material
(CBM) weighing 407.05kg was collected. This was a
sample of the large volume of material found on the site.
Table 3 lists the count and weight quantification of the
CBM by category. In addition there were 351 fragments of
fired clay, weighing 2.67kg.

Methodology and retention policy
The excavation retention policy was to retain one example
of CBM from individual deposits. Generally attempts
were also made to keep at least some CBM from walls etc.
It should be noted that only part of the CBM assemblage
was retained.

The assemblage was quantified (count and weight) by
fabric and form. Fabrics were identified on the basis of
macroscopic appearance and main inclusions. The width,
length and thickness of bricks and floor tiles were
measured, but roof tile thicknesses were only measured
when another dimension was available. Forms were iden-
tified from previous work in Norwich (Drury 1993), based
on measurements. Other form terminology follows
Brunskill’s glossary (1990).

The post-excavation retention policy for this assem-
blage was to keep samples of all fabrics, representative
complete or near-complete pieces of most forms, unusual
objects, pieces showing animal or human footprints, and
all material identified as Roman or possibly Roman. A
small amount of material was kept as a basis for a Norfolk
CBM fabric series.

Fabrics
Three Roman and twenty-two post-Roman fabrics were
identified, as follows.

Roman
Fine sandy brown to red fabric with occasional coarse rounded clay

pellets and ferrous fragments.
Medium sandy red fabric with few other inclusions.
Medium sandy, poorly mixed buff fabric containing moderate coarse

white grog.

Estuarine (medieval)
These fabrics are extremely variable in colour, density and degree of
firing/hardness. Fabrics 1, 3 and 2 respectively can be regarded as a loose
continuum of poor- to well-made bricks with varying degrees of temper.

Coarse estuarine fabric in varying colours (pink, purple, yellow, often
within a single brick), tempered with coarse organic (voids), ferrous
and calcareous inclusions. Bricks.

Dense estuarine fabric (colours as 1) with coarse ferrous and occasional
grog inclusions. Bricks.

Medium density estuarine (colours as 1), some voids, common clay
pellets and occasional grog. Bricks.

Coarse to very coarse sand-tempered estuarine clays, varying from
yellow with a purple-grey core to orange with a grey core. Roof tiles,
often glazed.

Red sandy (medieval to post-medieval)
These fabrics generally have a similar range of coarse local inclusions
(ferrous oxide, flint, chalk) and have been divided on the basis of quartz
sand grain size or abundance. Fabrics 6 and 11 (‘medium’ and ‘coarse’)
were generally allocated unless pieces showed some clear difference in
size or abundance of other inclusions.

Fine sandy red fabric with few coarse inclusions. Includes floor and roof
tile, some brick. Similar to R2, and some fragments may be Roman.

Medium sandy with occasional small red ferrous inclusions, coarse flint,
coarse chalk. Tiles often have a grey core in earlier examples. Fabric 6a
is a variant which is slightly overfired and has a sparkly appearance in
section. Roof tile (often glazed), floor tile and late brick. Medieval, late
medieval and post-medieval.

Fine sandy red fabric with ferrous inclusions and voids. Mainly roof tiles.
Medieval?

Fine-medium sandy with fine to very coarse ferrous fragments, chalk and
flint. Drainpipes.

Coarse sandy orange-red fabric with common medium sand and moder-
ate coarse quartz, occasional coarse flint, chalk and ferrous fragments.
Roof tile and late brick. Medieval-late medieval (some later?).

Fine sandy soft pale orange-red fabric with mica and soft ferrous frag-
ments. Mainly roof tile, often with diagonal strike marks. Late or
post-medieval?

Medium sandy red fabric with moderate to common medium ferrous and
chalk fragments up to 4mm in diameter. Roof tile only. Post-medieval.

Coarse sandy red fabric with common rounded buff or grey clay pellets
and ferrous fragments. Roof tile only. Medieval or late medieval.

Red sandy with grog (medieval to post-medieval)
Fine sandy red fabric, occasional grog. Roof tile, some brick and floor

tile. Post-medieval.
Medium sandy red fabric with common grog. Roof tile, brick and floor

tile. Late medieval and later?
Medium sandy dark red fabric with common coarse grog and ferrous

fragments. Roof and floor tile. Post-medieval.

White fabrics (late to post-medieval)
Medium sandy cream-white fabric with coarse white and some red grog.

Brick and floor tile. Medieval and later.
Poorly mixed red and white medium-coarse sandy clays, with coarse red

and white grog and small-medium ferrous inclusions. Brick, roof tile
and floor tile. Probably post-medieval, but some may be early (easily
confused with estuarine clays if small).

Medium-coarse sandy yellow-cream with moderate to common ferrous
inclusions and some grog (often large rectangular fragments in
section). Bricks and flooring. Post-medieval?

Medium sandy cream-white fabric with tin-glazed decoration. Wall tiles.
Post-medieval.
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Machine-made (modern)
Press-moulded fine dark red fabric with common medium-coarse ferrous

fragments. Pantile and floor tile. Post-medieval/modern.
Fine sandy buff fabric with small soft white and red inclusions, machine

pressed. Pantile and brick. Post-medieval.
Machine-pressed shale. Modern.

Forms

Roof tiles and furniture

Plain tiles
A total of 1412 plain roof tile fragments (83.72kg) was collected. These
included peg tiles, nibbed tiles and possibly pieces of ridge tile. Table 4
shows the quantities of roof tile by fabric.

The medium sandy red fabric of high medieval to post-medieval date
was the most common to be collected. Medieval estuarine fabrics and
medieval or late medieval coarse sandy and grog-tempered red fabrics
were also relatively frequent. Overall, however, the assemblage was
clearly dominated by red sandy tiles.

Peg tiles and nibbed tiles could only be positively identified if the
upper end of the tile, with either holes or a nib, was present. On this basis,
the minimum number of peg tiles was 126, and the minimum number of
nibbed tiles was two. The fragmentary nature of the material made the
recording of numbers of holes per tile difficult. However, of the nineteen
tiles for which this was possible, only one had a single central hole. The
group was dominated by circular rather than square holes, the latter only
occurring in five tiles. The nib on both nibbed tile examples was pulled
upwards towards the struck face, so the tiles would have been used
‘bottom (sanded) side up’ on the roof.

Tile dimensions were recorded where possible, although thick-
nesses of every fragment were not recorded. This is due in part to the high
chance of recording the same tile several times, and also to the great vari-
ation in thickness of some examples. In general, most tiles fell in the
range 10–15mm, with a few thinner tiles down to 7mm and some thicker
ones up to 20mm. This is the standard range for tiles in Norwich and else-
where in East Anglia. Lengths and widths were not commonly recorded
from the same pieces in this assemblage. Three near-complete tiles were
collected; these measured 250 × 160mm (Fabric 6), 250 × 164mm
(Fabric 12) and 261 × 169mm (Fabric 13). The latter is unusually long:
the maximum length recorded by Drury was c. 250mm. Three tiles could
be measured in length only and were all 250–251mm long. Seventeen
widths could be measured, ranging from 150mm to 182mm. Five were
150–159mm, seven were 160–169mm, five were 170–179mm, and two
were 180mm or more. Wider tiles appear to have been more common in
the late and post-medieval fabrics at this site, although the sample is
small and may not be representative. Some of the medieval tiles
described by Drury were c. 175mm and 190mm wide.

A total of 262 fragments showed signs of glazing, in most cases on
the lower half or third of the tile. Some pieces with thick, well-applied
glaze which reached to the edge of the tile may have been fragments of
ridge tile, particularly as many of these pieces were thicker than the
average peg tile. Colours varied from uncoloured (‘clear’), through
yellow, green, and dark green to brown. These varied with the colour of
the tile, with the darker colours found more frequently on reduced grey
tiles.

Only two impressions were noted in this assemblage. A dog
paw-print was found on an unstratified tile and finger impressions were
noted on a tile in make-up to a Period 8 extension to 119 King Street
(10726).

Many roof tiles showed clear evidence for re-use, in the form of
mortar on all or some surfaces, and often on broken edges. Whilst some
broken fragments may have been built into walls without ever having
been used as roofing material, it is clear that some pieces had been used
for their intended purpose. Several tiles were spalled on one surface
through weathering and many were sooted or burnt, suggesting proxim-
ity to a chimney or smoke-hole. Some of the latter could also have been
used in hearths. Mortar or plaster was sometimes applied to the underside
of tiles to aid in weatherproofing.

Pantiles
Pantiles were considerably less common in the assemblage than other
roof tiles. A total of 107 fragments weighing 10.45kg was identified.
Table 5 shows the quantities of pantile by fabric. In addition, there was
one fragment of a corrugated tile (203g) in Fabric 8.

Fabrics 6, 8 and 13 were the most commonly used in this group. A
small proportion of these were grey in colour and may have been inten-
tionally reduced. Two pantile fragments were black-glazed and two had
black slipped or painted surfaces.

There was a degree of variety in manufacturing techniques, even
within single fabrics. Three corner fragments had straight, diagonal
cut-offs and four were rounded. One of the latter was an upper right
corner, the rest were probably all lower left corners. The rounded type
seems to have appeared slightly earlier than the cut-off type (Period 7),
although both occur in Periods 8 and 9. Four nibs were present, and one
of these was stamped with an ‘H’. Several examples of this type of stamp
were present on tiles recovered from excavations at the Millennium
Library, Norwich (Percival and Hutcheson in prep.), perhaps indicating a
local supplier.

Like the peg tile, there was evidence for use of fragments in walling.
A few fragments were sooted externally or underneath, and two were
sooted on both surfaces. The piece with sooting on the underside may be
evidence for an open fire in a building which was open to the roof,
although this would be unusual in a domestic dwelling of the period.

Chimneys
Two chimney pot fragments were identified. A louvred fragment in
Fabric 5 was collected from the floor of Building 31 (10049) and is prob-
ably of 19th- or 20th-century date. A rim fragment with knife trimming
and sooting on the inner surface (Fabric 8) was found in a post-hole
(10544) to Period 9’s Building 37.

Bricks

Early bricks
A total of 741 fragments weighing 142.68kg were identified as early
bricks. The majority were in estuarine Fabrics 1–3, as shown in Table 6.
However, several brick fragments in other fabrics were also thought to be
of possible early date.

The key characteristics of early bricks have been described by
Drury, and the estuarine clay bricks from this site exhibited the same
range of forms and manufacturing techniques. Many of these bricks were
overfired, partially vitrified, cracked and poorly formed. Form numbers
were assigned to measurable bricks whenever possible, and the results of
this are shown in Table 7.

Group A bricks are broadly dated by Drury to the late 13th–14th cen-
turies and Group B to the 14th–15th centuries. However, one Group B
brick with a strawed base was found in a Period 3 fill of the hollow way in
PS2 (11274, G68), along with several other ‘EB’ fragments of unidenti-
fied form. This may place the use of these bricks earlier in the 13th
century, especially since the brick from the hollow way was unlikely to
have been intrusive.

Four bricks had corners cut-off at 45º. Three examples were cut at
one end, but one was cut at both ends. These closer bricks were often used
to complete the bonding pattern around a window or door opening, or
near a corner. However, examples with cut-offs at both ends were used to
form vaulting ribs and extant examples can be seen in the Dragon Hall
cellars. One small brick did not fit into the above form series. It measured
168 × 80 × 40mm and may be a ‘Dutch brick’similar to some identified in
London (Richenda Goffin, pers. comm.).

Over 90% of these bricks were found in Period 6 or later contexts.
Whilst some could be contemporary with the features in Period 6, it
appears that the majority of this assemblage was re-used. The presence of
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Category No. Wt/g

Roof tile 1412 83,722

Pantile 107 10455

Chimney 2 245

Brick 20 1738

Early brick 741 142,683

Late brick 317 62946

Moulded brick 4 6775

Wall tile 6 62

Floor brick/tile 196 78,122

Drain 6 15,115

Malting tile 3 201

Roman 15 2246

Unidentified 50 2741

Total 2879 407,051

Table 3 Ceramic building material: quantification by
category



mortar — in some cases two different types — on many of the broken
edges of these fragments confirms this.

Late bricks
Late brick fragments were less common than early bricks: 317 fragments
weighing 62.955kg. Table 8 shows the quantities by fabric.

The majority of late bricks were in medium and coarse sandy red
fabrics, as would be expected. A few white fabric bricks were present, but
most of these can be classified as floor bricks and are discussed below. A
few red bricks were worn and had been used in flooring. Forty-five late
bricks were classified using Drury’s form series (Table 9).

Five bricks classified as ‘late’were less than 40mm thick and do not
fit into the current form series. These may in fact be Roman tiles, rather
than post-medieval bricks.

Most of these bricks can probably be dated to the 16th–18th centu-
ries. In particular, several Fabric 6 bricks had flared or vitrified headers
and may have been intended for use in Tudor diaper work. Nearly all
were probably pallet-moulded, most by hand but some possibly by
machine (the ‘soft-mud’ process). A few later machine-pressed bricks
were identified (Fabrics 16, 17 and 21). Machine-pressed shale bricks of
20th-century date were represented by only three small fragments from a
single context. No bricks with frogs were found.

One brick was stamped, which would indicate a mid-19th century or
later date. This was an LB6 brick in Fabric 6, with a deep ‘C’ stamped in
one surface and found in the fill of a Period 8 post-hole to Building 32
(10540).

Layers of plaster were noted on headers or stretchers of three bricks,
suggesting that they were from internal wall faces. Sooting was noted on
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Fabric No. Wt/g

5 13 500

6 773 43,479

6a 82 5646

7 12 660

8 114 8664

9 9 150

11 101 5482

12 67 7015

13 44 2912

15 157 6243

18 24 2083

19 8 417

20 8 471

Table 4 Ceramic building material: flat roof tile by fabric

Fabric No. Wt/g

5 1 9

6 22 2874

7 2 64

8 39 2783

11 1 356

13 37 3763

16 2 329

17 1 12

20 1 62

Table 5  Ceramic building material: pantiles by fabric

Fabric No. Wt/g

1 189 46,266

2 65 11,193

3 455 80,616

4 5 1805

6 2 33

7 1 530

9 11 1160

11 2 49

12 10 948

14 1 83

Table 6 Ceramic building material: early bricks by fabric

Group A (sanded base) Group B (strawed base)

Form No. of bricks Form No. of bricks

EB1 8 EB6 13

EB1? 2 EB6? 1

EB2 14 EB7 21

EB2? 8 EB7? 7

EB2/3 1 EB7/8 1

EB2/4 1 EB7/9 1

EB2/8 1 EB8 6

EB3 6 EB8? 1

EB4 8 EB8/9 4

EB4? 2 EB9 9

EB4/7 2 EB9? 3

Total 67 67

Table 7  Ceramic building material: early brick forms

Fabric No. Wt/g

5 8 5577

6 186 26,958

8 2 268

9 11 2160

11 59 8257

12 43 13,724

13 2 1527

14 2 2208

17 1 2265

21 3 2

Table 8   Ceramic building material: late brick quantities

Form No. of bricks

LB1 11

LB1/2 8

LB3 1

LB3/6 1

LB3? 1

LB4 3

LB4/5 3

LB4? 2

LB5 5

LB6 9

LB9 1

Table 9  Ceramic building material: late brick forms



two bricks from dump deposits (10318 – Period 7; 10350 – Period 8) sug-
gesting that they may have been parts of chimneys or fireplaces. Several
bricks also showed signs of burning, perhaps from use in association with
fires, or possibly indicating a burnt-out building in the vicinity.

Again, there were signs of re-use in this group, several fragments
having mortar on every surface and/or on broken edges. Several bricks
had two types of mortar, one a buff sandy type and the other, over the top,
a white lime mortar with large charcoal inclusions.

Moulded bricks
A near-complete large half-round brick (Fig. 66.1) which was covered in
mortar was recovered from Period 8 wall repair 11134 (Building 15A). It
had clearly been re-used, was in Fabric 12 and measured 163mm wide at
the maximum width, 77mm thick and probably c. 300mm long. Its origi-
nal function would probably have been a wall-capping brick (Brunskill
1990, 94–5).

A fragment of a Fabric 9 brick with a moulded header end (Fig. 66.3)
and white slip or whitewash on the moulded face was found in a
19th-century rubble deposit (10847) but was almost certainly earlier
post-medieval. A similar type was used to form panelling in a late
16th-century chimney stack at Newport, Essex (Brunskill 1990, plate
44), for example.

Two bricks in Fabric 14, both with moulded front edges, were found
in association with an unidentified tile in a tile floor 10277 (G192) in
Period 8’s Building 15. All were partially covered in pitch or tar, possibly
for waterproofing. The bricks were similar in size and fabric to 18th- or
19th-century floor bricks (118mm wide, 37–9mm thick). The tile had
one shaped edge with tongue-shaped cut-outs, and was flanged on two
edges (one flange broken off). It was probably a decorative feature,
although the original function is uncertain. It measured 300mm long,
over 280mm wide and was 20mm thick.

In addition an ovolo-moulded mullion brick (SF224) of early
17th-century date was recovered.

Flooring
A total of 196 fragments (78.12kg) was assigned to the floor brick/tile
category. Table 10 shows the quantities of floor brick and tile by fabric.

Fabrics 9 and 14 were the most common types of ceramic flooring.
They were used for producing both bricks and large square tiles of
similar thicknesses, so some fragments without edges were difficult to
identify. Generally, the tiles in these fabrics had some knife trimming or
full chamfering to the sides, whilst the bricks were untrimmed. This type
of flooring was common in the 17th–19th centuries, and most fragments
occur in features of Periods 7 to 9. A few in contexts of earlier periods
may be misidentified early bricks.

Thirty-five white floor bricks provided measurements of thickness,
but as most were worn to some degree their original thicknesses are
unknown. Surviving thicknesses varied from 24mm to 64mm.
Twenty-two width measurements were recorded, ranging from 103mm
to 137mm, but with a peak between 110–117mm (around 4½ inches).
Eight lengths were measured, varying from 213mm to 236mm (8½–9¼
inches). The majority fall into Drury’s FT26 category, although a few are
shorter and narrower. Several were stained black around the edges of the
worn area, and many were unevenly worn.

Tile sizes varied considerably. Again most were worn, so thickness
measurements could only provide a minimum. Twenty-one tiles varied
from 13mm to 46mm. Three tiles had width measurements of
115–20mm, one was 137mm wide, and five were 221–240mm
(FT23/24). The smaller examples may have been tin-glazed earthenware
tiles, and it was one of these which showed the only evidence of glazing
on a white tile, based on a small drip of clear glaze on the side. However,
all were found in 19th-century or later contexts. The medium-sized tile,
which had chamfered edges, was in a Period 7 context and may be of
16th-century date. It had two partial redware pot kiln scars on the bottom
surface (the pot rims were 80mm in diameter and had been glazed with
green or brown iron glaze), indicating that it had been fired in the same
kiln as glazed red earthenwares. It could be of Dutch origin.

The infrequent white Fabric 4 was generally heavily abraded and
could belong to either the early brick or the floor brick category as it
occurred in Periods 4, 8 and 9.

Red floor tiles and bricks were less common in this group, although
a few ‘late bricks’ showed signs of wear and had probably been used for
this purpose. Three fragments in Fabric 8, two with spalled surfaces,
were identified as possible floor bricks. A complete red brick in Fabric 17
(Building 15A, Period 9, tiled floor 10280) was worn on the sanded side
and had a shallow frog formed by two large square stamps, both indicat-
ing the place of manufacture: SKIERS/ SPRING/ NR/ BARNSLEY.
There was a brickworks at Skiers Spring, Hoyland Nether, just south of
Barnsley: documentary and map evidence suggests that this works was in
operation between 1855 and 1881, and possibly later (D. Cuffley, pers.
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Fabric Floor brick Floor brick/tile Floor tile

No. Wt/g No. Wt/g No. Wt/g

4 1 72

5 9 760

6 4 922

8 3 378 2 331

9 15 9305 1 252 34 8775

12 18 8864

14 47 29,252 3 1079 56 13,791

16 1 990

17 1 2570

20 1 781

Table 10  Ceramic building material: quantities of floor brick and tile by fabric

Fabric No. Wt/g

R1 6 1030

R2 6 881

R3 3 335

Total 15 2246

Table 11 Ceramic building material: quantities of Roman
tile by fabric

Fabric Description No. Wt/g

1 Sandy matrix tempered with medium, coarse
and very coarse chalk, occasional flint and
occasional organic material (voids and straw
impressions). Probably daub.

78 1024

2 Fine matrix with some voids and moderate
sand. Possibly early brick, but may be daub.

9 180

3 Coarse organic tempered, very light with
abundant voids.

212 125

4 Medium sandy matrix, with the appearance of
poorly-made late brick, tempered with coarse
and very coarse flints. Caulking, render, or
hearth lining.

45 1342

Table 12 Ceramic building material: fabric descriptions
and quantities of fired clay



comm.). A late 19th-century date is therefore likely for this brick and the
others with which it was laid.

Fifteen red tiles or tile fragments were glazed (eight yellow with
white slip, seven green/brown glazed), and all were Flemish types. Very
few were complete, but the fragments probably represented six small
tiles (115–20mm each side, c. 25–7mm thick) and nine large tiles (c.
260mm each side, c. 28–50mm thick). Corners showed the typical nail
marks in the upper surface, which were derived from the forms on which
this type of tile was made. Edges were generally chamfered or partially
knife-trimmed. Five were recorded as Fabric 5, three as Fabric 6, and
seven as Fabric 12.

Six other red floor tiles were identified (Fabrics 5, 8, 12, 20), most of
which were probably Flemish types but could not be positively identified
as such. All were worn, some were covered in mortar and one was burnt.
The large tile in Fabric 20 (40mm thick, no other full dimensions) was
probably post-medieval or modern and had signs of pitch on the surface
(10707). Six possible tiles were also found in Fabrics 5, 9 and 16.

Drains
Three near-complete drainpipes were sampled from a Period 8 drain
(10161) in ‘Mitson’s Yard’. All were in Fabric 10 and of the same form
(Fig. 67.5). The narrow end was c. 115mm in diameter, the wide end
being 141–5mm. Both pipes with complete lengths were 526mm long.
The pipe wall thicknesses were measured at the ends (9–12mm) and in
the middle of one broken example (22mm). Limescale was visible on the
?lower half of the internal surface of one pipe.

Miscellaneous

Wall tiles
Six fragments of tin-glazed earthenware wall tile were found in soils of
Period 7 or 8 date (10102, 10202, 10668). All fragments were thin (c.
7–8mm) and small. Designs were not easily identified, although one
piece showed a building in a roundel painted with purple manganese
paint. The other fragments were either plain white or blue-painted.

Malting tiles
Fragments of three malting tiles were collected. The largest fragment
was from the fill of a Period 8 pit in Building 15 (10707, G373). It was
covered in mortar but was probably in Fabric 14. The holes were
cone-shaped in section (Fig. 67.6). Two smaller fragments were found in
make-up for a Period 8 floor in Building 31 (10049), both in Fabric 17.
One fragment was a corner with part of a large hole close to the edges,
and the other was a fragment without edges but with part of a smaller
hole. All were probably of 19th-century date and related to maltings
somewhere in the vicinity. However, the large fragment at least had
clearly been re-used in walling and the pieces may have reached the site
as hardcore.

Roman tiles
Fifteen fragments of Roman tile could be positively identified, although
it is possible that there were at least five more pieces of this date (Late
bricks, above). Table 11 shows the quantities of Roman tile by fabric.

Only four tiles could be identified to type. There were three flanged
tegulae and one imbrex. All three flanges were rectilinear in section, and
there were signs of knife-trimming at the edges. One cut-away was
present. The flanged tegulae ranged in thickness from 21–24mm, with
flange heights of 37–44mm and flange widths of 19–27mm. The imbrex
was 16mm thick. Eight other tiles could be measured, and their thick-
nesses ranged from 18mm to 34mm.

Several tiles had traces of medieval or post-medieval mortar,
although one still had traces of the pink mortar associated with the
Roman period. The presence of these tiles on the site can be explained by
their re-use in Late Saxon and medieval walling.

Daub and other fired clay
A total of 351 fragments of fired clay were collected, many being small
fragments from bulk sample residue. These were divided into four basic
fabric groups (Table 12). In addition there were six unidentified frag-
ments (2g) and a small piece of vitrified hearth lining (3g).

Only five pieces, all in Fabric 1, had wattle impressions, all of which
were rounded. No impressions were complete enough for diameter mea-
surements to be recorded. Thirty pieces had flat or slightly undulating
smoothed surfaces, some with the remains of whitewash adhering. Most
surfaces were found on pieces in Fabrics 1 and 4.

It seems likely that the chalk-tempered pieces (Fabric 1) were the
remains of daub from wattle-and-daub structures. Fabric 2 was similar
to, but less well-fired than, some early bricks and may be brick rather
than daub. The use of Fabric 3, the majority of which consisted of very
fragmented pieces, is uncertain. Fabric 4 could have been used for

caulking or render on clay lump buildings and this would explain the pos-
sible whitewash found on its surfaces. However, this ?whitewash was
vitrified in places. Clearly the material had to have been burnt in order to
survive as fired clay, and this may have resulted in the vitrification seen
on these surfaces, but another possible explanation would be that these
pieces were hearth or oven lining fragments.

1. Half-round brick. Red, medium sand and grog-tempered fabric.
11134, G192, Period 8, Fig. 66.1

2. Plinth brick with shaped front edge and pitch on one surface.
Cream, medium sandy fabric. 10277, G192, Period 8, Fig. 66.2

3. Moulded brick with possible slip on moulded surface. Red and
white mixed, medium sandy fabric. 10847, G134, Period 9, Fig.
66.3

4. ?Tile with tongue-shaped cut-outs at one edge, with broken
flanges or sides and pitch on one surface. Yellow, coarse sand and
ferrous fabric. 10277, G192, Period 8, Fig. 67.4

5. Drainpipe. Orange, medium sand and ferrous fabric. 10161,
G151, Period 8, Fig. 67.5

6. Malting tile fragment. Buff, medium sandy fabric. 10707, G373,
Period 8, Fig. 67.6

7. Louvred chimney fragment, sooted internally. Red, fine sandy
fabric. 10049, G49, Period 8

8. Tin-glazed earthenware wall tile, purple manganese design.
10102, G200, Period 8

9. Tin-glazed earthenware wall tile, blue painted. 10102, G200,
Period 8

10. Tin-glazed earthenware wall tile, blue painted. 10202/10210,
G283, Period 9

Ceramic building material by site period
The quantities of CBM and fired clay by period are shown
in Table 13. CBM was present in contexts all site periods,
although some of the material from earlier phases may be
intrusive. Fired clay was most common in Periods 1–4.
Tables of form and fabric by period are deposited in the
site archive.

Discussion
Since material from structural features was only collected
as samples, much of this assemblage can be taken to repre-
sent secondary use and disposal of CBM, including re-use
in walls and intentional burial as hardcore. Clearly it is not
representative of the amount of brick originally used on
the site, particularly in the post-medieval period.

The presence of Roman tile in Periods 1 and 2 suggests
its use in nearby Late Saxon structures. Whilst Roman
tiles were plundered for use in Saxon flint and stone build-
ings they were also taken for use in hearths, and this could
have be the function of those from at Dragon Hall. None,
however, was found in situ. Fragments of fired clay from
Period 1 were mostly related to hearths or ovens. The first
positively identified example of daub was from Period 2,
suggesting that wattle and daub buildings were present on
the site by the late 11th or early 12th centuries.

Period 3 also produced Roman tile, but medieval roof
tile dominated the small assemblage. Red sandy glazed
examples were the only types present, although still in
small quantities. Although fragments of early brick may
have been present in Periods 1 and 2, it was in Period 3 that
the first large piece appeared, suggesting 13th-century use
of such brick on the site.

As a whole, the Period 4 assemblage indicates that the
use of both red sandy and estuarine clay roofing tiles had
now become established here, and that glazed roofing tiles
were probably favoured over undecorated types. Early
brick was present but appears to have been little used,
although the fragments which were deposited in dump
layers were probably waste from construction which took
place in this phase. The only early bricks with mortar on
their surfaces were those from the large foundation cut for
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Figure 66  Ceramic building material: bricks
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Figure 67  Ceramic building material: tiles and drainpipe. Scale 1:4.



Building 18. Occasional fragments of late brick and roof
tile from this phase may be intrusive, or else wrongly iden-
tified. Fired clay included fragments of daub and hearth
lining.

As with other artefactual assemblages, very little
ceramic building material was found in Period 5.
However, the first samples from in situ walls were
collected and indicated that bricks were used in 13th–14th
and 14th–15th century structures on the site. Typically for
the region and the period, they were scattered in predomi-
nantly flint walling.

Generally ceramic building material from Period 6
was of 14th–15th century date and may have been residual
although in a few features, such as the drain and some of
the walls, the bricks could be contemporary with construc-
tion. They were also used in flooring, along with
fragments of roof tile and contemporary floor tile.

There seems to have been opportunistic use in Period 7
of early bricks — presumably those that could be recov-
ered complete or near-complete from demolished
buildings — in later walls. However, late bricks were
starting to appear in greater numbers and were employed
in several Period 7 walls. Plain tiles used as hardcore were
probably largely residual, although some may have been
contemporary with the period, and there were a few
pantile fragments which are unlikely to be earlier than the
second half of this period.

By Period 8, pantiles appear to have been more
common on the site. Whilst Dragon Hall and many other
buildings on King Street today are roofed with pantile, the
pitch of their gables suggests that plain tiles (or thatch)
were originally used. The fragments from Period 8 could
perhaps be contemporary with this re-roofing. Other
forms which were not common, or not found, in earlier
periods included floor bricks, malting tiles and a chimney
pot. The assemblage for Period 9 was very similar to that
from Period 8, with only one new form, the corrugated
pantile, appearing.

The ceramic building material forms and fabrics
collected from this site are similar to other assemblages
from the city, and from rural sites such as the
Commandery at Carbrooke, Norfolk (Anderson forth-
coming e). Assemblages from much of Suffolk also show
very similar characteristics. Glazed estuarine roof tiles,
for example, have been found in 13th-century contexts at
monastic and mercantile sites in Bury St Edmunds, and
the post-medieval bricks from Palace House, Newmarket

were very similar to those from Norwich. The early use of
ceramic building material is probably indicative of
medium- to high-status buildings.

Whilst timber-framed wattle and daub buildings may
have been present on the site from Period 1, evidence for
this building method is slight. Fired clay was not a
common find on the site, and the reason for this is uncer-
tain. It is particularly surprising in view of the
construction methods used in Dragon Hall itself; presum-
ably the brick nogging used in the present building
superseded wattle and daub infill. The lack of burnt daub
may be a result of site clearance after major fires, or could
indicate simply that very few uncontrolled fires occurred.

Based on the collected assemblage, ceramic building
material was available and used on this site from the
earliest occupation. Although the people of those early
periods re-used Roman bricks, perhaps in flint-walled
buildings or as hearth linings, the growing demand for
ceramic tiles and bricks resulted in a revived brick and tile
industry in the region by the 13th century. Material of this
early date was rare in contemporary contexts, but as much
of it was likely to have remained in situ for several decades
or even centuries, this is not surprising. Re-used and rede-
posited material of this date indicates that it was available.
Even so, it was probably used sparingly, as the dispersed
nature of bricks in flint walling shows. Roof tiles of
13th–14th century date were largely glazed, and there
were doubtless buildings in the vicinity with
brightly-coloured green and yellow roofs. By the late
medieval period, these may have been replaced by plain
red tiles, and sandy red bricks may have been more gener-
ally available. However, early bricks were still being used
in walls, and possibly in vaulting, of this date.

Many of the late bricks from the site were collected as
samples from in situ walling, and samples of floor bricks
and tiles show the types of flooring used in 17th–19th
century structures. The extensive post-medieval brick-
work which survives in cellars and footings, and the
pantiled roofs still present on the standing buildings, are
not well represented in the sample.
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CBM Fired clay

Period No. Wt/g No. Wt/g

1 18 455 46 1140

2 22 1254 130 232

3 76 3315 91 91

4 435 29,243 40 348

5 102 11926

6 361 42619 4 208

7 766 130865 10 32

8 510 109012 27 141

9 560 72418

u/s 29 5944 3 484

Table 13  Ceramic building material: quantities of CBM and fired clay by period



II. Worked stone
by Stephen Heywood
(Figs 68 and 69)

Thirty-four worked stone fragments were recovered. Few
are worthy of individual comment with the following
exceptions. There is a possibility that a label stop
(SF1440) found within a rubble wall of Dragon Hall
during renovation works belonged to a lost entrance on the
site. Unfortunately, its mouldings do not match the
14th-century ogee-arched doorway which had its label

stops removed during the 15th century when the doorway
was enlarged.

Fragment SF284 may have been part of a late medieval
pier in an arcade where the capital corresponds to the inner
order of an arch whilst the outer order and hood continue
past the capital with the springing of the arch left
unmarked (as, for example, at the parish churches of
Shelton and Little Cressingham in Norfolk). A date in the
second half of the 15th century would be suitable as this
reflects a fairly late development in the design of pier
forms.
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Figure 68  Worked stone: engaged facetted capital in limestone. Scale 1:3
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Otherwise there is very little evidence of anything
earlier than the 15th century. Fragment SF284 and two
cusped pieces (SF374 and SF1390) suggest ecclesiastical
contexts but there are too few pieces to intimate anything
other than chance re-use. The post-medieval material of
interest comprises fluted door jamb chamfer stops (SF285
and SF358) which indicate a level of sophistication
worthy of an important late 16th- or early 17th-century
dwelling.
SF284 Probably limestone. Consists of a small engaged

facetted capital with an embattled upper edge. It was
visually supported by a half shaft of small proportions.
A wide moulding projects from one side consisting of
two shallow cavettos terminating in a returned flat edge.
Traces of limewash adhere to part of the capital. The top
surface of the stone has interesting setting-out marks.
10251, G365, Period 8, Fig. 68

SF285 Two bases of classical fluting with very wide flutes. One
is on a shallow chamfer of 49mm width, the other 65mm
wide. Coating of limewash. Sixteenth-century window
or door reveal. 10251, G365, Period 8

SF358 Limestone door jamb with elaborate chamfer stop of
run-out followed by four flutes and a faceted onion.
Simple incised decoration. Possible hinge housing. Late
16th-century date. 10195, G291, Period 8

SF374 Parts of two limestone cusps with shallow chamfered
edges. Rebate to back and no glazing groove —
therefore probably for shutter. Claw chisel tooling. Late
medieval window. 10284, G368, Period 8, Fig. 69

SF1390 Two cusps with bevelled edges, of shelly limestone
(Barnack?). Some axe tooling. Late medieval window
fragment. cf. SF374, which has very similar cusps but
different tooling. 10510, G366, Period 7.

SF1440 The carved head label stop was discovered in the
masonry of Dragon Hall during the 1980s. It is of
limestone and of a high-quality finish. From the head
emerges the moulding of a hood and the twist and
downward glance of the head suggests one of a pair of
label stops to a doorway. The naturalistic quality of the
head suggests a date during the first half of the 14th
century. The male head has long flowing hair and is
wearing a head dress of cloth tied at the back and the
point of the hose drooping onto his forehead. The nose of
the head has been lost but otherwise it is in a good state
of preservation with some possible traces of paint.
Unstratified, Fig. 69

III. Structural ironwork
by Quita Mould
(Figs 70 and 71)

The structural ironwork assemblage (Table 14) was domi-
nated numerically by timber nails and shanks broken from
them, which represented nearly two-thirds of the iron to be
recovered (62%). The standard range of timber nails were
present (Mould 1998, 252–3). The majority had flat heads,
a small number of larger, heavy timber studs with domed
heads also being noted. Modern nails, bolts and screws
were present in later contexts.

Clench bolts, nails with round flat heads at one end and
shanks clenched over square or lozenge-shaped flat rove
plates at the other, were found in contexts of all periods. A
minimum of ninety-one clench bolts were identified
though, as several fragmentary nails with large, flat heads
are also likely to be broken clench bolts, this may well be
an under representation. Two-thirds of the clench bolts
were recovered from Periods 2 and 3; those from later
contexts are thought to be chiefly residual. The lengths of
shank between the head and plate varied according to the
thickness of the timbers to be joined (20–98mm in length);
the size of the roves also varied (e.g. SF721, SF1244) and

it would seem that at least three sizes were represented.
Two examples from later contexts (e.g. SF472) were
notable in being significantly longer than rest. Over half of
the clench bolts found in Periods 2 and 3 were represented
by their rove plates only. A strip of three roves (SF1185)
from an 11th-century context and a pair of roves from an
11th–12th century context were found still joined
together. The individual rove plates had a central hole
punched in each and chisel-cut lines marking out where
each was to be cut, but they had not yet been separated.
The occurrence of these partly-made roves and the
recovery of rove plates unattached to clench bolts suggest
that the clench bolts were being made in the vicinity. A
similar line of three joined roves was recovered in a
context dated to 1400–1600 during excavations at
104–106 St Benedict’s Street, in the west of the city
(Margeson 1993, fig. 108, no. 1130). Clench bolts have
been found from sites throughout the city in deposits
dating from the 11th and 12th centuries onward, chiefly in
close proximity to the river. Clench bolts were used in
plank-built construction of boats and domestic woodwork
of plank and ledge construction such as doors, shutters and
hatches. The joined rove plates and roves not yet fixed to
the clench bolts come from the construction process,
rather than the decay of timbers from a boat or domestic
wooden fitting. It is possible that boats were built and
repaired at this time on the open ground close to the river.

Other structural fittings include a small number of
heavy wallhooks and cramps that were used in masonry.
Two of the former were recovered, SF664 from a late
13th–mid-14th century deposit and SF478 from the same
late 17th-century context as the masonry cramps
described below. The wallhooks do not have a stub at the
end of the shank. Other wallhooks from well-dated
contexts at London and Winchester suggest that those
without stubs date no later than the 14th century (Egan
1998, 52), so the example from the later period is likely to
derive from the demolition of an earlier building. A
cramp-ended strap (SF784) was recovered from an early
15th–mid-16th century deposit and two masonry cramps
(SF470, SF500) from late 17th-century debris from the
floor of Building 27. These cramp-ended fittings are
comparable with others from Berry Pomeroy Castle,
Devon, where a range of cramps for stonework, thought to
have been used in the construction of c. 1600, were recov-
ered from excavations and survive in situ (Mould 1998,
251–2 and fig. 73).

Three types of staple were found. The remains of three
small rectangular staples (SF997) were found in a chalk
floor dating to the 11th or 12th centuries. A looped staple
(SF1012) was found in an Anglo-Norman context and
others in post-medieval contexts. Looped staples were
used in pairs to make a simple hinge, and when hammered
into structural timbers they provided a secure point of
attachment. ‘U’-shaped staples were found in post-medi-
eval contexts. They, too, could have been used for a range
of functions.
SF470 Masonry cramp with heavy square-sectioned shank

and flat-ended rectangular head. L. 168mm. 10522,
G288, Period 7, Fig. 70

SF472 Large clench bolt with thick rove plate and flat, round
head, shank L. 98mm, 10522, G288, Period 7, Fig. 70

SF478 Wallhook. Large rectangular-sectioned shank with
upstanding arm clenched at the tip. L. 80mm, arm ht.
48mm. 10272, G288, Period 7, Fig. 70
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Figure 70  Ironwork: structural ironwork, door and window fittings and hasp (SF498). Scale 1:2.
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Figure 71  Ironwork: lock furniture, keys and structural cramp (SF784). Scale 1:2.

Period 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 u/s

Nails 6 48 47 59 10 24 78 71 78 3

Nail shanks 6 26 34 10 3 1 6 1 2 2

Clench bolts 6 26 34 10 3 1 6 1 2 2

Bolts 1 2 1

Screws 9 3

Wallhook 1

Cramp 1 2

Staple, rect. 3

Staple, loop 1 1 2

Staple, U 1 1 1

Table 14  Structural ironwork by period

Period 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 u/s

Window bar 2

Hinge pivot 1 2

Hinge 1 1 2

Nailed bind 1 2 1 1

Strap/strip 5 8 2 1 10 5 2

Table 15  Iron door and window fittings by period



SF500 Masonry cramp with heavy square-sectioned shank
with a flat-ended rectangular head. L. 165mm. 10310,
G288, Period 7.

SF664 Wallhook with tapering, angular shank, tip broken, and
upstanding hook with curved arm. L. 83mm. 11027,
G20, Period 4

SF721 Clench bolt with round flat head and lozenge-shaped
rove plate, shank L. 20mm. 11198, G219, Period 3, Fig.
70

SF784 Cramp-ended strap with long, rectangular-sectioned
strap and upturned rectangular head. L. 360mm. 11257,
G339, Period 6, Fig. 71

SF997 Broken rectangular staple, strip bent at right angle at
one end into an upstanding arm. L. 52mm. 11702, G15,
Period 2.

SF1012 Looped staple with straight arms. 11739, G233, Period
3, Fig. 70

SF1185 Two joining lozenge-shaped rove plates. L. 56mm.
12082, G107, Period 2.

SF1244 Rove from a clench bolt. L. 32mm. 12409, G57, Period
2.

SF1363 Clench bolt. Three joined lozenge-shaped rove plates
each with large central hole, cutting line present but not
completely separated. L. 60mm. 11997, G107, Period 2.
Fig. 70

Door and window fittings
A range of door and window fittings was recovered (Table
15). A nailed ‘U’-shaped hinge fitting (SF752) was found
in a late 12th–late 13th-century context. A large hinge
pivot with a bifurcated shank to fix securely into masonry
(SF459) and the arm of a large strap hinge with a looped
eye (SF503) to hang large doors were found in late
17th-century debris on the floor of Building 27. Two
smaller hinge pivots to hang shutters or cupboard doors
and a pinned hinge from furniture were found in a modern
context. All are of types found previously from excava-
tions in Norwich. A small number of nailed binding
fragments were found which were broken from hinge
arms, angle bindings or other domestic strap work. The
strap fragments recovered are likely to be broken from
similar structural and domestic fittings. Fragments of
window bars (SF1410) were found in a late 19th- or early
20th-century cobbled surface at the north end of the north
cellar.
SF459 Large hinge pivot with bifurcated shank and heavy

upstanding arm. L. 140mm. 10570, G345, Period 7, Fig.
70

SF503 Long, slightly tapering hinge arm with looped eye, bent
and fractured toward the end. L. 375mm. 10310, G288,
Period 7, Fig. 70

SF752 Nailed ‘U’-shaped hinge fitting. L. 80mm. 11195,
G119, Period 3, Fig. 70

SF1410 Two fragments of long rectangular window bar each
with a rectangular pierced flange, one with a second bar
passing through it at right angles. 11297, G475, Period 9

Lock furniture, hasps and keys

Locks
A padlock bolt (SF1221) was found in an 11th–12th
century pit fill. A barrel padlock (SF504), a hinged
shackle from another padlock (SF468) not necessarily of
barrel type, and a large figure-of-eight hasp (SF498) were
found in mid-17th century debris from the demolition or
repair to the floor of Building 27. The barrel padlock
(SF504), with a ‘P’-shaped strap shackle, is of a type used
to secure the limbs of both humans and animals, rather
than a door or furniture fitting. Another example was
found in a fire deposit at Pottergate, Norwich, dated to
1507 (Margeson 1993, 155 and fig. 115 no. 1231). A

shield-shaped padlock of modern type (SF336) and a frag-
ment possibly broken from another padlock case (SF581)
were found in modern deposits. The large hasp (SF498)
was originally held by a ‘U’-shaped staple at one end and
passed over a second at the other through which an iron
pin, at its most simple, or a padlock passed. Such a simple,
effect fastening could be used on doors, gates, shutters or
chests.
SF336 Shield-shaped padlock with hinged shackle, decorative

eschutceon and plain keyhole cover. Mechanism
present, two wards and central pin to be opened by a key
with a piped stem. L. 86mm. 10035, G400, Period 9

SF468 Curved round-sectioned, hinged shackle from a
padlock. 10310, G288, Period 7

SF498 Large figure-of-eight hasp. L. 185mm. 10310, G288,
Period 7, Fig. 70

SF504 Barrel padlock case with hinged, ‘P’-shaped, strap
shackle. The cylindrical case strengthened by a strap
around the centre. The bolt is not visible in radiograph.
L. 92mm, D. 30mm. 10310, G288, Period 7, Fig. 71

SF581 Fragment of circular sheet with a small area of
upstanding wall surviving. Remains of a padlock case or
other flat-bottomed cannister. 10550, G245, Period 9

SF1221 Padlock bolt, curving arm, now fractured, and remains
of a spine with a leaf spring visible in radiograph. L.
74mm. 12412, G403, Period 2, Fig. 71

Keys
A broken ring terminal (SF1331), probably the bow from a
large key or possibly from a bit link, was found in the fill of
a large 11th-century refuse pit. The remains of three keys
were found in 12th–late 13th-century contexts. A large
rotary key (SF1189) with an elaborate bit had been used to
open a sophisticated lock. Two small ring bows (SF1064,
SF1439) come from padlock or, less likely, rotary keys.
SF1064 is comparable with a complete barrel padlock key
from 1–9 Bishopgate, Norwich (Goodall 1993, 163 and
fig. 120 no. 1312); the other has non-ferrous plating and
moulded decoration (SF1439). A broken rotary key
(SF447) with an elaborate symmetrical bit and moulded
stem came from a modern layer.
SF447 Remains of rotary key with missing bow, multiple

decorative mouldings at the neck, stem extending below
the elaborate, symmetrical bit, broken across a
decorative moulding. L. 90mm. 10240, G134, Period 9

SF1064 Pierced ring terminal and thickened stem, probably from
a padlock key. 11840, G154, Period 3

SF1189 Large rotary key with circular bow with large moulding
at the neck, solid stem not projecting below the large,
asymmetrical, elaborate bit, non-ferrous metal plating
visible in radiograph. L. 95mm. 12160, G178, Period 3,
Fig. 71

SF1331 Broken circular bow and stem, from a large key. L.
60mm. 12084, G5, Period 1

SF1439 Key. Small ring bow and length of stem, plated. In
radiograph a spiral pattern visible which may be inlay or
the remains of plating surviving in decorative grooves.
L. 32mm. 12314, G296, Period 3.

IV. Window glass and lead came
by David J. King
(Fig. 72)

A total of 146 fragments of window glass were examined,
of which all but six were unpainted. The glass was gener-
ally in good condition for excavated material and only
eight pieces were opaque. One fragment may possibly
have been pot-metal glass, perhaps pink ormurrey, but
certainty is not possible here as this piece is nearly opaque.
All the rest were white glass. Forty-nine fragments were,
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or could possibly be, of medieval date; the rest were
post-medieval or modern. Many fragments cannot be
assigned to a single period, as the dating of small pieces of
broken unpainted clear glass is extremely difficult. Of the
medieval fragments, one piece is dated to 1280–1350, one
to the 14th or 15th centuries and two pieces to the 15th
century. Sixteen pieces retained quarry points, indicating
that much of the white glass came — as would be expected
— from unpainted leaded quarry glazing.

Method of analysis
Each fragment was examined for any traces of paint and
for the method of cutting of original edges, using a magni-
fying glass where necessary. The techniques used on the
painted pieces were analysed and the designs identified
where possible. Measurements or maximum height and
breadth and thickness were made. Sketches were made of
all painted fragments and pieces of significant shape. The
angle of each quarry point was measured and the results
analysed. Analysis of the finds was made by date and
group.

Typology of painted fragments

Naturalistic leaf grisaille
SF286 (Fig. 72) has part of a veined vine leaf and a trace-line forming
part of a strap-work quarry painted on it. This comes from a section of
naturalistic leaf grisaille, a very common type of glazing found in
England from c. 1280 to c. 1350. Other types of leaf such as ivy and oak
also appear frequently (cf. Marks 1993, figs 117–19 and 121). Although
the vine stem does not survive, the fragment is probably from a running
design where the leaves are joined up by stems crossing the lead-lines.
This type of grisaille was sometimes used to glaze a whole window,
where either cheaper painted glass was required or glazing which did not
cut out the light. It was also used in band windows, where bands of col-
oured glazing with figures, canopies and heraldry alternated with strips

of grisaille, as in the west window of Mileham church in Norfolk. Natu-
ralistic grisaille was used in both ecclesiastical and domestic contexts.
No trace of yellow stain was found, but since the glass is opaque, it may
have been there originally.

Rod-and-leaf border
This is a type of border decoration found in various media including
manuscript painting, screen painting and wood-carving, but predomi-
nantly in glass-painting and in East Anglia. It is one of the number of
decorative motifs which enable 15th-century glass to be identified as
Norwich work and consists of holly-like leaf wrapped round a rod,
giving the characteristic serrated leaf edge seen here (Woodforde 1950,
plate XXXVI). Two pieces of this design were found (SF238 and
SF974a, Fig. 72). These pieces can be assigned to the second half of the
15th century.

Border piece
(Fig. 72)
SF865 has a faint unidentified design but has two parallel grozed edges,
along one of which is a strip of unpainted glass decorated with a single
trace-line. This indicates that the fragment was probably part of a piece
of border decoration. It dates from the 14th or 15th centuries.

Beaded fillet
SF974c is a small fragment which may be part of a beaded fillet, consist-
ing of a strip of glass patterned with a matt wash from which a row of
circles is relieved. This pattern was mainly used in the 13th and 14th cen-
turies but a medieval date has been assigned to this fragment in the
catalogue. Since it was found with a 15th-century piece, any earlier date
should be treated with caution. The only other painted fragment is
SF1026a, which has a thin curved trace-line, perhaps part of a circle. It is
of medieval date.

Quarry glazing
Much of the post-medieval white glass found was probably part of plain
quarry-glazing. Sixteen fragments were found with quarry points with a
measurable angle. Knowledge of one angle means that the other angles
of a quarry — sometimes square, more often diamond-shaped — can be
calculated. Two types of angle were found. The first were angles mea-
sured exactly or almost exactly to multiples of 10º. Angles of 40º, 50º,
60º, 80º and 90º were found. This would suggest that measurements of
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window and quarries were designed together to enable a whole number
of these standard quarry shapes to fit both width and height of a window.
Four pieces of quarry were found which had angles of 66º/114º or
54º/126º. These irregular angle sizes would probably have arisen from a
situation in which the glazier had to calculate the optimum quarry size
and angle to fit a pre-existent window shape so that a certain number of
whole quarries would fit the shape. The square quarries may have come
from a border to a quarry window. It is possible that the standard quarry
angles were made to fit by varying the size of the border, but this would
not have been as satisfying visually.

Analysis by date
The dates given to the glass were tabulated according to
context and according to group, and the results can be
found in the site archive.

Summary and conclusions
In addition to the four fragments given more precise medi-
eval dating, seventeen were dated as (unspecifically)
medieval and a further five as possibly medieval; seven-
teen were medieval or post-medieval. This gives a total of
43 pieces which could have been medieval, about 30% of
the total. The rest were post-medieval or modern. The
possible significance of the medieval glass is difficult to
assess because of the low number of painted pieces.
Furthermore, from at least the mid-14th century to the
16th century King Street was a centre for glass-painting
and also had many ecclesiastical building lining it, so that
contamination from debris from glaziers’ workshops and
discarded windows from churches or the Franciscan and
Austin friaries could easily explain the presence of medi-
eval glass, both unpainted and painted, on this site.
However, many high-status houses in Norwich are also
known to have been glazed, often with painted glass;
indeed, Robert Toppe was a patron of Norwich glaziers,
having had an important window painted in the church of
St Peter Mancroft (King 2005). None of the painted frag-
ments found need have come from an exclusively
ecclesiastical context.

The plain glazing, much or all of which in the
post-medieval period must have been plain quarry
glazing, probably came from the site.
SF238 Painted 15th-century white glass with rod-and-leaf

border design. cf. SF974a. Technique: trace line, matt
wash, stipple shading, relieving. Two grozed edges.
Truncated triangle. 9x25x3mm. 10154, G47, Period 8,
Fig. 72

SF286 Painted 1280–1350 opaque glass with vine-leaf grisaille
and strap-work. Technique: trace line. One grozed edge.
Sub-pentagonal. 38x38x2.5mm. 10258, G42, Period 7,
Fig. 72

SF865 Painted 14th–15th century white glass. Technique: trace
line and mattwash. Two parallel grozed edges.
Truncated trapezium. 45x37x1.5mm. 11526a, G386,
Period 7, Fig. 72

SF865b Painted 14th–15th century white glass. with
unidentified design. Technique: trace-line and possible
traces of matt wash. Two parallel grozed edges.
Truncated trapezium. 45x37x1.5mm. 11526b, G386,
Period 7

SF867 Unpainted post-medieval/modern white glass. One
diamond-cut and one adjacent grozed edge. Quarry
point with 50° angle. 53x40x2.5mm. 11296, G475,
Period 9

SF974a Painted 15th-century white glass with rod-and-leaf
border design. cf. SF238. Technique: trace line, matt
wash, s t ipple shading, rel ieving. Irregular.
32x18x1.5mm. 10658a, G275, Period 7, Fig. 72

SF974 Painted medieval opaque glass. ?Beaded fillet.
Technique: matt wash and relieving. Irregular.
23x10x1.5mm. 10658c, G275, Period 7

SF1026 Painted medieval opaque glass. Unidentified design.
Technique: trace line. Sub-triangular. 37x28x2.5mm.
11824a, G20, Period 4

Lead came
Three medieval and four post-medieval pieces of lead
window came were found. The medieval cames were all
Type A and the post-medieval Type G (King 1987, 39).
The dates suit the division between medieval and
post-medieval seen in the window glass finds.

V. Arched timber door head
by Stephen Heywood and Elizabeth Rutledge
(Fig. 73)

This timber, recovered during renovation work in the
1980s, is 60mm thick with provision in the form of tenons
for fitting into a door lining. The side tenons have been cut
back in recent years and the wood has not discoloured
much since then. It may be presumed that the peg holes
which secured the tenon were cut off at the same time. The
arch is four-centred and has richly carved shields on
cartouches in each spandrel. The shields are supported by
male winged angels with moustaches and vegetal tails
exploiting the narrowing triangular spaces of the span-
drels until the two tails meet, each terminating in a
grooved fruit similar perhaps to a pine cone. The left hand
shield has the initials B I T referring to the owner of the
house of which it was originally a part. Beneath the initials
is the date 1594. The shield to the right has the arms of the
individual.

The arms are quarterly per fess indented a bend, with a
crescent in the third quarter. These could be the arms of
two local families: the Blomefields of Stoneham Parva,
Suffolk, (quarterly per fess indented argent and azure a
bend gules) or the Blundevilles of Newton Flotman (quar-
terly per fess indented or and azure a bend gules)
(Campling 1940, 17; Blomefield 1805–10, V, 69). The
crescent indicates that we are dealing with a junior branch,
rather than the main line, of either family. This identifica-
tion fits well with the letters BIT (or BJT) on the left-hand
side of the door, which would be expected to be first the
initial of the surname, and then the initials of the Christian
names, of a husband and wife. There were Blomefields
present in the city, although none were suitable named or
identifiable as property owners in Norwich at this date. It
is far more probable that the family involved were the
Blundevilles. They owned the nearby site of the Austin
friars in 1594 and in 1604 John de Blundeville sold the
property to Sir William Paston (Blomefield 1805–10, IV,
86). This John may well have been a near relative of the
Thomas Blundeville of Newton Flotman, who was best
known for his works on horsemanship. In 1567 a John
Blumvyle acted as Thomas Blundeville’s trustee
(Blomefield 1805-10, V, 68).

Four-centred arched heads to doorways are a common
feature of houses dating from the 15th–17th centuries. The
decorated variety is less common and would normally be
reserved for the principal entrance of a building, the door-
ways of the hall screen and the doorways to service rooms.
The decoration of spandrels is a well-established medieval
tradition and is particularly popular for Annunciation
scenes and angels within the ecclesiastical context. The
1594 door head is a survival of this tradition incorporating
classical motifs such as the cartouche but otherwise
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remaining well in line with the established practice. It is of
interest that the surviving screen at Dragon Hall has two
decorated arched door heads still in situ, although these
are not as grand as the one in question.

VI. Mortars, renders and plasters
by Naomi Crowley, Andrea Kirkham and Andy Shelley

Fourteen mortar samples from features and deposits
uncovered during excavation and from Dragon Hall itself
were analysed in the hope that comparisons of mortars
from elements of the buildings might help in establishing
building sequences. The results provide a detailed archive
of the mortars, allowing comparisons to be made and char-
acterisation of the types of mortar mixes used.

Eight further mortar, render and plaster samples were
selected for petrographic analysis. The aim here was to
establish the nature of the materials employed from the
early medieval to c. 17th-century periods.

Mortar analysis
by Naomi Crowley
The samples were assessed using a binocular microscope
at x30 magnification before being dried, weighed and
dissolved in 20% hydrochloric acid to remove the lime
binder. The remaining aggregate was rinsed and dried and
passed through a set of sieves to grade it. Each grade was
weighed, examined with a binocular microscope and the
percentage of lime to aggregate calculated. The size distri-
bution and geological nature of the aggregate was also
determined. The mortar samples have been grouped into
eight distinct mortar groups (MG).

Mortar groups

Group 1: 10393, 10394 and 10396
These mortars bonded various parts of Dragon Hall’s undercroft. Deposit
10393 was from the single order ribbing, deposit 10394 from the
double-order ribbing and deposit 10396 from the end chamber (for these
features see Fig. 11). All were similar in appearance and mix, being light
orange/brown with white lime inclusions and visible quartz/flint sand,
brick and coal dust. Further analysis confirmed the similarity and
showed that they all consisted of a non-hydraulic lime binder and quartz
sand aggregate. Deposits 10393 and 10396 had a lime:aggregate ratio of
1:3 and deposit 10394 a ratio of 1:4. The aggregate consisted of a good
mixture of rounded through to angular grains of quartz with flint in the
larger grades. All three were fairly well graded and would have per-
formed well. Brick fragments occurred in all three samples. The finest
grades contained very occasional flecks of mica. The lime:aggregate
ratios and the size distribution curves were comparable, and the geologi-
cal nature of the aggregate was identical.

Group 2: 10395, the Great Arch (see Fig. 4)
This deposit, from the eastern ribbing of the arch, was on initial examina-
tion light brown in colour with white lime inclusions and visible
quartz/flint sand, brick and coal dust. Further analysis showed a mortar
that was lime-rich and consisted of non-hydraulic lime binder and quartz
sand aggregate with a lime:aggegrate ratio of 1:2. The aggregate con-
tained a good mixture of rounded to angular grains and was fairly
well-graded. The aggregate was geologically similar to other samples
although there was noticeably more burnt coal and added crushed brick,
especially in the finer grades, resulting in a slightly darker mortar. The
finer grains of aggregate give a mortar its colouring.

Group 3: 10397, small arch (see Fig. 4)
This sample was taken from mortar in the west splay of the small arch to
the immediate south of the Great Arch. Initial examination showed that
this was a soft light brown mortar with white lime inclusions and visible
quartz/flint sand and coal dust. Further analysis showed that the mortar
consisted of a non-hydraulic lime binder and quartz sand aggregate with
a lime:aggregate ratio of 1:3. The aggregate contained a good mixture of
rounded to angular grains and was well graded. The aggregate was geo-

logically similar to the other samples although there was more burnt coal
and added crushed brick, particularly in the finer grades, resulting in a
slightly darker mortar.

Group 4: Walls 10213, G282, Period 8; 10047, G49, Period 8
Deposit 10213 bonded the flint footing to the western wall of Building 30
(Fig. 58). Deposit 10047 bonded the eastern wall of Building 31 (Fig.
56). Initial examination showed that both were hard, off-white mortars
with burnt coal flecks, white lime inclusions and visible quartz sand.
Neither sample would fully dissolve in hydrochloric acid, indicating that
they contained only a small proportion of lime. A fine grey residue sug-
gests that these samples were cementitious, apparently confirming them
as 19th-century or later mortars.

Group 5: buttress 10371, G24, Period 6, (Fig.47)
A fairly hard, off-white mortar with white lime inclusions, quartz/flint
sand and burnt coal dust. Further analysis shows that it consisted of a
non-hydraulic lime binder and a quartz sand aggregate, with a
lime:aggregate ratio of 1:4.5. The aggregate contains a good mixture of
rounded through to sub-angular grains of quartz with flint pebbles in the
larger grades, up to 22mm. The aggregate was fairly well graded with
slightly high percentages in the 0.5mm and 0.3mm grades. Burnt coal
from the lime burning process occurred from 1mm down and the finest
grade contained some mica.

Group 6: 10358, G139; 11271, G264, both Period 4
Deposit 10358 from the eastern wall of Building 15 (Fig. 39) and deposit
11271 from the curtilage wall beside Building 18 (Fig. 39) were both
fairly hard off-white mortars, with white lime inclusions, predominantly
quartz sand, flint pebbles and burnt coal dust. Further analysis showed
that the mortars consisted of a non-hydraulic lime binder and an uniden-
tified non-lime binder, with a predominantly quartz sand aggregate. The
latter contained a good mix of sub-rounded through to sub-angular
quartz and other occasional darker minerals such as glauconite, with
larger quartzite, flint and sandstone pebbles in the larger grades. Deposit
10358 was very well graded and would have performed well, whilst
deposit 11271 had a slightly high percentage in the 0.5mm grade. Burnt
coal from the lime burning process occurs in all but the 8mm grade and
the finest grade contains some mica.

Group 7: 10501, G137; 12098, G193, both Period 4
Deposit 10501 from beam-slots forming parts of Building 23 (Fig. 39)
and deposit 12098, from the construction cut of the possible north wall of
Building 15, were both fairly hard, light brown mortars, with white lime
inclusions, quartz/flint sand, burnt coal dust and occasional plant fibres.
Further analysis showed that the mortars consisted of a non-hydraulic
lime binder with a quartz sand aggregate, with lime:aggregate ratios of
1:5 and 1:7. The aggregate contained a good mixture of rounded through
to angular quartz, with occasional darker minerals such as glauconite,
and with larger flint pebbles in the largest grades up to 30mm. The aggre-
gate was fairly well graded with slightly high percentages in the 0.3mm
grades. Burnt coal from the lime burning process occurred from 1mm
down and the finest grade contained some mica. Both samples contained
plant fibres.

Group 8: 12637, Periods 4 or 5
Deposit 12637 from the wall in the ground-floor room of Dragon Hall
(Fig. 10) was a fairly hard, off-white, creamy-coloured mortar, with
white lime inclusions, quartz/flint sand, burnt coal dust and occasional
plant fibres. Further analysis showed that the mortar was lime rich, con-
sisting of a non-hydraulic lime binder and a quartz sand aggregate with a
lime:aggregate ratio of 1:1.5. The aggregate contains a good mixture of
rounded through to sub-angular quartz, with flint in the larger grades.
Occasional fragments of brick dust appear from 1mm down and burnt
coal dust from 0.5mm down. The sample also contained occasional plant
fibres.

Results
Overall conclusions suggest that all the sampled mortars
from the undercroft (MG1) were similar, with a
non-hydraulic lime binder, the same quartz sand aggregate
and mortar recipe. This conclusion is at variance to the
standard interpretation of the undercrofts, in which there
are at least two separate builds. However, it is to be seen
that mortar from the earlier bay has a lime to aggregate
ratio of 1:4, whilst the later work has a ratio of 1:3.
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Mortar from the Great Arch (MG2) and the adjoining
small arch in the spine wall (MG3) suggests that they may
have been built during the same phase of construction, but
using different batches of sand.

Mortar from Buildings 30 and 31 (MG4) were
cementitious, apparently confirming them as
19th-century or later mortars, although analysis based on
stratigraphic and ceramic evidence suggests otherwise.
Wall 10213 was seemingly constructed in the late 17th or
early 18th centuries, and although the building was
adapted in the mid-19th century (Building 36) the sample
was taken from the original footing. Wall 10047 (Building
31) has been dated to the mid–late 18th century.

The composition of the mortar bonding the G24
buttress (10371, MG5) was very different from that
bonding the Great Arch (10395, MG2). It did not contain
brick dust and its size distribution graph shows a different
grade. Thus, although the Great Arch and the brick
buttress may have been contemporary structures they had
been constructed using completely different mortars.

The composition of mortar 10358 (MG6) from the east
wall of Building 15 was different to mortar 10394 (MG1)
from the double-order ribbing of Dragon Hall’s under-
croft. It did not contain brick dust and the sample was also
better graded. When compared to other samples it
appeared to be similar to deposit 11271, from the
boundary wall against Building 18. Both samples appear
lime-poor, but in reality this is explained by the presence
of undissolved non-lime binder in the residues.

Mortar from the beam slots forming Building 23
(10501) was different from mortar 10358 (the east wall of
Building 15) but almost identical to mortar 12098, from
the possibly earliest north wall of Building 15.

Deposit 12637, from the north wall of the ground floor
room at Dragon Hall, is similar to 10395 (MG2) from the
Great Arch.

Scientific conclusions
The aggregate used in all the samples varied slightly but
was of a similar geological nature, and will have been
derived from local sources. The lime was almost undoubt-
edly produced from the local chalk. All except MG4 were
non-hydraulic lime mortars. The mortars all contained
small amounts of coal dust from the lime burning process,
suggesting that the lime was produced in flare kilns where
it only came into contact with the fuel when it was being
unloaded. The sample in MG4 contained some added
brick dust, like the samples in MGs 1, 2 and 3. This may
have been added to make the mortar more hydraulic,
stronger and more resistant to damp, although equally it
could have been introduced from surrounding brickwork
as the samples were being removed. Samples in MGs 7
and 8 had plant fibres added, probably chopped straw, to
aid binding.

Archaeological conclusions
by Andy Shelley
The similarity of the raw materials used in all sampled
mortars, and the vagaries of mortar composition, mean
that the results of mortar comparison should not be
regarded as definitive. For example, the similarity
between the mortars from the undercroft suggests that all
phases of build were contemporaneous, but this is unlikely
to have been the case. The results can, however, lend

weight to evidence from other sources. Bearing this in
mind, a number of conclusions may be drawn.

It is likely that the Great Arch, and the small pedestrian
arch beside it, were contemporary builds. Although it is
tempting to suggest that the Great Arch and the brick
buttress (G24) were contemporary, the composition of
their mortars differed substantially. Thus while their styles
were similar, their construction dates may not have been.
Attempts to link the mortar in the Period 4 remains of
Building 15 with the first bay of the undercroft have also
been unsuccessful. Conversely, however, the east wall of
Building 15 may have been constructed at the same time
as the curtilage wall beside Building 18.

Also of interest was the fact that the mortar within the
beam slots of Building 23 was identical to that within the
cut for the building’s north wall. This suggests that mortar
from construction of Building 15 made its way into the
vacated beam slots of its predecessor.

The similarities between the wall in the ground-floor
service room and the Great Arch implies contemporary
construction. This is possible, especially if the arch
preceded construction of Dragon Hall.

Finally, comparison of the mortar analysis with the
stratigraphic study seems to suggest that the move from
lime-based mortars to cementitious binders took place
earlier than our current understanding of these ‘late’
mortars suggests. Further work is required to explore this
possibility.

Petrographic analysis of mortar and plaster
by Andrea Kirkham
Historically, mortars were used for construction (e.g.
bedding), covering (e.g. plastering, pointing, rendering)
and decoration (e.g. plasterwork, wallpaintings). An
initial survey of the many samples retained at Dragon Hall
indicated that the majority were from masonry supports,
such as stone, brick or flint. Only three fragments clearly
had hair in the mortar and two of these were from a
lath-and-plaster support. Two other fragments incorpo-
rated fibrous material, such as straw in the mix. Only a
very limited number had obviously come from a
lath-and-plaster support (wall or ceiling). This may indi-
cate that those lath-and-plaster fragments were associated
with refuse, rather than any structural feature from the
Dragon Hall site. Some fragments are difficult to inter-
pret; other fragments may be flooring material.

Numerous fragments retained some form of applied
surface finish, generally limewash (e.g. 10770), which in
some instances survived in successive layers. Red colour
was found on the edge of SF1028, which may have been a
paint overlap associated with an adjacent architectural
feature.

Analysis
The eight samples selected for analysis were all detached
fragments, associated with contexts ranging in date from
the early medieval period to the 17th century. The aim of
the analysis was to establish, as far as possible, the nature
and source of the materials employed in the mortars.
Despite their different contextual dates, the samples
showed the use of similar, locally-sourced materials.

The samples differed principally in the size and
number of included lumps of unburnt and part-burnt lime-
stone, and in the particle size of the added aggregate. The
former variable would have been very much under the
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control of the sizes of the lumps that went into the kiln, and
of batch differences between different firings. A slightly
better burn would have given fully calcined lumps and
little unburned material (and therefore a smoother mix); a
slightly cooler burn would have given more unburnt frag-
ments and part-burnt lumps in the eventual mix. Size of
aggregate depends upon the use to which it was put: rubble
fill (e.g. 11013) would use any size of aggregate up to
small cobbles, whereas plasterwork would require a finer,
sieved aggregate (e.g. 10348).

The burnt limestone is the local chalk, and the pres-
ence of sub-angular and angular flint fragments in most
samples suggest that flint went into the kiln along with the
chalk lumps. There was no sign of fuel mixed up in any of
the samples, so it seems likely that the normal practice was
batch burning with the limestone stacked on top of the fuel
source. The presence of chalk may be because of unburnt
or underburnt chalk from the kiln, or it may have been
added as an ‘aggregate’.

Production of the plaster/mortar mix
It seems likely that the burnt lime was mixed directly with
the aggregate and water for slaking, rather than being used
to produce a smooth slaked lime putty. The number of
unburnt and burnt lumps in the mixes indicates this. The
aggregate was very similar in all the samples in terms of
grain shape and roundness, and in the detailed mineral
structure of the individual quartz sand grains. It appears to
have been derived from the same geological source and is
likely to have come from the local river terraces or from
the fluvio-glacial sands and gravels that were extensively
excavated on the heathland to the west of the city.

Application practice
There is evidence that the plasters were built up in layers,
but no evidence that outer layers were produced to a differ-
ent mix specification from the inner layers. None of the
samples contained any animal hair, or showed any signs of
tubular holes from which hair might have been lost during
burial. Nor was vegetable matter found in any of the sam-
ples and indeed fibrous material, such as straw, appeared
in only a handful of fragments from the total assemblage
(10492, 11393). Other fragments which had an occasional
occurrence of a piece or an impression of straw suggest
that this may have been a contaminant rather than a delib-
erate additive.

Sample 10802: Period 3 fill of domestic rubbish pit, associated with
Building 14, G124
Material Lime plaster or mortar.
Matrix (by
volume)

2:1

Sand
aggregate

Sub-angular to well rounded quartz sand grains. Grains
range in composition from single quartz crystals or
made up of a few crystals, to ones that are
polycrystalline. Some, particularly the larger ones, are
made of flint. Aggregate appears to be derived from river
or river terrace gravels.

Porosity Some fine-scale shrinkage cracking in the lime matrix.
No sign of hair or dissolved hair.

Sample 10704: Period 4 dump, containing many burnt building
materials, G125
Material Coarse lime plaster in two layers. Limewash on outer

face.
Matrix (by
volume)

1:1 (inner layer), 2:1 (outer layer)

Sand
aggregate

Sub-angular to very well-rounded quartz sand grains.
Grains range in composition from single quartz crystals

or made up of a few crystals, to ones that are
polycrystalline. Some rounded flint fragments also
present. Aggregate appears to be derived from river or
river terrace gravel.

Porosity Some fine-scale shrinkage cracking in the lime matrix.
No sign of hair or dissolved hair.

Sample 10796: Period 4, fill of pit, G135
Material Coarse lime plaster or mortar.
Matrix (by
volume)

2:1

Sand
aggregate

Sub-angular to very well-rounded quartz sand grains.
Grains range in composition from single quartz crystals
or made up of a few crystals, to ones that are
polycrystalline. Some are made of flint. Aggregate
appears to be derived from river or river terrace gravel.

Porosity Some fine-scale shrinkage cracking in the lime matrix.
No sign of hair or dissolved hair.

Sample 11138: Period 5, demolition layer from Building 18, G337
Material Lime plaster or mortar.
Matrix (by
volume)

2:1

Sand
aggregate

Sub-angular to very well-rounded quartz sand grains.
Grains range in composition from single quartz crystals
or made up of a few crystals, to ones that are
polycrystalline. A few flint grains. A couple of calcium
carbonate grains that may be shell fragments, probably
from freshwater molluscs. A couple of grains of dark
iron-oxide cemented fine sandstone. Aggregate appears
to be derived from river or river terrace gravel, but it is
somewhat finer grained than the other samples.
Interpreted as a local variation between the beds within
the sand pit.

Porosity Very minor fine-scale shrinkage cracking in the lime
matrix. No sign of hair or dissolved hair.

Sample 10348: Period 7 alterations to Building 15, G144
Material Plaster fragment.
Matrix (by
volume)

1:1

Sand
aggregate

Sub-angular to rounded quartz sand grains. Most grains
are single quartz crystals or made up of a few crystals;
some are polycrystalline. A few are apparently flint.
Aggregate derived from a single source, probably river
or river terrace. Some of the grains are surrounded by a
thin crystalline halo of apparent clay mineral. This is not
a feature typical of lime-based mortars and plasters and
perhaps represents a diagenetic change that took place in
the burial environment.

Porosity Some fine-scale shrinkage in the lime matrix. No sign of
hair or dissolved hair.

Comments A fairly typical East Anglian plaster, with the lime
having been burnt from local chalk. The lime matrix is
somewhat smoother (less lime lumps) than is normal for
rough plaster or mortar. It is possible that this is a piece
of higher-quality plasterwork (from a moulded top coat
or some such) which had been deliberately made up with
smaller, fully-burnt lime fragments to provide a
smoother quality of mix.

Sample 10770: Period 7 disuse of garderobe within Building 15, G182
Material Plaster fragment; limewashed surface.
Matrix (by
volume)

4:1

Sand
aggregate

Sub-angular to very well rounded quartz sand grains.
Most grains are single quartz crystals or made up of a
few crystals; some are polycrystalline. Angular flint
fragments also present. Aggregate probably derived
from river and river terrace. It is not obvious whether the
flint was a natural component of the aggregate, or
whether some flint was present in the chalk that was
burnt in the kiln. A few of the smaller aggregate grains
are fragments of an iron oxide cemented silt, also of
possible river terrace origin.

Porosity Some fine-scale shrinkage cracking in the lime matrix.
No sign of current or former presence of hair.

Comments A very typical coarse East Anglian plaster, with the lime
having been burnt from local chalk. The lime matrix is
typically full of lumps, indicating that it had been mixed
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on site by direct combination of the sand aggregate with
the lumps of quicklime.

Sample 11008: Period 7 disuse of stone-lined pit within Building 15,
G185
Material Plaster fragment; 1mm thick limewash layer on outer

surface; main plaster is built up of two layers, applied
one on top of the other.

Matrix (by
volume)

2:1

Sand
aggregate

Sub-angular to very well-rounded quartz sand grains.
Most grains are single quartz crystals or made up of a
few crystals , but a significant number are
polycrystalline. Some rounded flint fragments also
present. Aggregate, including the flint fragments,
probably derived from river or river terrace.

Porosity Some fine-scale shrinkage cracking in the lime matrix.
No sign of hair or dissolved hair.

Comments This plaster has been built up in two layers, both with
apparently identical compositions and both mixed in the
same way. The outer layer, beneath the limewashed
surface, is c. 4mm thick. Both layers consist of very
typical coarse East Anglian plaster, with the lime having
been burnt from local chalk. The lime matrix is typically
full of lumps, indicating that it had been mixed on site by
direct combination of the sand and aggregate with the
lumps of quicklime.

Sample 11013: Period 7 disuse of stone-lined pit within Building 15,
G185
Material Lime concrete fragment, apparently from mould of

brick or tile on one face.
Matrix (by
volume)

1:1

Sand
aggregate

The sand component of the aggregate consist of
sub-angular to very well rounded quartz sand grains.
Most grains are single quartz crystals or made up of a
few crystals , but a significant number are
polycrystalline. Some rounded flint fragments are also
present. There are also many larger pebbles, from a few
millimeters across up to c. 2cm made up of very well
rounded quartzite and flint. A single glauconite grain.
Aggregate appears to be unsieved river gravel derived
from a chalk hinterland (a typical Norfolk scenario).

Porosity Some fine-scale shrinkage cracking in the lime matrix.
No sign of hair or dissolved hair.

Comments Generally rather similar to 10348, except for the
deliberate inclusion of large flint pebbles. It is likely that
this mortar was used within a rubble wall infill.

VII. Tree ring analysis of Dragon Hall’s
timbers
by Gretel Boswijk and Ian Tyers

Tree-ring analysis of timbers from Dragon Hall was
undertaken in order to date the construction of the
building. The results of the analysis show that the dated
timbers were felled in the early spring of AD 1427,
suggesting that the extant trading hall was built in, or
shortly after, this year. Despite an extensive sampling
programme in the first-floor hall, four ground-floor rooms
(the ‘School Room’, ‘Display Rooms 1 and 2’and the ‘Old
Barge Room’), the entrance, and the stairwell (Fig. 3)
there appeared to be no difference in date between any of
the areas sampled.

Introduction and methodology
This report uses the nomenclature of building elements in
Alcock et al. (1996). The timbers from the original
framing were assessed to identify those suitable for
dendrochronological analysis. Samples with over 50 rings
are required for tree-ring dating in order to ensure that the
growth pattern identified is unique. Those samples with

lots of rings, sapwood, and bark edge were particularly
sought, as these improve the precision of the results.

The timbers were sampled using a 15mm diameter
corer attached to an electric drill. Cores were taken from
the timbers in the most suitable direction for maximising
the numbers of rings for subsequent analysis. The core
holes were left open. The ring sequences in the cores were
revealed by sanding, and those samples with less than 50
rings were rejected. The growth rings in the samples
selected for dating purposes were measured to an accuracy
of 0.01mm using a travelling stage. The ring sequences
were plotted onto graph paper to enable visual compari-
sons. In addition, cross-correlation algorithms (Baillie
and Pilcher 1973; Munro 1984) were employed to search
for positions where the ring sequences were highly corre-
lated. These positions were checked using the graphs and,
where these were satisfactory, new mean sequences were
constructed from the synchronised sequences (t-values).

The measured sequences from the assemblage were
compared with each other, and any found to cross-match
were combined to form a site master curve. These, and any
remaining unmatched ring sequences, were tested against
a range of reference chronologies, using the same
matching criteria: high t-values, replicated values against
a range of chronologies at the same position, and satisfac-
tory visual matching. Where such positions are found they
provide calendar dates for the ring-sequence.

The tree-ring dates produced by this process only date
the rings present in the timber. If bark edge survives, then a
felling date can be deduced directly from the date of the
last surviving ring. The season of felling can sometimes be
identified based on the presence or absence of late spring/
summer growth in the final ring. This will indicate whether
the tree was felled during the growing period (incomplete
ring), or during winter dormancy (complete ring).

The dates obtained do not by themselves necessarily
indicate the construction date of the structure from which
they are derived. Considerations should be given to the
delayed use of timber that may result from seasoning,
stockpiling or reuse, as these factors may affect the inter-
pretation of tree-ring results. In general, however, timber
was used while still green and easily worked, so that struc-
tures using primary timbers would have been built soon
after felling (Rackham 1990). The possibility that repairs
were made to the structure should also be taken into
account.

Tree-ring analysis may also result in the identification
of timbers derived from the same tree. Comparing timbers
within a structure may identify similarities in patterns of
branching or knots.

Results
All the samples (Table 16) were of oak (Quercus spp.).
Twenty samples were obtained from the ceiling timbers of
the four ground-floor rooms and the stairwell. Timbers
associated with the entrance were not suitable for analysis
as they were from fast-grown trees and did not contain
enough rings. Three samples were taken from studs in the
east and west walls of the first-floor hall.

A similar style of timber conversion was used to
produce the timbers in the selected rooms. The tiebeams
and joists were made from halved and quartered trees. A
mix of slow- and fast-grown timber was used, as the
average ring widths of all but one of the samples ranged
between 1.08mm per year (Sample 7) to 3.59mm per year
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(Sample 8). The stairwell post (Sample 14) was made
from a particularly fast-grown tree. The core had 56 rings,
with an average growth rate of 5.31mm per year. This is
nearly five times the growth rate recorded from some of
the other samples.

Two cores (Samples 5 and 22) were badly broken but
the remaining samples were all suitable for analysis. All
the measured samples were compared against each other

and fourteen were found to cross-match (Table 17). These
were combined to form a site chronology, DRAGON. This
contains samples from all of the ground-floor rooms, the
stairwell, and the first-floor hall. Two samples, No. 4 from
the School Room and No. 8 from Display Room 1, were
from the same tiebeam. These were averaged together for
inclusion in the chronology. Three samples (Samples 7, 10
and 11) showed high t-values suggesting that the joists
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Core Origin Area
(see Fig. 3)

Total rings Sapwood rings Growth rate
(mm/year)

Date of sequence
(AD)

Felling date range

1 Joist 4 ‘School room’ 60 - 2.70 1349-1408 1418 ++

2 Joist 2 ‘School room’ 80 h/s 1.61 1322-1401 1411-1456

3 Joist 10? ‘School room’ 54 10 2.52 undated

4 Tie-beam ‘School room’ 67+4 19+b sp 2.13 1356-1422 1427 spring

5 East joist ‘School room’ - - - - -

6 West joist ‘School room’ 52 h/s 2.31 1355-1406 1416-1461

7 West joist Display room 1 106 23 + b sp 1.08 1321-1426 1427 spring

8 Tie-beam Display room 1 61 - 3.59 1344-1404 1414 ++

9 Tie-beam Display room 1 87 +s20 20 +b sp 1.63 1320-1406 1427 spring

10 West joist Display room 1 118 20 +b sp 1.87 1309-1426 1427 spring

11 West joist Display room 1 114 - 1.56 1290-1403 1413 ++

12 Tie-beam Display room 2 88 +s3 19 1.36 1333-1420 1423-1459

13 Tie-beam Display room 2 70 +s6 11 2.37 1346-1415 1421-1463

14 Main post Stairwell 56 - 5.31 undated -

15 East post Stairwell 84 +s3 10 1.67 1328-1411 1414-1459

16 Tie-beam Old Barge room 109 h/s 1.71 1289-1397 1407-1452

17 Joist Old Barge room 54 h/s 3.24 undated -

18 Joist Old Barge room 51 h/s 2.31 undated -

19 Joist Old Barge room 67 h/s 2.32 1344-1410 1420-1465

20 Tie-beam Old Barge room 62 ?h/s 2.48 undated -

21 Stud, west wall First-floor hall 90 +s5 5 1.34 1310-1399 1409-1454

22 Stud, west wall First-floor hall - - - - -

23 Stud, east wall First-floor hall 66 12 2.82 undated -

Table 16  Dendrochronological samples obtained from Dragon Hall
h/s = heartwood/sapwood transition; +s = unmeasured sapwood rings; +b sp = bark edge, felled early spring.

Core 2 4 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 15 16 21

1 4.19 - - 3.23 4.92 6.24 3.77 - 3.88 4.36 4.29 - 5.21

2 - - 3.91 - 5.00 4.10 - - - - 3.47 3.23

4 3.11 - 9.13 3.53 - - 4.90 3.18 3.96 - -

6 3.37 4.37 5.12 4.30 - 4.93 3.17 - 3.64 4.07

7 - 5.00 8.80 8.66 3.35 4.48 - 4.39 4.07

8 5.67 4.20 - 5.52 3.45 5.24 3.34 3.78

9 5.18 4.39 5.00 4.38 3.17 5.79 6.44

10 9.30 5.12 3.05 - 5.98 5.64

11 - - - 3.86 3.62

12 - 3.15 5.67 4.77

13 3.33 - 3.69

15 - 3.23

16 5.64

21

– t-values less than 3.00; \ = overlap less than 15 years

Table 17  Dendrochronology: t-value matrix for the DRAGON chronology



were derived from the same tree, or that the source trees
were growing close together. The DRAGON chronology
was compared with master reference chronologies from
the last millennia and was dated to AD 1289–1426.

The remaining six samples were tested against the
DRAGON chronology and the reference chronologies.
Sample 19 matched DRAGON with a t-value of 5.01
between AD 1344–1410, indicating that it is contempo-
rary. The other five samples are not dated. This may be the
result of a combination of short ring sequences and the
effect of local conditions on the growth of the source trees,
which can reduce the suitability of some samples for
tree-ring dating.

Interpretation
Eight samples in DRAGON had sapwood and of these
four cores had sapwood complete to bark edge. On
Samples 4, 7, 9 and 10 it was possible to see the beginnings
of spring growth for the following year, indicating that the
trees were felled early in the growing season of AD 1427.
The distribution of heartwood/sapwood boundaries
throughout the group is consistent with trees being felled
at the same time. Assuming that the timber was used while
still green, this provides a date of spring AD 1427, or
shortly after, for the construction of Dragon Hall.

Discussion
Although the trading hall was built over earlier buildings
and incorporated a 14th-century hall in the south wing,

there is no dendrochronological evidence of any earlier
structures. The date of the tiebeam from the ‘Old Barge’
room is contemporary with other samples obtained from
the ground-floor rooms, stairwell and first-floor hall. The
results of the tree-ring analysis suggest that the trading
hall and ground-floor rooms were built at the same time,
bearing in mind that the timbers were derived from the
ceiling joists and tiebeams. This interpretation may ulti-
mately be refined by other structural evidence and further
tree-ring sampling of the building.

Norfolk is one of several English counties, including
Essex, Cambridgeshire, Suffolk and Devon, where
tree-ring dating has proved difficult in the past (Tyers
1993, 1997). In Essex, tree-ring analysis has been made
problematic through the occurrence of short sequences
and the lack of cross-dating between samples. This may
relate to the history of land management and natural
geographical influences (Tyers 1997). The assemblage
from Dragon Hall shows similar trends, with a mix of fast-
and slow-growing trees observed. A programme of inten-
sive sampling in Essex has resulted in improved dating
potential for that county, but no such programme has yet
been undertaken in Norfolk. Few buildings have been
dendrochronologically analysed, and consequently there
is a lack of well-replicated reference chronologies for this
region. The construction and dating of a site chronology
from Dragon Hall has, therefore, provided a valuable
addition to the data set from East Anglia.
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Chapter 6. The Finds
by Sue Anderson, Susanne Atkin, Sarah Bates, David Buckley,

John A, Davies, Roger Doonan, Helen Geake, Julia Huddle,
Graeme Lawson, J.M. Mills, Quita Mould and John Shepherd

The evidence presented in this chapter is organised by
material type and, where appropriate, within each section
by the thematic use and function categories employed in
Norwich Households: The Medieval and Post-Medieval
Finds from Norwich Survey Excavations 1971–78
(Margeson 1993). Finds evidence relating to construction
of the buildings on the site is presented in Chapter 5,
Building Materials.

Most objects with the exception of bulk finds such as
pottery, animal bone and clay tobacco pipe were
small-found in accordance with Norfolk Archaeological
Unit procedures and given small find numbers (SF).

The catalogues
A select catalogue for each material and/or object use and
function is provided, with accompanying discussions of the
finds and of their significance or otherwise. Material has
been selected for the catalogue on the basis of its intrinsic
interest, datability by typology and/or where their inclusion
is thought may help to shed light on the site history. Cata-
logued finds are illustrated, except where it is thought that
the descriptions, together with comparable material illus-
trated in Emery (forthcoming), Shepherd Popescu
(forthcoming) and Margeson (1993), will suffice.

The catalogues are presented at the end of each thematic
section and are ordered numerically by small find number
(SF) or, in the case of bulk finds, by catalogue number. A
description of the object is given and is followed by the
number of the context from which the object was retrieved,
the group number of the context and the period within
which the object was finally deposited.

I. Coins, jettons and tokens
by John A. Davies
(Fig. 74)

Thirteen numismatic items were recovered. Eight of these
are English coins, three are jettons, one is a trade token and
there is a single coin weight. These range in date from the
12th to the 20th centuries. Most, however, belong to the
post-medieval period.

The earliest item is a silver penny of King Stephen,
dating from the mid-12th century and recovered residually.
Three mints were operating in Norfolk during Stephen’s
reign, situated at Castle Rising, Thetford and Norwich. This
very worn coin shows a profile bust of the King on the
obverse, with a delicate cross fleury on the reverse. Regret-
tably, the mint signature and moneyer are no longer legible.

There are just three other medieval items. The earliest of
these is an early English jetton dating from the first half of
the 14th century. Although corroded, the surviving detail
shows this to be a Stirling bust type, which was produced in
the reigns of Edward I, II and III. The French jetton was

struck slightly later, during the late 14th or early 15th
centuries.

A coin weight can be dated to the 15th or 16th century.
This square, bronze weight has survived well, with clear
detail on both faces. The country of origin could have been
either France, Germany or the Low Countries and this type
was made to weigh the coin type known as the Lion, which
was produced in Burgundy and Flanders.

The other jetton is a Nuremberg issue. ‘Rose/orb’
jettons of this type are commonly found on sites all over
Britain. The trade token is a local type and was produced in
1648–72. The remaining seven coins, all bronze halfpen-
nies and farthings, belong to the early modern period
through to the 20th century.

Medieval English coin
SF717 Stephen Penny c. 1150–c.1154. Profile/Cross and Piles

type. Obv.: [STIEFNE], Rev.: — N – North 879 BMC vi,
Wt.: 0.77g, 11119, G176, Period 6.

Post-medieval English coins
SF277 George IV Farthing, 1825, 10217, G426, Period 8.
SF313 George III Halfpenny, 1771, 10282, G372, Period 9.
SF454 George VI Halfpenny, 1944, 12500, unstratified.
SF533 Illegible Farthing, 1702–1816, 11199, G254, Period 8.
SF586 Victoria Halfpenny, 1860–1895, ‘Bun head’

issue.10847, G134, Period 9.
SF980 George II Halfpenny, 1727–1760, 10147,G251, Period 9.
SF5061 George V Halfpenny, 1910–1936, 3160, G496, Period 9.

Jettons
SF684 Nuremberg jetton. ‘Rose/orb’ type. c. 1500–1550. Obv.:

3 crowns alternate with 3 lis, Rev.: Imperial orb
surmounted by cross. Wt.: 1.81g, 12500, unstratified.

SF1009 English jetton, Sterling bust type. c. 1302–1350.
Incomplete. Obv.: Bust surrounded by border of pellets.
Rev.: Short cross moline. Border of pellets. Wt.: 0.67g,
11175, G314, Period 4.

SF1083 French jetton, Crown type 1385–1440, Obv.:AVE
MARIA GRACIA PLENA; crown in centre, Rev.:
Triple stranded cross fleuretty within 4-arched tressure.
Wt.: 6.85g., 12193, G131, Period 6.

Token
SF601 English trade token, 1656. Yarmouth farthing. Obv.:

WILLIAM.BATEMAN – merchant’s mark, Rev.: IN
YARMOUTH. 1656 – Bugle horn, WB. Williamson
297, Wt: 0.82g. 12500, unstratified.
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Figure 74 Coin weight, 15th- or 16th-century date. Scale 2:1
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Figure 75  Copper alloy objects: pins, vessels, balance pan, belt-fittings, buckles, lace-tags and thimble. Scale 1:1.



Coin weight
SF120 Square, bronze, type, 15th–16th century. For a Lion: a

coin of Burgundy and Flanders. Obverse Lion seated to
left beneath 3 arches. Within solid, circular, border.
Reverse Hand, with pellets either side and motif above.
Within circular border. Wt: 4.16g, dimensions: 14mm x
15mm. Origin: France, Germany or Low Countries.
10941, G369, Period 8. Fig. 74

II. Copper alloy objects
by Julia Huddle
(Figs 75, 76 and 80)

The copper alloy assemblage comprises 100 objects of a
domestic and personal nature, such as a scale pan, dress
fittings, pins, lace-tags and bells and many small and
unidentifiable fragments. Eight small finds were recov-
ered by metal detector, most notably a high-status swivel
dated to the 11th or 12th century, the rest being collected
by hand from 65 contexts. A copper alloy dagger pommel
(SF1203) from a Period 4 deposit is discussed by Mould
(p.117). The material provides evidence of activity on or
near the site from the 12th century onward.

Condition and dating of the material
The majority of the material was found to be in poor
condition upon excavation, and this is attributed to a damp
aerated environment. Some objects are badly corroded
with no detail visible either to the naked eye or on X-rays,
and a few pieces have no metal core left. Several items are
suffering from post-excavation corrosion and these have
been treated and/or stabilised by the NMAS Conservation
Department.

The artefacts are dated, where possible, on typological
grounds or on the basis on parallels from excavated mate-
rial, primarily from Margeson (1993). Almost half of the
material (42%) derived from post-medieval contexts and
comprises small domestic and personal items such as
buttons, pins, lace-tags, buckles and thimbles. Finds dated
to the medieval period include vessel fragments, a spur
rowel, part of a swivel, pins, lace-tags, a balance pan, a
sheet bell and buckles.

Dress and personal possessions

Dress-fittings

Pins
A total of twelve drawn wire pins were found. The
typology used here follows that of Margeson (1993,
11–13) and is based on the way the heads are made. Drawn
wire pins were used for dress or sewing purposes (Type 5,
with its cap-like head is very similar to sewing pins in use
today). Four of the pins are of Type 4, two are of Type 3,
five are of Type 5 and one, a fragment only, is not
identified.
SF278 Pin, type 1, with wire-wound spherical head. 10231,

G46, Period 7
SF289 Pin, type 5, with cap-like head. 10231, G46, Period 7,

Fig. 75
SF1024 Pin, type 3, with wire wound round top of shaft. 10799,

G129, Period 6, Fig. 75

Lace-tags
Lace-tags are a common find on late medieval and
post-medieval sites. Seven were recovered here, from
deposits of Periods 6 and 7 date. Until the late 16th century

their function, as it is today, was to stop the ends of laces
from fraying and ease threading. They were attached to
laces used to fasten a wide variety of clothing and by the
late 16th century had become purely ornamental. For
further discussion see Margeson (1993). Excluding one
modern lace-tag, there are three types of lace-tag present.
The two from Period 7 are tapering, with edges folded
inwards to grip the lace (SF629). Another type, also
tapering, has edge-to-edge seams (SF1047). Two of these
are present, both from Period 6 deposits. The third type,
from Period 7, is decorated with straight-sides and edges
folded inwards to grip the lace (SF803).
SF629 Slightly tapering lace-tag with edges folding inwards to

grip the lace. 10950, G432, Period 7, Fig. 75
SF803 Decorated lace-tag, straight-sided with edges folded

inwards to grip the lace. Stamped on edge opposite seam
with transverse lines. 11395, G459, Period 7, Fig. 75

SF1047 Tapering lace-tag with edge-to-edge seam, no rivet at
the top. 10799, G129, Period 6, Fig. 75

Buckles
A total of eight copper alloy buckles were found. Five
were post-medieval and aside from a shoe buckle with
ornate frame (SF968) from Period 9 none are catalogued
here. ‘D’-shaped buckle frames such as SF5041 are dated
to the early medieval period, and stylistically this buckle is
comparable to a 12th-century buckle from Norwich
(Margeson, 1993, 24, fig. 13, no 128).

Buckles with double-looped frames are common finds
from early post-medieval contexts in Norwich (Margeson
1993, 28, fig. 16 no 163). SF1204 from a Period 3 deposit
is therefore rather early here. However, there are a few
examples of double-looped buckle frames with plates
from London from deposits dated as early as the late
13th–mid-14th centuries (Egan and Pritchard 1991, 88,
fig. 54 nos 380 and 381). SF1204 may originally have had
a plate, and buckle plates are often found on their own (e.g.
SF786).

An incomplete gilded circular buckle frame from a
Period 7 deposit (SF615) may be compared to one from
Norwich, from a 15th–16th century deposit, although that
has no gilding (Margeson 1993, 28, fig. 15, cat. no. 161).
SF615 Incomplete buckle with gilded copper alloy circular

frame and central pin-bar; pin missing. 10377, G278,
Period 7, Fig. 76

SF786 Rectangular buckle plate, with pointed end, slot for pin
and holes for two rivets; one copper alloy rivet
surviving. 10889, G255, Period 6.

SF968 Shoe buckle with ornate oval frame; pierced decorative
holes around frame and two holes for central bar
(missing). 10147, G251, Period 9.

SF1204 Buckle with double-looped frame, oval loops, central
pin-bar; copper alloy pin. 12275, G174, Period 3, Fig.
75

SF5041 Buckle with ‘D’-shaped frame; the bar is offset and
narrowed; pin missing. The frame has three lobes, one at
the pin rest and one either side, the frame is further
decorated with incised linear ornament. 4034, G525,
Period 4, Fig. 75

Belt-fittings
Parts of buckles and belt/harness fittings are a common
occurrence on medieval and post-medieval sites. SF361, if
correctly identified, may be part of a late medieval or early
post-medieval belt fitting (e.g. a belt-end). The clip with a
ring (SF610) may have been used to secure small objects,
such as keys or toilet articles.
SF361 Two rectangular sheet fragments, originally riveted

together with five copper alloy rivets. Fragment of
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Figure 76  Copper alloy objects: early medieval swivel (SF569), dagger pommel (SF1203), gilded buckle (SF615) and
strap-end (SF966). Scale 1:1.



leather from belt or strap between sheets. One sheet is
decorated with ?embossed and ribbed border. Possible
belt fitting. 10053, G260, Period 9, Fig. 75

SF610 Clip and ring. ‘U’-shaped clip, cast of circular section
with voided circular moulding on each arm and pierced
circular terminals. Suspension ring at base of clip.
10870, G235, Period 4, Fig. 75

Strap-end
An elaborate three-piece strap-end from a late 13th- to
mid-14th century context, made with three plates (the
central one a spacer plate), is a 14th-century type. Twelve
examples listed in Egan and Pritchard (1991) come from
14th-century deposits and all have at least two rivets, one
to secure the strap and one to secure the spacer (Pritchard
1991, 148). Only one possible rivet is visible on SF966,
although it is likely there would have been at least one
more.
SF966 Strap-end made of three plates (badly corroded and

very fragile, with thin layers of copper alloy flaking off).
The x-ray shows a lobed terminal with copper alloy rivet
at the (?broken) end and an expanded squared-off
attachment edge. Sides are decorated with small
projections, one on either side of a central six-pointed
star-like motif. 11164, G308, Period 4, Fig. 76

Furnishings and household equipment

Vessels
Fragments of copper alloy vessels and ‘paper-clip’ rivets
are frequently recovered from early post-medieval
contexts in Norwich, although it is often suggested that
they may be residual. The ewer leg (SF911) may be
compared to one from Pottergate, Norwich (Margeson
1993, 93, fig. 59 no. 568) from deposits dated to 1507.
‘Paper-clip’ rivets, made from folded lozenge-shaped
pieces of copper alloy, were used to patch holes or tears on
copper alloy vessels, illustrating the value placed on such
vessels.
SF525 Folded piece of copper alloy sheet, ‘paper-clip’ rivet.

10665, G125, Period 4, Fig. 75
SF911 Copper alloy ewer leg. 11123, G338, Period 5, Fig. 75

Occupations, industry and crafts

Needlework

Thimbles
The two thimbles from Dragon Hall (one not catalogued),
with their straight sides and fine, even punched dots on the
upper section of the sides and tops, are both
machine-made and are likely to be late post-medieval in
date.
SF936 Copper alloy thimble with thickened rim and fine, even

punched dots on the top half. Inscription around lower
half reads ‘FORGET ME NOT’. 11296, G475, Period 9,
Fig. 75

Commercial activity

Balance pans
Dished and flat balance pans with three suspension holes
are known from late medieval and post-medieval contexts
elsewhere in Norwich (Margeson 1993, 205) and from
medieval contexts in London (Egan 1998, 324). This
example, from a context dating to the late 13th to mid-14th
centuries, may have been used as a pan for weighing coins,

expensive spices or jewels, or for a wide range of domestic
purposes.
SF606 Incomplete copper alloy circular dished pan, one

suspension hole surviving; diam. c. 39mm. 10966, G40,
Period 4, Fig. 75

Diversions

Horse equipment

Spurs
Star rowels were used in both medieval and post-medieval
times. SF121 may be compared to one from a mid–late
15th-century context at Alms Lane, Norwich (Margeson
1993, 223, fig. 170 no. 1806).
SF121 Copper alloy spur rowel. A star rowel, originally of six

hexagonal points (one missing). Diam. c. 28mm. 10944,
G25, Period 5.

Bells
Two sheet bells and a cast pellet bell were found. The
latter, with integral loops for suspension, are known from
the early post-medieval period onwards and, as with
SF200, are often recovered from contexts dated well into
the 19th century. This type of bell was used on animals
such as horses. Sheet copper alloy bells (SF237, SF1006)
are known from the early medieval period onwards and
may have been used for dress as well as for animals
(Margeson 1993, 213).
SF200 Cast pellet bell with iron pellet in situ. 10035, G400,

Period 9.
SF237 Small sheet bell with iron ‘pea’ in situ and two sound

holes. The bell is made from two pieces with a ‘strap’
loop inserted in the top half. 10160, G44, Period 7.

SF1006 Upper half of a sheet bell with ‘strap’ loop for
suspension and two sound holes. 11700, G26, Period 6.

Harness
by John Cherry
Swivels are common from the 11th and 12th centuries.
They vary from two simple ‘D’-shaped loops linked by a
simple ball and socket joint with an iron or copper alloy
pin through the centre to highly elaborate swivels such as
the double swivel for straps found at Cirencester (BM
MLA 1954, 12–8, 1; Hayward Gallery 1984, no. 248 and
p.250). The importance of this swivel is that examples of
parts of swivels are generally found separately, especially
the ‘D’-shaped loops, strips and the bolts, and are difficult
to identify when found on their own. In terms of its
openwork copper alloy casting, the swivel is related to
spherical and circular openwork staff heads which date
from the 11th and 12th centuries (Cherry 1988). Two
swivels were published by Laing (1974). Both probably
date from the 11th or 12th centuries, although he discusses
them in terms of Pictish metalwork. One, from the Hill of
Fortrie of Balnoon, Inverkeithing, Banff (FC 127), has a
‘D’-shaped loop with animal heads and a central spherical
part. The other has a polyhedral central fitting which is
much more similar to staff heads of the Romanesque
period. A copper alloy ring possibly from a swivel was
among the objects from the hoard of iron and copper alloy
objects found at Nazeing, Essex. This hoard is dated to the
11th century (Morris 1983).

This swivel is very similar to one found at Market
Weston, Suffolk (SMR ref: MKW 010). Helen Geake
recorded this and notes that, although their function is
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uncertain and they could have had a number of uses, it has
been suggested that they are components of dog leads.
SF569 Copper alloy swivel with an openwork spherical centre.

Two semi-circular links with animal heads are attached
to pierced suspension loops, one at each end, which are
held in and revolve in the centre sphere. One of the links
has an incomplete copper alloy riveted strip with two
rivets through it. The central sphere has openwork
engraved trefoil leaves in circles. The centre of at least
one of leaves has beading. The loops are engraved with a
lozenge internally subdivided into four. The links end in
dragon heads, whose mouths rest against the loops. The
strip probably had a leather strap in it which may have
served as a leash or part of a harness. 12500, unstratified,
Fig. 76

Weapons
by Quita Mould
A fragment probably broken from a spherical dagger
pommel (SF1203) of cast copper alloy was found in a
floor of late 13th–mid-14th century date. It is ornamented
by a central band of bosses between plain, horizontal
mouldings; a suggestion of further raised, curving decora-
tion is present at the points of fracture. The position of an
iron tang is visible passing through the hollow centre,
which appears to have been filled with hard-baked clay. A
burnt clay filling has also been found in a wheel-shaped
sword pommel from Castle Mall, Norwich (Mould forth-
coming, SF7008) and a hard-baked clay core was found
within a second example from Airth, Scotland (Bailey
1999, 9–10).
SF1203 Half of cast spherical dagger pommel with central band

of decorative bosses between plain, horizontal
mouldings. Hollow centre filled with a clay core. D.
38mm. 12260, G376, Period 4, Fig. 76

III. Lead objects
by Julia Huddle
(Fig. 77)

Excluding metalworking waste and window came, few
lead objects were recovered. In total four weights, a
possible token or weight, a plumb-bob or weight, a writing
lead and an unidentified object (not catalogued) were
found. The earliest lead object, a plumb-bob or weight,
was recovered from a Period 2 deposit, whilst the majority
of objects were from Period 7 deposits. The material
remains in reasonable condition.

Occupation, industry and crafts

Commercial activity

Weights
Metal weights were used for various purposes, such as
weighing down nets or hangings. The three weights here
are cylindrical, as in SF637. Also recovered from a Period
7 deposit was a lead disc (SF119) which may have served
as a weight or token. SF1104 from Period 2 was conical
and may be a weight or a plumb-bob.
SF119 Sub-circular disc with uneven edges and rough surfaces.

2.80g (0.09oz). 10211, G38, Period 7.
SF579 Cylindrical weight with central perforation 55.47g

(1.96oz). 10492, G37, Period 7.
SF637 Cylindrical weight with central perforation. 24.56g

(0.87oz). 11009, G185, Period 7, Fig. 77
SF638 Cylindrical weight with central perforation. 8.06g

(0.28oz). 11013, G185, Period 7.
SF1104 Conical weight or plumb-bob, with uneven rough

surfaces and off-centre vertical perforation. Wt: 159.82g
(5.64oz). 11971, G9, Period 2, Fig. 77
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Figure 77  Lead objects: weights and writing lead. Scale 1:1, except SF637 (2:1).



Diversions

Writing equipment
Lead was used for writing in the medieval and
post-medieval periods. Biddle and Brown (1990, 735–8)
discuss writing leads from Winchester where the exam-
ples have been classified according to shape. SF314 falls
neatly into their class, ‘the best made with only one func-
tional end … namely writing’.
SF314 Writing lead, round in cross-section, tapering gradually

along its length, and terminating in a point. The pointed
end is polished smooth. 10304, G364, Period 8, Fig. 77

IV. Ironwork
by Quita Mould
(Figs 78–80)

Methodology
The standard method of analysis was adopted whereby the
iron was examined with the help of radiographs. In addition
to aiding identification of the objects significantly, these
have provided a permanent record of the material. Illustra-
tions of selected objects have been produced with close
reference to the accompanying radiographs, but a few
necessarily show areas of encrustation at the expense of the
underlying structure. The iron was heavily encrusted and
many items mineralised to the extent that little iron now
remains. As a result of the heavy encrustation, many of the
objects have been measured from the radiographs.

Quantification of the assemblage
Some 1140 items of iron were examined. The iron came
from deposits or masonry belonging to all periods repre-
sented on the site, that is, from the pre-Conquest through to
the modern period (Periods 1–9), with a small amount
being recovered from unstratified deposits. The iron
occurred principally in small quantities within the indi-
vidual contexts; few larger groups of ironwork were noted.

A small amount of iron (2%) was recovered from
pre-Conquest Period 1 deposits. Some 40% of the iron
was found in contexts dating to the medieval period
(Periods 2, 3 and 4) and comprised principally of struc-
tural ironwork, notably clench bolts, with domestic items
and horse equipment. The recovery of ironwork from
Period 5 and Period 6 contexts was limited (2% and 5%,
respectively). The quantity of ironwork rose in the
post-medieval (Period 7, 17%) and modern periods
(Periods 8 12%, Period 9 20%) as a consequence of the
increased amount of activity, including property demoli-
tion and rebuilding. The largest group of ironwork from
the excavations came from debris from the demolition or
repairs to the floor of Building 27, a building of mid-17th
century date. Here a range of household and structural
items was represented along with smithing tools and
horseshoes. Much of the ironwork from the early modern
(Period 8), and modern periods (Period 9 mid-19th–20th
centuries) came from general fills and make-up deposits.

The material was comprised principally of structural iron-
work and a small number of domestic items, with
occasional objects occurring residually.

A relatively narrow range of functional categories is
represented, deriving principally from buildings (see
pp99–102) and their domestic furnishings, along with a
small quantity of weapons, tools, horse equipment and
dress accessories. For the purposes of this report the iron-
work has been summarised within these functional
categories. A select catalogue follows each category
description. Ironwork relating to buildings and their
domestic furnishings is discussed in Chapter 5.

Dress and personal possessions

Dress accessories
A small number of dress accessories were found (Table 18).
A rectangular-framed double buckle with a folded plate
(SF897), originally riveted to a leather strap, was found in
well fill of mid 16th- to late 17th-century date. A rectan-
gular frame (SF273) with a circular, riveted terminal,
apparently a guide loop for a large strap or belt, or a suspen-
sion loop of some kind, was found in a modern context.

A fragment broken from a sinuous-sided ring (SF458),
once attached to the bottom of a wooden patten to raise
the wearer’s foot from the mud of the streets was found in
an early modern make-up deposit. The ring is of a type
fashionable in the 17th and early 18th century and is
comparable with other examples from Norwich
(Margeson 1993, 60–3 and fig. 31 no. 392). Heel irons
used to reduce the wear on the heels of working shoes
were found in modern contexts.
SF273 Loop. Rectangular frame with paired mouldings to

either side of a neck with flat, circular terminal with
central rivet hole. L. 58mm. 10169, G134, Period 9.

SF458 Sinuous shank of square section, probably the broken
side from a patten ring. 10304, G364, Period 8.

SF897 Rectangular double buckle frame with central bar,
remains of broken pin and folded plate with paired rivet
holes. Buckle has dished profile. Ht. 30mm. 10790,
G424, Period 7, Fig. 78

Furnishings and household equipment
Finds are summarised in Table 19.

Lighting
A square, flat-bottomed, spiked socket (SF668) occurred
in demolition rubble (Building 18) of early 15th–mid-16th
century date. Its function is uncertain, but the shape is
reminiscent of a spiked lamp or cresset. It is possible that
the oil for burning was held in the square reservoir or that
this held a separate lining of a different material in which
the oil was placed. Alternatively, with the spiked driven
into the ground, the socket may have provided a secure
seating in which a separate lamp could be placed.

Spiked hanging lamps of ceramic and, later, glass are
well-known (Egan 1998, 127–30) and were suspended by
chains or placed in a purpose-made stand or bracket. Stone
lamps or lamp holders are also found, the collection from
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Period 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 u/s

Buckle 1

Strap loop 1

Heel iron 2 1

Patten ring 1

Table 18  Iron dress accessories by period
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Figure 78  Ironwork: horse equipment, tools, lighting, clench bolt and dress accessories. Scale 1:2.



Winchester being one of the larger ones (Barclay and
Biddle 1990, 985–94). The relatively heavy iron example
is perhaps more likely to have been stood directly in the
ground, possibly as outdoor lighting.
SF668 Lamp. Square socket with flat base and long spike set

off-centre, possible spiked lamp or lamp holder. L.
120mm. 10911, G339, Period 6, Fig. 78

Hearth equipment
A number of objects, of uncertain identification, are likely to
come from household equipment, possibly for the hearth. An
‘X’-shaped object (SF290) was found in late 13th–mid-14th

century wall footing fill, whilst another example (SF714)
was found in the fill of a robber trench of early
15th–mid-16th century date. The objects comprise four
spreading arms, each downward curving at the tip, which
serve to raise the central bar on four low legs so that they take
on the appearance of a low trivet or stand. The original use is,
however, far from certain. A fragment broken from a hollow
tube (SF984) of plano-convex section was found on a surface
of late 13th–mid-14th century date and this may have been
broken from the nozzle of bellows for the domestic hearth.

A small number of rings and links recovered from
medieval and later deposits may have served a number of
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Figure 79  Ironwork: scissors, hearth equipment, vessels and knives. Scale 1:2.



purposes in the domestic setting, including as suspension
chains for cooking pots and lighting. A hooked shank,
possibly broken from a pot hook (SF1241) was found in a
Norman pit in the central part of PS2. A small ‘S’-shaped
suspension link (SF1351) was found in a fill of mid-
16th–late 17th-century date.

Two small ‘L’-shaped hooks were recovered, one
(SF1294) from a late 13th–mid-14th century context, the
other from early modern make-up. These items are usually
described as tenter-hooks, the hooks used to secure heavy
woollen cloth to wooden frames whilst it was stretched out
to dry following the fulling process. Similar tenter-hooks
have been found elsewhere in Norwich, for example at
Oak Street and Heigham Street (Margeson 1993, 238–9).
Tenter-yards filled with drying frames where cloth was
laid out to dry are known to have been located in the St
Giles area of the city (ibid.) and these hooks may indeed be
associated with the textile industry. These little hooks
appear to have been versatile: there is also evidence for
their being used to secure wall hangings in domestic inte-
riors of the well-to-do, and at Hampton Court Palace they
were used to hang roof tiles (Goodall 1990, 235). Each of
these alternative uses is possible at Dragon Hall, the most
likely being for the attachment of wall hangings.
SF290 Trivet. ‘X’-shaped object with four arms, one bent,

others curving downward. L. 123mm. 10266, G342,
Period 4, Fig. 79

SF984 Cylinder. Hollow tube of plano-convex section,
fractured. L. 170mm. 11674, G180, Period 4.

SF1241 Nail. Hooked shank. 12411, G57, Period 2.
SF1294 Tenter-hook. Small ‘L’-shaped hook with pointed shank

and upstanding arm. 11322, G125, Period 4, Fig. 79
SF1351 Small ‘S’-shaped suspension link. L. 45mm. 12272,

G355, Period 7.

Vessels
The remains of a small handle from a vessel which had
been suspended from a chain (SF1258) was found in a late
13th–mid-14th century context. Fragments of curving
handles with hooked terminals from wide-mouthed
vessels such as cooking pots were found in an early
15th–mid-16th century context, on a mid-16th–late
17th-century floor surface (SF815) and a modern deposit.
A very small quantity of fragmentary sheet was recovered
which may derive from sheet metal vessels although no

diagnostic features were present, with the exception of a
fragment of sheet metal vessel with a rolled rim (SF821)
found in modern floor make-up.
SF815 Curved, square-sectioned handle with a small ring

terminal, fractured. L. 120mm. 11325, G464, Period 7,
Fig. 79

SF821 Sheet fragment with rolled rim with two rivets below.
11262, G389, Period 9.

SF1258 Handle fragment with straight arm with rolled ring
terminal and ‘U’-shaped neck for suspension. L.
105mm. 11322, G125, Period 4, Fig. 79

Implements
A range of household equipment was found at Dragon Hall.
Knives were well represented from all periods, while locks
and keys occurred in earlier deposits and post-medieval
contexts (see p.102). Domestic utensils and kitchen equip-
ment were also found, chiefly in earlier post-medieval
contexts.

Knives
Thirteen knives and a further ten blade fragments were
found. In addition, a single blade possibly broken from a
pair of shears (SF687) was found in a pit fill of late
13th–mid-14th century date. Most of the knives and blade
fragments come from domestic knives, though fragments
broken from large, thick-backed blades (SF894, SF5045)
which may come from heavier butchery knives were noted
in contexts dating to between the mid-13th and early
15th-century periods.

Of note was a fragment of a pattern-welded blade
(SF799) with a slightly convex curved back and straight
edge that was recovered from the fill of a pit of late
13th–mid-14th century date. The blade has been broken
off before the tang and the tip is missing so that the original
shape of the blade is uncertain. The blade has a sinuous
profile as though it has ‘buckled’, and this probably
explains why such a valuable item was discarded. Pattern-
welding is found on high-quality blades during the
pre-Conquest and Norman periods (see, for example,
knives from London: Pritchard 1991, 124–7) and the
blade fragment is likely to be residual in the pit fill.

The majority of the knives had centrally-placed
whittle tangs which fitted into a separate handle. Two
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Period 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 u/s

Knives 2 3 3 2 1 2

Blade frag. 2 2 1 2 1 1 1

Forks 2

Shears 1

Scissors 2 1

Padlock 1 2 2

Hasp 1 1

Key 1 3 1

Spiked socket 1

Handles 1 1 1 1 1

Sheet frag. 4 2 2 4 1 2

Trivet 1 1
Nozzle 1

Ring 1 2

Link 1 1 1 2

Hook 1

L Hook 1 1

Table 19  Iron household equipment by period



small, narrow-bladed knives were found in pre-Conquest
deposits (SF1169, SF1330). A small knife with a very
heavily worn edge (SF795) was found in a make-up layer
over the remains of Building 8, dated to between the late
12th and late 13th centuries. The edge of the blade had
been repeated sharpened so that little now survives of the
original cutting edge, giving the knife a distinctive elon-
gated ‘S’-shape. Such heavily-worn blades are often seen
on knives dating from the 9th to 11th centuries (Ottaway
1992, 574) and it is probable that the knife is of this date
and residual within the deposit. As the knife had been
subjected to such frequent sharpening it may suggest that
it had a specific craft function rather than being a purely
domestic implement. Three larger knives (e.g. SF1404)
came from deposits dating to the Norman period; each had
a centrally-placed tang and a straight back dropping to
meet the edge at a pointed tip.

Three knives with a bolster separating the blade from
the tang were found. A broken knife with a long bolster
(SF5066) came from a mid-14th–early 15th-century
context. A large knife with an upturning tip, probably a
carving knife (SF475), was found in late 17th-century
debris from demolition or repair to the floor of Building 27.
A large knife with a moulded bolster (SF669) was found in
a fill of a well dating to the mid-16th to late 17th centuries.

A small fragment of a knife with a scale-tang handle
(SF977) was found in late 13th–mid-14th century make-
up. Copper alloy rivets originally secured the organic
handle plates to the scale-tang of the knife.
SF475 Large knife with central tang, round-sectioned bolster

and long blade with slightly concave back and gently
convex edge meeting at an upward turning tip. L.
205mm. 10272, G288, Period 7, Fig. 79

SF669 Knife with central tang, moulded bolster, and narrow
blade with straight back and edge with sloping choil. L.
156mm. 10790, G424, Period 7.

SF687 Shears. Narrow blade with straight back and edge
broken before the tip. Small straight choil and tang with
hooked terminal set on line with the thick back. L.
136mm. 11105, G75, Period 4.

SF795 Narrow-bladed knife with straight back and
heavily-sharpened edge; centrally-placed tang with
small, sloping shoulder. L. 135mm. 11135, G119,
Period 3, Fig. 79

SF799 Knife. Length of blade with slightly convex back and
straight edge, patten-welded along the back;
mineralised heavily. L. 98mm. See X-ray NX5644 held
in the site archive. 11456, G162, Period 4.

SF894 Knife. Two fragments, possibly joining, of thick-backed
blade with straight back and edge, no other diagnostic
features present. 10872, G235, Period 4.

SF977 Fragmentary knife with remains of straight back and
edge and scale tang with two central copper alloy rivets.
11144, G310, Period 4.

SF1169 Small knife with centrally-placed tang, sloping
shoulder and choil, straight back and worn edge broken
before the tip. L. 75mm. 12258, G105, Period 1, Fig. 79

SF1330 Knife. Narrow blade with straight back and edge,
broken at the blade tip and before the tang. L. 72mm.
12084, G5, Period 1.

SF1404 Knife with short central tang, small shoulder and blade
with straight back and slightly convex, curving edge
rising to meet the back at a blunt tip. L. 116mm. 12511,
G469, Period 2, Fig. 79

SF5045 Fragment of large, thick-backed blade with straight
back and edge. L. 148mm. 4038, G524, Period 5.

SF5066 Fragment of knife with broken narrow blade,
round-sectioned, long bolster and fragment of
centrally-placed tang. 4031, G524, Period 5.

Forks
The remains of two three-pronged forks with facetted
scale handles of ivory (SF232, SF246) were recovered
from a modern fill. Though similar in style, they do not
belong to the same dinner service. Another facetted imple-
ment handle (SF1198) apparently made of a modern
polymer resin was found unstratified.
SF232 Handle. Scale tang for a table fork with remains of ivory

plates of facetted section secured by three copper alloy
rivets. VI cut into one scale. L. 83mm. 10147, G251,
Period 9.

SF246 Iron handled fork, originally ?three prongs now broken
off. 10147, G251, Period 9.

SF1198 Facetted handle for a whittle tang table knife or fork,
made of a modern polymer; splitting and fissured.
12500, unstratified.

Scissors
Three pairs of scissors were found: two (SF282 and
SF499) from Period 7 deposits and the third from modern
garden make-up. One of the pairs (SF499), recovered
from mid-17th century debris on the floor of Building 27,
is large and appears suitable for the professional work of a
tailor or dressmaker.
SF282 Scissors blade with straight-backed, triangular blade,

pivot, short straight stem and eccentrically-set finger
loop of ‘D’-shape and section. L. 105mm. 10237, G48,
Period 7, Fig. 79

SF499 Remains of large pair of scissors, blades broken,pivot,
short, curving handles and very large, oval,
eccentrically-placed finger loops of oval section. L.
167mm. 10310, G288, Period 7, Fig. 79

Occupations, industry and crafts

Tools
Woodworking and metalworking tools were found,
together with a small quantity of metalworking waste
(Table 20).

A small tanged chisel (SF1311) was found in destruc-
tion debris dating to the 11th–12th centuries. The tang has
a small shoulder or bolster to prevent the handle being
driven down into the blade. The bolster is considered to be
a post-medieval introduction (Goodall 1993, 179), which
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Period 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 u/s

Punch 2 1

File 2

Chisel 1

Spoon bit 1

Reamer 1

Bar/shank 1 6 3 3 2 1

Wire 1 1 38 8

Formless frag. 4 6 3 3 3

(Slag frag.) 1 4 10 1 1 2 1

Table 20 Iron tools and manufacturing waste by period



suggests that the chisel is a much later intrusion. However,
there was little else of an intrusive nature found within this
deposit. Two tools used to bore holes in wood, a necessary
part of the mortice and tenon jointing technique used in
timber-framed construction, were found. A tanged imple-
ment of rectangular section (SF5044) found in a late 13th–
mid-14th century context is comparable with another
from Pottergate, Norwich identified as a reamer for
enlarging and cleaning out holes in wood (ibid. fig. 130
no. 1404). A spoon bit (SF518) used to bore the holes was
found in a layer of mid-16th–late 17th-century date.

A rectangular-sectioned set or punch (SF471) and a
round-sectioned punch (SF558) were found in mid-17th
century debris from the demolition or repair to the floor of
Building 27. A second round-sectioned punch was found
in modern pit fill (SF1436). Each was sufficiently sturdy
to have been used by a blacksmith. These tools may have
been discarded from the blacksmith’s forge that appears to
have operated from Building 27. Two files were recovered
from late 17th–mid-19th century contexts. Each has a
plano-convex section with fine teeth cut in each face; one
is tanged (SF514) with a blade tapering to a pointed tip,
while the other (SF433) has a narrow, strip-like blade.
Files were used in metalworking but could equally have
been used to work bone or soft stone. A small quantity of
bar iron was found and, while some may derive from
broken structural ironwork, a proportion may come from
smithing activities on the site. A small number of formless
fragments of iron with no distinguishing features and a
small quantity of slag are also likely to come from this
source. Fragments of wire noted in post-medieval
contexts, principally of modern date, may be waste from
some light manufacturing process.
SF433 File. Narrow blade of plano-convex section, slightly

tapering in width, with parallel, horizontal strations
c.1mm apart visible in small area of the flat face, and on
the curved face. L. 107mm. 10145, G49, Period 8, Fig.
78

SF471 Set. Heavy rectangular-sectioned shank with slightly
burred head, tapering to a pointed tip. L. 150mm. 10522,
G288, Period 7, Fig. 78

SF514 File. Long straight-sided blade of plano-convex section
with pointed t ip and central ly-placed,
rectangular-sectioned tang. L. 198mm. 10304, G364,
Period 8, Fig. 78

SF518 Drill bit. Spoon bit with long stem and shouldered head,
encrusted heavily. L. 94mm. 10586, G92, Period 7

SF558 Punch. Heavy oval-sectioned stem, broken at the head,
tapering to a pointed tip. L. 110mm. 10712, G288,
Period 7, Fig. 78

SF1311 Chisel. Narrow blade with straight sides and straight
edge, short centrally-placed tang separated from the
blade by a small bolster. L. 90mm. 12478, G114, Period
2, Fig. 78

SF1436 Punch. Heavy, oval-sectioned stem with flat head
tapering to a pointed tip. The central section is gently
curved to fit in the hand. Tip now flaked so shape
unknown. L. 170mm. 12517, G392, Period 9.

SF5044 Reamer. Rectangular-sectioned head and tapering tang,
fractured. L. 86mm. 4034, G525, Period 4, Fig. 78

Diversions

Horse equipment
These finds are summarised in Table 21.

The remains of a horseshoe (SF1174, SF1183, SF1195)
with round countersunk nail holes, of Clark’s Type 1
(Clark 1995, 85) were found in pit fill of pre-Conquest
date (12155). Fragments of branches from horseshoes
with ‘wavy’profiles and countersunk nail holes of Clark’s
Type 2 (ibid., 86) were found in contexts of Norman and
Anglo-Norman date. Two (SF1312, SF797) had round
nail holes (Clark type 2A); another (SF1173, SF1175,
SF1211) had a rectangular nail hole (Type 2B). Fragments
from a maximum of five further horseshoes were found in
mid-16th–late 17th-century deposits. Where discernible
they were characterised by having small rectangular nail
holes and thickened heels. A small number of horseshoe
nails were found in contexts of all but the earliest period.
The majority were fiddlekey nails (e.g. SF1347) used to
secure horseshoes of pre-Conquest, Norman and Anglo-
Norman date (Clark’s Type 1 and 2, ibid.), several occur-
ring residually in later fills.

An arm broken from a short spur (SF270) was found in a
modern context. The surviving terminal articulates with a
spur buckle with a square frame and a hooked ring terminal.
The spur is comparable with a rowel spur from an early–
mid-16th century context at Berry Pomeroy Castle, Devon
(ibid. 261 no. 24 and fig. 74) and another dated to the first
half of the 17th century from the Great Hall at Bolingbroke
Castle, Lincs (Ellis 1976, 30 and fig. 15 no. 52).

A small fragment of ribbed stem with a non-ferrous
metal plating (SF1431) and a small shank fragment with
inlaid non-ferrous metal bands (SF1129) recovered from
Norman contexts are likely to be broken from horse bridle
equipment.

A fragment from the frame of a ‘D’-shaped buckle
(SF448) of a type widely used on horse equipment during
the late medieval and post-medieval periods (Whitehead
1996, 16) was found in a modern context.
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Period 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 u/s

Horseshoe 1 2 1 5

Nail 9 9 4 2 1 3 3 1 1

Spur 1

Stem, dec. 2

Buckle 1

Table 21  Iron horse equipment by period

Period 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 u/s

Spearhead 1

Arrowhead 1 1

Table 22  Iron weaponry by period



SF270 Short spur with oval-sectioned arms, right arm broken,
left arm is straight and tapers quickly to the terminal.
The terminal articulates with a broken spur buckle with a
square frame and a hooked ring terminal. Short
downward curving neck and small rowel box with
fragment of rowel remaining. L. 102mm. 10169, G134,
Period 9, Fig. 78

SF448 Buckle. Fragment of ‘D’-shaped frame with narrow
strap bar and expanded outer edge. Ht. 40mm. 10240,
G134, Period 9.

SF797 Heel of horseshoe with round nail hole within
countersinking, narrow web, no calkin. Clark type 2A.
11135, G119, Period 3.

SF1129 Nail. Shank with two denser bands visible in radiograph,
minerally preserved organic present. 12065, G117,
Period 2.

SF1173 Horseshoe branch with thickened calkin and
countersunk nail hole producing a ‘wavy’ outer edge.
Mineral-preserved organic present. 12065, G117,
Period 2.

SF1174 Toe area of horseshoe with three round countersunk nail
holes present; not distinctly ‘wavy-edged’. 12155,
G106, Period 1.

SF1175 Horseshoe branch probably from the same shoe as
SF1175, appears to have a rectangular countersunk nail
hole. Much mineral-preserved organic present. 12065,
G117, Period 2.

SF1183 Fragment of horseshoe branch with narrow tapering
heel and slightly ‘wavy’ edge. Probably from SF1174.
12155, G106, Period 1.

SF1195 Heel from a narrow horseshoe branch from SF1174,
SF1183. 12155, G106, Period 1.

SF1211 Fragment of horseshoe branch, no diagnostic features.
12065, G117, Period 2.

SF1312 Fragment of horseshoe branch with round countersunk
nail hole and ‘wavy’outer edge. 12478, G114, Period 2.

SF1347 Fiddlekey horseshoe nail. 12110, G9, Period 2.
SF1431 Ribbed stem with pointed terminal, broken at the other,

with non-ferrous metal plating. Fragment broken from
bit link or other bridle fitting. 11538, G450, Period 2.

Weapons
Finds of weaponry are summarised in Table 22.

A spear or lancehead (SF728) was found in a late
12th–late 13th-century refuse pit. The large, open socket
has a fin on either side, producing a leaf-shaped blade. A
leaf-shaped arrowhead (SF1040) was found in a general
dump layer dating to the late 13th–mid-14th century period.

A small conical arrowhead (SF1277) of Jessop’s type MP9
(1996, 197 and fig. 1) was found occurring residually in
modern floor make-up. Jessop suggests that this type of
small arrowhead, dated to the 12th–15th centuries, may
have been used specifically for archery practice.
SF728 Spearhead . Large leaf-shaped blade with

round-sectioned open socket extending to the tip. 11169,
G440, Period 3, Fig. 80

SF1040 Socketed arrowhead with leaf-shaped blade. Heavily
encrusted, as shown in illustration. 11999, G300, Period
4, Fig. 80

SF1277 Arrowhead. Small conical socket. L. 38mm. 11262,
G389, Period 9, Fig. 80

V. Metallurgical debris
by Roger Doonan and Julia Huddle

Metalworking debris found at Dragon Hall dated from the
11th to the 19th centuries and suggests that lead, copper
and iron metallurgy were all being practised.

Copper alloy debris
Twenty-seven pieces of copper alloy were submitted to
qualitative XRF (X-ray fluorescence) analysis. All the
samples examined were nondescript, heavily corroded
copper alloy fragments. Although some copper alloy frag-
ments resembled spillages of metal there was no evidence
for crucible slags, or indeed crucible fragments,
suggesting they may not derive from a metalworking
tradition. Based on the results of XRF analysis it is
apparent that the predominant alloy used at Dragon Hall
was leaded tin bronze. Such alloys are well suited to
casting, but perform poorly when fashioned using
hammering techniques.

Ferrous metal debris
The ferrous samples could be divided into four categories
(ferrous concretion, possible objects, coke and slag).
There were a number of ferrous concretions which
provide no evidence for ironworking. The slag and coke
do suggest some iron-smithing was carried out using coal
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as a fuel. No definite hearth bottoms could be identified
and much of the slag, especially from the fill of a sunken
barrel (Building 27, 10330, G288, Period 7), had an
abnormal form. The slag from 10330 weighed a total of
7368g and was most likely to represent a short period of
intense smithing, since this slag derives from a single
context. Smithing hearth slags form when very hot iron
oxidises and the oxides react with fluxes from the fuel ash
and with the hearth lining; the slag then collects in the
bottom of the hearth. The abnormal form of the slag from
Dragon Hall is perhaps due to the fact that the fuel used
was coal and/or coke. Large pieces remain embedded in
the slag and in addition there seems to be heavy contami-
nation with shale. Much of the shale is vitrified and
covered in a slag layer, which gives the smithing slag a
rather unusual platey appearance.

Evidence for lead working
Thirteen bags of lead waste weighing 1.66kg in total were
examined. All but one sample (SF727) were small drib-
bles or spillages of lead. Because of the low melting point
of lead it is difficult to attribute lead spillages to metallur-
gical operations since an accidental fire could easily
produce similar results. However, SF727 (G218, Period
3), described as a lead ingot (with a weight of 1.22kg), is
important as it is metal that has cooled in the bottom of a
hearth or crucible, and as such is diagnostic of deliberate
lead-melting. Qualitative analysis of this find and others
confirmed that the only major element present is lead, thus
ruling out the possibility of pewter manufacture. The pres-
ence of this lead crucible/hearth bottom suggests that
lead-working was carried out on the site. It is probable that
lead had a variety of uses associated with the construction
and maintenance of buildings, including fenestration,
roofing or plumbing.

Lead waste
by Julia Huddle
Excluding the material discussed by Doonan, the lead
metalworking waste included strips, sheets, rod fragments
and a possible droplet. The material considered was recov-
ered from thirteen contexts, the earliest of which was from
Period 2. The strips and sheet fragments may be the result
of offcuts and trimmings from construction or repair work
to window came and guttering. Rod fragments may be the
product of working bar ingots.
SF582 Sub-circular lead disc, possible droplet. 10839, G235,

Period 4.

Conclusions
by Roger Doonan
The copper alloy debris does not add substantially to the
interpretation of the site. Although the possibility of
copper metallurgy being practised remains, the lack of
crucible slag and crucibles makes this unlikely. The
lead-working debris provides evidence that lead was used
for tasks associated with the construction and mainte-
nance of the building. The ferrous metal slag from Dragon
Hall suggests that iron-smithing was practised at the site.
However, it is notable that the slag finds did not contain any
‘typical’hearth bottoms, normally considered diagnostic of
smithing activity. The abnormal form of those smithing
slags was because coal or coke was being used for fuel.

VI. Mortars and hones
by J.M. Mills

Fragments of two stone mortars, ten purpose-made hones
or sharpening stones and a large stone fragment utilised
for sharpening were all recovered. This report discusses
the groups according to function. Various of the sharp-
ening stones and both mortars were submitted to Paul
Ensom (Natural History Museum) for geological identifi-
cation; his report may be found in the archive.

Occupation, industry and crafts

Mortars
No local stone suitable for mortar manufacture exists.
Medieval mortars were commonly made from limestone,
the predominant sources being from Lincolnshire, Dorset
and Caen in France. One of the two Dragon Hall mortars is
likely to be of Purbeck stone; the source of the other is
uncertain. Both fragments have lugs and the unidentified
mortar has a runnel in the lug. The latter also has an excep-
tionally thick base.
SF489 Rim fragment of large mortar with small, incomplete

lug, rectangular in plan, less than 15% of the rim
diameter survives. The external profile is rounded below
a slight step c. 30mm from the top of the rim, which is the
only ornamentation. The internal wall has been worn to a
fine polish with the exception of a band c. 50mm deep
directly below the rim. The stone is a biosparrudite,
possibly from the Purbeck Limestone Group. The lug
and rim compare well with a Purbeck limestone mortar
from a late 13th-century context from Exeter (Allen
1984, fig. 166, 14) and with Burr Stone of a similar date
from Northolt Manor, Middlesex (Dunning 1961, fig.
74, 5 and 7). Approximate external diameter at rim
400mm, thickness at rim c. 40mm. 10716, G240, Period
9.

SF613,
SF743

Five fragments recovered from two contexts were likely
to have derived from the same mortar. The fragments
are in a very poor condition and appear to have been
heavily burnt in a reducing atmosphere. The stone
colour is now mainly grey with rare pinkish areas; the
external surface is white and in many instances has split
away from the wall of the mortar. The rim is damaged,
but most of the broadly rectangular lug with a runnel in
the upper surface survives. Traces of fine vertical tooling
survive on the internal surface of some fragments.
Although the burning has made geological identification
difficult the stone appears to be a pelsparite limestone
and may be Jurassic in origin, although no source could
be identified. Dimensions are unclear. Thickness; near
rim 35mm, thickening substantially towards the base,
probably broken at or near the base angle. Max.
thickness c. 70mm. 10742 and 10839, G235, Period 4.

Whetstones

Sharpening stones
Norwich and its hinterland has no stone suitable for hone
manufacture. Consequently all the items seen here were
imported. These fall into three groups: the medieval and
post-medieval hones and stones utilised for sharpening as
a secondary use.

Medieval hones
Fragments of three Norwegian ragstone hones (SFs 1389,
631 and 424) and a single possible phylitte hone (SF793)
were recovered, from contexts of Periods 1–8. Evidence
from London (Pritchard 1991, 155), Thetford (Moore and
Ellis 1984, 107–11) and York (MacGregor 1982, 77–80)
suggests that the use of Norwegian Ragstone was
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widespread before the Norman Conquest and that its use
continued throughout the medieval period. Phyllite stones
appear to have been used at the earlier end of this date
range, and the deposition of this small chip in a Period 2
context is not inconsistent with this dating. During the
medieval period hones would have been common tools,
not only as sharpening tools associated with various crafts
but for honing personal knives. A single ragstone hone
displays grooves associated with sharpening points such
as awls and needles.

Post-medieval sharpening stones
Examples of two types of late post-medieval sharpening
stones were found. One, of a relatively coarse Carbonif-
erous sandstone, possibly Coal Measures Sandstone, is
comparable to examples from post-medieval contexts at
Castle Mall (Mills in prep.). It was probably used for
initial edge sharpening or for the larger edge tools such as
axes or scythes rather than for finishing the edge on a
blade. The second stone is more specialised. Known as a
slip or slip-stone, its main use was for sharpening inside
ground gouges. Early 20th-century woodwork manuals
and encyclopaedias list American sources for this type of
stone.

Stones with sharpening as a secondary use
A large, incomplete rectangular slab of Triassic siltsone,
perhaps from the Midlands, showed signs of some sharp-
ening use on one flat face and much use on one long edge.
It is possible that the stone was a window sill that was used
in situ for edge sharpening.

Norwegian Ragstone and metamorphic hones
SF424 Incomplete, triangular-sectioned hone of Norwegian

Ragstone (?soft, pale grey type). The hone has been
burnt, and its surfaces are blackened and sooty. Despite
the date of the context in which it was found, the hone is
comparable in form and stone type to medieval hones
and may be residual. Max. extant dimensions 95 x 30 x
20mm. 10281, G425, Period 8.

SF631 Worn hone, rectangular cross-section tapering sharply
to a square cross-section; taper perhaps caused by heavy
wear of one face. Probably complete. One of the broad
faces has a long groove worn into it; a possible
point-sharpening groove. Norwegian ragstone (hard,
dark grey type). Length 120mm, cross-section 22 x
10mm (max), 13 x 10mm (min). 10956, G237, Period 3.

SF793 Triangular-sectioned splinter from a fine-grained, dark
grey metamorphic rock. Probably part of a hone,
although only a very small fragment survives. Max.
dimensions 43 x 8 x 7mm. 11349, G215, Period 2.

SF1389 Chip from the butt of a hone (soft, pale grey type).
Dimensions 25 x 24 x 4mm max. 12237, G7, Period 1.

Other hones and sharpening stones
SF488 Incomplete, flattish block of stone displaying a variety

of toolmarks on one face and two on the edges; the other
face and one long edge especially are worn as if used for
blade sharpening. There are a number of grooves similar
to those often observed on medieval hones and described
as point-sharpening grooves. The stone is a false-bedded
siltstone, probably a Mesozoic sediment, perhaps from
the Triassic deposits in the Midlands. Although the stone
has clearly been used for blade sharpening it is possible
that the stone was part of an architectural feature such as
a window sill and had been used in situ for knife or tool
sharpening. Max. extant dimensions 205 x 135 x 45mm.
10726, G253, Period 8.

SF895 Square-sectioned coarse hone of Carboniferous
sandstone, completeness of length uncertain. Hones of
this type are more suited to the sharpening of
large-bladed tools such as axes or scythes than of knives

or woodworking tools. Max. dimensions 94 x 28 x
32mm. 11423, G390, Period 9.

SF1396 Fragment of an oil-stone or slip-stone . The
cross-section is triangular with the acute angle and
opposing side rounded. The stone type has not been
identified, but references to such stones in early
20th-century woodworking manuals suggests that
American stones were favoured for this type of
oil-stone. The main use of these stones is for sharpening
inside ground gouges, although other edge tools may be
finished using a flat face of the stone. Extant length
48mm, max. cross-section 37 x 7mm. 11296, G475,
Period 9.

VII. Lavastone objects
by David Buckley

Twenty-one contexts produced lavastone fragments. Of
these seven were splinters and fragments with no worked
faces, six were pieces with worked pitted surfaces, nine
were flat quernstones and millstones and one was of a pot
quernstone.

Origins of the stone
Like earlier collections from Norwich, this assemblage is
composed of objects in a grey vesicular lava. Without
petrological examination it is not possible to be certain of
its origins, but there can be little doubt that it is all
Rhenish. Smith and Margeson (1993, 202) specifically
noted the absence from Norwich of other stone types such
as Puddingstone and Millstone Grit. Despite the scale of
the Dragon Hall excavations these are again absent,
thereby reinforcing their observations in respect of use
and trade of these stone types.

Splinters and fragments with no worked faces
These probably derived from fractured quern/millstones
or from lava building material. In six instances the lava
comprises no more than splinters of the kind often
produced when stone is deliberately reworked. Three
non-joining fragments (SF1401) with mortar adhering
were no more than rubble reused in a wall. The earliest
context from which one of these derives is dated to the
12th–13th centuries, but the re-use of lava at this time and
later is not unusual in East Anglia, which is poor in local
sources of building stone.

Pieces with worked pitted surfaces
The six fragments of lavastone with pitted surfaces
(SF611, SF682, SF893, SF1000, SF1016 and SF1386) are
of particular interest. With the exception of SF1000 they
are large pieces, and clearly from what were originally
large, heavy items. They are large for quernstones:
although initially considered to be from large millstones,
they might derive from large, circular blocks of lavastone
building material. They were all found in dumped deposits
or reused in wall contexts, and were all from a small
geographical area of the site. The reasons for suggesting
that these were primarily building material include a lack
of evidence for grinding, the maximum thickness of stone
(which would indicate millstones of a size for which there
is no evidence until the post-medieval period) and the
scale of the pitting on the worked surfaces, which is
greater than usually occurs on dressed millstone surfaces
and is more suggestive of decoration and/or tooling to
provide a bonding surface.
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SF611 has a chamfered edge on a circular stone
200mm thick which probably originally exceeded
1000mm diameter and suggests a moulded base or column
drum. SF893 appears to be the central point to a large
125mm-thick stone which has opposed non-perforating
holes, 35mm and 40mm deep, which may have helped to
peg the stone below and above. Large pits on the upper and
lower surfaces do not appear to represent millstone
surfaces and a use in some form of masonry construction
is more likely.

Flat quernstones and millstones
Nine contexts produced lavastone fragments which could
certainly or possibly derive from flat quernstones or mill-
stones. The only measurable diameters were for SF630
(exceeds 300mm) and SF1399 (650–700mm). The flat
faces interpreted as possible grinding surfaces are smooth
with the exceptions of SF630 and SF1399, which have
radial grooves. There is some evidence for re-use,
possibly as sharpening stones in the case of SF1072 or as
rubble in later constructions (indicated by adhering
mortar). The fragments appeared in contexts of varying
date, and were mostly residual items. Possible exceptions
were SF1171, which appeared in a Period 1 refuse pit
(G7), and SF544 (Period 4 make-up 10705, G125). These
confirm early use of quernstones/millstones on the site.

Pot quernstone
A single fragment from a pot quern lowerstone (SF961)
was too small to provide any significant further details.

Use of lava as a building stone
There has been little study of the use of lava as a building
material in Britain. Lava quernstones were used as a foun-
dation for walls in buildings in Saxon London, and
complete and partial fragments of quernstone have been
found re-used in a number of medieval churches. At
Colney, near Norwich, a dozen or so plates of lava were
used as quoin in the 12th-century church (Harris 1990,
212). These unworked or roughly-shaped plates of lava
may have been imported as ballast in a ship trading with
the Rhineland.

In East Anglia the scarcity of good local stone sources
led to regular re-use of all kinds of stone in medieval build-
ings. The occurrence of re-used lava in contexts at Dragon
Hall is not therefore unusual. The re-use of substantial
pieces of what appears to have been building stone rather
than quernstone is, however, of interest. The size and
tooling on the Dragon Hall fragments suggests deliberate
importation and working for a particular monumental
structure — although for which structure is, of course,
unclear. It is understood (Jonathan Parkhouse, pers.
comm.) that lava was used as a building material in some
North European cities (e.g. at Cologne Cathedral) and the
nature and scale of this kind of use may merit further
investigation.

Reworking and re-use
The re-use of lava indicated by mortar adhering to the
stone fragments is not unusual in an area lacking plentiful
building stone. Similarly, SF1399 was re-used as a hearth-
stone for the same reason. The re-use of lava querns for
hearths or building material has been noted from else-
where in Norwich (Margeson 1993, 239) and the

splintered nature of much of the lava from Dragon Hall
also indicates its re-use.
SF544 Large fragment from a stone of original thickness

greater than 120mm. Single flat smooth worked face.
Possibly from a quern or millstone. 10705, G125,
Period 4.

SF611 Large fragment from a very large stone of original
thickness greater than 200mm. Curving outer edge
indicates a diameter exceeding 1m. This edge surface is
worked with large, pitted marks of over 10mm diameter
to a depth of 150mm depth down to a chamfered edge,
below which the face is smooth. One face (?upper) is
also pitted, but the opposed is rough, possibly broken,
although detail is obscured by mortar which covers
much of all surfaces. This seems unlikely to be from a
very thick lower millstone. The pitted dressing on the
flat surface is coarse and shows no sign of milling wear.
10292, G186, Period 7.

SF630 Small fragments from a quernstone, probably lower,
diameter exceeding 300mm and edge thickness 44mm.
Radial grooves on grinding surface (cf. SF1399, 10510).
10813, G253, Period 8.

SF682 Large wedge-shaped fragment of max. thickness
140mm. Flat on one face with coarse pitting, but no sign
of wear from milling. 11119, G176, Period 6.

SF893 Large fragment, possibly from a millstone broken at
edge, thickness 125mm. Opposed flat surfaces with both
large pits and opposed holes. Holes appear properly
finished, not an incomplete hole through the stone.
Could possibly be for positioning the stone. 11148,
G316, Period 5.

SF961 Small fragment from a pot quern of MT 95mm.Edge
missing but retains part of side and grinding surface.
11616, G125, Period 4.

SF1000 Small fragment. One worked face has pitting, but too
rough for a grinding surface. If from a millstone it would
have been 130mm thick. 11674, G180, Period 4.

SF1016 Large fragment of 190mm MT. One flat face with large
pitting, not like a grinding surface. Millstone not likely.
10694, G141, Period 5.

SF1072 Small fragments of quernstone with smooth grinding
surface, rounded at edge of stone. Edge thickness
30mm, 40mm MT at broken inner edge. Lower surface
smooth and dished, possibly from re-use. 10704, G125,
Period 4.

SF1171 Fragment of quernstone 80mm MT. Smooth grinding
surface, rough opposed surface. 12234, G7, Period 1.

SF1386 Large fragments, several joining. One flat face with
rough pitting. 10358, G139, Period 4.

SF1399 Seven joining and c. 20 other pieces from a single
(?)millstone. Maximum edge thickness 42mm,
diameter c. 650–700mm. Radial grooves on grinding
surface but no other features present. Mortar adhering
from reuse. 10510, G366, Period 7.

SF1401 Three fragments, not joining. No worked faces, mortar
adhering. 11148, G316, Period 5.

VIII. Lithics
by Sarah Bates

Twenty-nine pieces of struck flint and 101 fragments of
burnt flint were recovered from medieval and post-medi-
eval pit fills, make-up layers and a layer of redeposited
natural sand/gravel. The majority of struck flint consists
of unmodified flakes, probably of later prehistoric date.
One scraper and one retouched flake were also found. A
number of blades, distinct by material and type, are prob-
ably earlier in date. Details of the method of examination
are held in the site archive.

The assemblage
Most of the flint is mid–dark grey in colour, and some of it
is slightly mottled. Cortex, where present, is mainly quite
thick and creamy white in colour. Most of the flint is
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unpatinated although a small number of flakes are slightly
patinated.

Seven blades or fragments of blades were recovered,
most quite small. Some were patinated an opaque pale
grey colour (e.g. from 12236 and 12258). Most of the
blades retain very small areas of the striking platform,
showing that the flaking technique was well controlled,
and diffuse bulbs of percussion indicate that the flint had
probably been worked using a soft hammer. Abrasion at
the proximal end of one blade, from 11592, was probably
deliberate and an example of the careful preparation of the
core prior to blade production. All these techniques
suggest a Mesolithic/Early Neolithic date. One large cres-
cent shaped blade from 10242 appears to have been
utilised. It has a very faint trace of polish on its ventral
surface towards the right proximal end. A small blade
from 12069 had also been utilised, a short length of abra-
sion or wear being visible on its left edge.

One small sub-circular scraper was found (12151). It
is distinct from the rest of the material from the site in that
the flint is a very dark grey, almost black, colour and
slightly glossy. It is unpatinated. The flake is thicker
towards its distal end, which bears steep retouch that
continues to just over halfway along each side. The piece
is similar to, although slightly larger than, a typical
‘thumbnail’ scraper and may date to the later Neolithic or
Early Bronze Age.

One other retouched flake was found in 12154, a layer
thought to represent redeposited natural material. This is a
long ovate flake with thickish cream cortex. It had been
retouched at its distal end, although a small patch of cortex
remains in a slight flaw or depression. The retouch
continued along most of its right side. Along the left side a
series of flake removals, probably not deliberate but rather
the result of post depositional damage, had resulted in a
jagged edge due to a number of flaws or imperfections in
the flint.

The rest of the flint consists almost entirely of unmodi-
fied flakes, most of them small and irregular in shape.
Most of the material is quite sharp; only one small flake,
which was probably thermal in origin, was heavily
battered and rolled.

Discussion
The flint assemblage is small, and any prehistoric element
within it is clearly residual in the contexts in which it was
found. It is of interest, however, since it indicates activity
dating to at least two periods during the prehistoric period
in the vicinity of the site. The typological and technolog-
ical nature and condition of the group of blades suggests a
Mesolithic/Early Neolithic date. The small, irregular
nature of most of the rest of the flint implies, however, that
it is of Later Neolithic or Bronze Age date, and the scraper

and the other retouched flake probably date to this later
period.

Worked flint has been recovered from other sites on
the banks of the River Wensum in this part of Norwich and
the Dragon Hall assemblage should be considered along-
side this. Several worked flints of probable early Neolithic
date were found in peat deposits on the east bank of the
river during work on Riverside, and the diverse and fertile
nature of the river valley in this area would have repre-
sented an ideal environment for occupation during the
Mesolithic and Early Neolithic periods (Wiltshire et al
2000). Part of a polished flint of Neolithic date is recorded
from Foundry Bridge (Site 477) while material from the
west bank of the river includes a patinated blade and two
rounded end scrapers, the latter of probable Neolithic
date, from the former Mann Egerton site (Site 845), and
eleven flints including a blade of probable Mesolithic or
Early Neolithic date from St Anne’s Wharf (Site 374). The
material from this excavation adds significantly to the
numbers of flints of this date found in the area.

IX. Glass objects
by Helen Geake
(Fig. 81)

Glass linen-smoothers were used to smooth fabric after
weaving, and to give its characteristic shine. They are
known from many pre- and post-Conquest towns, notably
Winchester (Charleston 1990, 241–2, fig. 52 nos 311–23),
Northampton (Oakley 1979, 296–8, fig. 130, nos 36 and
37), York (Waterman 1959, 96–7, fig 22, nos 36 and 37),
Thetford (Rogerson and Dallas 1984, fig. 151, nos 3, 4 and
5) and Great Yarmouth (Rogerson 1976, 167, fig. 51 no.
13). A glass smoother was found during excavations at
Fishergate in Norwich (Ayers 1994a, 18–19, fig. 13) and
another from Bishopgate in Norwich.

With regard to date, linen-smoothers are fairly
common finds from Viking-period graves in Scandinavia,
but in England are also found in medieval contexts. Nine
of the thirteen linen-smoothers from Winchester date from
the 13th or 14th centuries, with only one coming from a
pre-Conquest context. Those from Northampton and
Norwich are from Late Saxon/early medieval contexts
(the Norwich example is from an 11th–12th century
context on Bishopgate: Margeson 1993, 138). The three
examples from Thetford are from an area of the site span-
ning the 10th–12th centuries (Rogerson and Dallas 1984,
26–7); the example from Great Yarmouth is from a phase
which ‘should’ lie in the 10th or very early 11th century
(Rogerson 1976, 161). The linen-smoother at Dragon Hall
is from a ?timber-lined 11th-century pit.
SF1197 Half of a round linen-smoother made from decayed

brownish glass speckled with white. Surviving diameter
c. 75 mm, maximum thickness in centre c. 28 mm.
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Figure 81  Glass linen smoother. Scale 1:2



Originally hemispherical the top is smoothly curved and
the base is indented, with a central spiral swirl and stalk
where the smoother was separated from the maker’s rod.
The broken surface is patinated, showing that the break
is old. 12412, G57, Period 2, Fig. 81

SF215 Button/stud, set in copper alloy block, attachment loop
missing. Post-medieval. 10109, G47, Period 8.

X. Vessel glass
by John Shepherd
(Fig. 82)

Altogether 172 vessel glass fragments were examined.
The greater majority of these come from bottles dating to
the 18th–early 20th centuries, or are indeterminate frag-
ments of the same date. Only a few items are of note. A
bottle fragment (SF264) carried an inscription and such
lettered vessels, made by hand rather than machine are not
common finds. A small fragment from the rim of a 16th- or
17th-century beaker (SF281), a fragment from a chequ-
ered-spiral decorated beaker of the late 16th century
(SF292) and part of the stem of a wine glass from the third
quarter of the 17th century (SF298) are also interesting.
Two early 18th-century bottles (SF332, SF333), a small
fragment from the rim of a late 16th–17th century beaker
(SF491) and two fragments of badly decomposed medi-
eval glass from vessels (SF1372) were also recovered.
Three 19th- or 20th-century inkwells (not catalogued)
were also found (SF972, SF976 and SF5031).
SF264 Side bottle, inscription, late 18th-century. 10182, G401,

Period 8, Fig. 82
SF281 Rim, wrythen beaker, 16th–17th century. 10237, G48,

Period 7.
SF292 Fragment colourless, chequered spiral beaker. Late

16th-century. 10263, G46, Period 7.
SF298 Stem, ball knop on merise. Late 17th-century. 10232,

G283, Period 9, Fig. 82
SF332 Bottle, profile, early 18th-century. 10304, G364, Period

8.
SF333 Bottle, profile, early 18th-century. 10304, G364, Period

8.
SF491 Rim beaker, late 16th–17th century. 10715, G253,

Period 8.
SF1029 Lamp base, 14th–15th century. 11351, G352, Period 6,

Fig. 82
SF1372 Vessel (x2), deep surface decomp., medieval. 11726,

G310, Period 4.

XI. Pottery
by Sue Anderson
(Figs 84–88)

Introduction
A total of 9177 sherds of pottery weighing 114.824 kg was
collected. The eve (estimated vessel equivalent) for the
whole assemblage, based on 888 measurable rims, was
121.18. The assemblage ranged in date from the ?prehis-
toric period to the modern era. Table 23 shows the total
quantities of pottery identified in each ceramic period
group. Quantification by fabric, context and feature can be
found in the site archive, deposited with NMAS.

The assemblage is dominated by Late Saxon to medi-
eval wares (the greatest proportion by count) and
post-medieval to modern wares (the greatest proportion
by weight). The eve is highest for modern wares, as these
were generally more complete than earlier vessels.

Comparative assemblages
In the following sections, comparisons are made with
pottery assemblages from Castle Mall (Lentowicz forth-
coming), Coslany Street and Oak Street (Anderson
forthcoming a) , Fishergate (Dallas 1994), St
Martin-at-Palace Plain (Ayers 1987b), Burnham Market
(Anderson forthcoming b), King’s Lynn (Clarke and
Carter 1977) and Great Yarmouth (Anderson forthcoming
c). Due to major differences in phasing between the
Norwich sites, it has not been possible to make compari-
sons based on site periods. However, the total groups of
pottery belonging to each time period are probably a
useful guide to the forms and sources utilised in the
various phases.

Methodology
Quantification was carried out using sherd count, weight
and eve. All fabric codes were assigned from the Suffolk
post-Roman fabric series, which includes Norfolk, Essex,
Cambridgeshire and Midlands fabrics as well as imported
wares. Imports and local fabrics/forms were identified
from Jennings (1981). Thetford ware fabrics are based on
Dallas (1984) and forms in Anderson (2004). Stamford
wares were identified from Kilmurry (1980) and kiln
samples, and non-local ware identifications are based on
McCarthy and Brooks (1988). A x20 microscope was
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Figure 82  Vessel glass fragments. Scale 1.1.
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Pottery group No. %No. Wt/g %Wt/g eve %eve

Roman 4 0.04 30 0.03 0.16 0.1

Early Saxon? 1 0.01 7 0.01 0 0

Middle Saxon 7 0.08 174 0.2 0.07 0.1

Late Saxon 2230 24.3 22,714 19.8 21.07 17.3

Early Medieval wares 1546 16.8 8619 7.5 10.03 8.2

Medieval wares 2111 23.0 18,811 16.4 20.32 16.7

Late Medieval wares 338 3.7 6596 5.7 2.39 2.0

Early Post-Medieval wares 1621 17.7 29,291 25.5 23.16 19.0

Refined/Modern wares 1293 14.1 28,435 24.8 44.40 36.4

Unidentified 26 0.3 147 0.1 0.28 0.2

Total 9177 114,824 121.88

Table 23  Total quantities of pottery identified in each ceramic period group

Fabric Code No. %No. Wt/g %Wt/g eve

RB Greyware RBGW 1.10 2 40.0 21 56.8 0.07

Samian East Gaulish SAEG 1.62 1 20.0 7 18.9 0.05

Samian South Gaulish SASG 1.63 1 20.0 2 5.4 0.04

Total Roman 4 30 0.16

Table 24  Roman pottery

Fabric Code No %No Wt/g %Wt eve

Early Saxon Fine Sandy ware ESFS 2.04 1 12.5 7 3.9

Gritty Ipswich Ware GIPS 2.31 1 12.5 17 9.4 0.07

Sandy Ipswich Ware SIPS 2.32 6 75.0 157 86.7

Total Early–Middle Saxon 8 181 0.07

Table 25  Early to Middle Saxon pottery

Fabric Code No %No Wt/g %Wt eve

Thetford Ware (general
category)

THET 2.50 2035 91.3 19812 87.2 19.31

Thetford Ware (Smooth) THET1 2.51 33 1.5 221 1.0 0.10

Thetford Ware (Fine) THET2 2.52 21 0.9 253 1.1 0.62

Thetford Ware (Coarse) THET4 2.54 1 0.0 9 0.0

Thetford Ware (Grimston) THETG 2.57 107 4.8 1959 8.6 0.38

Stamford Ware Fabric A STAMA 2.61 10 0.4 30 0.1

Stamford Ware Fabric D STAMD 2.62 1 0.0 1 0.0

St Neots Ware STNE 2.70 2 0.1 12 0.1

Saxo-Norman Wares (general) SXNO 2.80 5 0.2 89 0.4 0.15

Huy-type Ware HUYT 7.61 15 0.7 328 1.4 0.51

Total Late Saxon 2230 22714 21.07

Table 26  Late Saxon pottery



used for fabric identification and characterisation. Form
terminology follows MPRG (1998). Recording uses a
system of letters for fabric codes together with number
codes for ease of sorting in database format. SCCAS
pottery quantification forms were used.

Pottery by period

Roman wares (1st–4th century)
Four sherds of Roman pottery weighing 0.03kg were
collected (Table 24).

The greyware consisted of a base and a body sherd in
soft fabrics. However, both were in 11th-century contexts
and could possibly be fine or underfired Thetford-type
ware. The possible East Gaulish samian was heavily
abraded and bore a few remaining patches of slip, but it
was unusually coarse and may not in fact be samian ware.
The South Gaulish samian was a rim of a Dragendorf
Form 27 cup (G213, Period 1).

The presence of small amounts of Roman pottery on
this site is not significant and is comparable with other
sites in the city. Roman pottery forms c. 0.1% of the
assemblages found at both Fishergate and St Martin-at-
Palace Plain, for example, and 0.05% of the Castle Mall
assemblage.

Early to Middle Saxon wares
Table 25 shows the quantities of Early and Middle Saxon
pottery found.

A possible Early Saxon sherd was residual in a Period
7 context (12539). It was in a fine sandy handmade fabric
and was burnished externally. One unabraded gritty
Ipswich ware rim type E (West 1963) was found (G18,
Building 9, 11517, Period 3) and there were two base and
four body sherds of abraded smooth Ipswich ware in
contexts from Periods 1 to 4. One base sherd could be
Thetford-type ware. All of this material was residual.

Like the Roman material, this small quantity of Early
and Middle Saxon pottery is insignificant and does not
suggest occupation of the site at this period. Some sites in
the city have produced significantly more Middle Saxon
pottery — for example, 119 sherds (5.7%) at Fishergate —
but most produce comparable quantities.

Late Saxon wares
Table 26 presents the quantities of Late Saxon pottery
identified. Thetford-type ware, including the Grimston
variant, forms approximately 98% (by count) of the Late
Saxon assemblage. Small quantities of white wares, shelly
wares and unidentified Late Saxon fabrics were also
found. The same pattern is found on other Norwich sites,
including Coslany Street, Oak Street, Fishergate and
Castle Mall, and also at the rural site of Burnham Market.
Thetford Ware was slightly less dominant at the Lacon’s
Brewery site in Yarmouth, as 13% of the Late Saxon
assemblage consisted of Stamford-type wares.

Thetford ware

Fabrics
The majority of Thetford-type ware was in the medium-sandy fabric
common to most production sites. Colours varied from blue-grey to dark
grey-black. Occasionally oxidised material was present. The ‘smooth’,
‘fine’and ‘coarse’fabrics identified by Dallas (1984) were also present in
small quantities. Several sherds recorded as THET1 and THET2 were in
fine micaceous fabrics, usually dark grey or black but sometimes oxi-
dised: these could be Late Saxon imported wares.

Grimston-Thetford type ware is described by Little (1994). It is not
always clearly distinguishable from the general Thetford-type range, and
may therefore be more common than the quantification figures suggest.

Some differences in the relative proportions of these fabrics can be
seen in comparison with other city sites. Small amounts of coarse fabric
were present at Coslany Street, but the majority of this latter assemblage
was in the ‘medium’fabric. At nearby Oak Street, however, c. 35% of the
Thetford ware assemblage consisted of Grimston-Thetford ware; yet at
Castle Mall it was represented by only three sherds. Fine and medium
wares were noted at Fishergate, but no coarse wares were present.
Grimston-Thetford ware was present in very small quantities at
Yarmouth, but at Burnham Market it formed 23% of the group while at
King’s Lynn it was, unsurprisingly, dominant. Coarse fabrics were also
common at Burnham Market, and in general these fabrics indicate a rural
source.

Forms
A minimum of 200 Thetford-type vessels were identified in this assem-
blage. Of these, 184 were in the medium fabric, one was in the ‘smooth’
fabric, four were ‘fine’ and eight were of Grimston-type. The majority
were jars, the most common being the typical medium jar form AB (104
vessels), small jar AA (27 vessels) and large jar AC (26 vessels). Other
types were harder to identify from the rim alone, so the total numbers of
spouted jars (AD: one vessel), handled jars (AE: two vessels), large
non-handled jars (AF: three vessels) and large multi-handled jars (AG:
two vessels) may have been underestimated. Four ‘ginger jars’ were
identified as Thetford-type ware, although this is more typically an early
medieval form. Eight jars were of uncertain types and there were two
large storage vessels. Only five bowls were identified, one each of types
BB2 and BB10 and three uncertain forms. A small fragment of spout
came from a spouted vessel. In addition, there were fragments of three
moulds (SF915 and SF1070) which are in a similar fabric and have been
recorded as Thetford-type ware.

Fifteen Thetford-type lamps were identified, of which nine were in
Period 1 and 2 features. The whole group forms 7.5% of the identifiable
vessels, compared with only 0.5% of vessels in Periods 1–3 at Castle
Mall. Whilst the figure is probably artificially high since lamps are more
easily identifiable than most other forms, the same would be true of both
sites so the difference is interesting and not easily explainable.

Rim types were recorded where possible, and a comparison was
made between the quantities of each type in Periods 1 and 2. Work in
Thetford has suggested that rim types 3 and 5 were present from the earli-
est production of the ware, continue throughout most of the period of use,
but decline in relation to other types during the 11th century. However, at
Dragon Hall, the proportion of rim types 3 and 5 increases in Period 2, at
the expense of the later types 5/6 and 6. Types 1, 4 and 7 increase in the
later period, as would be expected based on the Thetford data.

The presence of type 4 rims in some of the earliest deposits at
Dragon Hall (G7, G102) would seem to indicate that the site was not
intensively occupied before the mid-10th century. Study of the site
matrix for Period 1 suggests that in general the rim types are distributed
in the order that might be expected on the basis of the Thetford evidence.
Those rim types 3 and 5 which occur in Period 2 are largely located in
buried soils or associated with early medieval ware, and are probably
residual.

Distributions of jar sizes were compared between several sites for
which data was available. This showed that ‘AB’ jars typically form
60–70% of the group, with the smaller and larger jars making up around
c. 15–20% each. This would be expected in a ‘normal’ distribution.
However, the results are often skewed in favour of ‘AC’ vessels, which
may simply reflect the difficulty in identifying some of the larger forms
such as the handled or spouted types. At Burnham Market, for example,
30% of the group was ‘AC’compared with 4% ‘AA’, but only one vessel
was identified in the AD–AG group (an AF non-handled jar). Oak Street
and Fishergate produced similar results, with no AD–AG jars, although
at Fishergate ‘AB’ jars made up 80% of the group. Dallas has suggested
that an increased quantity of larger jars merely reflects a change towards
larger vessel sizes in the early medieval period (Dallas 1994, 21),
although in Norwich many EMW vessels are relatively small (see
below).

Decoration
Seventy-three sherds or sherd families were decorated. The most
common form of decoration was applied thumbed strips (39 sherds/sherd
families), followed by rouletting (eighteen sherds/sherd families).
Diamond rouletting was the most frequent type (thirteen), followed by
square (three), rectangular (one) and triangular (one). Other less
common forms of decoration included girth-grooving and rilling (nine
examples), incised horizontal lines (one), incised wavy lines (one),
combed horizontal lines (one), combed wavy lines on body and rim
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Figure 83  Pottery: Nos 1–20, Late Saxon and medieval wares. Scale 1:2.



(one), and thumbed rims (three). In most cases, decoration was confined
to the shoulder of the vessel, although one example of a rouletted rim was
found, and applied strips could be anywhere on the vessel, with examples
showing strips on or underneath the rim and crossing the body to form
lattice patterns. This variability is related to vessel type and rarely devi-
ates from the pattern observed by Dallas (1984) in Thetford. There was
little difference in methods of decoration between the main
Thetford-type ware fabric divisions, although applied thumbed strips
were markedly more frequent in Grimston-Thetford ware.

Other Late Saxon fabrics
Small quantities of Late Saxon white wares were present. There are prob-
lems involved in distinguishing undiagnostic yellow-glazed body
sherds, and it is possible that some Stamford, Huy-type or Andenne
wares have been wrongly assigned. Identification of Huy-type ware is
based on a written description of the fabric (Giertz 1996), and all sherds
in this group appear to belong to his Fabric 10, dated late 9th–mid-10th
century. Based on sherds identified by Giertz in Ipswich, it is possible
that some sherds identified as Andenne at this site are actually the finer
fabrics (9c and 9d) of Huy-type ware, although the association of the
material with other 12th–13th century pottery would seem to indicate
that this is not the case. Stamford ware identifications are based on
Kilmurry (1980), and on kiln samples from the Wharf Road and St Paul’s
Road kilns.

White ware forms included at least one, but possibly as many as five,
Stamford ware crucibles (10492, 11849, 12204), a jar with collared rim
in Huy-type ware (Fig. 83.9), and a storage vessel with stamped and
applied strip decoration and yellow glaze. The stamp on the latter was in
the form of small diamonds forming an equilateral triangle, and the same
vessel was represented in 11709, 12112 and 12462. Decoration on Stam-
ford ware sherds consisted of pale green or yellow glaze (Kilmurry’s
Glaze 1), although several sherds were unglazed.

Only two sherds of St Neots ware were present (12157, 12219), both
undecorated and abraded body sherds.

A few sherds were unprovenanced but appear to be of Late Saxon
date. These included some sherds which were in a similar fabric to
Thetford ware but containing small to medium chalk inclusions. The
fabric has been seen in other Norfolk assemblages and may simply be a
rural variant. Interestingly, it has also been found in the west of the
county, and in Lincolnshire (Jane Young, pers. comm.) and is compara-
ble with later fenland wares such as those produced in Ely and north-west
Suffolk. Other ‘Saxo-Norman’ fabrics included a fine micaceous
redware with some grog, and a coarse medium sandy to gritty whiteware
with grey or black surfaces. This last may be a variant of Stamford ware.

Select catalogue
(Fig. 83)
1. Thetford-type ware jar (AB type 6?). Unusual rim with protruding

upper edge. Medium-coarse sandy greyware with buff margins.
12565, G452, Period 1.

2. Thetford-type ware (or non-local medieval coarseware?) vessel.
Slightly flaring plain rim, decorated with two rows of incised wavy
lines. Medium sandy dark grey fabric with brown margins and
black surfaces, possibly a Grimston or other rural product. 11198,
G219, Period 3.

3. Thetford-type ware bowl. Straight-sided with plain, flat-topped
rim. Medium sandy greyware, slight sooting externally.11167,
G440, Period 3.

4. Thetford-type ware handled jar (AD3). Square rim, and short strap
handle. Combed wavy lines on the rim top and edge, and on the
neck. Medium sandy greyware with orange margins in places.
12120, G17, Period 3.

5. Thetford-type ware pedestal lamp (DB). Not sooted. Medium
sandy greyware. 12345, G444, Period 1.

6. Grimston Thetford-type ware jar (AC type 5?). Unusual form.
Worn on top edge of rim. Medium coarse sandy greyware, buff
margins, black surfaces. 4041, G526, Period 2.

7. ?Grimston-Thetford type ware vessel. Slightly flaring rim with
carinated shoulder, similar to Thetford-type small bowls, but
unusual. Medium sandy greyware with brown margins. 11256,
G218, Period 3.

8. Saxo-Norman greyware jar, possibly Flemish. Rim as Stamford
type 26 (Kilmurry 1980), exaggerated square wedge. Possible
pinched boss at shoulder, but may be accidental. Slight girth
grooving. Pale grey medium sandy fabric with grey surfaces.
Sooted externally. 12412, G57, Period 2.

9. ?Huy-type ware (or other Middle Meuse product) jar. Square
wedge/collared rim. Fine white matrix with common coarse
quartz, well-fired. Unglazed. 11426, G461, Period 7.

Early medieval wares
Table 27 shows the various types of early medieval ware to
be recovered from the site.

Sand-tempered wares
Fine to medium sandy wares are the dominant early medieval type in
Norwich, and this site was no exception. The vessels are generally hand-
made and have relatively thin walls, although thicker-walled forms are
often present and some jars have wheel-finished rims. Colours are vari-
able although the majority, like Norwich Thetford ware, are dark grey to
black. Occasionally fully oxidised red or buff sherds are present. Coarse
‘gritty’ wares are less common, and only one was identified at Dragon
Hall.

Identifiable vessels included 32 ‘ginger jars’ with inturned plain or
beaded rims, and 67 jars with simple everted rims. Ginger jar rim diame-
ters varied between 100 and 200mm, although most fell within the range
110–160mm. Plain jars had a slightly wider range (70–260mm), but
again the majority fell within 110–160mm. There is a slight increase in
size from Period 1 to Period 3: in Period 1, 75% of jars were less than
160mm in diameter; in Period 2 this figure reduced slightly to 72%; and
in Period 3 only 55% of jars are this small.

Early Medieval Sandwich wares form a distinct group within the
sandy early medieval assemblage. They occur with roughly the same fre-
quency at other Norwich sites such as Coslany Street (3.2%) and Oak
Street (2.4%), although at Castle Mall they make up 25% of this period
group. In general, they tend to be soft and abraded, and more similar in
form to Thetford-type wares than to true early medieval ware. The fabric
is usually a ‘sandwich’ of buff core, red margins and black surfaces,
although varieties with a much less clearly defined sandwich are also
found. Several sherds were decorated with applied thumbed strips, and
one vessel had a large segmented circle stamp close to the rim. Either this
is an 11th-century variant of Thetford-type ware, or it is a non-local Late
Saxon ware (perhaps Torksey ware?).

Calcareous-tempered wares
Yarmouth-type ware, a medium–coarse sandy ware with sparse shell
inclusions, is the main calcareous early medieval ware in Norwich and is
more common in the city than in Great Yarmouth itself. For example, at
Lacon’s Brewery, Yarmouth, it formed 10% of the early medieval group
and at Howard Street (Anderson 1998) only 6%. It can vary in composi-
tion: some sherds have common shell tempering while others have very
few or no shell inclusions, although the latter type is not common. At
Dragon Hall, fourteen jars and a jug were identified, most with plain
upright or slightly beaded rims as illustrated by Jennings (1981, nos
251–5). One vessel was particularly distinctive as it was underfired and
had a similar appearance to the estuarine clay bricks which are common
in Norfolk. This jar was spread through several contexts (11167, 11256,
11349, 11514, 11689) of Periods 1 to 3, illustrating the degree of distur-
bance which occurred from the earliest use of this site.

One vessel in a thin-walled, oxidised early medieval ware with very
fine chalk inclusions was found spread through several contexts (11971,
11994, 11997, 12000, 12012, 12029) of Period 2. Rim and body sherds
of a similar but apparently wheelmade jar were also found (12042,
12065), but this may be a Late Saxon variant.

Six jars and a bowl with upright plain or beaded rims, similar to
Yarmouth-type examples, were found in other shelly or sparse shelly
fabrics.

Imports
Pingsdorf ware formed a small proportion of the ‘early medieval’assem-
blage. This ware was made from the 10th to the 13th centuries, so some
examples may be of high medieval date. Both the white and the
near-stoneware reduced fabrics were found, both types often painted
with iron wash red or purple lines. Only two rims were found. One was
part of a spouted vessel with a square rim (cf. Keller 1995, fig. 3.2), and
the other was probably a jar with a rounded wedge rim similar to
Thetford rim type 6. It occurs with similar frequencies at Oak Street,
Coslany Street, and Yarmouth sites, but is less common at Castle Mall.

Medieval coarse and glazed wares
Table 28 shows the quantities of medieval coarse and
glazed wares.

Coarsewares
The majority of medieval coarseware from this site was in the fine to
medium sandy greyware known as ‘LMU’(Local Medieval Unglazed).
This generally fires to a light grey or buff, sometimes with fully oxi-
dised patches, and often with a very dark grey internal surface. The
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Fabric Code No. %No Wt/g %Wt eve

Early Medieval Ware (general) EMW 3.10 1057 68.4 4696 54.5 7.50

Early Medieval Ware Gritty EMWG 3.11 1 0.1 2 0.0

Early Medieval Ware Chalky EMWC 3.12 17 1.1 160 1.9 0.17

Early Medieval Ware Shelly EMWS 3.14 27 1.7 172 2.0 0.13

Early Medieval Sandwich Wares EMSW 3.16 54 3.5 616 7.1 0.17

Yarmouth type EMWS YAR 3.17 278 18.0 2004 23.3 1.39

Early Medieval Ware Sparse Shelly EMWSS 3.19 59 3.8 460 5.3 0.32

Pingsdorf Ware PING 7.24 53 3.4 509 5.9 0.35

Total Early Medieval wares 1546 8619 10.03

Table 27  Early Medieval wares

Fabric Code No. %No. Wt/g %Wt eve

Medieval Coarsewares MCW 3.20 18 1.1 247 1.9 0.36

Grimston Coarseware GRCW 3.22 29 1.8 353 2.7 0.30

Local Medieval Unglazed LMU 3.23 1440 88.4 11,165 85.7 14.64

Medieval Shelly Wares MSHW 3.50 6 0.4 116 0.9 0.30

Ely Coarseware ELCW 3.61 5 0.3 53 0.4

Stamford Ware Fabric B STAMB 3.71 42 2.6 163 1.3 0.06

Gritty Rhenish stoneware RHSW 7.10 3 0.2 66 0.5

Flemish Blue-Grey Ware FLBG 7.23 51 3.1 665 5.1 1.36

Merida-type Ware MERI 7.52 35 2.1 206 1.6

Total Medieval coarsewares 1629 13,034 17.02

Unprovenanced Glazed UPG 4.00 5 1.0 24 0.4 0.03

Grimston-type Ware GRIM 4.10 344 71.4 4545 78.7 2.69

Yarmouth-type glazed wares YARG 4.11 44 9.1 500 8.7 0.30

Scarborough Period I SCAR1 4.41 6 1.2 68 1.2

Scarborough Period II SCAR2 4.42 2 0.4 6 0.1

London-type Ware LOND 4.50 14 2.9 151 2.6

London Coarse Glazed Ware LCOAR 4.53 4 0.8 20 0.3

Developed Stamford Ware STAMC 4.71 2 0.4 12 0.2

Ely Glazed Ware ELYG 4.81 2 0.4 19 0.3

Low Countries Redware LCRW 7.20 4 0.8 26 0.5

Aardenburg Ware AARD 7.25 2 0.4 13 0.2

Saintonge Ware SAIN 7.31 16 3.3 89 1.5

Rouen Ware ROU 7.34 1 0.2 11 0.2 0.12

North French Wares NFRE 7.37 5 1.0 87 1.5

Andenne Ware ANDN 7.62 31 6.4 206 3.6 0.16

Total Medieval glazed wares 482 5777 3.3

Table 28 Quantities of medieval coarse and glazed pottery wares

Period unstrat. Total

Rim 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

INT 7 7

SEV 1 1 2 1 1 6

SEV1 6 24 21 1 3 3 1 1 60

SEV2 2 24 13 1 2 42

THEV 1 18 3 2 12 3 1 40

UPBD 5 5

? 1 1

Total 1 9 49 66 6 6 17 4 2 1 161

Table 29  LMU jar rim types by period (see text for key)



forms are distinctive, with both jars and bowls having separately
formed rims which are roughly applied to the body of the vessel. Simple
everted or upright plain rims were common in the 12th and 13th centu-
ries and some may be as early as the 11th century, but by the 13th and
14th centuries the rims were more developed with wider thickened ends
to the basic everted form. This development is well illustrated by
Jennings (1981, figs 14 and 15).

Thirteen bowls, 161 jars, 10 jugs, 2 jars/jugs, a curfew and a lamp
were identified in the LMU assemblage. Eight bowls had simple thick-
ened rims (as Jennings 1981, nos 259–60), three had more developed
rims (Jennings nos 257–8), and two had rims which were more like those
normally associated with developed jars (Jennings nos 305, 308). Only
two bowls were found in Period 3 contexts, eight occurring in Period 4
and three as residual sherds in Periods 7 and 8.

Five of the ten jugs were in Period 4 contexts, the other five in
Periods 6–8. Most were in typical local forms with triangular beaded or
upright flat-topped rims (Jennings nos 319, 325, 326, 328, 331). Two
vessels could not be positively identified as either jugs or jars, but both
had rims similar to Jennings no. 326.

Five main jar types have been identified in this assemblage. These
are: everted with inturned end (INT: Jennings nos. 275, 276, 298, 301);
simple everted plain flared (SEV1: Jennings nos 278, 281, 282, 285–93,
300); simple everted acute (SEV2: Jennings nos 291, 294–7); upright
plain or beaded (UPBD: Jennings nos 273, 274, 277, 283, 299); and
thickened everted developed types (THEV: Jennings nos 302–16). A few
simple rims were incomplete and have been recorded as ‘SEV’ only. A
comparison of jar rim diameters was made between the three most
common types: SEV1 was generally evenly spread between
130–270mm, SEV2 peaked at 250–70mm, and THEV was bimodal at
160–80mm and 220–40mm.

Table 29 shows the distribution of these types by period. This shows
that there are no THEV rims before Period 4 (with the exception of an
intrusive sherd in Period 1), as would be expected. INT and UPBD rims
are only present in Period 4, which is surprising as both are thought to be
early. Unfortunately the small numbers of both these types do not allow
for any conclusions about their dating. There is clearly some overlap in
the use of simple everted and thickened everted rims in Periods 3 and 4,
but as both periods cover part of the 13th century this is probably
unsurprising.

Very few sherds were decorated, although some examples of
thumbed rims, incised horizontal lines and a single sherd with incised
wavy lines were noted.

Grimston, Ely and unprovenanced sandy coarsewares were present
in small quantities. These included six jugs, two jars and three bowls.
Four jar rims were present amongst the small quantity of medieval shelly
ware. These wares form a small proportion of the medieval assemblage at
other sites in Norwich, although the actual frequencies vary. For
example, at Castle Mall 2.4% of the group was Ely coarseware (‘East
Cambs-type ware’), but only 0.4% was Grimston coarseware.

Stamford ware Fabric B is included amongst the coarseware to dis-
tinguish it from the finer developed Fabric C, but here almost all Fabric B
sherds were glazed. Only one vessel was identified, a possible jug with
simple everted rim. Glaze was generally yellow or light green
(Kilmurry’s glazes 1, 2 and 5), although five sherds had green or speckled
green glaze. One sherd had an applied thumbed strip, two had incised
horizontal lines and two were rilled. The latter (from 11999 and 12062),
were probably part of the same jug neck.

Figure 84.1 shows the proportions of local, regional and imported
coarsewares. The dominance of ‘local’ LMU wares over the rest of
Norfolk pottery (represented largely by GRCW and MCW) is clear.
Other sites in Norwich have produced similar proportions of LMU to
other medieval coarsewares, as have sites in Yarmouth, and even the rural
site at Burnham Market produced a large quantity of LMU (78%) in com-
parison to Grimston coarseware. In King’s Lynn, however, Grimston
coarseware appears to dominate although the so-called ‘Grimston soft-
ware’ is probably an Ely or Fenland product. With few exceptions, LMU
appears to have been almost universally available throughout Norfolk.

Glazed wares
Twenty-one percent of the total medieval assemblage consisted of
English glazed wares. This is comparable with the figures for Castle Mall
(29%), Coslany Street (28%) and Oak Street (24%). At Lacon’s Brewery
in Yarmouth, 18% of the medieval group was glazed, and at Howard
Street the figure was 22%. At 25%, the rural site at Burnham Market had
one of the highest frequencies. None of these figures include the glazed
imported wares.

Grimston glazed ware forms the largest proportion of the medieval
glazed ware group. Most sherds were green-glazed, many with applied
red slip stripes which appear brown under the lead glaze. The majority of
identifiable vessels were jugs (nineteen examples) and face jugs (nine

examples, e.g. Fig. 83.17) but there was also one jar and a possible
costrel. Decoration was within the normal range of Grimston products,
and included applied scales, pellets and strips, finger impressions and
thumbing. On face jugs, incised lines, finger nail impressions and
ring-and-dot stamps were used to form the face and beard, and applied
arms with large pads for hands also had incised or thumbed decoration.
Occasionally white slip stripes were added, but these were much less fre-
quent than red stripes. The ?costrel had an applied thumbed strip around
the body.

Several sherds of Yarmouth-type glazed ware were identified. This
fabric is very similar to Grimston ware, but does not contain the sparse
large ferrous pieces which are a feature of the latter. It also tends to be
more frequently oxidised with poorly applied yellowish or uncoloured,
rather than green, lead glaze, and most examples contain relatively
coarse sand. It has been identified at several sites in Great Yarmouth
(Anderson forthcoming c), but there is no evidence to date that it was pro-
duced in this town. It may be a common import, perhaps from the
Netherlands, or it may be a local rural product. Most identifiable vessels
were jugs with upright plain, inturned or triangular rims. One sherd may
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Figure 84  Pottery: proportions of medieval
coarsewares, glazed wares and total medieval pottery

by weight
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Figure 85  Pottery: types by period



be from a dish, suggesting that the type continues into the late medieval
period.

A few sherds of pottery from other east coast production centres
(Scarborough, London) were present in the assemblage. One sherd was a
neck fragment from a Scarborough Phase 1 jug, but otherwise no forms
were identifiable. Decoration included applied strips and scales in
Scarborough Phase 2 ware, applied strips, slip lines, and Rouen-style
decoration in London-type ware. Also identified were a few sherds of
London Coarse glazed ware of late 12th-century date (L. Whittingham,
pers. comm.), three with wide white slip lines under green or uncoloured
glaze.

From further west, two sherds of Ely-type glazed ware, another
fabric similar to Grimston but containing sparse chalk, were found.
Developed Stamford Ware was also present in small quantities.

Two unprovenanced glazed wares were found. UPG1 was a
medium-coarse sand-tempered fabric with occasional ferrous inclu-
sions, buff surfaces, red margins and a light grey core, and was found in
three contexts (10306, 10318 and 10341), probably all parts of a single
vessel. UPG2 was a medium sandy calcareous-tempered fabric with
sparse ferrous inclusions, pinkish-buff surfaces and a light grey core, and
occurred as a single rimsherd in 11754. Both could be of regional or
Dutch origin.

Figure 84.2 shows the proportions of medieval glazed wares from
Norfolk, regional, national and foreign sources. The high proportion of
Norfolk glazed wares is reflected in the chart, with very little other
English glazed pottery occurring at the site. This is a result of the domi-
nance of Grimston products in the region during this period. However,
analysis of pottery from coastal port sites in King’s Lynn and Great
Yarmouth suggests that other English wares were more common at these
sites than local products. At Coslany Street, medieval glazed wares from
other parts of England were noticeably more common than at Dragon
Hall, and there was more variety, with York, Hedingham and unidentified
English wares adding to the Scarborough and London-type wares which
were present at both.

Imports
Imported medieval coarsewares included Flemish blue-grey or Paffrath
ware ladles and jars in typical forms, and three rilled body sherds of gritty
Rhenish proto-stoneware of 13th-century date. A large quantity of
Merida-type ware was recovered from several phases, starting in con-
texts of Period 4. All the sherds were probably part of a single olive jar.
This Iberian import is more common in the early post-medieval period,
but the earliest examples in London can be dated to the late 13th century
(Hurst et al. 1986, 69).

Imported medieval glazed wares were all from the Low Countries
and France. The most common import was Andenne ware from the
Meuse Valley. Most sherds were glazed yellow, although this appeared
orange on some of the pink fabric examples. Decoration included applied
strips, girth-grooving and rectangular rouletting. One jug with a collared
rim and S-section handle was identified. Other Low Countries imports
included two small sherds of possible Aardenburg ware, one of which
was burnt. Both had rouletted, or possibly stamped, decoration. Low
Countries redwares from unknown sources included a deeply grooved
jug neck, a small sherd with internal copper green glaze, and a base with
pulled tripod foot in the Dutch style. The latter was similar to
Yarmouth-type glazed ware in fabric.

French wares were dominated by Saintonge ware, but this was due to
the presence of at least ten sherds from the same vessel which were scat-
tered through features of Periods 2–9. This was in a fine white fabric,
with a very smooth internal surface and speckled copper glaze externally.
Other sherds included a burnt ‘S’-section wheel-turned strap handle with
green glaze, and a body sherd with incised horizontal lines. A rim sherd
from a Rouen jug similar to the example illustrated by Jennings (1981,
no. 224) had applied vertical strips under yellow glaze. Other miscella-
neous ?North French wares included a green-glazed sherd which was
covered in lime externally, and a handle in green-brown, copper-glazed,
relatively coarse sandy ware.

Figure 85 shows the proportions of imported wares by weight. The
coarsewares are clearly dominated by Flemish wares (Paffrath ware) and
Iberian ware (the Merida-type jar), with a small quantity of Rhenish
material. In contrast, the Flemish glazed wares form the larger half of the
imported material, but there is a large proportion of French pottery.
However, the quantities of imports for both coarse and glazed wares is
very similar (5.7% and 7.6% respectively).

Select catalogue
(Fig. 83)
10. Medieval coarseware bowl. T-shaped rim, thumbed on the inner

edge. Brick-red, fine-medium sandy fabric. Possibly an oxidised

version of LMU, although the form is not local. 10260, G20,
Period 4.

11. Medieval coarseware jug. Clubbed rim, wide strap handle.
Medium-coarse sandy grey fabric. 10742, G235, Period 4.

12. LMU jug or small jar. Flat-topped everted rim. Fine sandy
greyware. Heavy sooting externally. 10377, G278, Period 7.

13. LMU small rounded jug. Flat-topped upright rim. Possibly
non-local. Fine sandy greyware. 11322/11356, G125, Period 4.

14. LMU curfew. Rim has shallow incised radial lines. Pierced
through the body. Fine sandy, slightly micaceous greyware.
Sooted internally. 10530, G243, Period 4.

15. Paffrath ware ladle. The rod handle is unusually twisted at the tip.
White, medium sandy fabric with dark blue-grey surfaces. 12132,
G179, Period 4.

16. Grimston ware jug. Clubbed rim, rod handle with oval thumbed
areas on either side at rim. Possibly an attempt at Rouen-style.
Medium sandy dark grey fabric with pinkish-buff exterior. Green
lead glazed. 11557, G300, Period 4.

17. Grimston ware face jug. Upright plain rim. Dark grey medium
sandy fabric, partially oxidised externally. 3378/4023,
G520/G524, Periods 8/5.

18. Grimston ware globular ?face jug. Applied scales in a D-shaped
area, possibly representing a wing. Vertical applied lines and
brown slip lines under green lead glaze. Grey medium-sandy
fabric, partly oxidised externally. 10492, G37, Period 7.

19. ?Grimston-type ware small shouldered jug. Short narrow strap
handle. Poorly formed, overfired near-waster with indented sides.
Medium-coarse sandy grey fabric with oxidised surfaces and
margins. Partially green glazed with a thin lead glaze. Possibly
Yarmouth-type glazed ware. Similar to Jennings 1981, no. 333.
10716, G240, Period 7.

20. Grimston ware ?costrel. Small sherd from the end of a
barrel-shaped costrel, with applied strip at join. Medium sandy
grey fabric, thick green lead glaze. 10530, G243, Period 4

Late medieval wares
Table 30 shows the late medieval wares recovered.

Local wares
Seventeen sherds of late Grimston-type ware were found, including two
jugs. One decorated sherd had an applied red clay pad showing a sexfoil
with a raised centre in heavy relief, and an applied strip (Fig. 86.21).

The largest group of late medieval pottery in the assemblage was
Late Medieval and Transitional ware (LMT). Two main areas of produc-
tion for this type of pottery have been identified, one in the Waveney
Valley on the Norfolk–Suffolk border, and one around Hopton in Suffolk
(Anderson et al. 1996). However, the variety of fabrics present in
Norwich would tend to support Jennings’ suggestion of a closer source
for some of the LMT found in the city (Jennings 1981, 61).

Twenty-three vessels were identifiable. These included five jars, two
handled jars, two cauldrons (Fig. 86.22), three pipkins, a caul-
dron/pipkin, a jar/pipkin, two jugs, a pancheon, a dish, three dripping
dishes, a lid and a mug.

Most sherds were glazed green or brown, although in some cases
there were only a few spots of uncoloured glaze. A few vessels were par-
tially reduced, with grey outer surfaces and brown glaze. Other
decoration included white slip lines on two sherds, brown slip lines on
one, incised wavy lines on four, and combed or incised lines on five.
Several vessels had rilled bodies and were similar to Dutch redwares.

Other English wares
Small quantities of other late medieval wares were recovered. Five
sherds of Cistercian-type ware included two mug rims. A few hard
sherds, including a tankard base, in a well-fired purple fabric were identi-
fied as Midlands Purple, although one could be Humber ware. One
well-fired hard green-glazed redware could be Bourne D ware or possi-
bly an import. A small sherd of ‘Tudor Green’ Surrey white ware was
also found.

Imports
A wide range of late medieval imported pottery was present. Some of the
Dutch-type redwares included in the early post-medieval group may be
of 15th- or early 16th-century date, but they are difficult to distinguish
from the 16th century wares. Apart from these, the main late medieval
import, as at most urban sites in East Anglia, was German stoneware. The
earlier types, Siegburg and Langerwehe, were not common but several
sherds of Raeren mugs and jugs were found. Langerwehe was signifi-
cantly more common than Raeren at Castle Mall, and its lack at Dragon
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Hall may be related to the general lack of 14th–early 15th-century
pottery from the site.

Small sherds of German slipware dishes from both Werra and Weser
were found. All were decorated with white and/or brown slip lines and
glazed with uncoloured lead glaze. One Werra rim was decorated with
dashes and concentric lines. Most of the sherds were small and abraded,
and no designs were distinguishable.

From France, there was a fragment of a green and brown Saintonge
jug with moulded decoration and one sherd of probable Beauvais stone-
ware with clear glaze externally. Six sherds of Iberian coarse redware
represented two vessels, one of which was coated with a salt deposit
externally. A large fragment of a Paterna Blue bowl (Plate XXII) was an
unstratified find, and a sherd of Cuerda seca in poor condition was also
identified (A. Guttierez, pers. comm.).

Select catalogue
(Fig. 86 except Nos 23 and 24 (Plates XXII and XXIII))
21. Late Grimston ware. Decorated body sherd with applied relief pad

in red clay, showing 6-petal flower with central raised dot and
applied strip. Fine-medium sandy greyware, oxidised internally.
10077, G36, Period 7.

22. Hopton-type LMT cauldron. Thickened everted rim, angular
handle. Decorated with incised wavy lines and rilling, green
glazed. Sooted externally. Fine-medium sandy redware, but
surfaces reduced. 11915, G352, Period 6

23. Paterna blue bowl with footring base. Painted blue decoration on
white tin glaze. Pale pink fabric, very fine with occasional medium
sand, small black particles and occasional mica. Unstratified.
Plate XXII.
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Fabric Code No. %No. Wt/g %Wt eve

Late Medieval and Transitional LMT 5.10 264 78.1 5216 79.1 1.76

Cistercian type Ware CTW 5.20 5 1.5 54 0.8 0.25

Midland Purple MIDP 5.21 8 2.4 134 2.0

Bourne D Ware? BOUD? 5.24 1 0.3 11 0.2

Late Grimston Ware GRIL 5.30 17 5.0 660 10.0 0.06

Surrey White Ware (Tudor Green) SWWT 5.40 1 0.3 2 0.0

Siegburg Stoneware GSW1 7.11 1 0.3 10 0.2

Langerwehe Stoneware GSW2 7.12 5 1.5 34 0.5

Raeran/Aachen Stoneware GSW3 7.13 19 5.6 172 2.6 0.17

Weser Ware WES 7.26 3 0.9 22 0.3

Werra Ware WERR 7.27 3 0.9 27 0.4 0.05

Late Saintonge Ware SAIL 7.31 1 0.3 8 0.1

Beauvais Stoneware BEAS 7.38 1 0.3 12 0.2

Iberian Coarsewares IBCW 7.50 6 1.8 93 1.4

Spanish tin-glazed ware STGE 7.53 3 0.9 141 2.1 0.10

Total Late Medieval wares 338 6596 2.39

Table 30  Late medieval wares

Fabric Code No. %No Wt/g %Wt eve

Post-Medieval Red Wares PMRW 6.10 16 1.0 337 1.2 0.45

Iron Glazed Black Wares IGBW 6.11 54 3.3 575 2.0 0.18

Glazed Red Earthenware GRE 6.12 751 46.3 17,530 59.8 11.35

Local Early Post Medieval wares LEPM 6.13 8 0.5 137 0.5 0.15

West Norfolk Bichrome WNBC 6.14 40 2.5 642 2.2 1.07

Speckle-glazed Ware SPEC 6.15 51 3.1 1083 3.7 0.33

Fine Black Ware FBW 6.16 52 3.2 269 0.9 0.25

Non-Local Post-Medieval Earthenwares NLPM 6.17 6 0.4 110 0.4 0.26

Staffordshire-type Manganese Glazed STMG 6.21 46 2.8 396 1.4 0.25

Border Wares BORD 6.22 16 4.7 223 3.4 1.19

Tin Glazed Earthenwares TGE 6.30 174 10.7 1513 5.2 1.45

Post-Medieval Slipwares PMSW 6.40 1 0.1 32 0.1

Staffordshire type Slipware STAF 6.41 111 6.8 1777 6.1 1.44

Metropolitan Slipware METS 6.42 5 0.3 69 0.2 0.15

Post-medieval imports PMIM 7.01 1 0.1 14 0.0 0.10

Cologne/Frechen Stoneware GSW4 7.14 63 3.9 1563 5.3 0.98

Westerwald Stoneware GSW5 7.15 29 1.8 405 1.4 0.74

Dutch-type Redwares DUTR 7.21 188 11.6 2569 8.8 2.57

Dutch-type Whitewares DUTW 7.22 4 0.2 20 0.1 0.05

Dutch-type slipwares DUTS 7.28 4 0.2 23 0.1 0.20

North Italian Marbled Ware NIMW 7.41 1 0.1 4 0.0

Total Early Post-Medieval wares 1621 29,291 23.16

Table 31  Post-medieval pottery wares of 16th–18th century date



24. Late Saintonge ware jug. Upright plain rim. Green and brown
glaze. Fine sandy whiteware. 10790, G424, Period 7. Plate XXIII

Early post-medieval wares
Post-medieval wares of 16th- to 18th-century date are
summarised in Table 31.

Local wares
The most common local ware was glazed red earthenware (GRE), which
made up around half of the total early post-medieval group and over
three-quarters of the local products. Only small quantities of other red
earthenwares were present. These included several unglazed vessels
(PMRW), iron glazed blackwares (IGBW, and finer versions FBW),
local early post-medieval green-glazed wares (LEPM), West Norfolk
bichrome (WNBC) and speckle-glazed wares (SPEC). The fabrics of all
these wares are very similar, the main differences being in the forms and
glazes.

Post-medieval redwares included a rim and a base of plant pots, and
a dish and jar with clubbed rims, also probably horticultural vessels.
These may be of post-18th-century date.

Iron-glazed blackwares were largely drinking vessels. At this site,
five tankard, tyg or mug bases were identified, there was one mug rim
sherd, and a jug base was also found. A few sherds were classified as
‘Fine Black ware’, due to their finer sandy redware fabric. A few pieces
could be Cistercian-type wares, but some were certainly later. A bowl
rim with a metallic glaze, a rolled rim from an unidentified vessel, and an
everted ?cup rim were the only rimsherds.

Very few local early post-medieval (LEPM) sherds were identified.
These included the base of a hollow ware vessel, an upright bowl rim and
an everted dish rim.

West Norfolk Bichrome sherds included the base of a possible mug,
and several pieces of four pipkins or cauldrons. One example was very
similar to a Dutch-type cauldron (Jennings 1981, no. 957).

Speckle-glazed wares included body sherds from globular vessels,
and rims from a tankard, a chamber pot, and two mugs.

A total of 156 vessels were identifiable in Glazed Red Earthenware
(GRE). These included three jugs, eight jars, two handled jars, nine large
storage vessels, eleven skillets, one skillet/bowl, one skillet/pipkin, 23
pipkins, 32 bowls, six handled bowls, one porringer, 25 dishes and two
dishes/plates, three colanders, one chafing dish, one chamber pot and
two chamber pots/jars, three lids, two mugs, six tankards and four
?plantpots. Ninety-five of these could be assigned numbers from
Jennings (1981), the remainder being assigned a basic form type from
body or base sherds. One lid (LMT/GRE transitional) had applied deco-
ration in the form of a face on the knob (Fig. 86.25).

The GRE vessel types were studied in conjunction with phasing
information and the site matrix, with the aim of suggesting closer dating
for some of the forms. There was little difference between the forms
found in the two relevant periods (7 and 8), although there was a slight
increase in the use of simple clubbed rims for bowls in the later period.
There was no clear change in the forms of dishes through the periods, but
jars and pipkins seem to change from the more complex rim types seen in
LMT and Dutch redwares to simpler forms in the later period. However,
the number of vessels on which these suggestions are based is relatively
small, and it has not been possible to identify definite trends which would
allow distinction between vessels produced in the 16th, 17th and 18th
centuries. Any changes were also masked by the difficulty in identifying
residual vessels in Period 8. A possible 18th-century group, dated from
tin-glazed earthenware vessels, was identified in 10790 and is illustrated
(Figs 86 and 87, nos 27–38).

A comparison of the main redware varieties present at this site with
those found at Castle Mall reveals some interesting differences. GRE is
the most common type at both, although at Castle Mall it makes up a
higher proportion, accounting for 57% of the group. Iron glazed
blackwares were more common there (12%), but speckle-glazed wares
produced a similar proportion (3%), and West Norfolk bichrome was
considerably less frequent (0.1%). The presence of a large quantity of the
latter type at this site is a result of the large number of sherds collected
from a few vessels in one context.

Other English wares
A few sherds of non-local post-medieval pottery were identified based on
slight differences in fabric and/or form from the local redwares. These
included a body sherd with light brown internal glaze with a slight cari-
nation and incised horizontal lines, possibly Dutch. A bowl rim with
internal orange glaze and a fine smooth micaceous fabric with clay pellet
inclusions could be from Suffolk or Essex. A collared rimmed vessel
with green glaze could be French or Dutch. Of unknown origin, there was

a colander base in a fine sandy micaceous fabric and an unglazed bowl
rim in a pale orange sandy fabric.

A few examples of Surrey-Hampshire Border ware were present,
including rims of two skillets, a carinated bowl and a jug. One rim sherd
probably belonged to a skillet, bowl or porringer. A decorated sherd was
part of a Type 2 carinated bowl (Pearce 1992) and had notching at the
carination. Most sherds were yellow-glazed internally, but two had light
green glaze.

Body, base and rim sherds of Staffordshire-type manganese glazed
wares were identified as fragments of tankards or mugs. Several sherds
were rilled. Glaze varied from yellowish-brown to dark brown. Other
Staffordshire-type products were glazed yellow and included brown
slip-trailed body and rim sherds from press-moulded flatwares, as well as
a few slip-decorated mugs. Two sherds had relief-moulded decoration.

Small quantities of red bodied slipwares were also present. The base
of a dish was covered in white slip and a thick speckled dark brown glaze.
This was possibly a Dutch or Brill/Boarstall product. Metropolitan
slipware was not common at this site. The five sherds included a dish
base, a dish rim and a plate rim, all decorated with trailed white slip under
a clear lead glaze. Other sites have produced much larger groups of
slipwares: for example at Castle Mall 4% of the post-medieval group is
Metropolitan slipware. At the latter site, however, Staffordshire
slipwares are much less common (0.3%).

Tin-glazed earthenwares of English, ‘Anglo-Netherlandish’ or
Dutch origin make up one of the larger pottery groups in this period.
Several different fabric colours were present, including yellow, buff and
pink, although most sherds were in a cream sandy fabric. Identifiable
vessel types included two bowls, a handled bowl (Fig. 87.45), nine
dishes, three dishes/bowls, 21 plates, one plate/dish, four drug jars, a cup,
a mug, and nine hollow wares. In most cases the glaze was white, occa-
sionally tinged blue on the surface, although a few vessels had
deliberately coloured light blue glaze. Painted blue decoration was the
norm, but a few sherds had polychrome designs. Purple was the most
common colour after blue, while orange, yellow and green were also
found. Few designs were intelligible from the small fragments found, but
there were pieces showing the lower half of a bear in polychrome (Plate
XXII), a blue-and-white sailing boat scene (Plate XXIII), and a fragment
of horse’s hoof (Fig. 87.49). Most were crudely painted, but one plate rim
exhibited a very fine decorative technique (Plate XXII).

Imports
Post-medieval imports were dominated by Dutch and German wares.
Two sherds were from other sources. A dark brown glazed jar rim identi-
cal to one illustrated by Jennings (1981, no. 1009) may be from France,
and a small sherd of a North Italian slipware bowl with sgraffito decora-
tion was also found.

Of the German stonewares belonging to this period, Frechen ware
was the most common. Sherds were all from bottles, mugs and jugs and
most were mottled brown glazed ‘Tiger ware’, the surface type normally
associated with Bellarmines. One sherd had a partial applied face con-
sisting of part of the beard. A Cologne stoneware vessel of
early–mid-16th century date was identified on the basis of an applied
stamped pad showing an oak leaf. One vessel was decorated with
moulded vertical diaper facetting (cf. Gaimster 1997, nos 84, 147 etc.).
One underfired thick-walled vessel could be an English 17th-century
stoneware copy. A few sherds of Westerwald stoneware were identified,
including upright plain rims from at least three jugs or mugs, and flat
everted rims from two chamber pots. One vessel had an applied stamped
pad showing a cinquefoil and was probably of mid-17th century or later
date.

Dutch red earthenwares are included in this period group as most are
probably of 16th century or later date. However, their similarity to both
LMT and GRE makes their identification problematic, particularly when
considering undiagnostic body sherds. Dutch wares from this site were
largely identified on the basis of form, and they may be under-repre-
sented in the quantification. All sherds were glazed, usually with an
uncoloured, yellowish or brown lead glaze. Rilling or incised horizontal
lines were the only other forms of decoration. The majority of vessels
were cooking pots: eleven cauldrons, four skillets, and two pipkins.
These had either collared or everted rims and one or two round-section
handles. There were also two bowls, five dishes and one large storage
vessel.

Four sherds were identified as Dutch white wares, all with copper
green glaze. Two rim sherds from a dish had green glaze internally and
spots of yellow externally, whilst one small body sherd had yellow glaze
inside and green outside.

Dutch slipwares were also infrequent. A rim with a small patch of
slip on the edge may be from a Dutch slipware mug, but it could also be
part of an earlier jug. Another vessel had white slip dashes on the interior
and exterior surfaces of the rim, and was probably part of a North
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Figure 86  Pottery: Nos 21, 22, 25–37, Late medieval and post-medieval wares. Scale 1:2.
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Figure 87  Pottery: Nos 38–45, 49, 50, 52, 53, 62 and 65, late medieval and post-medieval wares. Scale 1:2.



Holland cockerel bowl (cf. Jennings 1981, nos 584, 587). A sherd with
all-over white slip covered in green glaze internally, and spots of glaze
externally, was probably Low Countries undecorated slipware
(Jennings’WSGG). Finally, a small sherd was decorated with three white
slip dots.

Select catalogue
(Figs 86 and 87)
25. LMT/GRE transitional lid. Applied decoration on knob in the

form of a face. Streaky greenish glaze. Fine redware, micaceous,
occasional calcareous inclusions. 11803, G380, Period 6.

26. ?GRE lid. Unglazed, pierced knob. Could be LMT or Dutch
redware. Fine redware, occasional grog and coarse ferrous
fragments, slightly micaceous. 10479, G425, Period 8.
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Plate XXII Pottery: late medieval imported ware (23), early post-medieval ware (47), slipware (56),
stoneware (59, 61) and porcelain (64).
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Plate XXIII Pottery: late medieval imported ware (24), early post-medieval wares (46, 48, 51), pearlware (54, 55),
whiteware (57, 58), stoneware (60), porcelain (63)



Vessels from Period 7 well fill 10790, G424
27. GRE lid. Unglazed. Fine redware, occasional grog and coarse

ferrous fragments, slightly micaceous.
28. GRE pipkin. Collared rim. Internal brown glaze. Fine sandy

redware, occasional ferrous fragments, patchy areas of reduction
externally.

29. GRE pipkin. Collared rim and tapered strap handle. Rilling on
body, orange glazed. Fine micaceous redware with occasional
ferrous fragments.

30. GRE skillet. Upright thickened rim. Reduced orange-brown glaze.
Heavily sooted externally.

31. GRE ?two-handled jar. Collared rim, small strap handle. Glazed
orange/brown with greenish patches externally. Fine micaceous
redware, occasional ferrous and clay pellet inclusions.

32. GRE handled bowl. Clubbed rim, narrow strap handle. Orange
glaze, mainly internally. Fine micaceous redware, occasional
ferrous and clay pellet inclusions.

33. GRE bowl. Clubbed rim. Yellowish glaze internally. Fine
micaceous redware, occasional ferrous and clay pellet inclusions.
Possibly 18th-century type.

34. GRE bowl. Slightly rolled rim. Orange glazed. Fine micaceous
redware, occasional ferrous and clay pellet inclusions.

35. GRE bowl. Square clubbed rim. Orange glazed. Fine micaceous
redware, occasional ferrous and clay pellet inclusions.

36. GRE dish. Thickened everted rim. Orange glazed. Fine micaceous
redware, occasional ferrous and clay pellet inclusions.

37. GRE dish. Thickened everted rim. Possibly Dutch redware. Fine
micaceous redware, occasional ferrous and clay pellet inclusions.

38. GRE vessel, form uncertain. Upright rimsherd with cut edge on
one side. Fine micaceous redware, occasional ferrous and clay
pellet inclusions.

Other vessels
(Fig. 87)
39. GRE dish. Orange/brown glaze. Medium sandy redware. Heavily

sooted underneath. Breaks covered in lime mortar. 11391, G459,
Period 7.

40. West Norfolk bichrome pipkin. Collared rim, rilled body, rod
handle. Copper green glaze externally, orange glaze internally.
Fine sandy redware with occasional coarse sand and grog, slightly
micaceous. 10674, G80, Period 7.

41. West Norfolk bichrome pipkin. Collared rim, rilled body, rod
handle. Dark copper green glaze externally, greenish glaze
internally. Burnt externally with blackening of outer margin. Fine
sandy redware with occasional coarse sand and grog, slightly
micaceous. 10674, G80, Period 7.

42. Non-local post-medieval vessel. Collared rim. Possibly French or
Dutch. Medium sandy redware with moderate coarse ferrous
inclusions, occasional medium mica, occasional calcareous
pieces. 10261, G284, Period 8.

43. Dutch-type redware dish. Collared rim. Orange glazed internally.
Heavily sooted externally. Fine hard redware, micaceous, with few
other inclusions. 11013, G185, Period 7.

44. ?Dutch-type redware ?bowl (possibly GRE, but not typical for
either fabric). Upright plain rim with incised horizontal line
internally. Fine redware, occasional ferrous inclusions. 10350,
G284, Period 8.

45. TGE handled bowl. Plain flared rim, handle lost but probably
horizontal strap. Blue and purple paint on decayed tin glaze.
Buff-red fabric. Dutch. 10264, G281, Period 7.

49. TGE sherd. Painted blue and green decoration showing a horse’s
hoof, on white tin glaze. Clear lead glaze externally. Fine sandy
pale cream fabric with occasional red inclusions. 11197, G389,
Period 9.

50. TGE ?bowl. Painted polychrome (blue and orange) with blue-dash
rim, on white tin glaze. ?Lead glaze externally. Pink fabric. 10790,
G424, Period 7.

Other vessels
(Plates XXII and XXIII)
46. TGE dish/bowl. Footring base. Painted polychrome decoration,

blue, purple and yellow, on white tin glaze. Clear lead glaze
externally. Fine sandy pale cream-buff fabric. 10210, G283,
Period 9. Plate XXIII

47. TGE dish. Footring base. Painted polychrome decoration (blue,
green and orange) showing a bear, on white tin glaze. Clear lead
glaze externally. Pink fabric with occasional fine ferrous
inclusions. 10153, G47, Period 8. Plate XXII

48. TGE large dish. Footring base. Painted blue sailing boat scene on
white tin glaze. Clear lead glaze externally. Pale cream fabric with

occasional ferrous inclusions. Dutch? 10617, G364, Period 8.
Plate XXIII

51. TGE plate. Fine painted blue decoration with outline in purple, on
thick white tin glaze which covers both surfaces. Cream fabric.
18th-century. 10790, G424, Period 7. Plate XXIII

Refined wares and other modern pottery
Table 32 shows the quantities of modern wares recovered.
This is one of the largest collections of modern wares from
the city, and unfortunately cannot be compared thor-
oughly with those from other excavated sites, since in
most cases material of this late date is removed with the
overburden. Even a site as large as Castle Mall only
produced 341 sherds of ‘china’ (0.4% of the total pottery
assemblage).

Coarse earthenwares
Twelve sherds of Late Post-Medieval Earthenware were collected, all
probably sherds of plant pots or other horticultural vessels.

Other red earthenwares included late GRE, a finer version of the
16th–17th century fabric with a more consistent and thicker glossy glaze.
Identifiable vessels consisted of a dish, a chamber pot, three bowls, a cup,
a colander and a bed pan. The shallow dish was weathered and laminated
externally and may have been used outdoors, perhaps as a horticultural
vessel or animal feeding bowl.

‘Late slipped redware’ is a common find on many sites in East
Anglia and presumably has a regional origin. It consists of a well-fired
dark red sandy fabric, usually wholly or partially glazed brown exter-
nally, with clear or brown-streaked glaze internally over a thick white
slip. It is probably of late 18th–19th century date (Cotter 2000). Vessels
are usually open forms such as bowls and dishes. Two bowls, a dish and
three possible chamber pots were identified. One bowl or dish had white
trailed slip lines, which is unusual for this fabric.

Refined earthenwares
Refined white-bodied earthenwares were first produced in the 1740s,
beginning with the invention of creamware. By the 1770s, the yellowish
glaze of early creamware was being superseded by the bluish-white
pearlware, and by the 1840s this latter was itself being replaced by
whitewares. However, there is much overlap between the three basic
types, which are largely distinguished on the basis of glaze colour. Later
creamwares were very pale cream, largely undecorated, and continued in
production until the second half of the 19th century.

Where possible, creamwares and pearlwares have been identified on
the basis of the coloured areas of glaze which accumulate on areas such
as footring bases or below rims. Creamwares show a greenish tinge in
these areas, and pearlware is blue due to the presence of cobalt oxide in
the glaze. However, some of these wares may have been recorded in the
more general refined whiteware category if no such accumulation of
glaze was present on the sherd, and some whitewares may have a blue
tinge to the glaze if they have blue transfer printing. Classification of the
refined wares is acknowledged to be difficult (Miller 1980).

Very few examples of the early type of creamware with thick creamy
yellowish glaze were present at this site. Only one footring base was
recorded as being of this type. Most vessels were probably later, and on
these the glaze was a much lighter cream colour. Other decoration was
rare in this group. One plate rim had a moulded feather edge, another had
a scalloped edge. One small sherd had overglaze black transfer printing.
A small lid was decorated with green banding and brown sponging, and a
pedestal base had blue slip decoration. Vessel types consisted of at least
fourteen plates, a saucer, three dishes, a lid, a tankard, two cups and a
mug. Most are probably of 19th-century date.

Pearlware was the most common refined ware from the site. Vessels
in this fabric included six bowls, two dishes, two lids (one from a tureen),
27 plates, one plate/dish, twelve cups, five saucers, three Maling-type
preserve jars (not true pearlware?), one mug and one tankard. Whilst
some of this material may be of late 18th-century date, like the
creamware it is likely that the majority of vessels from this site belong to
the 19th century.

Decoration was varied, but the main form was transfer printing. At
least 44 vessels had blue transfer prints, seven had black, two had brown,
two had green and one had a multi-coloured print. The designs included
the ubiquitous Willow Pattern in several varieties, floral and foliate
designs, birds including the ‘Asiatic pheasant’ design, Chinese scenes
and lettering. One incomplete mug (3050, 3160) had black lettering near
the base (… WIT IS OUT; … LING STOM …; … E MOTHER OF
GOOD LU …) and at the rim (THREE REMOVES ARE A …). Two of
these are proverbs from Benjamin Franklin’s Poor Richard’s Almanac —
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‘Diligence is the mother of good luck’and ‘Three removes are as bad as a
fire’— and one is a proverb (‘When the wine is in, the wit is out’) or quote
from Much Ado about Nothing (‘When the age is in, the wit is out’). The
fourth phrase, presumably another proverb, has not been identified.
Quotes from Franklin’s Almanac are sometimes found on pottery
intended for export to America.

Other types of decoration included moulded flowers, all-over
sponging, stamped spongeware, flow blue, shell-edging, underglaze
blue painting, overglaze enamelling and lustre, and simple painted
banding on the rim. Fragments of a tankard were decorated with purple
lustre on the rim, a transfer-printed rural scene with a shield showing a
harrow and three wheatsheaves, and partial enamelling. A cup with
brown transfer-printing showing acorns and leaves was also decorated
with gold lustre.

A few makers’ and pattern marks were present. Two plates had a
pattern mark for the pattern ‘Asiatic pheasants’, a common trans-
fer-printed design. A small fragment of base had part of a stamped ‘#’
mark. A base fragment from a vessel decorated with a Chinese-style
transfer print had a mark showing a coat of arms with lion and unicorn
bearers and a shield showing a harp in one quarter and shamrocks below.
The lettering consisted of the word ‘GEM’ in the motto scroll, presum-
ably a pattern name, and the initials ‘-.E.C.’below. The latter may refer to
an unidentified ‘Earthenware Co.’, possibly in Ireland.

Other refined whitewares have been recorded as ‘ironstone’, ‘indus-
trial slipware’ and, more generally, ‘refined white earthenwares’. Only
two pieces of ironstone were identified, both from the base of a moulded
fluted vessel which was perhaps a tea or coffee pot. The small group of
‘industrial slipware’ included at least six mugs, three tankards and a
bowl. Most were decorated with simple bands of colour, particularly
brown, khaki and blue, some with lathe-turned grooves. One blue pint
mug with lathe-cut bands and a white handle was complete but cracked,
and had been reused as a paint pot (Plate XXII). Other forms of slip deco-
ration were rare, but the ‘worm’pattern was seen on two sherds, and one
sherd was marbled. The mug forms and decoration — moulded foliate
handles and plain banded decoration — suggest a 19th-century date,
probably from c. 1830 onwards.

General refined white earthenwares (REFW) form approximately
17% of the refined ware group. Vessel forms and decoration were similar
to those recorded for pearlware, although the proportions of forms were
different. There were six bowls, three dishes, one lid, ten plates, thirteen
cups, seven saucers, six Maling-type preserve jars, ten mugs, two jugs, an
ointment pot and a figurine fragment. The large number of mugs is due to
the presence of several relief-moulded pint and half-pint mugs, all
showing the same scene of male and female drinkers, and a ‘noticeboard’
showing the capacity of the vessel (Plate XXIII). All have brown paint or
slip below the glaze on the rim.

At least 35 REFW vessels were transfer-printed. The majority (eigh-
teen vessels) had blue transfers, five had black, four had brown, four had

green, two were purple or purplish-blue, and two were multi-coloured.
Again, Willow Pattern and other chinoiserie designs were common, as
were birds, flowers and foliate patterns. Several vessels were lettered.
These included a small piece of plate, which had the words FATE H … in
green transfer print. One of the preserve jars was labelled for James
Keiller & Sons and post-dates 1873, the date commemorating an award
given to the company. A small ointment pot also had a transfer-printed
label: SCR … /I … /Ulcerated Sore … /AND AL … /GOUT A … A
small, complete plate showed bears playing football in a multi-coloured
overglaze print which had largely worn away. The style of the clothes
worn by the bears suggests a 1930s date. The plate had a maker’s mark on
the base: GRINDLEY HOTEL WARE/ENGLAND/VITRIFIED/G.H.
JENKINSON Co/SIOUX CITY IA. This identifies it as being produced
in Tunstall, Stoke-on-Trent, presumably for the American market.

Other forms of decoration included painted banding in blue, green,
brown, red and gold around the rims of flatwares, overglaze enamelling,
blue-painted shell edging, painted designs, spongeware and stamped
spongeware, purple lustre, and moulded fluting. One vessel, probably a
fragment of an ‘art pottery’ vase or jug, had sgraffito decoration cut
through a thick manganese slip, and glazed yellow in the scratched areas
only. There was also a rim fragment of a hand-painted orange and green
Art Deco bowl in Clarice Cliff style.

Makers’ marks in this group included a blue transfer-printed base
fragment marked F.WINKLE & … /MADE IN ENGL … /ZEELAND,
and a plain jar stamped MALING/NEWCASTLE/F. F. Winkle & Co.
was a Stoke company operating from c. 1891 to 1931, and Maling was a
Tyneside company specialising in the manufacture of utilitarian wares.

One sherd of twice-fired red earthenware was collected, a moulded
tea or coffee pot lid knob with a central hole and uncoloured glaze. This
type of pottery was produced during the 18th century, from c. 1720.

Yellow ware is a buff-coloured refined earthenware, appearing
yellow ochre in colour when glazed, and often decorated with bands of
blue, brown or white slip and dendritic ‘mocha’ staining. It was first
made in the early 19th century and is still produced today. Most of the
vessels were utilitarian, particularly bowls, but some tea and coffee pots
were also produced. At this site, a minimum of nine bowls or dishes were
present, and there were several sherds of a jug decorated with green
mocha on white slip panels. Several vessels were moulded, one having
arch-shaped panels with central lozenges, another with internal scallop-
ing to the rim. Blue mocha decoration was present on three vessels, and
several sherds had blue slip lines.

Stoneware and porcelain
English stoneware from unknown sources (ESW) consisted in the main
of soda-water and blacking bottles, at least sixteen of which were identi-
fiable. There were also two tankards and a straight-sided jar with
moulded horizontal lines. Most had a plain iron wash, but some had
uncoloured or partial brown glaze over a grey or buff body. A few were
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Fabric Code No. %No. Wt/g %Wt eve

Late Post-Medieval Earthenwares LPME 8.01 12 0.9 554 1.9 0.58

Industrial Slipware INDS 8.02 36 2.8 1209 4.3 2.77

Refined White Earthenwares REFW 8.03 218 16.9 4721 16.6 13.02

Refined Red Earthenwares REFR 8.04 1 0.1 5 0.0

Creamwares CRW 8.10 123 9.5 374 1.3 0.93

Pearlware PEW 8.11 288 22.3 6854 24.1 12.88

Ironstone IRST 8.12 2 0.2 14 0.0

Yellow Ware YELW 8.13 108 8.4 2437 8.6 1.63

English Stoneware ESW 8.20 150 11.6 5292 18.6 5.69

English Stoneware London-type ESWL 8.21 11 0.9 1040 3.7 1.00

English Stoneware Nottingham-type ESWN 8.22 60 4.6 2951 10.4 0.45

English Stoneware Staffordshire-type ESWS 8.23 64 4.9 874 3.1 0.23

Porcelain PORC 8.30 80 6.2 510 1.8 2.33

Staffordshire Scratch Blue Ware SSBW 8.40 13 1.0 71 0.2 0.05

Staffordshire White Salt-glazed Stonewares SWSW 8.41 43 3.3 189 0.7 1.02

Black stonewares and basaltes BLSW 8.43 9 0.7 98 0.3 0.72

Late Glazed Red Earthenware LGRE 8.50 37 2.9 611 2.1 0.83

Late Slipped Redware LSRW 8.51 38 2.9 631 2.2 0.27

Total Refined/Modern wares 1293 28,435 44.4

Table 32  Refined pottery wares



stamped or printed with the name of the vendor, for example … ER &
Co/.PORTE … stamped on a body sherd, a black printed (1D) in a circle,
and stamped fragments of one vessel: …YOU…, … AY, … WICH (pre-
sumably Young and Crawshay, who brewed from premises further down
King Street). A near-complete blacking bottle was stamped, D[or B]
DRAKE/NORWICH & LOWESTOFT with a central inverted horseshoe
and ‘TRADEMARK’. One bottle was stamped by the maker: …
DOULTON, … [LAMB]ETH. A broken bottle base had been re-used as
a paint container. One complete small ink pot, 60mm high, was also
found, and there was also a near-complete flared-sided ?measuring cup.
Products such as these were manufactured in Derbyshire, Bristol,
London and other parts of England, but it is possible that some were
imported from Germany or elsewhere.

A small quantity of other unidentified stoneware was also classified
as ESW. An unidentified vessel with an everted rim was in a fine white
body with a blue tinge to the glaze, and could be early English soft-paste
porcelain rather than stoneware. A mug or cup with rouletted decoration
at the rim and streaky brown glaze on the rim and handle was in a yellow-
ish near-porcelain fabric. Eight sherds of a relief-moulded jug with a
footring base, in a white stoneware, were decorated with ears of wheat
around the neck and feathers on the jug body. A plain white stoneware
handle was found in the same context. Two large rimsherds in a buff
fabric with black ?ferrous inclusions may be part of a drainpipe. A small
enamelled bottle with a poorly-executed Chinoiserie design (Plate XXII)
may be of oriental origin (D. Barker, pers. comm.), as may the solid head
of a ?Japanese figurine with a circular-section hole cut horizontally from
ear to ear (Plate XXIII). A small moulded stoneware figurine of a ?pug or
bulldog (SF958) is also of uncertain origin, but may be relatively modern
(Plate XXII). However, porcelain pugs were popular in the 18th century.

Stoneware of possible London origin was not common. Only one
wide strap handle (cf. Hildyard 1985, no. 128) and ten sherds from a
bottle were found.

Nottingham-type stoneware was identified by the dark grey fabric
and white margin between the clay and the dark brown glaze. However,
some products of Staffordshire and Derbyshire may also have this attrib-
ute. Vessels in this fabric included four tankards, a large punchbowl with
rouletted decoration (cf. Hildyard 1985, no. 256) a lathe-turned bowl, a
jar and a colander.

Staffordshire-type stoneware generally has a light to medium grey
or buff fabric with very small black inclusions which are visible to the
naked eye. In this assemblage, fourteen of the fifteen identifiable vessels
were tankards, most of them white-dipped but some with a brown
iron-wash. The remaining vessel was a jug with brown wash on the upper
half.

Other Staffordshire-type stoneware products include scratch-blue
ware and salt-glazed white stoneware. Scratch-blue wares consisted of a
small bowl or saucer with a blue floral scratched design, and a vessel with
scratched outlines around blue areas. The latter could be a Westerwald
product. White salt-glazed stonewares included six cups, two bowls, a lid
and a small teapot. Unusually for this ware, no plates were identified.

A small quantity of black-bodied stoneware was found. Most of this
was the dry-bodied Basaltes type but a complete lid of a tea or coffee pot,
from which the knob had been broken off, was covered with an uncol-
oured thin glaze. The Basaltes items included a moulded teapot rim with
a Greek key design, a body sherd with scroll decoration, and a handle
decorated with a spiral design.

Eighty sherds of porcelain were collected, most of them small. A
few vessels were identifiable: there were seven cups, four saucers, a bowl
and a plate. There were also fragments of two figurines, the base of a
moulded figure wearing a long dress or robes with partial overglaze
gilding, and a small seated figure with overglaze red and green enamel
decoration (Plate XXII), both of which are probably of Continental
origin (D. Barker, pers. comm.). A small cube of porcelain was identified
as a child’s toy known as a ‘knucklestone’ (C. Orton, pers. comm.).

Hand-painted decoration was more common than transfer-printing
in this group. Ten vessels were printed and fifteen were painted, with
overglaze enamelling being slightly more common than underglaze
painting. Most sherds were too small to identify the subject of the decora-
tion, but Chinese scenes and floral or foliate designs appeared common.
One transfer print with gold lustre and overglaze paint showed parakeets
on perches. Moulded decoration on one sherd was reminiscent of fish
scales and a fin, and a moulded acorn-shaped knob in blue porcelain was
also found. A near-complete bone china cup had pale blue leaf-shaped
prunts on the outside.

Select catalogue
(Fig. 87)
52. Late GRE ?bowl. Rolled everted rim. Brown glazed under the rim

only. Fine, slightly micaceous redware. 10217, G426, Period 8.

53. Late slipped redware chamber pot. Simple everted rim. Thick
white slip internally with clear glaze appearing brown externally
and cream internally. Medium sandy redware with occasional fine
calcareous inclusions. 11296, G475, Period 9.

62. Nottingham stoneware punchbowl. Rounded clubbed rim and
footring base. Rouletted decoration. Dark brown glaze on
mid-grey body. 10219, G201, Period 9.

65. Porcelain ‘knucklestone’. Cube of extruded clay with four
moulded sides. Identified as a ‘knucklestone’ or ‘jack’ (C. Orton,
pers. comm.). 11297, G475, Period 9.

(Plates XXII and XXIII)
54. Pearlware tankard/mug. Transfer-printed and partly hand-painted

over the glaze. Purple lustre at the rim. Rural scene with shield
(three sheaves and a harrow). 3050. No group. Plate XXIII

55. Pearlware ?plate. Black transfer print showing Chinese design.
Maker’s mark on base shows coat of arms (lion and unicorn
supporters, harp on shield) and the word ‘GEM’ in the motto
scroll. 10544, G245, Period 9. Plate XXIII

56. Industrial slipware pint mug. All-over blue slip externally, with
lathe-cut horizontal lines. Cracked. Remains of paint inside.
10147, G251, Period 9. Plate XXII

57. Refined whiteware pint mug. Relief-moulded decoration showing
male and female drinkers. Blue tinge to glaze, brown glaze at rim.
Stamped base, illegible. 10147, G251, Period 9. Plate XXIII

58. Refined whiteware half-pint mug. Relief-moulded decoration
showing male and female drinkers. A ‘noticeboard’ shows the
capacity of the mug. Brown glaze at rim. 10147, G251, Period 9.
Plate XXIII

59. Stoneware bottle. Small enamelled bottle with Chinese design.
Painted overglaze. Possibly oriental (D. Barker, pers. comm.).
10035, G400, Period 9. Plate XXII

60. Stoneware figurine. Japanese head with hole through head at ears.
Possibly oriental (D. Barker, pers. comm.). 10035, G400, Period 9.
Plate XXIII

61. Stoneware dog figurine (SF958). Painted decoration, including
black stripe on back, pale buff body, and gold studs on collar.
Possibly a pug, although the muzzle is too long. The face is similar
to a bulldog. Possibly oriental. 10035, G400, Period 9. Plate XXII

63. Porcelain cup. Black transfer printed with gold/copper lustre and
overglaze paint, showing parakeets on perches. 3160, G496,
Period 9. Plate XXIII

64. Porcelain figurine. Small seated figure, head and base lost.
Overglaze painted red and green. Probably continental (D. Barker,
pers. comm.). 11296, G475, Period 9. Plate XXII

Unidentified wares
Table 33 shows the quantities of pottery which remained
unidentified.

Four unidentified sherds may be of Late Saxon date.
They included a jar rim in a white fabric with black
surfaces, and two sherds in a very fine sandy greyware
with black surfaces and rouletting, all non-local and
possibly imported. A square-wedge rim from a jar in a
pinkish-orange sand, ferrous and ?quartzite tempered
fabric with a black core may also be a non-local Late
Saxon or medieval item.

A well-fired unglazed redware with sparse coarse
quartz and occasional calcareous inclusions could be a
medieval or later Flemish import.

Four sherds of a small globular vessel, in a buff fabric
with fine sand and small red inclusions, have a thick
glossy metallic brown glaze externally and a thin
olive-coloured lead glaze internally. This vessel is a
complete mystery, and cannot be dated more closely than
late medieval or later.

Two sherds were burnt beyond recognition. One was
either medieval or LMT, and the other was possibly glazed
red earthenware.

The handmade sherds included two soft sandy black
pieces of possible prehistoric date, a very coarse shelly
ware, a harder quartz tempered sherd which may be Early
Saxon, and a piece in soft red gritty fabric which could be
CBM. All five were heavily abraded. One sherd of
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near-stoneware with a dark grey exterior and red interior
was identified as a possible import of indeterminate date.

Pottery by site period
Table 34 shows the quantities of pottery by site period.
The largest group by count is from Period 2, whereas by
weight it is from Period 9. However, with the notable
exceptions of Periods 5, 6, and unstratified material, the
proportions are fairly even for all Periods. Tables 35, 36
and 37 show the quantities of each fabric by period; this is
also discussed in the period sections of Chapter 4. Tables
of fabric quantities for groups by period are included in the
Archive. Figure 85 shows the proportions of various
pottery types in each period.

Residuality
Table 38 shows the percentages of sherds which were
recorded as abraded in each period. Whilst not all residual
material is likely to be noticeably abraded, the proportion
of abraded sherds may provide some indication of the
degree of residuality to be expected in contexts of each
period. Based on the count — which is more relevant than
weight here, since abraded sherds tend to be smaller than
others from the same context — the highest proportion of
residual sherds was found in features of Period 2. High
proportions are also found in Periods 1, 3, 5, and 7, all with
over a fifth of the total assemblage. While Period 1 might
be expected to display the least residuality, the high figure
is not surprising when the long date range of occupation is
taken into account. The large quantity of Thetford ware
discarded in Periods 1 and 2 is also a factor, as this material
would have been subject to heavy disturbance during
reworking of the earliest layers on the site. The fact that so
little of it reached the post-medieval layers is in part a
result of continuous activity on the site, with many phases
of levelling and sealing layers and floors, raising the

ground level to a height where the Late Saxon layers were
no longer cut into.

Table 40 shows the quantities of pottery which could
be identified as certainly earlier than the period in which
they were found. This may not be a useful indicator of
residuality for the earlier periods, since much of the
pottery is not closely datable and may span several centu-
ries. However, for the later phases it is probably a better
guide than the amount of abrasion.

Discussion
The earliest identified pottery found at Dragon Hall was of
Roman date, but the small quantity recovered is compa-
rable with other sites in the city and does not indicate
intensive activity during this period. The same is true of
the Early Saxon and unidentified handmade ware, both of
which form very small proportions of the total
assemblage.

Whilst there may be evidence of 9th-century use of the
site as Middle Saxon pottery was present, the small quan-
tity of this is again indicative of little activity. It seems
more likely that the earliest occupation commenced in the
late 900s, with intensification setting in in the 11th
century.

The Late Saxon pottery was dominated by Thetford
ware; few other contemporary wares were present, and the
proportion of the former to the latter was comparable with
most other sites in the city. Other English wares included
St Neots and Stamford wares, but these are generally less
common in Norwich than in other Late Saxon towns in the
region. Imported wares were rare in this period and all
those identified were probably Meuse Valley products.
Typically, most vessels were jars and there were some
more specialised forms such as spouted vessels. The pres-
ence of a high proportion of lamps in comparison with the
Castle Mall site has been noted and may indicate
middle–high status occupation, or perhaps indicate the

147

Fabric Code No. %No. Wt/g %Wt eve

Unidentified UNID 0.001 20 76.9 109 74.1 0.22

Unidentified handmade UNHM 0.002 5 19.2 30 20.4

Unidentified ?import UIMP 7.00 1 3.8 8 5.4 0.06

Total unidentified 26 147 0.28

Table 33  Unidentified and handmade wares

Period Date No. %No Wt/g %Wt/g

1 late 10th–late 11th c. 758 8.3 7218 6.3

2 late 11th–late 12th c. 1591 17.3 12581 11.0

3 late 12th–late 13th c. 1220 13.3 8963 7.8

4 late 13th–mid-14th c. 1322 14.4 12375 10.8

5 mid-14th–early 15th c. 143 1.6 1345 1.2

6 early 15th–mid-16th c. 309 3.3 4995 4.3

7 mid-16th–late 17th c. 1075 11.7 16870 14.7

8 late 17th–mid-19th c. 1297 14.1 19077 16.6

9 mid-19th–late 20th c. 1225 13.3 28291 24.6

unstratified archive 30 0.3 215 0.2

Unphased 207 2.3 2894 2.5

Total

Table 34  Quantities of pottery by site period
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importance of craft and industrial activities. A few frag-
ments of Stamford ware crucibles, and three
?Thetford-type fired clay moulds were the only ceramic
evidence of metalworking. Approximately a third of the
Late Saxon pottery from the site had been redeposited in
later features and layers, and there was probably a high
degree of residuality even within contexts of Periods 1 and
2. For this reason, it was not possible to confirm the
suggested sequence of Thetford-type Ware jar rims — as
identified in Thetford (Anderson 2004) — through
analysis at this site.

Three-quarters of the early medieval wares from the
site were recovered from Periods 1–3, all of which
covered their 11th–12th century date range. Sandy wares
typical of the city were the most common type, but
Yarmouth-type ware also formed a significant part of the
assemblage and other shelly or sparse shelly wares were
also common. Imports of this period were all of Rhenish
origin. Jars and ginger jars were the most common forms,
and the less common vessel types included a bowl, a jug
and a spouted pitcher.

Contexts of Periods 2–5 produced 70% of the
medieval pottery from the site. Most of the coarseware
was LMU and most of the glazed pottery was Grimston
ware. Other English wares included small quantities of
glazed pottery from London and Scarborough. Imports of
this period were from Flanders, France and Iberia, the
most common in terms of numbers of vessels being
Paffrath and Andenne wares. Jars were still the most
common form, and there were now more bowls, but there
was a significant increase in the number of jugs. More
unusual vessels of this period included a Rhenish
proto-stoneware jug, a Merida-type ware olive jar, and a
Grimston ware costrel.

Late medieval wares would have been used within the
span of Periods 5 and 7, and 75% of this pottery was found
in features of these periods. Once again, local wares domi-
nated, in this case LMT and late Grimston wares. The
most common imports were German stonewares, particu-
larly those from Raeren, but there were also German
slipwares, and a few French and Iberian wares. The variety
of vessel forms available at this period was much wider. At
Dragon Hall, in addition to jars, cooking pots now
included pipkins, skillets, dripping dishes and cauldrons,
whilst ‘tablewares’ included slipware dishes, jugs, mugs
and tankards. An unusual find for Norwich was a ‘Paterna
Blue’ bowl from Spain.

Early post-medieval pottery overlaps with late
medieval wares during the 16th century, so the former

cover Periods 6–8 of the site’s occupation. Consequently,
81% of these wares were found in the appropriate periods.
Local red earthenwares were the most common types, but
there were significant quantities of tin-glazed
earthenwares and Staffordshire-type wares. Imported
wares were also dominated by red earthenwares, particu-
larly Dutch-type wares, but there were also German
stonewares and a single North Italian marbled ware sherd.
Vessel forms again increased in range, and in addition to
those seen in the late medieval group, there were tankards,
tygs, chamber pots, handled bowls, porringers, colanders,
chafing dishes, ‘drug jars’, bottles, press-moulded plates
and horticultural vessels.

Refined wares and other modern pottery belong
largely to site Periods 8 and 9, which produced 91% of
these wares. Local wares were now less common and
appear to consist largely of glazed and slipped redwares.
The refined wares were generally produced in other parts
of the country and possibly abroad, but few are identifi-
able to source. Where marks were available, they
indicated producers in Staffordshire or Tyneside. Some of
the porcelain may have been made in Lowestoft but none
can be positively assigned to this source, and several
pieces were probably of Continental or oriental origin.
Pottery of this late date is rarely collected from British
archaeological sites, so the opportunity to study the ordi-
nary domestic wares of the 18th–20th centuries is often
lost. Few comparators are available, other than sites in
America, Canada and Australia where the wares are
imported and not typical of the home market. This assem-
blage is therefore important for archaeological ceramic
studies in Britain and further research is needed to deter-
mine whether it is typical for the city, and for the region as
a whole.

It is clear that pottery consumption at Dragon Hall was
dominated by the local market throughout most of its
occupation. The range of forms and fabrics in all periods is
typical of the city, whilst differing slightly from rural sites
and coastal ports. Differences in the sources of imported
wares through time reflect changing patterns of trade
which are seen throughout England, and later Britain,
from the Late Saxon to the modern period.

Most of the vessels used on the site probably represent
domestic activity: cooking, storage, tablewares, horticul-
ture, even re-use for painting and decorating. There is little
ceramic evidence for craft and industrial activities, and
that which can be identified is largely confined to the
earliest phases of site use. However, many vessels were
multi-functional and it is not possible to exclude their use

151

Period No. %No. Wt/g %Wt/g

1 222 29.3 1792 24.8

2 721 45.3 4787 38.0

3 291 23.9 1990 22.2

4 171 12.9 1326 10.7

5 48 33.6 203 15.1

6 48 15.5 423 8.5

7 217 20.2 1469 8.7

8 145 11.2 1371 7.2

9 72 5.9 580 2.1

Total 1395 13,941

Table 38  Quantities of abraded pottery sherds by period

Period No. %No. Wt/g %Wt/g

1 2 0.3 66 0.9

2 3 0.2 41 0.3

3 298 24.4 3061 34.2

4 456 34.5 3941 31.8

5 60 41.4 463 34.0

6 171 55.7 1673 33.6

7 539 49.5 4992 29.4

8 111 8.6 1327 7.0

9 358 29.0 5013 17.7

Total 1998 20,577

Table 39  Residual pottery by period



for industrial purposes. Several pots took on new rôles
even after breakage, some holding paint, one being buried
for cool storage, and many being used for hardcore and
building.

Status is difficult to assess on the basis of pottery use
alone. Whilst ‘crude’ cooking pots might appear low
status, their use in some periods was universal. The
kitchens of the wealthy would be supplied with the same
vessels as were available to the poorer residents of the city,
although perhaps in greater quantities. Even glazed wares
were not expensive in the medieval period, and would
have been affordable by most. Imported wares can be indi-
cators of status on rural sites where they would not be
expected, but in an urban centre and port such as Norwich,
and particularly in an area inhabited by merchants, their
presence is not unusual. Comparison with other sites in the
city suggests a roughly similar range for the medieval
period, although a wider range of glazed wares was identi-
fied at Coslany Street and Castle Mall.

For Period 9, however, pottery can be a guide to the
status of occupants. The presence of two public houses on
the site resulted in deposition of some pottery waste asso-
ciated with this business, in particular pint and half-pint
mugs with excise marks. Other pottery of this date may be
associated with catering, but it is difficult to distinguish
this material from the general domestic waste which was
certainly present. The majority of ceramic wares from this
period was of low status and little monetary value, as
would be expected in tenement dwellings. A few finer
wares, such as continental porcelains and a Staffordshire
figurine, had made their way onto the site, but it was not
unusual for wealthier employers to give damaged objects
to their employees. This may be one explanation for the
presence of some middle-status objects, but another may
be that they were related to the presence of the vicarage. A
few wares were types more commonly exported to
America than used in Britain. These may have been ‘sec-
onds’ which were sold cheaply to the home market. The
presence of a 1930s plate which was clearly intended for
the American market is one example, although this could
have been a souvenir.

One other aspect of the pottery assemblage requires
discussion. Contexts of the phase related to the construc-
tion and use of Dragon Hall itself (Period 6) produced one
of the smallest groups of pottery, despite its 150-year span.
In addition, up to half of the pottery collected from this
phase was probably residual. This may indicate that
pottery consumption was reduced during this period of
affluence, or perhaps that rubbish was deposited away
from the site. However, low levels of late medieval pottery
deposition are a common phenomenon in the city, and
have also been seen at (for example) Castle Mall, Coslany
Street and Oak Street. The low quantity may be related to
increased availability of metal cooking vessels, to which
the pottery industry later responded in the early
post-medieval period by introducing a wider range of
ceramic vessels.

This assemblage embraced a wide variety of pottery
fabrics and forms. In the pre-modern phases it is largely
typical of recent finds from many parts of Norwich, but the
systematic collection of modern pottery is a ‘first’ for the
city and has produced an assemblage currently without
parallel. As a whole, the group reflects the changing avail-
ability and consumption of ceramic types through the

millennium of intensive activity that has left its mark on
the Dragon Hall site.

XII. Clay tobacco pipe
by Susanne Atkin
(Fig. 88)

A total of 927 bowls and stems were recovered. The date
ranges suggested here are based on bowl type and size (see
below); stem-bore dating was not attempted. A summary
of the pipes by period and their dating methods is followed
by a discussion of an interesting group of bowls and stems
with a commemorative stem stamp. A full listing of the
pipe fragments may be found in the archive.

The pipes and their dating
In the archive list of clay pipe fragments, narrow bores
(visually obvious) have been noted as 18th/19th-century
and 19th-century. ‘Pre-19th century’denotes that the stem
fragment is not definitely narrow, but cannot be dated to
either the 17th or 18th centuries with any certainty.
Several of the contexts contained mixed bore material,
both stems and bowls, so the bowl shapes are better indica-
tors of the date ranges present on the site than any
attempted bore measurements.

The typology for Norwich is as-yet unpublished, so
the parallels used here come from the London typology of
Atkinson and Oswald (1969, AO). The quantity, however,
of 17th-century pipes found in Norwich in general
suggests a local pipemaking industry even though no kilns
of this date have yet been found.

At Dragon Hall the 17th-century bowls are of AO
types 10 (1640–60/70) and type 18, a rather more
‘straight-sided’type (1660–80). Both types are commonly
found in Norwich. The two waisted bowls in the first back-
fill of well G424 (Fig. 88.1) date to 1640–60 (AO10) but
whether they derive from occupation of the site in this
period, were dropped in during the backfilling, or were
brought in with a load of material is debatable.

By the fourth quarter of the 17th century local bowl
shapes are varied in type and size and are often found in
large numbers. On this site only seven bowls date to
1680–1700/10; three of them were in G425 (Period 8) but
as 19th-century fragments were also present, the dating in
this context is probably not significant.

A group of bowls date to the early–mid-18th century.
The marks are often found on Norwich sites: IO (unknown
maker); IM, perhaps Jane Morgan, recorded in 1693 as a
master (bowl dates, c. 1690s–1730s); and WA, perhaps
William Adamson, recorded between 1763 and 1769.
Norwich pipemakers are listed in Karshner (1979). JL
probably refers to John Lincoln, recorded as working in
Norwich between 1818 and 1866.

The stem stamps
An interesting group of four bowls and stems have
GOD/BLESS/KING/GEORGE stamped in relief in an
oval cartouche on the stem, a little way from the bowl. ER
or IR is in relief on the sides of the three pedestal bases, but
cannot be matched to the names of any recorded Norfolk
pipemakers of the right date. This is the fourth known
occurrence of this stem stamp: one base/stem example
was found on the Thames foreshore in London (Le
Cheminant 1981a, fig. 23 no. 38, 167); a stem fragment
was found in Ludham, Norfolk (Atkin 1985, fig. 6 no. 86)
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and a group of marks, including ‘God Bless King George
Queen Caroline’, and ‘God Bless King George II’, was
found on the Market Gates site in Great Yarmouth,
Norfolk (Atkin 1985, 137; Sewter 1973).

The engraving of the marks is reasonably neat, but by
the fourth line on two of the pipes there was not enough
room for GEORGE within the oval frame and the first G

and the last E are squashed (Fig. 88.2). The polished stem
fragment (Fig. 88.3) has a slightly different version of the
mark: there is a blob which may have been intended as a
crown, and the neat lettering fits well within the oval frame
apart from the last ‘E’of George. The fourth example (Fig.
88.4) is incomplete but the GOD BLESS is smaller and
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Figure 88  Clay tobacco pipe. Scale 1:1 (inscriptions 2:1)



cruder and does not fit the frame properly; it is also further
away from the bowl.

The London example differs from the Norfolk ones by
having a crown at the top of the mark and a crowned harp is
on the sides of the pedestal base but, interestingly, the
problem of the engraver not leaving enough room for
GEORGE is the same. Le Cheminant dates the London
find to 1720–40, even though the bowl is missing. He
notes that ‘similar slogans appear on glass and pottery at
the beginning of George II’s reign’. Barker (1993) illus-
trates several slipware vessels inscribed with blessings for
William III, Queen Anne (a posset pot made between
1702–14, ibid., 17) and for Anne and her husband Prince
George (posset pot, dated 1708), and a North Devon
harvest jug inscribed ‘God bles King George And All his
Men And send Admerell Vernon home Again’, dated
1741.

The dating of the Dragon Hall bowl suggests 1700–70
(as for AO25). George II reigned from 1727 to 1760 and
his accession to the throne (with his wife, Queen Caroline)
would have been one occasion for commemoration. The
harvest jug suggests, however, that there were other events
worthy of celebration. The exploits of Admiral Vernon
inspired commemoration on pottery and clay pipes: the
capture of Porto Bello in 1739 was portrayed on a
Staffordshire redware bowl from Colonial Williamsburg
(Hume 1970/1991, 122), and on a pipe stamp with ‘A.
VER/NON’ framing a bust in the form of a Roman
emperor, has been found in Wiltshire (Atkinson 1980, 299
(fig. 20), 301). The capture of Cartagena in 1741 was
portrayed on a spurred clay pipe (1740–50) found on the
Thames foreshore by Le Cheminant (1981b). Le
Cheminant notes that in the Wandsworth Vestry Accounts
(June 1741) the churchwarden paid ‘10s for beer which
the ringers drank for ringing the bells upon the taking of
the forts at Cartagena’. Taverns were also named after
Vernon, and anywhere where there were beer and taverns
there were also likely to be clay pipes. The Dragon Hall
and Great Yarmouth groups suggest that the pipes were
probably ordered in batches, perhaps for such people as
bell-ringers, for sale in a pub or for a civic dinner to cele-
brate Admiral Vernon’s victories. The Dragon Hall pipes
are well finished, but not ‘expensively’so. Their sale price
is difficult to assess: they had not been carefully
burnished, although the stem fragment (Fig. 88.3) was
polished and the mark engraving is clear and neat.

It is extraordinary that so many examples of George II
commemorative stamps should have been found in
Norfolk. Whether it necessarily implies a local Norfolk
pipemaker is debatable, although one can imagine a local
pipemaker wishing to join the national trend of celebra-
tion or commemoration by having pipe stamps specially
engraved.
1. Small waisted bowl; identical size and shape to AO10 (1640–60).

10790, G424, Period 7, Fig. 88
2. Incomplete bowl; lightly smoked; E or I/R on sides of pedestal

base. AO 25 (1700–70). GOD/BLESS/KING/GEORGE in oval
cartouche stamped in relief on stem. 10304, G364, Period 8, Fig.
88

3. Stem fragment , white and pol ished exter ior ;
GOD/BLESS/KING/GEORGE in neat lettering in oval cartouche,
with blob above the lettering that may originally have been
intended as a crown. 10304, G364, Period 8, Fig. 88

4. Base fragment, with cruder version of GOD/BLESS/
KING/GEORGE stamp on stem; E or I/R on sides of pedestal
base; apparently unsmoked. 10304, G364, Period 8, Fig. 88

XIII. Antler, ivory and worked bone objects
by Julia Huddle
(Fig. 89)

The worked bone and ivory at Dragon Hall included
objects of a domestic and personal nature, such as a dress
pin, a knife handle, gaming pieces and buttons. Two
spindle whorls recovered may also have been personal
belongings, since by the medieval period home-based
spinning was widespread. The antler-working waste
recovered, although small in quantity, probably points to
the production of Late Saxon composite combs on or near
the site. A piece of sawn ivory provides evidence for the
production of ivory objects during the early post-medieval
period.

Eight bone, eleven antler and three ivory small finds
were recovered by hand or, in one case, from a flotation
sample. The material is in a good condition.

The artefacts, where possible, are dated on typological
grounds or based on parallels from previously excavated
material. Apart from a bone spindle-whorl (SF1313) the
material from Periods 1 and 2 comprises antler-working
waste. Three small finds were recovered from medieval
contexts and include a finely carved dress pin of Norman
date, an antler wedge and a discoidal bone spindle-whorl
(the last two are thought to be Late Saxon). The remaining
material is from post-medieval contexts; an ivory scale
from a knife handle and a piece of ivory waste were recov-
ered from Period 7 deposits, whilst four late post-medieval
buttons (not catalogued), a turned ivory chess piece and a
bone domino were from Period 9 deposits.

Dress and personal possessions

Fasteners
SF101 Bone button, circular with four holes for attachment

and moulding on the front. 10053, G400, Period 9.
SF426 Button, possibly ivory, circular with four attachment

holes. 10035, G400, Period 9.
SF683 Bone button, circular, with small central perforation.

11197, G389, Period 9.
SF1415 Bone button, circular with four holes for attachment.

12517, G392, Period 9.

Pins
Despite the absence of a pierced head, SF1387 is similar to
pins from Castle Acre Castle. Margeson (1982) discusses
their occurrence on high status sites and the likelihood of
these small, but highly decorative pins with hipped shafts,
being used as head-dress pins. The stratigraphic evidence
at Castle Acre indicates a date for these pins of between
c.1085 and the 1140s. Two other pins of this type have
been found in Norwich — from a 10th–11th-century
context on Botolph Street (Margeson 1993) and a
12th–13th-century context on the former Mann Egerton
site (SF1236 Emery forthcoming).
SF1387 Bone pin with hipped shaft and decorated carved head.

The expanded head is divided in two by a deep collar; the
pointed top is decorated with two circumferential lines
and the lower half of the head is decorated with incised
double and triple lines forming a zig-zag pattern with
ring and dot in each chevron. 11195, G119, Period 3,
Fig. 89
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Figure 89  Antler, ivory and worked bone objects. Scale 1:1 except SF1387 (2:1)



Furnishings and household equipment

Knives
Scale-tang knives with flat iron tangs attached by rivets to
two scales forming the handle (such as SF924) were intro-
duced in the 13th or 14th century (Goodall 1993, 128) and
continued in use through the post-medieval period.
SF924 Ivory scale fragment with five incomplete iron rivets

and bulbous terminal. The front is decorated with five
copper alloy pins. 11396, G459, Period 7, Fig. 89

Occupations, industry and crafts

Textile manufacture
Discoidal bone and antler spindle whorls are known from
Middle and Late Saxon contexts, particularly on the
Continent. They are often decorated with incised lines
such as the spindle-whorl recovered from excavations at
the Millennium Library in Norwich (Percival et al. in
prep., SF573). A further three Norwich examples are
known to the author, and in each case they are decorated
with incised radial lines. Spindle whorls made simply
from the heads of cattle or horse femurs (i.e. SF1313) are
well known from Late Saxon and medieval contexts in
Norwich.
SF816 Incomplete bone discoidal spindle whorl, burnt.

Decorated on one broad face with incised lines, which
radiate outwards from the central hole. 11312, G264,
Period 4, Fig. 89

SF1313 Incomplete bone spindle whorl formed from the head
of a juvenile cow femur. 11997, G107, Period 2.

Antler-working

Primary waste
All identifiable pieces were of red deer antler (identifica-
tion by Julie Curl). A total of nine pieces of antler primary
waste — that is antler which is sawn and possibly further
divided into the requisite shapes for utilisation — were
found. Three of the pieces are from Period 1, five from
Period 2 and one unstratified. The character of the mate-
rial at Dragon Hall falls neatly into the schematic
representation of Ubricht, reproduced in MacGregor
(1985, 68–9), which shows antler fragments and their
products based on a study of over 250,000 fragments at
Hedeby in present-day Germany. This process in noted,
although in smaller quantities, in England, for example at
Fishergate, York (Rogers 1993) and more recently at the
former Mann Egerton site (Emery forthcoming).
Although the quantity of antler-working waste recovered
is small, and there is no evidence at Dragon Hall to suggest
the nature of the finished product, evidence from else-
where (MacGregor 1991, 357) suggest that the antler was
used for the manufacture of Late Saxon composite combs.
SF1165 Sawn antler. Shed antler burr. The brow tine is sawn

and finally snapped off. Bez and trez tines are broken off
at base and both have several knife cuts at, or close to
broken-off ends. 12082, G107, Period 2.

SF1166 Sawn antler. Antler burr and part of pedicule (skull);
the brow tine is sawn off. Saw trace measures 1mm.
12082, G107, Period 2.

SF1167 Sawn antler and part of pedicule (skull). The pedicule
has been partially sawn. The (large) antler burr has the
brow and bez tine sawn off at their base. There have been
several attempts to saw the brow tine off. The saw traces
measure 2mm. 12113, G5, Period 1.

SF1411 Sawn antler tine end. 12611, G429, unstratified.
SF1416 Sawn antler tine end. 12571, G454, Period 1.

SF5017 Sawn antler segment, sawn at both ends. 3137, G508,
Period 2.

SF5018 Sawn antler tine end. 3217, G488, Period 1.
SF5019 Sawn antler tine end. 3310, G485, Period 2.
SF5020 Section of sawn antler tine. 3337, G492, Period 2.

Tools
Simple antler tools, made from a sawn tine end and modi-
fied with oblique cuts at the pointed end to form a
wedged-shaped tool, are common on sites dating to the
Late Saxon period where antler-working waste is recov-
ered. They were used to split the thick beams of antler for
further working (MacGregor 1985, 57).
SF817 Antler wedge. Sawn antler tine end, with two oblique

cuts forming a facetted wedge-shaped tool. Several
knife cut marks on sawn-off end and a single transverse
knife cut on one facetted side; pointed end slightly
damaged. 11312, G264, Period 4, Fig. 89

SF1417 Incomplete sawn antler tine end with oblique cuts at
one end, to form a point (the tip is missing). Possibly an
antler wedge. 11323, G450, Period 2.

Ivory-working
Ivory waste is not an uncommon find from post-medieval
deposits: see for example the ivory scale handle (SF924)
and the ivory handles, combs and scoops from Castle
Mall, Norwich (Shepherd Popescu in prep.).
SF573 Segment of sawn ivory. 10790, G424, Period 7.

Diversions

Games and pastimes
Board games such as chess and dominoes are a common
feature in many homes and, until recently, in public
houses. These two pieces may originally have come from
the ‘Old Barge’.
SF425 Turned ivory chess piece — a pawn. 10035, G400,

Period 9, Fig. 89
SF566 Domino made from a rectangular bone strip; the front

face is divided in two with an inclined vertical line. On
one side of the transverse line are four drilled dots whilst
on the other are six drilled dots. All dots are slightly
misaligned and are of uneven depth. 10764, G245,
Period 9, Fig. 89

Conclusions
This small assemblage suggests antler-working on or near
the site during the Late-Saxon or Norman periods.
Although there is no evidence from the waste to suggest
what was made, until the Conquest composite combs
accounted for the majority of the antler industry
(MacGregor 1991, 367). The finely-carved dress pin was
one of the few medieval items recovered. Similar pins are
known from several Norman sites of high status. The
post-medieval material is dominated by buttons. An ivory
chess piece and bone domino may have been used in the
various public houses which occupied the site from the
post-medieval period.

XIV. Wooden objects
by Graeme Lawson
(Fig. 90)

A musical pipe
Part of a finely made, well-preserved object, of flute-like
appearance, was recovered from a Period 9 deposit. The
wood is box, of a uniform, mid-chocolate colour
following treatment. Surfaces, both external and internal,
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are in excellent condition, with only a few isolated cracks
due to shrinkage.

Manufacture has been very delicate, the technology
probably post-medieval, and perhaps as recent as the 19th
century. It has been turned using a fine lathe, machined to a
smooth finish over moulded detail. The bore is also
notably fine: straight, smooth and quite concentric with
the outer turning. Now broken, the piece could originally
have been considerably longer, but by how much is not
clear from its surviving, cylindrical form. The four
surviving perforations have been drilled using a metal bit
of approximately 1

8 in. diameter, the point of the tip leaving
a small mark where it has contacted the back of the bore.
The spacing of the holes is uniform, forming a straight
line, each located in a barrel-shaped moulding and sepa-
rated from the next by a moulded bead. A double bead
separates the final hole from the end of the tube, which
flares smoothly to a beaded rim rather like the bell of a
trumpet.

Several features argue for interpretation as part of a
musical instrument. The perforations are well-formed,
arrayed like finger-holes in a straight alignment, and
slightly separated from the surviving end. The flaring and
beading of the surviving end itself, although on a smaller
scale, closely echo the bells of turned wooden reed-pipes
such as shawms, oboes and clarinets. The choice of
boxwood is particularly suggestive, being a favourite
material of woodwind-instrument makers: recent musical
finds of turned box include one of the three-hole flutes
(tabor-pipes) from the Tudor warship Mary Rose of 1545
(Palmer 1983); the Pan-pipes from Viking Coppergate,
York (Morris 2000) and part of a reed-pipe from a Roman
well in Northamptonshire (Lawson in prep. a). The fine-
ness of the turning and smoothness of the bore are also
consistent with standards usually exhibited by such
objects.

But there are also problems. Inspection of the edges of
the putative finger-holes, for example, reveals a sharpness
unusual in a fine musical pipe; nor is there any clear
evidence of the abrasion which would inevitably have
resulted from any serious fingering in performance.
Secondly, its small size is troubling, likewise the narrow
spacing of the holes which are spread only just wide
enough for fingers of a small adult hand. Finally, the
moulding is of a kind not previously seen by this writer in
such a musical context. Indeed, in some ways the tube
rather resembles a handle of some other object altogether,
the flared end perhaps forming the butt and the holes
maybe associated with applied decoration or pegged
attachments, though the bore seems unnecessarily fine for
such a crude mechanical purpose. A smoking accessory of
some kind might also seem possible, but in that case one is
again left to imagine some unrelated purpose for the perfo-
rations. So a musical interpretation seems, at any rate,
undiminished by competing claims. This being so, what
kind of instrument could it have been.

We are clearly not looking at a professional (e.g.
orchestral or band) instrument: it is much too delicate. Yet
small size may not preclude all musical purpose. Use as a
child’s toy or some other miniature may be a feasible prop-
osition: an amulet perhaps, intended to resemble a shawm
or oboe or the chanter of a bag-pipe. But the preserved
portion, at least, is clearly capable of functioning

practically too (unlike for example earlier musical trin-
kets, such as pilgrim badges). Indeed, its overall
proportions compare quite closely with those of some
medieval pipes, also from East Anglia, made from bones
rather smaller than the usual sheep/goat tibia and swan,
crane or eagle ulna: in particular those made from ulna of
goose and metapodial of sheep. For these last, small size
and other indications already seem to support an associa-
tion with childhood, even juvenile manufacture (for
examples see Lawson 1993, no. 17 and Lawson in prep. b).
This object is clearly professionally made, however, and
to a high standard of finish too. So some element of serious
design cannot be ruled out. In this connection, it is note-
worthy that both general dimensions and internal diameter
are also consistent with certain instruments of mainstream
reed- and bag-pipe kind, such as the bone and ivory
chanters of small-pipes of post-medieval Northumbrian
tradition. The bore is close to those of wooden reed-pipes
of Viking and later medieval date, such as the pipe chanter
of applewood from St Peter Hungate, York (Richardson
1961, 51–114).
SF5034 ?Musical pipe. Fragment of tube turned from a fine

hardwood (?Buxus sp.), well preserved, with smooth
bore, ornate moulding, four (originally possibly more)
perforations resembling finger-holes, the surviving end
flared to a beaded rim. Overall surviving length 6.75cm;
diameters of perforations uniform, circular and slightly
conical at 0.39cm external (0.15), 0.32 cm (0.12)
internally. Spacing of perforations is almost equal at
1.13cm (0.45 or just over) centre to centre; diameter of
bore at fracture approximately 0.55cm (0.2). All
dimensions are post-conservation. 3050, no group no.,
Period 9, Fig. 90

XV. Leather objects
by Quita Mould

Seven leather objects were recovered: a large clump sole
repair from 11296 (G475, Period 9), a shoe, belt and two
harness fittings from the Period 9 backfill of the G250
cellar attached to the rear of Building 15, the remains of a
19th-century working shoe (G496, Period 9) and an offcut
from Period 9’s G392.
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7. Zoological, Biological and Geoarchaeological
Evidence

by Umberto Albarella, Sue Anderson, Val Fryer,
Richard I. Macphail, Rebecca Nicholson, Emily Murray

and Patricia Wiltshire

I. Human skeletal remains
by Sue Anderson

A near complete first right metatarsal belonging to a small
adult, possibly female, was found in soils deposited in
Building 16 (Period 9, G389, 11262). Stray human bones
are not uncommon on urban medieval sites.

II. Mammal and avian bone
by Emily Murray and Umberto Albarella

Introduction and methodology
An assessment of the bird and mammal bones was under-
taken by Andy Hammon of Birmingham University Field
Archaeology Unit in 1998. The bulk of the animal bones
were retrieved by hand-collection. The bone from the
sieved samples came from floated bulk samples, the flots
being collected on a 500 micron mesh sieve. The residues
were collected on a 1mm mesh sieve and then sorted by
hand, with the bird and mammal bones then retrieved.

All animal bones from contexts dating to Periods 1–7
were examined. Many contexts dating to Period 8 were
affected by residuality and therefore only a small, securely
dated assemblage recovered from the well (G425 and
G426) was considered. Animal bones from Period 9 were
not included in the analysis. Details of the methodological
approach to analysis, quantification, ageing, sexing, and
identification of gnawing, butchery and burning can be
found in the excavation archive and in Murray and
Albarella (2000). A complete range of tables and
diagrams are also available in Murray and Albarella. It is,
however, necessary to specify here that the methods of
quantification employed followed a modified version of
Davis (1992). Only mandibular teeth and a selection of
bone ‘zones’ (one for each element) were recorded. At
least 50% of each of these ‘zones’ had to be present for an
element to be counted. ‘Non-countable’ specimens of
particular interest were also recorded, but not used in
quantifications.

Identification
Some closely related taxa — certain galliforms, for
example — are difficult to distinguish and their separation
was only attempted for parts of the skeleton for which reli-
able criteria are available.

Caprines
Differentiation of sheep and goat was attempted on the following ele-
ments; dP3, dP4, distal metapodials, distal tibia, astragalus and
calcaneum using the criteria described in Boessneck (1969), Kratochvil
(1969) and Payne (1969 and 1985).

Equus, Lepus
Neither equid nor Lepus remains could be identified to species.

Galliforms
The more closely related galliforms — domestic fowl (Gallus gallus),
guinea fowl (Numida meleagris) and pheasant (Phasianus colchius) —
can be difficult to distinguish. Separation was attempted on the scapula,
coracoid, ulna, carpometacarpus and tibiotarsus, and also on the
humerus, femur and tarsometatarsus only if the complete shaft with
proximal epiphysis were present. Spurred tarsometatarsi were attributed
to Gallus. No definite guinea fowl or pheasant could be identified and it is
likely that most, if not all, of the fowl-like bones belonged to chicken.

Anatinae
Bones of Anas fell into two groups. The first group were of
wigeon/mallard size; because they are difficult to differentiate to species
with certainly they are simply recorded here as ‘duck’ (Anas sp.). It is
also likely that a number of these are domestic. The second group of
smaller Anas bones compared best to teal (Anas crecca) and garganey
(Anas querquedula). Despite the tendency of teal to be smaller, these two
species overlap in size and cannot be separated morphologically.

Anser
Goose bones were recorded as Anser and were not differentiated into
wild or domestic goose. No bones of small species of geese were found.

Columbidae
Six pigeon/dove bones were found and one (an ulna from a Period 3
context) was large and likely to belong to wood pigeon, Columba
palumbus.

Pluvialis
Plover was represented by one bone (ulna) in Period 3. It is probable that
it belonged to Pluvialis apricaria (golden plover) as opposed to P.
squatarola (grey plover) because of its relatively small size, but since it
could not be attributed with certainty it is recorded as Pluvialis sp.

Results

Species found
The main domesticates (cattle, sheep/goat and pig) domi-
nate the animal bone assemblage (Tables 40 and 41). A
broad range of species was represented and other
mammals present include horse, dog, cat, deer (red, fallow
and roe), hare and rabbit. Sheep and goat were separated
on the basis of morphological criteria and only horncores
of goat in Periods 1 and 5 were recorded. Amphibians
were represented by a tibia from a fill of a Period 4 pit
(G458). The range of birds represented, especially wild-
fowl, was quite extensive (Table 43). Domestic fowl, as
expected, was the most common species, although duck
and goose also featured consistently. The remaining bird
species included a number of waders (plover, curlew,
snipe), crane, swan, gull, pigeon, a raptor (red kite),
gamebirds (partridge and woodcock) and a small collec-
tion of passeriforms.
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Species representation
The number of identified specimens (NISP) for all periods
are dominated by mammal bone remains, with bird bones
never comprising more than 30% except in the case of the
Period 3 assemblage. The interpretation of species repre-
sentation, however, cannot be taken at face value and must
consider biases caused by recovery and/or taphonomy as
well as biases inherent in the quantification methods
employed.

Comparison between recovery systems
A comparison of the hand-collected assemblage (Tables 40 and 42) with
the sieved assemblage (Table 41) shows that the relative proportions of
species represented differ between the two. In the case of the latter the
NISP for domestic fowl is almost twice that of sheep/goat, yet for the
hand-collected assemblage this figure (domestic fowl NISP) is half of the
same (sheep/goat NISP). In the total NISP tallies by species for the
hand-collected assemblage the sheep/goat figure is marginally higher
than that for cattle. In the sieved assemblage, however, the sheep/goat
total is over double that for cattle. What these specific figures demon-
strate is that there was a recovery bias towards larger bone fragments, i.e.
cattle, in hand collection while bulk sampling and sieving retrieved
smaller bone elements from smaller species. The sieved assemblage is
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Period 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Taxa Total

Cattle (Bos taurus) 38 88 111 160 22 27 103 13 562

Sheep/goat (Ovis/Capra) 27 72 172 165 22 48 96 10 612

[Sheep (Ovies aries)] [5] [23] [46] [49] [8] [12] [28] [3] [174]

[Goat (Capra hircus)] [*] [*]

Pig (Sus scrofa) 43 56 38 84 11 26 24 1 283

Equid (Equus. sp.) 1 1 1 3

Dog (Canis familiaris) 1 1 3 17 1 23

Cat (Felis catus) 1 5 10 12 1 1 3 33

Fallow deer (Dama dama) 2 2 2 3 1 10

Red deer (Cervus elaphus) 2 1 3

Roe deer (Capreolus capreolus) 1 1 * 2

Hare (Lepus sp.) 23 17 2 3 4 49

Rabbit (Oryctolagus cuniculus) 1 5 4 12 22

Lagomorph 4 4

Rat (Rattus rattus) * 1 1

Amphibian 1 1

Canis/Vulpes 1 1

Total 110 227 362 467 58 117 244 24 1609

* taxon is present but no specimens could be ‘counted’ (see text)

Table 40 Number (NISP) of hand-collected (HC) mammal and amphibian bones. Sheep/goat includes the specimens
identified to species. Numbers in squared parentheses are not included in the total of the period.

Period 1 2 3 4 6 7

Taxa Total

Cattle (Bos taurus) 1 1 2 1 1 6

Sheep/goat (Ovis/Capra) 1 3 1 9 14

[Sheep (Ovis aries)] [1] [1] [2]

Pig (Sus scrofa) 2 1 3 2 3 11

Cat (Felis catus) 1 1 1 1 4

Hare (Lepus sp.) 1 3 4

Rabbit (Oryctolagus cuniculus) 1 1 12 14

Lagomorph 1 1

Amphibian 2 2

Domestic fowl (Gallus gallus) 3 3 5 8 6 25

Goose (Anser sp.) 2 2

Duck (Anas sp.) 1 1 2

Turdus/Sturnus 1 1

Total 6 13 10 20 3 36 88

Table 41 Number (NISP) of mammal, bird and amphibian bones in the sieved assemblage (FS). Numbers in parentheses
are not included in the total for the period



unfortunately too small to assess the bias in the hand-collected assem-
blage on a more quantitative basis.

Body part representation
A comparison of body part representation of the main domesticates by
period shows that all four quarters of the carcass (head, upper and lower
limbs and feet) for cattle, sheep/goat and pig are present. This implies
that some, if not all, animals were either reared locally or imported
‘whole’ and butchered on site. Feet for sheep/goat and pig appear to be
under-represented, however. The recovery of ‘small’ elements, repre-
sented by incisors, astragali and scafocuboids, compared with larger
elements found adjacent to these in the skeleton — first and second per-
manent molars (M1/2) and distal tibia — is very poor, especially in the
case of sheep/goat. This suggests that the under-representation of foot
bones is due to a recovery bias.

Comparison between periods and features
Table 43 lists the frequency of countable elements found by feature and
period. The table shows that animal bones were recovered from a variety
of features, but predominantly from pit fills in Period 1 and from layers in
Period 3. In other periods the distribution in terms of feature types is less
clear-cut although there is also a proportionally higher frequency of
bones from layers as opposed to pits in Periods 2 and 4. Bones deposited
in layers are more susceptible to being broken and these assemblages
tend to have a higher frequency of ‘loose’ teeth as a consequence. It
could, therefore, be suggested that the provenance of the bones for
Periods 2 and 3 — i.e. predominately layers — may have contributed to

the proportionally high occurrence of teeth for the same phases. Analy-
sis, however, suggests a higher recovery rate of all animal bone elements
for Periods 2 and 3 by comparison with the later Periods 4 and 7. This
concords with a tendency, noted elsewhere (O’Connor 1993; Albarella
1997), for a higher retrieval rate of archaeological material from ‘older’
horizons.

Comparison between quantification systems and frequency of
species
Values of minimum number of individuals (MNI) are of limited value to
the study of small assemblages so they have only been calculated here for
Periods 2 and 3. The relative proportions of the main domesticates
remains fairly constant over time and caprines, in terms of both MNI and
NISP totals, were the most heavily exploited species at Dragon Hall. This
is also seen at many other sites spanning the same late 11th- to late
13th-century period, including Castle Mall (Albarella et al. 1997) and
West Cotton, Northants (Albarella and Davis 1994). The phenomenon
whereby cattle are consistently over-represented by the NISP values and
sheep/goat are consistently under-represented is well known and has also
been documented at both Castle Mall and West Cotton.

There is a slight variation to the overall trend in Period 1 (see Table
40), where the NISP for pig is marginally the highest. The assemblage
size is small, however, and not too much should be read into this. A
second difference is the relative decline in the NISP of domestic fowl in
the post-medieval period (Table 42). It is possible that this is an artefact
of recovery, as discussed above.
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Period 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Taxa Total

Domestic fowl (Gallus gallus) 8 54 144 100 5 16 35 1 363

Goose (Anser sp.) 1 9 19 27 2 8 12 1 79

Duck (Anas sp.) 1 11 4 1 2 4 36

Teal/Gargenay (Anas crecca/querquedula) 10 2 1

Tufted duck (Aytha fuligula) 1 1 2

Woodcock (Scolopax rusticola) 3 3 6

Snipe (Gallinago gallinago)

Curlew (Numenius arquata) 1 1 2

Pigeon (Columba sp.) 1 1 2 2 6

Swan (Cygnus sp.) 1 1

Crane (Grus grus) 1 1

Partridge (Perdix perdix) 1 1

Plover (Pluvialis sp.) 1 1

Red Kite (Milvus milvus) 1 1

Gull (Larus sp.) 1 1

Jackdaw (Corvus monedula) 1 1

Turdus/Sturnus * 2 2

Small corvid 1 1

Total 10 65 192 142 9 31 53 2 504

* taxon is present but no specimens could be ‘counted’ (see text)

Table 42  Number (NISP) of hand-collected (HC) bird bones

Feature Period 1 Period 2 Period 3 Period 4 Period 5 Period 6 Period 7 Period 8

N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N %

layer 14 10 84 26 306 53 158 40 20 30 15 9 112 33 - -

pit fill 103 76 29 9 45 8 60 15 - - 9 6 48 14 - -

post/stake hole fill 4 3 3 1 4 1 - - 11 16 2 1 24 7 - -

gully/ditch fill 2 2 - - 4 1 16 4 - - - - 5 1 - -

cess fill - - 2 1 - - - - - - - - - - - -

well fill - - - - - - - - - - - - 23 7 26 100

cellar infill/backfill - - - - - - - - - - 39 24 - - - -

other 12 9 204 63 218 37 160 41 36 54 95 60 129 38 - -

Table 43  Frequencies of countable mammal, bird and amphibian elements found in various features by period
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Inter-site comparison and the question of ‘status’
In the medieval period, both the hunting and consumption
of game were emblematic of an aristocratic lifestyle (Dyer
1994, Birrell 1991). Deer, hare, rabbit and wild birds
featured frequently on the tables of the nobility, according
to surviving ‘household’accounts (ibid.). This is also borne
out in the zooarchaeological record by the occurrence of
high proportions of wild animals at high status sites such as
Dudley Castle (R. Thomas pers. comm.) and Launceston
Castle (Albarella and Davis 1996). The Dragon Hall site in
the medieval period was occupied by at least two masonry
buildings, probably occupied by people who were consid-
ered to be of relatively high social standing, that is above the
peasant class and average burgher, and yet below the
nobility and aristocracy. It is interesting that the Dragon
Hall bone assemblage for this period has some high-status
attributes, such as the presence of deer, hare, swan and
crane. The question that arises, therefore, is whether it is
possible from a zooarchaeological perspective to discern
and differentiate this level of status more precisely.

This problem was approached by comparing aspects of
the Dragon Hall medieval assemblage (Periods 3 and 4)
with a series of contemporary sites. We chose to divide and
classify ‘status’rather crudely into three tiers as represented
(in descending order) by castle and manorial sites (Dudley,
Launceston, Okehampton and Faccombe), urban sites
(King’s Lynn; Exeter; Lincoln; Causeway Lane and Austin
Friars, Leicester; Castle Mall, Norwich; Castle Lane,
Brackley) and rural sites (West Cotton, North Elmham
Park). The aim of the exercise was to identify possible indi-
cators of status, with the expectation that such signs would
place Dragon Hall somewhere between the trends observed
at sites of ‘high’ and ‘intermediate’ status.

Although deer is present at Dragon Hall, there were
relatively few fragments. In contrast, the frequency of hare
is relatively high. In Figs 91 and 92, the relative frequencies
of dog and hare and horse and deer at a number of contem-
porary medieval sites were compared. These may appear, at
first glance, unusual combinations but the rationale behind
the couplings is that whereas deer and hare were ‘luxury’
meats in the medieval period, a high representation of tradi-
tionally non-consumable domesticates (i.e. horse and dog)
in an assemblage can be viewed, in most cases, as an indica-
tion of a low consumption of meat, and by inference low
status (the aristocratic diet was renowned for comprising
large quantities and great varieties of meat). By comparing
hare and dog and deer and horse, we are therefore
comparing species whose consumption might indicate
divergent social status but which are not of wholly dissim-
ilar skeletal size and, therefore, are exposed to
approximately similar recovery biases.

What this analysis generally shows is that the frequency
of hare and deer is greater than that of dog and horse at the
postulated high-status sites, and less at intermediate and
low-status sites. The relative frequencies of these species
are not uniform for the sites allocated within the three
‘classes’, but the general trend is consistent. Dragon Hall
falls into the high-status category, although only marginally
in the case of horse and deer. This might suggest that the
medieval occupants of Dragon Hall had the rights and capa-
bility to hunt hare but not deer. We could perhaps speculate
that venison, represented by the few deer bones that were
recovered, was acquired as a gift since largesse, including
the donation of venison, was an important and well-
documented attribute of lordship at the time (Birrell 1991).

An increased range of wild, edible bird species and/or
birds used for hawking are considered characteristic of a
high-status assemblage. At Dragon Hall crane, curlew,
swan, partridge, plover and woodcock were all present in
contexts of Periods 3 and 4. In Fig. 93 the number of wild
bird species and their combined NISPs were compared with
the assemblage size (of birds) for a series of medieval sites
of varying status. Analysis results can be divided roughly
into two groups: the castle sites, which have high percent-
ages, and the urban sites, with relatively low percentages.
As with the comparisons made between hare, dog, horse
and deer above, the frequencies are not entirely uniform for
these two groups, but a general trend is discernible. The
Dragon Hall data is quite interesting here: in the first
comparison it equates best with the castle sites, while in the
second it compares best with the urban sites. In other words,
in spite of the wide range of wild bird species found at
Dragon Hall the actual NISP is low. The combination of
these two aspects places Dragon Hall between the typical
frequencies observed on urban and castle sites. Very young
animals such as lamb, piglet and calf were also considered
‘desirable delicacies’in the medieval period and featured in
the diet of the nobility (Dyer 1994). At Dragon Hall infor-
mation on age of slaughter, through tooth wear and fusion
data, was very limited. The results will be discussed in more
detail below, but no obvious biases towards young animals
during the medieval period are evident. A small number of
‘porous’cattle astragali were noted in contexts of Periods 4
and 7, along with a small number of neonatal caprine and
pig bones. In the case of sheep, sixteen neonatal elements
were noted, thirteen of which derived from Periods 3 and 4,
while nine elements were recorded for juvenile pig, spread
over all periods. There is, therefore, no clear tendency
towards the exploitation of very young animals at Dragon
Hall, as there is at other high-status sites known in England.

This evaluation of status at Dragon Hall found that
while certain attributes of the assemblage were comparable
with the high-status castle sites (presence of deer, hare, a
wide range of wildfowl and a possibly high incidence of
meat consumption), these attributes were not particularly
marked. The high frequency of hare is of particular interest
and may be considered as a good indicator of the ‘interme-
diate high status’ that may have characterised the merchant
classes and the less well-off ecclesiastics.

Age at slaughter

Cattle
It is unfortunate that the tooth wear data for cattle is so limited: the number
of ageable mandibles was limited to ten and these were spread over four
periods (Periods 2, 3, 4 and 6). The tooth-wear data on individual teeth and
the frequencies of deciduous and permanent premolars were, however,
quite informative. A higher proportion of deciduous fourth premolars, and
in earlier stages of wear, occurred in Period 7 than in Periods 2, 3 or 4. This,
viewed in conjunction with the apparent higher frequency of deciduous
versus permanent premolars over time, suggests that cattle were slaugh-
tered at a younger age in the post-medieval period than in the medieval
period. This phenomenon has been observed in many parts of the country
but is ‘particularly striking’ from sites across Norwich, including
Fishergate, St Martin-at-Palace Plain and Castle Mall (Albarella 1997).
This change in the age of cattle culling has been attributed to the decline in
their utilisation as traction animals by post-medieval times due to the
increased use of horses, and to a more intensive production of beef, veal
and milk (ibid.).

Sheep/goat
The tooth and mandibular wear-stage data for sheep/goat from Dragon
Hall show little change in the ages of sheep culled over time. There is
perhaps a suggestion that more caprines were being culled at a younger age
in the post-medieval period than the medieval period, but the evidence is
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slim and the overall trends still follow those of earlier periods. The fusion
data is again quite limited but the evidence suggests that for Periods 2 and
3, for which there is most information, a higher number of mature animals
were slaughtered. This trend towards the killing of mature animals is prob-
ably a reflection of their exploitation for their wool (Albarella 1997). A
small number of neonatal sheep/goat bones were found at Dragon Hall,
including a porous astragalus, scafocuboid and calcaneum from Period 3
hearth/fire 11887, all probably deriving from the same leg of lamb.

Pig
Pig appear to follow the trend observed in cattle, i.e. of an increase in the
slaughter of younger animals in the post-medieval period compared with
the medieval period. This is indicated by a higher frequency of deciduous
over permanent premolars in later periods. This tendency to cull pigs at a
younger age can be attributed to the introduction of faster-growing breeds.
These would have reached their full weight at an earlier age, making it eco-
nomic to slaughter them when younger, and this suggestion is supported
by archaeological evidence from a number of sites across England
(Albarella 1997). Again, the fusion data is too limited to use while the
mandibular wear stages for the medieval period seem to indicate that pigs
were not slaughtered at a very early stage. This suggests that the animals
were still ‘unimproved’ in the medieval period, and were subject to a
non-intensive regime of exploitation.

Size, shape and sex

Cattle
Relatively few cattle bone measurements could be taken, the majority
coming from metapodials. All of the measurements were combined and
divided into two broad groups, from medieval (Periods 1–5) and
late/post-medieval (Periods 6 and 7) contexts. These were compared with
one another using the log ratio technique (Payne and Bull 1988) to see if
there was any chronological variation in the size of cattle that were
exploited. This showed that there was no significant difference in size
between the two periods, and is supported by the t-test value (Table 44).
The log ratio values were also compared with the medieval and post-medi-
eval cattle bone assemblages from Castle Mall, Norwich (Albarella et al.
1997). The results indicated a significant difference between the size of
cattle exploited at the two sites in both periods. This might indicate that dif-
ferent breeds of cattle were being exploited at different locations in the
same town, although to clarify this it would be necessary to compare spe-
cific measurements and samples from specific periods. The accumulation
of zooarchaeological biometrical data from various locations across the
city of Norwich, to which the data from Dragon Hall can be now added,
would allow and justify such an investigation in the future.

An alternative — or even additional — explanation for the metrical
inconsistencies between the two sites could be attributed to the discrep-
ancy in the chronological ranges being compared. At Castle Mall the
post-medieval period (Period 6) spans the late 16th to the 18th centuries,
while at Dragon Hall the late/post-medieval period is defined as running
from the 15th to late 17th centuries. Thus we might speculate that the main
changes observed at Castle Mall — i.e. the exploitation of larger-sized
cattle in the post-medieval period — did not actually occur until the late
17th or early 18th century. Although this is a period (Period 8) which is not
considered in the Dragon Hall study, there is a positive tail of values for the
late/post-medieval assemblage which may be a reflection of this.

Sheep/goat
The size and shape of the medieval and post-medieval sheep/goat assem-
blages were also assessed using the log ratio technique and were again
compared with the Castle Mall data. The width and length measurements
of bones were compared and showed no apparent change between the two
periods at Dragon Hall. This is confirmed by the t-test values and by a
scatterplot of the measurements (BT and HTC) of the distal humerus
which also shows no chronological variation in size. T-tests comparing the
Dragon Hall and Castle Mall data, however, suggest a significant differ-
ence between the width measurements from the medieval assemblages
from the two sites and a highly significant difference between the
post-medieval length measurements. The same interpretations as were
made for the cattle comparisons are equally relevant for the case of
caprines — i.e. that the size and shape of the sheep/goat population
exploited at Dragon Hall remained stable from the 9th to the 17th centuries
and that the metrical differences observed between this and another site
from the same town can be attributed to either a chronological variation in
the compared data and/or the exploitation of different breeds.

Pig
The metrical data for pig were too limited to provide useful information.
The number of pig canines that could be attributed to sex suggested that
males were marginally more common than females, although this may be
affected by recovery bias due to the smaller size of female canines. A
higher percentage of loose canines were male, whilst female canines were
more commonly recorded in mandibles. It would seem that the two sexes
were equally represented and, therefore, not only were young male pigs
imported specifically to be slaughtered for meat but stock, including a
number of older sows used for reproduction, would have been kept.

Dog
A dog tibia from Period 4 (displaying cut-marks) was the only long bone
from the assemblage for which an estimated shoulder height could be cal-
culated. This animal (at 440mm: Harcourt 1974) was of an average size,
falling close to the middle of the range of dog shoulder heights recorded at
Castle Mall in both the early and post-medieval periods (Albarella et al.
1997).

Butchery and bone working
Cut- and chop-marks were observed on bones of both cattle
and caprines, although the former were more commonly
observed on sheep/goat bones and the latter more frequent
on cattle bones. Butchery marks were recorded on 15–20%
of the cattle bones from Periods 1–6, although this figure
increases to 37% in Period 7.
The relative frequency of butchery marks on sheep/goat bones is similar,
ranging between 12% and 33%. Evidence of butchery was not found to be
concentrated on particular bones for either species, although a number of
first and second cattle phalanges had knife marks indicative of skinning.
Evidence of butchery was also observed on a number of non-countable
elements, most frequently on large (cattle-sized) and medium-sized (prob-
ably sheep) vertebrae which had been chopped longitudinally. A pair of
goat horncores from Period 1 (12157) also had distinct chop-marks
located at their bases where they had clearly been removed from the skull,
possibly with the hide still attached.
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Groups compared Species Bones/Measurements compared t-value Probability

DH 2-5 / DH 6+7 cattle all measurements -1.702 0.0923

DH 2-5 / CM 2-4 cattle all measurements -2.0251 0.0439*

DH 6+7 / CM 6 cattle all measurements -2.3396 0.0202*

DH 2-5/DH 6+7 sheep/goat lengths (GL, GLI, HTC) -0.7565 0.4519

DH 2-5 / CM 2-4 sheep/goat lengths (GL, GLI, HTC) -1.0123 0.3136

DH 6+7/ CM 6 sheep/goat lengths (GL, GLI, HTC) -3.7188 0.0003**

DH 2-5 / DH 6+7 sheep/goat widths (BT, Bd) -0.7907 0.4308

DH 2-5 / CM 2-4 sheep/goat widths (BT, Bd) -2.3865 0.0181*

DH 6+7/CM 6 sheep/goat widths (BT, Bd) -4.3631 2.246

DH 3/ DH 4 domestic  fowl tarsometatarsus (GL, LM, SD) 2.7761 0.0067**

DH 3+4/ DH 2, 6+7 domestic  fowl All bones/measurements excluding tarsometatarsus -1.6037 0.1103

The numbers following CM or DH refer to the periods compared and the abbreviations for the measurements for the most part follow von den Driesch
(1976). No asterisk = no significant difference (more than 5% probability that it is due to chance), * = the difference is significant ( with less than 5%
probability that it is due to chance), ** = the difference is highly significant (with less than 1% probability that it is due to chance).

Table 44 Significance of size measurements (t-tests) between groups of cattle, sheep/goat and domestic fowl bones from
Dragon Hall (DH) and Castle Mall (CM)



A Period 2 horse tibia displayed evidence of butchery, with shallow
cut marks located mid-shaft, and a Period 4 dog tibia from 12150 bore hor-
izontal cut-marks above the distal epiphysis. The location of these
cut-marks is suggestive of skinning. Evidence of skinning has also been
recorded at medieval West Cotton, where clear skinning marks on a dog
skull and three mandibles were noted (Albarella and Davis 1994), while
dog skins are known to have been commonly used in medieval times
(ibid.). Red deer is principally represented by antler fragments, most of
which had been chopped and worked.

Period 1 (11405) produced a cattle radius which had been heavily pol-
ished on its anterior side. The wear was on a flat plane, suggesting use as a
skate or roller. A second phalanx of a sheep from a Period 4 deposit
(11013) had a hole in its proximal epiphysis. The edges of the hole were
worked and it is possible that it was intended for use as a handle mount for
a small object. The surface of the bone showed no signs of wear and tear.

The top fragment of a pig canine (‘tusk’) from a Period 4 context
(11164) displayed the usual natural abrasion found on this part of the tooth.
However, it was untypically highly polished, and an intensively abraded
section further down the tooth fragment displayed a clear series of

abrasion lines. A number of abraded boar tusks were recovered from exca-
vations at the medieval royal estate of Helfta in central Germany (Müller
1992). The abrasion on these specimens was typically located on the part
of the tooth protected by the alveolus and this, coupled with the angle and
intensity of the abrasion lines, was suggestive of their use in polishing.
Indeed, Müller found descriptions in medieval manuscripts of the use of
‘teeth’ for polishing gilded furniture, saddles and book paintings. Perhaps
the specimen from Dragon Hall was put to a similar use before it was
broken and discarded.

Gnawing
Gnawing by carnivores was more frequently observed on
sheep/goat bones than on cattle bones. Evidence for rodent
gnawing was limited to bones of domestic fowl, and one
rabbit bone from Period 4.
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Figure 94  Variation in domestic fowl measurements at Dragon Hall and Castle Mall (after Albarella et al. 1997).
The measurements are compared using as a standard (‘0’) the mean from the fowl measurements at Launceston

Castle (15th century) (Albarella and Davis 1996), using the log ratio technique (Payne and Bull 1988).



Pathologies and abnormalities

Sheep/goat
‘Thumb-prints’ were noted on two sheep horncores (11999, Period 4;
10699, Period 6). These depressions have been frequently recorded in
archaeological specimens and it has been suggested that they are caused by
malnutrition, amongst other possible stresses (Albarella 1995).

Pig
Linear enamel hypoplasia (LEH) was noted on one pig lower third molar
(11144). This is recognised by a horizontal groove on the enamel crown of
a tooth and is thought to be caused by physiological stress (e.g. malnutri-
tion, disease).

Birds

Domestic fowl
The avifaunal assemblage was dominated by bones of domestic fowl,
which in Period 3 were more common than those from cattle (Tables 42
and 44). All countable elements of the domestic fowl skeleton were repre-
sented at Dragon Hall, along with two beaks (from Periods 4 and 7) and a
skull (Period 2). A number of these displayed evidence of butchery, princi-
pally knife cuts typically located on the distal epiphyses of longbones,
especially tibiotarsi. A small number of bones also showed evidence of
gnawing by both carnivores and rodents. Although the quantity of bird
bones recovered from Periods 2 and 7 was much less than from Periods 3
and 4, the relative proportion of juveniles (NISP) appears to increase with
time. At Castle Mall, an increase over time in the number of juveniles in
the 15th to 16th centuries and later was observed, as well as an increase in
the number of males and an increase in the size of domestic fowl bones
(Albarella et al. 1997; Albarella 1997). These differences may reflect a
change in their use, such as an increased focus on the production of meat
(Albarella 1997). At Dragon Hall, the number of tarsometarsi that could be
positively attributed to cocks were too few to give an indication of any
changes in the exploitation of the sexes. Examination of size-distribution
of tarsometatarsi from Periods 3 and 4 does, however, show a clear differ-
ence between the size of male and female specimens, although it is
interesting to note that the smaller two ‘male’ measurements came from
the tarsometatarsi with scars and the larger two, from those with their spurs
‘present’. The plot also demonstrates that females are more common in
this period than males and that there is an apparent size difference in
female tarsometarsi between Periods 3 and 4. This difference was evalu-
ated using the log ratio technique (after Payne and Bull 1988) and t-test
values, which confirmed that there was a highly significant difference
between the two sets of measurements (Fig. 94). All of the remaining mea-
surements from longbones (i.e. excluding those from tarsometatarsi) from
Periods 3 and 4 were compared with those from Periods 2, 6 and 7. This
comparison showed no significant difference, which means that the differ-
ences observed are confined to the tarsometatarsi and may suggest the
exploitation of a different breed.

Other birds
After domestic fowl, geese and duck bones were the most frequent and
knife marks were also observed on a number of these, including one on a
goose beak from Period 7 (11391). A knife mark recorded on a coracoid of
a woodcock from Period 4 was probably caused when the wing of the bird
was being removed.

The presence of wild bird species suggests wildfowling, whilst the
wide range implies that both wetland (curlew, snipe, crane, plover and wild
duck) and woodland habitats (woodcock and wood pigeon) were
exploited.

Crane was represented by a tarsometatarsus in Period 4. Although
crane became extinct as a breeding bird in Britain around 1600, there is
extensive evidence for its widespread distribution prior to this (Boisseau
and Yalden 1998). Crane was also present in 11th- and 12th-century
phases at Coppergate, the Bedern college and Aldwark, York (Bond and
O’Connor 1999) and has been recorded at many other medieval sites, par-
ticularly those of high status including Launceston Castle (Albarella and
Davis 1996) and Okehampton Castle (Maltby 1982).

Two bones of swan, a tarsometatarsus (‘countable’) and a distal radius
(‘non-countable’), were found in contexts of Period 4. Swans were
regarded as private property by the 13th century, and officials appointed by
the Crown regulated and administered ownership (MacGregor 1996).
Their rarity made them valuable, although opinions on the quality of the
birds’ flesh differed.

One bone from a diurnal raptor was recovered (Period 7, a
carpometacarpus of a red kite Milvus milvus). Although now extinct in
England, historically the kite is recorded as a common scavenger in towns
and it has been found in medieval Leicester and York (O’Connor 1993).

Gulls are also common urban scavengers although they were less common
in medieval towns in western Europe than they are today (ibid.). In keeping
with this trend, gull (probably a black-headed gull Larus ridibundus) was
represented by only one element at Dragon Hall (Period 3). Passeriformes
are represented by one bone of jackdaw (Corvus mondeula) in Period 7
and a bone of a small corvid, probably blackbird, in Period 6.
Passeriformes are also considered excellent scavengers (ibid.) although
they are also known to have been consumed in medieval times (Dyer
1994).

Summary and conclusions
As is the case at most medieval sites in England, the
common domesticates (sheep/goat, cattle and pig) domi-
nated the mammal bone assemblage at Dragon Hall, and
domestic fowl dominated the avifaunal assemblage. Other
domesticates (horse, dog and cat) were also recorded
although they were much less frequent, and the low
percentage of non-meat species might indicate that this was
a relatively high-status site. The range of wild species
recorded included deer (red, fallow and roe), hare and a
wide range of wildfowl.

Evidence of butchery was recorded on mammal and
bird bones as well as one dog long bone which was sugges-
tive of skinning. All parts of the skeletons of the main
domestics were found suggesting that for the most part they
were butchered on site, although it was shown that the
frequency of small peripheral elements of sheep/goat and
pig, as well as bird bones in general, were under-repre-
sented due to recovery biases.

No discernible chronological change over time was
detected in the age at which sheep/goat were slaughtered,
whilst the frequency of premolars and deciduous premolars
for both pig and cattle suggested that a higher proportion of
immature animals of both species were culled in the
post-medieval period. This trend has been observed at a
number of other contemporary sites in Norwich.

The size and shape of the cattle and sheep/goat
exploited at Dragon Hall remained constant between the
medieval and post medieval periods. A size difference was
detected in tarsometatarsi of domestic fowl between
Periods 3 and 4 but in no other bones of the skeleton,
suggesting that different breeds might have been exploited
in the two periods. The determination of sex was limited to
pig and domestic fowl, which were found to be predomi-
nately male in the case of the former and female in the case
of the latter.

Perhaps the most interesting aspects of the analysis
results were the possible indications of the inhabitants’
status. The Dragon Hall assemblage gave the impression of
being relatively ‘high-status’ due to the presence of deer,
hare and a wide range of wildfowl, and a low incidence of
dog and horse. A series of comparisons, however, showed
that the assemblage differed from the truly high-status sites
in the actual quantities represented, particularly of deer and
wildfowl.

III. Fish remains
by Rebecca Nicholson

Fish remains were recovered by hand collection and wet
sieving of soil to 1mm. Bone condition was generally fair
to good in all major contexts. The majority of bones were
recovered from sediments assigned to Periods 1–4, but
Periods 5–7 were also represented in the assemblage.
Several bones from contexts dated to Periods 8 and 9 have
been excluded from the analysis as they are likely to be
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residual. The fishbone assemblage from Periods 1–7 can
be summarized as follows:

Period 1: the majority of remains originated from the
fills of refuse or cess pits.
Period 2: remains were recovered from a range of
soils including buried soil and occupation deposits.
Period 3: most bones originated in occupation
deposits, ash spreads and pit fills.
Period 4: the most significant fish assemblage was
recovered from an occupation deposit overlying a
pebbled floor in Building 18.
Period 5: very few fish bones were recovered from
this period other than a pit (G411) within Building 18.
Period 6: few fish remains.
Period 7: most remains were recovered from stone pit
backfill 11013 (Building 15).

Quantification and methods
The majority of fish remains originated from wet-sieved
residues. Since the smaller amount of hand collected
material was unsurprisingly dominated by the bones of
large fish the two assemblages have been treated sepa-
rately for the purposes of quantification and analysis.

The identifiable fish assemblage from the wet-sieved
residues comprised 4018 fragments; an estimated similar
quantity of fragments were classified as indeterminate,
since they comprised small flakes of bone or undiagnostic
spines, ribs and fin rays. Of the identifiable bone, 1633
fragments came from contexts of Period 1, 575 fragments
from Period 2, 739 from Period 3, 545 from Period 4, 90
from Period 6 and 438 from Period 7. The hand-collected
assemblage comprised a further 192 identified bones and
the majority of these represented were large cod (Gadus
morhua), with haddock (Melanogrammus aeglefinus) and
large flatfish also fairly common. Herring (Clupea
harengus), eel (Anguilla anguilla), smaller flatfish,
medium and small cod and whiting (Merlangius
merlangus) and tiny cyprinids (Cyprinidae) dominated
the sieved material. Species identifications for each period
are given in Tables 45 and 46; all figures are numbers of
identified fragments.

The methods used in this analysis are described in a
full report deposited with the site archive.
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Period 1 Period 2 Period 3 Period 4 Period 6 Period 7

Elasmobranch (Elasmobranchii) 3 2 11

Thornback Ray (Raja clavata) 3 3 2 1 6

Ray (Rajidae) 1

Eel (Anguilla anguilla) 977 34 115 106 3 23

Herring (Clupea harengus) 75 438 487 318 77 307

Pilchard (Sardina pilchardus) 2 1 6 7

Small herring/sprat 221 3 10 13

Salmonid (Salmonidae) 1

Smelt (Osmerus eperlanus) 55 5 2

Tench (Tinca tinca) 1

Roach (Rutilus rutilus) 1 1

Dace (Leuciscus leuciscus) 1

Gudgeon (Gobio gobio) 1

Cyprinid (Cyprinidae) 52 2 34 8 7

Cod (Gadus morhua) 18 19 14 5 45

Whiting (Merlangius merlangus) 3 4 1 8 3

Cod/Whiting 7 14 13 5 1

Bib (Trisopterus luscus) 2

Haddock (Melanogrammus aeglefinus) 2 2 1

Ling (Molva  molva) 1

Gadid (Gadidae) 26 20 23 27 5 12

Perch (Perca fluviatilis) 1 1 1

Scad (Trachurus trachurus) 2 3 1

3-spined Stickleback (Gasterosteus aculeatus) 1

Mackerel (Scomber scombrus) 2 4 1 1

Flounder (Platichthys flesus) 2 5 2

Plaice/Flounder/Dab (Pleuronectidae) 10 3 15 10 9

Lemon Sole (Microstomus kitt) 1

Halibut (Hippoglossus hippoglossus) 1

Turbot (Scophthalmus maximus) 1

Sole (Solea solea) 8 1 10 1

Flatfish nfi. 18 1 1 1 1

Unidentified 153 14 7 13 5

Total 1633 575 739 543 90 438

Table 45  Numbers of identified fish remains from Dragon Hall: sieved samples



Interpretation: the fishing industry represented at
Dragon Hall
The fish assemblage shows remarkable homogeneity
through the entire history of the site. Documentary
evidence attests to the success of the East Anglian
commercial fisheries for herring and cod throughout the
Middle Ages (the herring fishery is said to have flourished
at Great Yarmouth from at least the 7th century: Hodgson
1957, 148–9); it is not surprising that these fish were the
most commonly represented taxa in all periods. However,
the composition of fish taxa indicates that there must also
have been a successful and established local inshore
fishery as well as river-based and probably estuarine
fisheries.

Both fresh and salted fish were commonly eaten in the
Middle Ages and fish consumption rose with the ecclesi-
astical imposition of increasing numbers of meat-free or
‘fish’days. The evidence from Dragon Hall would suggest
that many of the fish were purchased fresh, since the repre-
sentation of entire fish (heads and vertebral column)
suggests that the dried and often also salted cod family fish
which were a staple of the medieval diet were not repre-
sented in significant quantities — these fish were
commonly beheaded, with the only bones remaining in the
dried product being the cleithrum, supracleithrum and
post-temporal (frequently butchered), the pelvic bones
and the posterior part of the vertebral column. Herring
may have been salted, pickled in brine or smoked (as in
‘red herrings’, documented locally from the 14th century)
to enhance their keeping qualities, but since these
processes were performed on gutted but otherwise intact
fish throughout the medieval period they remain archaeo-
logically invisible.

The numerical dominance of herring in most of the
contexts is characteristic of fish assemblages from sites in
East Anglia and reflects the strength of the local herring
industry, whose annual fairs in Great Yarmouth were
visited by merchants from all over Europe from 1270 until
the 18th century. The herring fishery was traditionally
prosecuted from September 29 to November 11, when
herring were locally abundant (Hodgson 1957, 149). In
terms of meat weight the whitefish, particularly cod, must

have been as least as important as herring. While the larger
cod-family fishes (including cod, haddock, ling Molva
molva and saithe Pollachius virens) would have been
caught commercially with hand lines, or from the 16th
century by many-hooked long-lines, the smaller fish could
have been caught using shore seine nets, which may also
have captured flatfishes, eel (Anguilla anguilla) and rays
(Rajidae). Haddock and ling are now mainly distributed in
Northern waters, but Wheeler and Jones (1976) suggest
that haddock, at least, were more common in the southern
North Sea than they are now, and their ubiquity in archaeo-
logical assemblages from East Anglia would support this
theory. Elasmobranchs (sharks, including dogfish and
rays) may have contributed a significant proportion of
meat, since their calcified remains are liable to be severely
under-represented in archaeological assemblages.

Flatfishes were also present in most of the sampled
contexts, and these included plaice (Pleuronectes
platessa), sole (Solea solea), lemon sole (Microstomus
kitt), halibut (Hippoglossus hippoglossus), turbot
(Scophthalmus maximus) and, most commonly, flounder
(Platichthys flesus). Whilst the largest flatfishes, particu-
larly turbot, have always commanded a high price, their
remains were found in insufficient quantity to infer that
the fish assemblages from the relevant periods (3 and 4)
represent provisions from a wealthy establishment. Of the
other identified marine taxa, mackerel (Scomber
scombrus) are schooling fish and can be caught all year
round in East Anglian coastal waters: they will take a
baited hook but have traditionally been fished in the spring
with the nets used later in the year for the herring. Scad or
horse mackerel (Trachurus trachurus) may be by-prod-
ucts of the herring fishery and are seasonally abundant
during the autumn. Bass (Dicentrarchus labrax) was
tentatively identified from a quadrate fragment recovered.
Bass are locally more common in the summer months and
may be netted or hooked in coastal waters.

Whilst marine fish, particularly herring, were the most
frequently represented fish, eel was identified from all
periods and was particularly numerous in Period 1 where,
in terms of number of bones, it dominated the assemblage
from the G5 pit fills. As the great majority of the eels in
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Period 1 Period 2 Period 3 Period 4 Period 5 Period 6 Period 7 ?unphased

Herring (Clupea harengus) 1

Cod (Gadus morhua) 37 12 43 19 2 4 7 8

Saithe (Pollachius virens) 1

Whiting (Merlangius merlangus) 1

Cod/Whiting 1 1

Haddock (Melanogrammus
aeglefinus)

2 1 1 1 1

Ling (Molva molva) 1

Gadid (Gadidae) 3 18 8 1 4

?Bass (Dicentrachus labrax) 1

Plaice (Pleuronectes platessa) 1

Flounder (Platichthys flesus) 1

Plaice/Flounder 1 1

Turbot (Scophthalmus maximus) 1

Sole (Solea solea) 1 2

Flatfish nfi 1 3 1

Total 41 12 67 39 4 4 9 16

Table 46  Numbers of identified fish remains from Dragon Hall: hand-collected bones



this pit were small and tiny (elvers and yellow eels) they
must have been caught in brackish or fresh water, probably
by nets or traps set across the rivers or estuaries. Eels
spawn in the sea but migrate into freshwater as elvers, and
return to the sea only when mature. Also common in
Period 1 were smelt (Osmerus eperlanus), which may also
be indicative of a riverine or estuarine fishery. Like eel and
salmon (Salmo salar), smelt are migratory fish which,
whilst found in the sea, are often caught in estuaries,
where they may be locally numerous, or in rivers (since
smelt spawn in freshwater). Smelt used to be highly prized
and were eaten fresh; they have a characteristic smell
similar to that of fresh cucumber. Flounder is the only flat-
fish to be found in brackish and fresh water as well as in
the sea. Its presence in a number of archaeological
contexts is again likely to have resulted from an estuarine
fishery, particularly since the majority of bones identified
only as Pleuronectidae were probably from flounder
rather than the exclusively marine plaice or dab (Limanda
limanda). The salmon or sea trout (Salmo sp.) bone from
Period 6 may represent a fish caught in salt or freshwater.

The identification of freshwater fish throughout the
site’s history poses something of an interpretational diffi-
culty. Whilst freshwater fish are represented at a number of
sites in Norwich, (e.g. at Castle Mall: Locker forthcoming),
the specimens from Dragon Hall are mostly small and tiny
fish, of under 200mm in total length and including several
species of cyprinid, perch (Perca fluviatilis), and in this
instance probably also the three-spined stickleback
(Gasterosteus aculeatus). Whilst freshwater fish were
prized, and were commensurately expensive (Dyer 1988),
it is difficult to envisage such small and bony fish as being
palatable. It is possible that these bones represent the gut
contents of large, but here unidentified, carnivorous fish
such as pike (Esox lucius), or that they represented fish
rejected as too small and therefore not cooked. The latter
might explain the excellent condition of these tiny bones,
which would probably have been rendered very friable by
heating. That small fish were caught, however, is confirmed
by a document of 1292 in which the men of nearby
Surlingham were fined for catching fry in nets, contrary to
the assize (Ayers 1991). It is interesting to note that the
species composition from Dragon Hall is remarkably
similar to that identified from Alms Lane (Jones and Scott
1985), although in the Alms Lane report the sizes of the fish
were not published. All these fish can be found today in the
River Wensum, and it seems probable that the bones repre-
sented in one way or another the product of a local,
long-lived, freshwater fishery.

Discussion: a regional perspective
Whilst the assemblage of fish remains was not particularly
large, the trends observed here have been reflected at other
sites in the region and seem to reflect a general pattern of
fishing in East Anglia during the periods considered.
Differences in the species composition at these sites prob-
ably owes more to the numbers of identified bones per
sample and context than to real differences in the taxa repre-
sented. At most Norwich sites — for example, Alms Lane
(Jones and Scott 1985), St Martin-at-Palace Plain (Locker
1987), Fishergate (Locker 1994), Castle Mall (Locker
forthcoming) and Greyfriars (Nicholson forthcoming) —
herring and cod dominated the fish assemblages at all
periods, with eel, flatfishes and elasmobranchs also
featuring throughout. The exploitation of young eels,

particularly during the pre-Conquest centuries, was also
observed at Castle Mall (Locker forthcoming), but the pres-
ence of smelt and young cyprinids at Dragon Hall,
particularly in Period 1, may indicate a more significant use
of riverine fisheries during the pre-Conquest centuries than
has been suggested at other sites in the city.

Conclusions
In common with fish assemblages from other medieval and
post-medieval sites excavated in and around Norwich, fish
remains from Dragon Hall reflect the product of an east
coast fishery centred around the exploitation of herring and
cod, but with significant input from coastal or shore-based
fishing and a smaller but significant contribution from a
freshwater fishery operating by the setting of traps or nets
across local rivers. Apart from a possibly greater emphasis
on riverine or estuarine fishing in Period 1, there appears to
be little evidence for diachronic change in fish consump-
tion, despite the development of Great Yarmouth into a
major international fish market during the medieval period
(Saul 1981).

IV. Macrofossil and biological remains
by Val Fryer

Introduction
Samples for the retrieval of plant macrofossils were taken
from across the excavated area and 168 were submitted for
assessment. Of these, only fifteen (9%, Table 47)
contained a sufficient density of material to:

1. potentially illustrate the nature of specific on-site
activities and events;

2. give indications of aspects of the local economy;
3. illustrate the means employed for the disposal of

refuse in this area of the medieval city.

Methods and sample composition
The samples were bulk sieved/floated, flots being collected
in a 500 micron mesh sieve. The dried flots were sorted
under a binocular microscope and plant macrofossils and
other remains extracted. Identifications of plant
macrofossils were made by comparison with modern refer-
ence specimens, nomenclature following Stace (1997).
Taxa noted during the analysis were categorised as cereals
and other food plants, herbs, wetland/aquatic plants, and
trees/shrubs. The presence of other plant macrofossils,
other materials and molluscs was also recorded.

Preservation of the plant macrofossils was mainly by
charring. Some partly mineral-replaced material was,
however, noted. Waterlogged macrofossils were present in
pit fill 12118. Modern contaminants were present
throughout and included fibrous and woody roots,
seeds/fruits, arthropods and fungal sclerotia. Uncharred
seeds of Sambucus nigra (elderberry) and Rubus sect.
Glandulosus (bramble) were common in pit fill 12208.
Although these may be modern in origin these seeds can
survive for considerable periods, even in well-aerated
archaeological deposits.

Plant macrofossils

Cereals and other food plants
Cereal grains and/or chaff were recovered at varying
densities from all sampled contexts. Avena sp. (oat),
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Hordeum sp. (barley), Secale cereale (rye) and Triticum
sp. (wheat) grains were noted. In six sampled contexts
(40%) barley was predominant. In 11654, 12007 and
12237, however, oats were more common and 12054
contained a very high density of oat grains. In only one
instance (Period 7’s 11013) was wheat predominant.

Floret bases of Avena sativa (cultivated oat) with diag-
nostic straight basal abscission scars were found in 12054.
Rachis nodes of Triticum aestivum/compactum (bread
wheat) type with attached internodes but no glume bases
were recorded from 11317, 11653, 11654 and 12097. A

single rounded seed, possibly of Pisum sativum (pea), was
present in 12097 and cotyledon fragments of other inde-
terminate large pulses were recovered from 11016, 11013,
11191 and 12097.

Fruit remains were rare in the samples analysed: a
single Fragaria vesca (strawberry) achene was noted in
11347 and bramble seeds were common in 12118,
although these latter may in part be derived from scrub
growing on the site. However, seeds/fruits and fruitstone
fragments of Malus sp. (apple), Rubus idaeus (raspberry),
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Context Group No. Period Figure No. Kubiena sample Monolith sample Micromorphological
sample

Macrofossil sample

10704 125 4 24, 31 11

10705 125 4 24 11

10900 239 4 39 5

11013 185 7 113

11016 122 3 111

11101 300 4 6

11129 302 4 6 6

11136 120 3 24 12 12

11155 119 3 9

11191 229 3 22 121

11195 119 3 24 12 12

11196 114 2 24 10

11317 117 2 24, 30 9 9, 10 127

11323 450 2 17 1 2

11347 118 2 30 9, 10 9, 10 129

11500 394 1 17 4

11501 395 1 17 1 3

11537 450 2 1

11538 450 2 17 1 2

11557 300 4 31 6

11574 116 2 14

11653 114 2 173

11654 114 2 190

11668 161 3 14 14

11679 19 3 8

11754 112 2 24, 30 14

11777 298 4 31 7 7 7

11876 110 2 13 13

11880 112 2 24 14

11997 107 2 24 13 13

12007 16 2 205

12035 331 3 15

12054 15 2 210

12097 225 3 217

12118 5 1 21 17 233

12144 320 2 235

12185 319 1 16 15 236

12208 319 1 16 237

12237 7 1 232

12301 17 3 8

12424 165 3 31, 30 9

Table 47  Macrofossil, palynological and micromorphological samples by context, group and period



Ficus carica (fig) and Prunus ssp. domestica
(bullace/damson) were also noted during the assessment.

Wild flora
Seeds/fruits of common weed and grassland species were
present in all sampled contexts. Taxa present included
Agrostemma githago (corn cockle), Anthemis cotula
(stinking mayweed), Bromus sp. (brome), Centaurea sp.
(cornflower), Chenopodium album (fat-hen), indetermi-
nate small and large grasses, Potentilla sp. (cinquefoil),
Raphanus raphanistrum (wild radish), Rumex sp. (dock),
Spergula arvensis (corn spurrey) and Vicia/Lathyrus sp.
(vetch/vetchling). Fruits of wetland/aquatic plants were
also present in most samples, Carex sp. (sedge), Cladium
mariscus (saw-sedge) and Eleocharis sp. (spike-rush)
fruits being especially common. Tree/shrub macrofossils
including Corylus avellana (hazel) nutshell fragments and
Sambucus nigra (elderberry) seeds were present in nine
sampled contexts and common in 11016.

Other plant macrofossils
Charcoal fragments were common or abundant in all
sampled contexts. Heather stem and floret fragments were
also noted and Calluna vulgaris (ling) capsules were
recovered from 11016, 12144, 12185 and 12208. Rare
Pteridium aquilinum (bracken) pinnule fragments were
also present. Other plant macrofossils included indetermi-
nate buds, culm nodes, inflorescence fragments and seeds.

Other materials
Animal macrofossils included bone and eggshell frag-
ments, fish and small mammal or amphibian bones, pieces
of marine mollusc shell and mineral-replaced arthropods.
The low to moderate density of mineral-replaced concre-
tions noted in 11347, 12118 and 12185 may be derived
from dietary or sewage residues. Fragments of black
porous ‘cokey’material, black tarry material and siliceous
globules may have been derived from the combustion of
organic materials, including cereals and grass/straw, at
very high temperatures.

Molluscs
Mollusc shells, including burnt specimens, were noted in
11013. Open country taxa, most notably Pupilla
muscorum , were predominant , al though some
shade-loving species including Clausilia sp. and
Oxychilus sp. were also noted. Burnt shells of freshwater
species including Bithynia sp., Lymnaea peregra,
Planorbis sp. and Valvata cristata were also recovered.

Results by period

Period 1
The four samples from Period 1 soils were taken from the
fills of three pits. The assemblages from fills of pit 12186
(PS2, Samples 236 and 237) appeared to contain cereal
processing/storage waste, household debris, dietary
refuse and, possibly, some sewage residues. Grains, chaff
and weed seeds were present in both samples. The domi-
nance of grains over both chaff and weed seeds
(grain:chaff ratio 64:1; grain:weed seed ratio 5.5:1)
appears, however, to indicate that batches of prime grain
requiring only the final stages of hand-sorting were repre-
sented. The presence of a sprouted cereal grain in Sample
236 may suggest that some grain had become spoiled

during storage and was subsequently burnt along with
other waste materials. The sedge and saw-sedge fruits,
heather stem and floret fragments and bracken pinnules
may be derived from flooring, thatching or bedding mate-
rials imported from nearby marsh and heathland areas.
The presence of mineral-replaced seeds/fruits and phos-
phatic concretions may indicate that a very low density of
sewage residue was also deposited within this context.

The assemblage from pit 12235 (PS2, Sample 232)
was broadly similar to those from pit 12186, although a far
lower density of material was recorded. A sample from
waterlogged pit 12085 (PS2, Sample 233) contained
seeds/fruits of ruderal weed species including Conium
maculatum (hemlock), Hyoscyamus niger (henbane),
Lamium sp. (dead nettle) and Urtica dioica (stinging
nettle). The assemblage, however, was dominated by
dietary waste and phosphatic concretions derived from
human sewage. Bramble fruits were abundant and other
fruit remains were noted at the assessment stage. The corn
cockle and brassica testa fragments were probably present
as contaminants of whole grain bread flour. Fish bones
were also particularly abundant.

Period 2
Samples were taken from various Period 2 deposits
including a layer of fire debris, other layers/deposits asso-
ciated with contemporary structures and a pit fill. The
assemblages largely contained domestic refuse, and five
appeared to be derived principally from burnt flooring
materials. A sample was taken from a thin charcoal-rich
layer (11317) associated with the destruction horizon of
Building 8. The assemblage appeared to consist of
cereal-processing waste and domestic detritus, most
notably a high density of grass seeds and sedge fruits
which may be derived from litter or thatching materials. It
appears likely that this material constituted an in situ
deposit, burned when the building was destroyed by fire.
Samples from an occupation layer above Building 8
(11347) and the floor of Building 8 (11653) were similar
in composition to the sample from 11317, although these
did not appear to be in situ deposits and were more likely
to have represented detritus trampled into contemporary
surfaces. It is perhaps significant that all three samples
contained common seeds of Reseda luteola (weld), a plant
used to provide a yellow dye. Another sample from
Building 8’s floor (11654) and a sample from soil build-up
in PS2 (12144) also contained probable residues of the
burning of flooring materials. The assemblage from the
former may indicate that straw/chaff was used in addition
to sedge/grass litter.

The remaining two samples from Period 2 deposits
illustrate other aspects of site use. A sample from a pit cut
through the floor of Building 6 (12054) is of particular
interest as it consisted predominantly of charred whole oat
grains and oat chaff, including cultivated oat floret bases.
Weed seeds and other materials were very rare. It appears
likely that the material within this assemblage was derived
from a batch of partly-processed grain destroyed either
during drying or in a catastrophic granary fire. A sample
from the pit which cut it (pit 12006, fill 12007) contained
an extremely low density of material of uncertain origin.
This typifies the refuse deposits studied on the site, as few
features produced evidence of any large-scale deposition
of rubbish.
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Period 3
The Period 3 samples were taken from hearth deposits
over floors in PS2 and PS3. A low density of plant
macrofossils was recorded and those noted were generally
poorly preserved as a result of repeated combustion in
apparently well-oxygenated conditions. The assemblages
all appeared to consist primarily of domestic refuse,
including food residues and possibly flooring materials.
The cereal grains and legumes were probably burnt acci-
dentally during culinary preparation; other dietary
residues included hazel nutshell fragments, burnt pieces
of bone, eggshell, fish bones, marine mollusc shell frag-
ments and possibly elderberry seeds. The moderate
density of fruits of wetland/aquatic plants may have been
derived from the burning of sedge litter, while the weed
seed assemblage may have been indicative of the use of
dried plant material or cereal processing waste as kindling
for the fires.

Period 7
A single sample was taken from the fill (11013) of a
stone-lined pit in Building 15. The plant macrofossil
assemblage was inconclusive because, although cereal
grains were present, they were very puffed and distorted as
a result of charring in well-oxygenated conditions. It is
likely that these same conditions may have destroyed
many smaller and more delicate macrofossils, thereby
causing a bias within the assemblage. This, however, was
the only sample studied which contained a small mollusc
assemblage. Woodland-/shade-loving and open country
species were present, the latter being predominant,
although significantly the assemblage also contained
burnt shells of freshwater species which may have derived
either from fluvial muds used for construction purposes or
from calcareous peats burnt as fuel.

Conclusions
The bulk of the material recovered was related to the
domestic use of associated structures. Assemblages
derived from the burning of litter or other flooring mate-
rials were common, and in one instance the material
appears to have been burnt in situ. A low density of
cereal-processing waste was present in some contexts.
The segetal weeds recovered from this material indicate
that a variety of local soil types were probably used for
grain production, although the predominance of stinking
mayweed seeds suggests that most crops were grown on
heavy clay soils. Much of the cereal imported onto the site
was probably in the form of semi-cleaned prime grain, one
batch of which may have been destroyed during a cata-
strophic granary fire. One striking aspect of the
assemblages was the low density of sewage deposits and
domestic refuse other than litter waste. It seems likely that
most refuse was deposited in the adjacent river. A similar
pattern of off-site refuse disposal was also noted at the
Millennium Library site (Fryer in prep.), where it is
assumed that rubbish was deposited on adjacent fields.

V. Palynology
by Patricia Wiltshire

A site evaluation of potential for palynological assessment
produced fifteen sequences of sediments and palaeosols in
50cm steel monolith tins, a 20cm monolith tin and
Kubiena boxes. Sampling was closely allied to that for

micromorphological and chemical assessment. A list of
the samples taken for palynological assessment is given in
Table 47. The sample numbers correspond to those used in
the soil micromorphology and chemistry (pp175–8). An
account of the assessment methods can be found in the site
archive. Funding constraints precluded any further analyt-
ical work on the assemblage.

Results

Kubiena box samples
The samples from assessed contexts obtained in Kubiena
boxes (Table 47) were mostly of buried soils, sealed
floors, waste, ‘garden soils’etc. In these subsamples pres-
ervation was very poor indeed, with only occasional,
partially decomposed grains being seen. These were of
Poaceae (grasses), Lactuceae (dandelion-like plants),
monolete Pteropsida (ferns) , cereal- type and
Corylus-type (e.g. hazel). Fungal remains and consider-
able amounts of microscopic charcoal were also found in
many of the profiles. Preservation of occasional ‘resistant’
palynomorphs had occurred, probably within favoured
microsites in the soil/sediment microfabric. It would be
impossible to interpret this data meaningfully, although
there was a preponderance of open-habitat plants and
microscopic charcoal. These probably reflected the
domestic nature of the deposits.

Monolith samples
The assemblages are summarised in Table 47.

Preservation was best in pits 12085 (G5) and 12186
(G319), and worst in buried soils 11501, 11538 and
11323. It is obvious that there had been a massive loss of
palynomorphs from this latter profile and very few were
identified. Preservation from the profile through fills of pit
11500 (G394) was much more satisfactory. Preservation
was adequate to allow full analysis in pit 10900 (G239),
although palynomorphs were not as well preserved as in
pits 12085 and 12186. In 12085 reasonably
well-preserved palynomorphs were present throughout
most of the profile but in 12186 palynomorphs were most
frequent, and best preserved in the basal subsample. It is of
considerable interest that four of the monoliths contained
evidence that conifers had been burnt. Although Pinus
sylvestris (scot’s pine), Juniperus communis (juniper) and
Taxus baccata (yew) are the only native British conifers,
macrofossil analysis did not discover any remains of these
trees.

Periods 1 and 2

Deposits 11323, 11537, 11538 and 11501
The poor preservation within the profile indicated conditions were suit-
able for bioactivity. The pollen and spore load of the deposit probably
disappeared through microbial decomposition, although spontaneous
oxidation might also have occurred. This is frequently the case where
deposits are aerobic and moist. Very little can be inferred from the data
except that most of the taxa represented were light-requiring plants.
Galium-type (e.g. goosefoot), Lactuceae (dandelion-like plants),
Poaceae (grasses) and Polygonum aviculare (knotweed) are all plants
which could have been growing on open ground or in a backyard while
Polypodium (polypody fern) is frequently found in hedges, on banks and
growing on buildings.

Pit 11500 (G394)
This profile had much better preservation. At 7cm, 39cm and 48cm
palynomorphs were relatively abundant but they were sparse, or very
sparse, in other subsamples. This may have been a function of sedimenta-
tion rate, with the intermediate deposits having accumulated rapidly. The
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deposit was essentially a sand, and the blackness of the matrix probably
due to the presence of large amounts of microscopic charcoal. A great
deal of charred and partially charred, comminuted, organic material was
found, including angiosperm (flowering plant) wood vessels. Burnt
wood tracheids (water-conducting elements) of some unidentified
conifer were also found in the subsamples at 39cm and 48cm. Burnt par-
ticles from both hard and soft woods had, therefore, been deposited in the
accumulating profile. There is little evidence of sediment blackness
being due to humic residues from decomposed organic matter.

Corylus-type (e.g. hazel) and Quercus (oak) were present where
abundance was greatest, and Calluna (heather) was found in the basal
sample. Pteridium (bracken) was present in most samples, being particu-
larly abundant at 24cm. It is possible that the area around the site
supported oak and hazel and that there were areas of dry, acid soils suit-
able for heathers and bracken. Heather and bracken could have been
growing in association with the trees, or in dry grassy areas on acid soils.
These plants, however, are also valuable resources for thatching,
bedding, flooring, and other domestic use, and they might have been
brought to the site for some specific function.

The presence of Cyperaceae (sedges) in the basal samples might
indicate slightly damper conditions in these layers, but there was no evi-
dence whatsoever for the deposit ever having been waterlogged.
Throughout the profile the herbaceous pollen assemblage was domi-
nated completely by cereal-type species and weeds of open, broken soils,
and cornfields. The sample at 7cm was particularly rich in pollen from
arable fields; all the herbaceous taxa recorded here could have been corn-
field weeds, but particularly Agrostemma (corncockle), which is
poisonous.

The profile received a consistently similar assemblage of
palynomorphs and indicated the importance of arable agriculture to the
people operating at the site. The scarceness of palynomorphs at 12cm,
24cm and 32cm might indicate a very rapid input of material, possibly by
colluviation.

Pit 12085 (G5)
This deposit contained abundant to moderately abundant palynomorphs,
except for the sample at 15cm where they were sparse. It is likely that the
variation in palynomorph frequency was due to differential rates of sedi-
ment accumulation. Microscopic charcoal was found throughout
although there was no evidence of conifer wood have been burnt. The
basal segments at 44cm and 46cm contained high concentrations of
Trichuris (whipworm) eggs. The pollen and spores included in this
deposit were derived from a wide variety of sources. Vegetation which
was probably growing away from the site was represented and pollen
from this source would have fallen within the extra-local and regional
pollen rain. Other pollen was derived from weeds growing around the
site, food plants and their contaminants and utility plants such as heather
and bracken, and from plants found in straw and hay etc.

A wide range of trees and shrubs were present, with oak and hazel
being the most frequently found taxa. Fraxinus (ash), Salix (willow) and
at least three rosaceous taxa — cf. Prunus (sloe/bullace), cf. Rubus
(bramble) and cf. Sorbus (e.g. rowan/whitebeam) — were also found,
however. Heather and bracken were present, and an interesting find was
that of Cannabis/Humulus (hemp/hop). Oak, hazel and ash could have
been growing some distance away but willow and the rosaceous taxa
were local, unless they had been brought into the site from elsewhere.
The rosaceous pollen might have been derived from fruits collected, or
grown for consumption, locally.

The herbaceous taxa included a wide range of grassland, meadow
and waste ground weeds as well as a number of plants which probably
formed (some accidentally) part of the inhabitants’ diet. These included
Cannabis/Humulus (possibly hop in this instance), which could have
been derived from ale. Recent evidence has shown that hops have been
used in brewing since Saxon times (P. Murphy, pers. comm.). Filipendula
(meadowsweet) could have been growing by the river but it is equally
likely that it was derived from mead, since the plant’s flowers are attrac-
tive to bees and the pollen is frequently found in honey.

At least three distinct kinds of Sinapis-type were found and they
were consistently frequent. These might have represented brassicaceous
foods such as cabbages and turnips, although it is unfortunate that these
cannot be differentiated from their pollen, or even reliably identified
from their seeds. Fabaceae such as cf. Pisum (pea) and cf. Vicia (bean)
were present, as well as Fagopyrum (buckwheat). Cereal-type pollen was
exceedingly abundant, as were herbs which infested the cornfields.

In view of the abundance of parasitic intestinal worm eggs and the
pollen of so many potential food plants, it is highly likely that these sedi-
ments represented material within a cesspit. The deposit had
accumulated evidence of the materials used in domestic dwellings, as
well as foods that were eaten by the people using the latrine. Furthermore
the pit might have been open to the air since so many trees are represented

in the deposit, although tree pollen could easily have adhered to food
plants, especially leafy ones such as cabbage.

Pit 12186 (G319)
Palynomorphs were sparse except for the sample at 25cm where they
were moderately abundant, and at 47cm where they were abundant and
well preserved. Microscopic charcoal was present throughout but was
very abundant indeed at 35cm. Burnt conifer wood tracheids were found
at 25cm and 35cm and burnt angiosperm vessel fragments at 2–25 cm,
indicating that both soft and hard woods were being burnt at the site.
Acritarchs were found at 25cm but these simply represented the weather-
ing of soil parent material. Trichuris eggs were also found at 25cm and
were exceedingly abundant in the basal sample at 47cm.

Throughout the sequence the assemblage of palynomorphs was very
similar to that found in pit 12085. Fewer tree taxa were represented but a
very wide range of grassland, meadow, wasteland and agricultural weeds
(particularly cornfield weeds) were found, as well as many food plants.
Relatively high concentrations of cereal-type, cabbage family (at least
three different taxa), rosaceous taxa, buckwheat, meadowsweet, possi-
bly hop, and possibly pea and bean were found.

These findings suggest that this feature also functioned as a cesspit,
but whereas cess material was distributed throughout 12085, it appears
here to have been concentrated at the bottom of the feature, with another
accumulation at 25cm. It is, of course, possible that intervening sedi-
ments represented filling-in with non-faecal material such as ashes,
possibly to cut down odours.

Period 4

Pit 10900 (G239)
Palynomorphs were sparse or very sparse throughout this profile and rel-
atively few taxa were recorded, particularly at and below 40cm.
Microscopic charcoal was abundant throughout much of the sequence, as
were fragments of vessels from angiosperm (flowering plant)
trees/shrubs. Fragments of conifer tracheids were also frequent at 40cm
and 45cm, indicating that hardwoods and conifers were being burnt at the
site.

Trees and shrubs were well-represented in the catchment, most fre-
quently oak and hazel, but also Alnus (alder), Betula (birch), Pinus
(pine), cf. Prunus (e.g. sloe/bullace) and heather. Monolete Pteropsida
(ferns undiff.) spores were found in all samples except at 40cm and
bracken was also recorded. The frequency of tree and shrub pollen indi-
cates that the area around the site had stands of trees. Cereal-type and
grasses were relatively frequent while open-habitat weeds were also rep-
resented. Corncockle and Centaurea cyanus (cornflower) were part of
the weed flora and probably indicated that cereals and cornfield weeds
were finding their way into the feature.

The pit had no obvious indicators of faecal contamination, no eggs
of intestinal parasitic nematode worms being found, and there being no
evidence of plants known to be used for sanitary purposes such as Sphag-
num moss. Furthermore, there was no palynological evidence that the
feature had ever been waterlogged. This pit had therefore been used for
disposing of domestic refuse rather than having functioned as a latrine,
and the greenish colour of the material might have been derived from
decomposing material other than faeces. The pollen grains of cereals,
cornfield weeds, and other open-habitat plants such as heather and
bracken might have been derived from thatching-straw and flooring. The
relatively high frequency of fern spores is interesting, but these plants
will grow in a wide variety of shady places such as enclosed courtyards
and derelict buildings.

The relatively poor concentration of palynomorphs suggest that
microbial activity had been efficient within the sediments, and most
organic remains had decomposed. This might further indicate that the
deposit was aerated, at least periodically, and that the fill was relatively
nitrogen- and phosphate-rich. These findings are consistent with the
feature having served as a refuse pit.

Conclusions
The range of buried soils, occupation layers and sealed
floors which were sampled in Kubiena boxes yielded very
little data and information. The monolith of sediments
from Samples 1 to 3 also contained only a meagre remnant
of a former palynomorph assemblage.

Pit 11500 contained stratification within its sediments,
as evidenced by the variability in palynomorph and dense
microscopic charcoal concentrations. The profile, which
represents the site before Dragon Hall was built, indicates
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open conditions, with oak and hazel growing somewhere
in the catchment. Heather and bracken were growing on
dry, acidic soils whilst the site itself seems to have been
close to agricultural fields. The origin of the assemblage in
the sample at 7cm appears to have been slightly different
from the others and it might have represented a ground
surface which accumulated on top of the infilled pit. If
these sediments did accumulate in a pit, it is fairly easy to
understand the relative palynological homogeneity
throughout the profile and the existence of horizons where
palynomorphs were sparse (presumably because of
colluviation). There is little evidence to demonstrate the
function of the pit.

Pit 10900 had very low concentrations of
palynomorphs throughout. Tree and shrub pollen was well
represented and this might suggest that the feature was
open during accumulation of the sediment. The assem-
blage was dominated by cereal-type pollen and open
habitat weeds, including cornfield weeds and grasses.
There was no palynological evidence for this feature
having functioned as a cesspit and it is likely that it was a
refuse dump. The cess-like appearance of the sediments
could have been derived from the decomposition of
nutrient-rich organic matter and, indeed, effective decom-
position of palynomorphs suggests that the deposits had
been enhanced with nitrogen and/or phosphate.

There is little doubt, however, that pits 12085 and
12186 had functioned as cesspits. Tree and shrub pollen
frequencies might suggest that the features were open to
the air (especially 12085) and that there was a variety of
trees growing in the catchment. Some of these, such as
willow, might have been growing adjacent to the feature.
A very wide range of plants was represented in both
features, including those used for domestic purposes such
as thatching, flooring and bedding, and weeds of waste
ground, hay meadow, grassland, and cornfields. Potential
food plants were varied and abundant, including
weed-infested cereals, possibly hop from ale, meadow-
sweet from mead, cabbage-type vegetables, buckwheat,
possibly peas and beans, sloe/bullace and blackberries.
The people, particularly those using pit 12186, were
heavily parasitised by whipworm.

VI. Soil micromorphology and chemistry
by Richard I. Macphail
(Plate XXIV)

Introduction
Sampling was focused upon deposits which had suffered
contamination during Periods 1 and 2 and on floors from
Periods 2–4. The latter varied from floors from 11th–12th
century timber buildings to those of high-status 13th–14th
century structures. The soils that separated identifiable
floors were also studied. The soils of Dragon Hall were
investigated within a framework enabled by previous
research. The typical characteristics, for example, of
ethnoarchaeological earth floors used for both animal
stabling (byres) and domestic activity have been reported
upon from Butser Ancient Farm. Prehistoric and Roman
to late medieval floors from cities and rural occupation
sites from across Europe and the Middle East have also
been analysed by this author and colleagues.

Aims and objectives
The chief aim of the soil study was to contribute to a better
understanding of the construction and use through time of
the Dragon Hall complex, specifically adding to the envi-
ronmental reconstruction of the site. The key objectives
were to help determine the function of the buildings and
use of space, through microstratigraphic analysis of floors
and between-floor deposits.

Samples and methods
This author sampled twelve locations (Samples 1–12,
Table 47), with Samples 13–15 being collected by Peter
Murphy (Regional Science Advisor, English Heritage).
Eleven undisturbed thin section samples and twenty asso-
ciated bulk samples were analysed during the assessment
and post-excavation analytical programmes. In all, some
27 contexts were analysed from these samples, a
multi-analytical approach being adopted. These can be
grouped conveniently as follows:

1. soil micromorphology (including microchemistry —
microprobe analysis on thin section samples M9 and
M14);

2. bulk soil analyses (including chemistry and magnetic
susceptibility analysis).

Descriptions of the scientific techniques and methods
used in these processes, and the detailed scientific results
gained, can be found in the site archive.

Glossary
Facies: a term used in both natural history and geology for the general
aspect of an assembly of geoarchaeological data characteristic of a par-
ticular activity, context, locality and/or period (Courty 2001). Soil data
are grouped for facies types on a context basis, and reflect micro-facies,
microprobe and bulk analytical and thus also reflect past land-use,
archaeological period etc., at Dragon Hall. This allows finds recovery,
archaeological context analysis and other data, such as that from
macrofossils, to be built into consensus interpretations of the site
sequence.

FTIR analysis:Fourier transform infrared spectrometry (FTIR) was
carried out in order to analyse the mineralogy of layer 11850 in the
middle of thin section M14.

Results
Twenty-five microfacies were identified and character-
ised, employing 22 bulk analyses and the counting of 35
micromorphological features and materials. Microprobe
analysis was carried out on six microstratigraphic/con-
textual units.

Natural soils
Natural soils were mapped as non-calcareous, sometimes
acid and leached, brown sands formed on glaciofluvial
drift (Newport 4 soil association: Hodge et al. 1983). This
is consistent with the ubiquitous occurrence of medium
sands across the site, and the inference from the presence
of only moderately well-preserved biogenic calcite (earth-
worm granules) that background soil conditions were
acid.

Results by period

Periods 1 and 2
Occupation during this perod occurred in an area of
non-calcareous, sometimes acid and leached, brown sands
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formed on glaciofluvial drift. It is likely that these soils
became ameliorated by additions of occupation waste,
raising pH values sufficiently for earthworms to become
present. These produced biogenic calcite granules (Canti
1998) although background acidity has often led these to
become slightly weathered. Natural sandy soils were also
reflected by the ubiquitous occurrence of medium sands
across the site.

Deposit 11501 appears to have been an early occupa-
tion soil where truncated sandy soils were weakly
contaminated with small amounts of occupation material.
The last comprised small amounts of ashes, phytoliths,
brickearth daub and burned peat, along with rare to occa-
sional inputs of probable herbivore, bird and human
coprolitic material and rare bone. These latter materials
and the many probable secondary phosphate void infills
contribute to the phosphatic nature of the buried soil.
Moderately high amounts of phosphate were also present
in pit fill 12185. Buried soil 11501, on the other hand, had
been contaminated by phosphate (infills) washing from
overlying contexts.

Period 2

PS1
Soil disturbance during the early life of the settlement led to rather clean,
leached sandy soil forming a colluvial layer (11538). This was relatively
poor in organic matter with a low magnetic susceptibility compared to
the occupation soils above (11323) and below (11501). This colluvium,
which contained only some rare anthropogenic contaminants and occa-
sional secondary phosphate infills, probably originates from the Ea
horizon of a leached brown sand or podzol upslope (Avery 1990; Hodge
et al. 1983). Sandy soil layer 11323, like 11501, although similarly
sand-dominated, contained a small of concentration of bone, plant frag-
ments, ashes and phytoliths. Biogenic calcite was again present. Burrows
and both thin (<0.5 mm) and broad (0.5–2mm) organic mineral excre-
ments were numerous. This evidence of enhanced biological activity
could reflect natural soil formation in waste ground where acid soils
were ameliorated by spreads of organic, base-rich (ashes) and phos-
phate-rich (dung and coprolitic material) and/or horticultural activity;
the erosion and colluviation of clean sands possibly implies active horti-
culture (Courty et al. 1989; Macphail 1998; Simpson 1997).

Building 8
Here a well-constructed 2mm thick plaster/screed coated a well-manu-
factured flint gravel-tempered mortar floor c. 33mm thick (11347,
11196). Microprobe and soil micromorphological analysis showed that
local sand had been mixed with mortar, probably manufactured from
locally imported chalk, while it is likely that local glaciofluvial flints
were used (Hodge et al. 1983). Similar ratios of coarse and fine material
have been noted from Roman opus signinum (Macphail 1996; Macphail
submitted; Stoops 1984) and floor plaster screeds have been described
from the medieval wheat barn at Cressing Temple, Essex and the late
16th-century Rose Theatre, London (Macphail 1995; Macphail and
Goldberg 1995). The chemical and physical character of the flint-tem-
pered mortar floor is clearly illustrated by the scan of the thin section and
the accompanying microprobe maps of Si (flint and sand grains) and Ca
(mortar and plaster cement).

It is likely that small amounts of organic matter were added, either
accidentally from the mixing trough or intentionally to ameliorate shrink
and swell damage (Blake 1947). The floor had been contaminated by
iron and phosphate staining, probably during its use, as noted in the cases
of Norman floors elsewhere (e.g. Macphail and Cruise 2000). In addition
the floor had an enhanced magnetic susceptibility. While this might be
explained in terms of the heating of materials to form lime, since the floor
was rubified (reddened) the events surrounding the razing of the building
(see below) offer a more plausible explanation.

The manufactured screed surface was itself overlain by a
17mm-thick compact and laminated sequence of likely monomorphic
plant residues (reeds/rushes?) interbedded with fine occupation debris
(mortar/chalk fragments, charred peat, charcoal, eggshell, burned bone)
set in a matrix of ash, articulated phytoliths, phytoliths and other plant
residues. Some laminae appear to be have been cemented with what is
probably hydroxyapatite. Such phosphate-stained and plant-laminated
layers over a manufactured floor surface are consistent with the presence

of trampled reed coverings, as described in the cases of matted floors at
Butser Ancient Farm and monomorphic plant-covered floors from
well-protected prehistoric sites such as caves and tells (Macphail et al.
1997; Macphail and Cruise 2001; Matthews et al. 1997). Few domestic
Norman floors have been studied in detai l through soi l
micromorphology. By analogy with examples from the London Guild-
hall Yard site (Anglo-Scandinavian) and No. 1 Poultry (trampled mud
floors or brickearth clay-laid floors with simply occupation deposits
upon them respectively), the reed-/?rush-strewn plaster-coated mortar
floor at Dragon Hall may reasonably be described as high-status in terms
both of its construction and use (Macphail and Cruise 1995; Macphail
and Cruise 2000; Macphail and Cruise 2001). Trampled inclusions are
typically characterised by food and fuel (peat and wood) waste.

The overlying deposits (11317/12424 at M9; 11317/11347 at M10)
were a mixture of charred occupation debris and burned structural and
thatching material from the destruction of the building. Partially identifi-
able plant fragments in the thin sections indicate the presence of charred
straw/grass/sedge (Macrofossils, p.172), relics of burned floor coverings
and the thatched roof (Liliana Janik, Cambridge University, pers.
comm.). Also present within charred layer 11347 were spherical/oblate
silica pseudomorphs of sections through monocotyledonous stems,
which are hollow and feature vascular pores. These are considered to be
formed from silica-rich stems relic from burned Poaceae thatched roofs,
and have been picked out by hand from the debris from burned-down
buildings elsewhere (as at Lincoln: James Rackham, pers. comm.). In
sample M9, some of the destruction debris had been mixed by likely
earthworm burrowing, but this material had an extremely high MS as a
result of the fire. Also of note was the likely presence of apatite-rich bird
guano,which was noted in thin section and also picked out by elemental
mapping of Ca and P (Plate XXIV; Wattez et al. 1990). These findings
suggest that birds were roosting in the building’s thatch. At the location
of Sample M10, deposits subsequent to the destruction of the building
and its use were recorded; although still termed deposit 11317 these have
a different origin, as best described from three sequences at M14.

PS3
A ‘dark earth’-like soil similar to 12301 (see below, Period 3) had formed
here (11876 and 11997) and it can be noted that large amounts of dumped
fuel waste (charred peat and alluvial peaty silts) and coprolitic and
nightsoiling remains all contributed to high levels of phosphate and mod-
erate MS values. In northern Scotland, prehistoric farm mounds were
formed out of similar charred turf/peat remains which also included
phytoliths (Carter 1998a; Carter 1998b). Although horticulture on open
ground cannot be ruled out, there are no strong indications of cultivation
of these ‘between’-floor deposits. Rather, their character is that of a par-
tially biologically-worked midden dump.

Periods 2 and 3

PS3
Sample M14 has been studied in detail. Broadly speaking, a sandy, ash-
and phytolith-rich deposit was present throughout deposits 11754 and
11668, with an organic horizon present across the excavated area
(11880). On close examination 11880 can be described as a dark and very
humic (i.e. highly humified), phosphate-rich layer of layered articulated
phytoliths associated with very thin layers of silt. FTIR analysis con-
firmed the presence of plant opal (phytoliths) in this organic-dominated
layer. Phosphate appears to be present both as organic phosphate (in
organic matter) and as very thin laminae of autofluorescent (UVL) and
probably hydroxyapatite, as shown by microprobe mapping and detailed
studies at Butser Ancient Farm (Cruise and Macphail 2000; Macphail
and Cruise 2001; Macphail and Goldberg 1995). All the above features
are characteristic of organic byre floor layers in archaeological, recent
and experimental sites. These result from the trampling of bedding, dung
and fodder by stabled animals (Macphail et al. 1997; Macphail and
Cruise 2001; Matthews et al. 1997). The identification of Norman sta-
bling areas at London Guildhall Yard East and No. 1 Poultry is based
upon similar arguments, and are consistent with pollen and macrofossil
studies at these sites (e.g. Cruise and Macphail 2000).

Deposits 11668 and 11754 were less-well preserved ashed remains
from similar stabling activities combined with blown sand and mixed-in
coprolites, stones etc. An Si-rich flint can be noted, as well as a Ca and
P-rich coprolite. In thin section, several traces of earlier and later
organic-rich stabling horizons can be noted above and below deposit
11880, demonstrating the regular use of this space for stabling animals.
Under normal oxidising conditions such organic horizons would be
destroyed by biological and microbiological activity; this kind of good
preservation is rare, and may relate to K-rich ashes being toxic to earth-
worms and phosphate deposition (partial mineralisation) and thus aiding
long-term preservation. The highly humified nature of these remains
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unfortunately made them unsuitable for either pollen or macrofossil
recovery (above). Close inspection of the upper deposits in thin section
M10 also permitted identification of similar traces of organic stabling
horizons.

Thus in Periods 2 and 3 there were clear examples of both
high-status domestic occupation (mortar floor at Building 8) and likely
contemporary stabling, with the open space created by the destruction of
Building 8 itself becoming used for a series of stabling episodes.
Ethnoarchaeology can offer many parallels for a structure’s change of
use from domestic occupation to stabling; archaeologically, a Roman
example can be cited from Bishopsgate, London (Sankey and McKenzie
1998; Macphail and Cruise 2000).

Period 3

PS2
Sandy soil material (12301) was strongly biologically worked by earth-
worms and contained gravel and mortar building debris and burned fuel
waste in the form of charred peat, some fragments of which were up to
10mm in size. Other debris, of food (bone), fuel (charcoal and ashes) and
coprolitic (phosphate-rich scat and coprolites) origin were present.
Inputs of burned material were recorded in the moderately high MS
value, whilst biogenic calcite of likely earthworm derivation also
occurred (Canti 1998). The soil structures and the presence of dusty
brown clay coatings/secondary phosphate indicate soil formation
on-site, as in the case of ‘dark earth’, and the continued dumping of liquid
waste (Macphail 1994; Macphail and Cruise 2000).

PS3
A space in PS3 once used for stabling became a repository for the
dumping of ashes and burned and unburned fuel material, composed of
peat, peaty silts and silts containing diatoms. It is likely that nightsoiling
also led to the inwash of phosphate-rich liquids. The lower deposits
(11195) were less weathered than the overlying dumps (11136). Horti-
cultural use of this soil appears unlikely.

Period 4

PS2
This layer (11777) could have related to the dismantling of the remains of
Building 12 some time after its destruction during Period 4. The deposit
contained building debris comprising gravel, brickearth and much
mortar. Burned peat fragments (probably relic fuel/hearth waste) were
also present, alongside diatoms in the fine fabric which probably also had
an alluvial peat origin. Only rare phytoliths were present, with very low
quantities of bone and scat, perhaps inferring that these were not stabling
and midden deposits as seen elsewhere, but were related more to domes-
tic use of, and floor debris within, Building 12. An MS of 379 is also
indicative of mixed inputs of hearth waste.

Building 18
A mortar floor (11557/11101) near to Building 18’s hearth was exam-
ined. This, the second studied example at Dragon Hall of a
well-constructed floor made from a flint gravel-tempered, sand-rich
mortar (see Building 8, above), was strongly rubified by burning/heating,
presumably due to proximity to the hearth. This had resulted in a strongly
enhanced MS. It can be assumed that the floor had been re-made as it
contained a 5mm-thick layer of probable sweepings from the hearth,
composed of charcoal, burned bone and ?burned dung. Upwards, the
floor was made of rubified brickearth clay-like material; heating by the
hearth produced another extremely high MS, probably aided by the mod-
erately ferruginous nature of the brickearth. This floor layer was
probably also constructed with a thin upper plaster screed, but this was
now fragmented. The use of local brickearths to make floors during the

Norman period has been seen in many areas of the City of London (see
above) and it is likely that a highly similar material (fine sandy silt loam)
was readily obtainable around Norwich from areas of the Wick 2 soil
association formed on glaciofluvial and aeolian drift (Hodge et al. 1983;
Macphail submitted). The same kind of rubified brickearth floors with
extremely high MS values are present in Saxon contexts at Great
Yarmouth, which again has a local cover of Wick 2 soils (Macphail forth-
coming).

Examination of this sample shows that the plaster-coated brickearth
clay floor was covered by charred debris from the nearby hearth and that
sweepings of burned dung and eggshell were mixed up with the
brickearth clay floor layers, as at No. 1 Poultry (Macphail and Cruise
2000, fig. 3).

PS3
There was a continuity use of space on PS3, and dumping of charred fuel
waste continued during Period 4. Building and domestic waste were also
present and it is likely that midden deposits attracted the attention of
scavenging dogs, as identified from their typical blackish-stained copro-
lites (Goldberg and Macphail in prep.; Macphail 2000). The
wasteground deposits were again more midden-like than garden-like.

Conclusions
The microstratigraphic, soil micromorphological
(microprobe) and chemical approaches were effective in
detailed characterisation of examples of use of space
which ranged from domestic house floors to stables, with
waste ground or disused buildings also being used as
stabling areas or dumps.

The local soils were acid sands which became amelio-
rated by Period 1 and 2 occupation on the site. It is likely
that manured horticulture was carried out here, leading to
localised colluviation in the western part of PS1. Building
8 had a well-constructed plaster-coated mortar floor and
grasses, reeds, rushes were strewn over it during its use.
These formed trampled layers interleaved with deposits of
food and fuel waste. The destruction of the building by fire
produced an overlying charcoal-rich layer, probably from
thatch, which included silica pseudomorphs of stem mate-
rial. Guano, presumably from birds roosting on the thatch,
had also been burned. The building space was then re-used
for another non-domestic purpose.

Animal stabling was another major use of space during
Period 2. Areas of stabling occurred over the chalk floor of
Period 2’s G110 (PS3) and in the shell of Building 8, the
site thus dividing into domestic house, stabling and
dumping/waste midden space. Dumped material included
fuel waste from peat and peaty alluvium, presumably of
local origin. Evidence for gardening was not found.

In Period 3 a waste-ground soil accumulation demon-
strated the importance of dumped fuel waste. There was a
continuity of waste ground use in Period 4, where ash-rich
middens also saw animal scavenging and the dumping of
building debris, which included mortar. This period also
produced high-status plaster-coated mortar and brickearth
floors, again strewn with Poaceae during their use.
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Chapter 8. Discussion and Conclusions
by Andy Shelley

I. The area in prehistory

The southern outskirts of Norwich have been associated
with prehistoric monuments (the Arminghall Henge,
barrows and ring-ditches being the most obvious exam-
ples: Ashwin and Bates 2000) for many years. The nodal
location provided by the confluence of the Yare and
Wensum rivers, the availability of both dry and wetland
resources, and the varied relief and topography would all
have made it an attractive landscape for prehistoric occu-
pation. It is only very recently, however, that evidence has
emerged for the prehistoric landscape within the bounds
of the city itself. The work by the Norfolk Archaeological
Unit in the Wensum valley bottom (Wiltshire and Emery
2000, Adams in prep.) has shown that the river margins
were used by Paleolithic, Mesolithic and Neolithic
peoples, and evidence from chance finds and excavation at
Palace Street in Norwich (Emery and Ashwin 2001)
demonstrates that this activity continued into the Bronze
Age.

It is within this context, and the continued discovery of
flint implements from the area, that the worked flints from
Dragon Hall must be seen. The site’s situation could have
been ideally suited to the needs of prehistoric peoples, and
the lack of conclusive positive evidence for their use of the
site does not exclude it from having formed part of the
extended prehistoric landscape.

II. The area in the Romano-British period

There was no Roman precursor to Norwich itself,
although the regional capital, Venta Icenorum, lay barely
5km to the south of today’s conurbation. It remains
surprising, however, that archaeological endeavour within
the medieval city walls to date has not uncovered evidence
for Romano-British settlement, with the exception of a
possible occupation site beyond Botolph Street in the
northern outskirts of the city (Evans and Atkin 2002, 237).
At Dragon Hall, as elsewhere in Norwich, the few finds of
Roman date are consistent with manuring practices, or
with periodic scavenging of materials from the Roman
town in later times.

One or more Roman roads do almost certainly,
however, pass through the area of later town. In the 1970s
it was still considered likely that King Street had formed
part of this network (e.g. Carter et al. 1974, 63); only
recently has this idea fallen from favour (Ayers 2003,
19–20). Until careful excavation of the road surfaces on
King Street takes place the possibility that the street was of
Roman origin cannot be assessed, and Ber Street remains
the more plausible Roman route.

Nevertheless, the western edge of the river was an area
through which major routes were later to pass and which,
in the early years of the site’s occupation, was prone to
colluvation. There were consequently several agencies by
which Roman material may have arrived. Since the
majority of Romano-British objects found on King Street
are those where function transcends cultural definition, it

is not unreasonable to propose that this material was scav-
enged from Venta Icenorum. Other objects are consistent
with chance movement during manuring or colluvation, or
loss from passing vessels. Future work might, however,
examine the question of why the Roman finds on this site,
and those from trial trenches between Dragon Hall and the
river (Percival and Shelley 2003), were centred on the area
of Old Barge Yard.

III. The Saxon origins of settlement on King
Street

By the end of the first millennium AD the Wensum valley
had developed into an open environment dominated by
dry, acidic soils. Heather and bracken thrived, and oak,
hazel and willow trees provided shade. The wide range of
plant remains found in the cess-pits of the first Late Saxon
inhabitants on King Street indicate that materials used for
thatching, flooring, and bedding could be found, and that
waste ground, hay meadow, grassland and cornfields lay
nearby.

Favourable as this situation was, it was not one that
attracted settlement before the 10th century. There is as
yet no evidence for an Early or Middle Saxon presence in
this part of Norwich, although the discovery of one or
more Middle Saxon inhumation cemeteries beneath
Norwich Castle (Shepherd Popescu forthcoming) implies
that an 8th- or 9th-century community had taken root
nearby.

The evidence for settlement of the southern half of
King Street points to a commencement in the late 10th
century, on higher ground beside the river and in places
where the river margin was constricted. Our under-
standing of the extent of this settlement depends, until
further archaeological excavation has taken place, on the
location of King Street’s churches. Based on the assump-
tion that ‘the majority of parish churches [in older towns]
began life as parts of private residences in the 10th or 11th
centuries’ (Schofield and Vince 1994, 158), and on foun-
dation dates suggested by dedications or architectural
detailing, the area to the south of Rose Lane comprised at
least five entities or holdings in the 11th century. Some
were undoubtedly earlier than others, and most of their
churches were probably founded after settlement was
already well established. Excavations beside St Peter
Parmentergate, probably founded by the late 11th century
(Blomefield 1805–10, 91), has shown that this church
overlooked houses and workshops dating back to the late
10th century (Shelley and Brennand forthcoming;
Trimble 2000; Shelley 2001). St Julian’s is set back from
the street as if some obstruction precluded a roadside loca-
tion, although the possibility of the church being
deliberately located on the highest ground available
within its curtilage must be borne in mind. Given that the
‘pre-Conquest’ churches on King Street are set relatively
close together, any expansion of individual settlements
they served would eventually have lead to their
conjoining. This dispersed development pattern for linear
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settlement here was predicted in 1972 by Green and
Young (1981, 10) who correctly showed 10th-century
settlement beside the river.

Transport links were no doubt as fundamental to the
development of this community as a favourable topog-
raphy. Important as the river would have been in this
respect it is unlikely that settlement would have become
established without an overland route to the Saxon port at
Quayside and market at Tombland. In fact, the settlements
almost certainly developed as a result of this road having
already been established, rather than the other way
around. King Street would have provided the means by
which the embryonic town was linked both to its southern
hinterland and the land around Venta Icenorum and the
nearby River Tas and Yare confluence, which had retained
its significance well into the 9th century (Ashwin and
Bates 2000, 241).

A limit to expansion of the urban core may have been
introduced when a ditch — probably, although not
certainly, the burh ditch — intersected King Street at its
junction with Stepping Lane and Mountergate (Lloyd et
al. 2002) . The date at which this boundary was created is
uncertain; this is unfortunate, since it has a bearing on the
original status of the King Street communities. A date has
been suggested in either the ‘proactive post-917
reconquest period’ or during the period in the later 10th
and 11th centuries when the Anglo-Danish wars posed an
increasing risk of attack (Ayers 2004, 11). An earlier
10th-century date would mean that the inhabitants of the
Dragon Hall site settled in an area distinctly outside of the
town proper. Late Saxon King Street can, then, be seen as
an early suburb and, in Schofield and Vince’s words, a
‘litmus-paper of the town’s growth’ (1994, 52).

Despite its suburban status the subsequent develop-
ment of King Street may have been governed by a street
pattern not dissimilar to that of the Tombland area (Ayers
2003, 40): that is, a rectilinear grid. Several of the routes
from Ber Street towards the river crossed King Street and
some of these survived until post-war redevelopment of
the area. Horns Lane (in its original form Skygate), Mari-
ners Lane (formerly Holgate) and Thorn Lane (originally
Sandgate) may all have had their origins in the
pre-Conquest period (see Sandred and Lindström 1989).
Something of the nature of their steep descent from Ber
Street is provided by the 18th-century antiquarian
Kirkpatrick (Hudson 1889, 12), who described Thorn
Lane as ‘a deep road for Carts & a high foot path on each
side for passengers’. St Julian’s Alley may have been
another of these early routes, although its passage east of
King Street (as Old Barge Yard) is not presently known to
have existed before the 1200s while its western route can
only be projected uncertainly from Hochstetter’s depic-
tion (1789) of an ornamental path through gardens in a
former quarry. Nevertheless, the position of St Julian’s
church suggests that it conforms to one of the conventions
of urban street patterning: namely the characteristic posi-
tion of an urban church ‘in the angle between a major and
minor street’ (Morris 1989, 209).

IV. The pre-Conquest community

Buildings
Continuous redevelopment of the Dragon Hall block has
unfortunately removed much evidence for the simple
earthfast timber buildings first erected here between c. 975

and c. 1025. Their vestigial remains, however, suggest
differences between the semi-rural nature of this settle-
ment and its more urban counterpart within the defended
town. No Saxon use of sunken-floored buildings (SFBs),
for example, was apparent at Dragon Hall. Their absence
here, in contrast to the co-existence of Late Saxon SFBs
and timber-posted structures at Norwich Castle and
Greyfriars (Shepherd Popescu forthcoming, Emery forth-
coming) might suggest a lack of urban commercialism,
although the evidence for craft activities at Dragon Hall
suggests otherwise. That Late Saxon structures formed
from earthfast beams were also rare at Dragon Hall — in
contrast to sites on the intramural parts of King Street,
where they are common — is perhaps another example of
a less specialised approach to building construction at
Dragon Hall.

Crafts, trade and industry
Antler-working was a common occupation in
pre-Conquest Norwich and has been noted at a number of
other sites south of the river (e.g. Shepherd Popescu,
Emery in prep.). Late Saxon buildings on King Street
invariably produce some evidence of antlerworking (e.g.
Shelley and Brennand in prep., Shelley 2001) and the
evidence from Dragon Hall is not, therefore, unusual. It is
hard not to conclude, however, that here it remained
peripheral to other activities.

Industrial activity appears to have been restricted to
extraction of building materials for use, perhaps, as floors
and paths. There was as yet little evidence for metal-
working, although metallurgical slag was present in very
small quantities.

The river was one obvious source of activity, although
here again any evidence for its use is entirely circumstan-
tial. Bulk materials such as the timber used in construction
of the site’s buildings may have been more easily trans-
ported by river than overland, but Dragon Hall produced
no evidence to suggest that this length of river was in any
way yet a rival, in commercial terms, to stretches
upstream.

At this time the economy of the site appears to have
been almost entirely locally based. Imported goods
consisted of a few Flemish and German ceramics and a
lava quern from the Rhineland. Most of the pottery in use
during this period was probably produced in Norwich or
nearby. Anderson (pp147–8) has noted the higher propor-
tion of Thetford-type ware lamps at Dragon Hall than at
Castle Mall (Shepherd Popescu forthcoming), and
suggests these may indicate middle- to high-status occu-
pation, or perhaps craft and industrial activities.

Provisioning and waste disposal
Despite the location’s clear potential, evidence for exploi-
tation of the river’s fishery by the Dragon Hall community
was not forthcoming. A link between the freshwater
fishery identified by Nicholson (p.170) and those who
lived on the site (other than as consumers) cannot be
proven. Fishing was certainly under way on King Street,
however, by the early 12th century since at nearby Cannon
Wharf (Fig. 1; Shelley 1998b) flint net weights have been
recovered.

The freshwater fishery contributed eel and smelt to the
occupants’ diet, and Dragon Hall is unusual amongst
Norwich sites for its evidence of riverine fisheries. It is
probable, also, that shellfish formed part of the
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community’s diet, although the amounts recovered do not
suggest trade. This contrasts with the concentrated
deposits of shell seen at Whitefriars Street (Murphy 1983,
34–6) and at recent excavations at Palace Street (Emery
and Ashwin 2001), which may represent processing waste
(Murphy ibid.). Again, the Dragon Hall community can be
seen here as consumers rather than producers.

Provisioning evidence was generally scarce, almost
certainly because waste was carried away rather than
being buried. (This may be contrasted with Castle Mall,
where nearly three hundred pits of Late Saxon date were
recorded: Shepherd Popescu forthcoming.) The river is
the obvious means by which the site’s inhabitants
disposed of their waste. This would be entirely consistent
with evidence from nearby sites such as Cannon Wharf
and Read’s Flour Mill (Percival 2003), where refuse was
dumped onto the tidal foreshore to promote waterfront
consolidation. It may also, of course, have been carried
downstream by current or boat.

The available evidence, then, points to the Late Saxon
community at the Dragon Hall site being located in a
suburban setting, a little removed from the commercial
hub of Norwich. This was to change gradually with the
coming of the Normans.

V. The impact of the Normans

Although the re-ordering of Norwich which followed the
Norman Conquest would have shaken the fibre of life in
the city, it is frequently difficult to perceive in the archaeo-
logical record. During the Dragon Hall analysis
programme, the division between Saxon and Norman
elements was more often driven by the stratigraphic
phasing of early archaeological features than by typo-
logical changes (a problem discussed by Evans and Atkin
2002, 238).

There remain, however, certain aspects to the evidence
which imply a wider transformation. The first is the
build-up of soils which occurred across the site during the
early years of the 12th century. Here disruption to the local
topography is a consideration. Archaeological excavation
on the slopes between Ber Street and King Street (Shelley
and Trimble 2000, Shelley 1999b, Emery, G. in prep.) has
shown that considerable quarrying took place from the
12th century onwards. Although this was understandably
concentrated beside the castle, it is probable that extrac-
tion of building materials occurred elsewhere too during
this period. This disturbance may have contributed to the
colluvation noted at Dragon Hall and at the former
Norwich Brewery site opposite (Site 831, Lloyd et al.
2002).

A second consideration is a qualitative change
apparent within the structural evidence. The plaster screed
floor which was laid in Building 8, for example, is indica-
tive of a new tradition which succeeded the clay or earthen
floors seen in Period 1. This need not have been a Norman
innovation, although it does highlight a transition towards
a more urban architectural form. On this site, it is also
coupled to tantalising glimpses of a nearby 12th-century
stone building, the remains of which were spread across
PS3. The main building present on property PS2 during
the later 12th century was also a markedly larger and more
ambitious structure than had hitherto been erected.

The faunal and avifaunal remains did not provide suffi-
cient evidence for details of Late Saxon provisioning

patterns to emerge. By the Norman period, however, the
usual range of animals and birds was being exploited, and
wildfowling in woodland and wetland environments is in
evidence. Animal remains associated with high-status
settlement are absent from Saxon deposits and generally
appear in only small numbers during the 12th century. The
exception is deer, and the 12th-century deer bones form a
substantial proportion of all those recovered. This
evidence suggests that by the Norman period some inhab-
itants had a limited access to ‘high-status’ food.

The transition may also be reflected in a few of the
finds from this period, which suggest a cultural as well as
societal shift in the community. The hipped dress pin and
harness swivel, although both from reworked soils, are an
indication of the growing ascendancy of King Street, as
the settlement graduated from the status of roadside
suburb to that of Norman port.

VI. Property boundaries

When determining how the land between King Street and
the river in the parish of St Julian developed, it is necessary
to consider how the parish was divided between the prop-
erties which occupied it.

Property divisions were apparent on this site from
Period 1 onwards. By Period 2, Property PS1 (on the
assumption that its northern limit corresponded with the
parish boundary) probably measured 12.48m against the
street. PS2 measured 11.13m and PS3 (taking into account
the width of Old Barge Yard in 1885, as shown on the 1st
Edition Ordnance Survey plan) measured 13.81m. The
mean dimension is 12.47m.

By the late 13th century the site was divided into two
properties, PS1 and PS2 having been conjoined during
Period 3. Rutledge notes that by the mid-1300s St Julian’s
river frontage comprised three properties. The northern-
most property can now be identified as the Abbey of
Woburn’s holding which, by virtue of PS3 having pushed
slightly northward, measured 22.24m. The middle prop-
erty probably comprised the slightly enlarged PS3, Old
Barge Yard, and land as far as the boundary between Nos
127 and 129 King Street. This measured 35.01m. The
southernmost property probably extended as far as
Hobrough Lane, if the lane is taken as the original
southern boundary of St Julian’s (although this is an area
of uncertainty: see Kelly et al. 1983, 14), thus measuring
32.55m.

It is difficult to make much of these measurements.
True, the mean average for the Period 2 properties on
Dragon Hall equated to c. 2.5 poles — the standard medi-
eval measurement being 5.035m (16ft 6in) — but
individually their widths varied significantly. Crummy’s
work on early town planning (1979, 149–64) proposed
that certain towns contain ‘rhythmic patterns of measure-
ment based on the standard units of the time’. No such
pattern is immediately apparent in St Julian’s parish.

Searching for a pattern based on the pole may be
misleading, in any case. At St Martin-at-Palace Plain and
World’s End Lane, for example, mid-14th century proper-
ties were made up of land parcels approximately 60ft
(18.3m) wide (Ayers 1987b, 153 and fig. 98, 140); at
Pottergate, properties measured as little as 4m (Evans and
Atkin 2002, 241) and at Westwick Street 7m (ibid., 241).
None of these measurements obviously concord with
Crummy’s observation.
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VII. King Street as a medieval port

Norwich was, until recently, a busy inland port. Situated
towards the upper reach of the tidal flow King Street, as its
recognised heart, was capable by 1945 of welcoming craft
of over 400 tons displacement (James et al. 1945, 69),
drawing laden about 11 feet of water (Stratton 1958, 52).
Why did the area assume this function, and how did the
role manifest itself?

It is certain that by c. 1200 the local foreshore was
partially developed, and if the extent of these early
improvements is not yet wholly clear the impetus behind
them may be. The birth of King Street as a port was prob-
ably a result of the Conquest, and more particularly the
construction of Norwich Castle. A project of this magni-
tude, dependent on skilled labour and raw materials from
overseas, would have relied on the river. Although a wharf
is known to have existed beside the Cathedral, where a cut
through the water meadows was made to aid deliveries, a
shorter route to the castle exists in the ascent from the river
‘elbow’ by Dragon Hall to either the southern bailey gate
on Ber Street or the north bailey via King Street. Here the
existing stream or ‘cockey’that flowed into the deep water
of the elbow might easily have been enlarged into a cut
capable of accepting keels.

Enabling work of this nature, particularly if coupled
with wharfage, might have encouraged general develop-
ment of the waterfront, and it is to be noted that the area
immediately south of the river elbow was, according to
Rutledge (pp8–9), a focus for the mercantile community
by the mid-14th century.

Other factors may have played a part, however. It has
been suggested that Bishop Bridge, upstream from
Dragon Hall and documented in 1249 (Cooke and Hall
1994, 8), was originally built in the 12th century (Brian
Ayers, pers. comm.), impeding all subsequent river traffic.
This alone would have favoured King Street’s waterfront,
although it should be remembered that the medieval ships
entering Norwich were probably never very large. Despite
the beginnings of a rise in relative water levels during the
second half of the 13th century (Williamson 1997, 48) it is
unlikely that the Rivers Yare and Wensum would have
provided  the  necessary  draft  for  sea-going  vessels  in
medieval times. Goods would instead have been tran-
shipped at Yarmouth into flat-bottomed keels or coasters
similar to the Custom House Boat 1 discovered in London
in 1973 (Marsden 1996, 41–54). This vessel, built c.
1160–90, was a river craft with a length of 9.75m and a
beam of at least 3.5m. It is unfortunate that no vessels of a
similar age have been discovered in Norfolk, but a picture
map of Great Yarmouth from the 1580s (reproduced in
Shepherd 1997b) depicts several ‘keel’-style boats on the
River Yare. These single-sailed and wide-bellied vessels
were the forerunners of the Norfolk wherry and must
already have been the favoured craft for negotiating the
shallow inland waterways of Norfolk. With a favourable
wind and tide, a wherry could sail from Yarmouth to
Norwich in six hours (Stratton 1958, 19).

Further proof that the Wensum was no equivalent to
the great estuarine rivers of medieval England comes from
recurrent references to dry ground appearing in places
(Rodgers 1996, 11) and ever-present problems with reeds.
In 1478 overseers were appointed to supervise removal of
the rushes growing in the river, and the following year
those with ground against the river bank were directed to

remove all rushes growing beside the bank. A
12th-century bed of reeds discovered at Cannon Wharf
showed that this had been a long-lived problem. The solu-
tion here had been to construct a raised plank-and-post
walkway over the bed (Shelley 1998b). This kind of
arrangement was probably commonplace on stretches of
King Street, and illustrates that the port had to contend
with a river that was both languid and often awkward to
reach.

The excavations at Cannon Wharf and at Read’s Flour
Mill (Percival 2003) showed that consolidation of the
foreshore began in the early Norman period. The nature of
the reclamation permitted shallow-keeled boats to be
pulled out of the water, and closely matches that seen else-
where during this period. At Billingsgate in London, for
example, part of the waterfront took the form of a sloping
artificial beach, with an artificial inlet or dock for a small
boat (Marsden 1996, 40).

References to private quays beside King Street, which
start appearing in 1225 (Rutledge, p.8), mark the
continued growth of King Street’s waterfront. The 1885
1st Edition Ordnance Survey plan shows a honeycomb of
interconnecting lanes and passages beside the river, most
of which were undoubtedly fossilised versions of much
earlier routes. The 12th- and 13th-century roads at Dragon
Hall were typical of these new connections, which would
have fed warehouses like those that started to appear at
Dragon Hall during this period.

Another factor in the increasing popularity of King
Street’s waterfront may have been the beginnings of a rise
in sea levels (this may have contributed to a catastrophic
flood of Norfolk’s eastern river system in 1287: George
1994, 82), which should have enhanced the navigability of
the river and thus Norwich’s viability as an inland port.
And whilst it would be wrong to create the impression of
King Street being a bed of febrile mercantilism (Rutledge
temperately interprets the records as reflecting ‘a lack of
commercial pressure’: p.9), it appears that a deepening
river coincided with a surge of interest in riverside
property.

Whilst documents show how medieval King Street
accommodated increasing numbers of merchants, it was
always much more than simply a port. To the west lay an
extensive quarry, while its northern part was a centre for
the mendicant orders. Gentry families colonised large
stretches away from the river, and religious houses filled
the gaps.

By the late 1200s the waterfront was probably formed
from a series of individually owned timber- or
stone-revetted quays, of sufficient height and reach into
the Wensum to aid the river’s sluggish flow and allow
keels to dock alongside. This is not, however, entirely
certain as it seems likely that the waterfront was in many
places in the same position as now, and therefore beyond
the reach of excavation. With expansion into the inter-tidal
zone largely complete, new developments need no longer
have been associated directly with the street. Instead, they
turned increasingly towards the river.

VIII. The 13th-century stone buildings

The ascendancy of commerce on King Street was undeni-
ably linked to Norwich’s self-confident 13th-century
merchants, the forebears of Ayers’ ‘urban elite’ (1994b,
77). As Rutledge has shown , by the 1280s the properties at
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the Dragon Hall site were owned by men like Hugh de
Brunham or Simon le Palmer, both city bailiffs, and in the
latter’s case an alderman of the local hanse.

The developing waterfront also attracted other players,
notably monastic houses, to the area. They too had a hand
in transforming King Street’s appearance to those arriving
by road or river. Together these groups, by encouraging
the construction of buildings in stone rather than timber,
reflected the ‘material domination … of a new class of
merchant capitalists’ (Platt 1973, 43).

Medieval Norwich, although not in the same mercan-
tile league as Southampton or London, had more secular
stone buildings than might be imagined. It is unfortunate
that only a handful of the eighteen known to have been in
existence before 1300 (see Rutledge 2002 for gazetteer)
have been located, and of these only two survive in
anywhere near their original state. Excavation, then,
remains a powerful tool in understanding how the build-
ings of medieval Norwich may have appeared, and how
they related to adjacent open spaces. This is nowhere more
important than on King Street where, as previously noted,
the ‘parish of St Julian was the focus of a cluster’ of such
buildings (Rutledge p.8 and Rutledge 2002, 104, fig. 1). In
fact, 40% of the known Norwich examples lie within, or
close by, the ‘new port’. Schofield (1995, 32) has
suggested this nucleation invites comparison with both
London and King’s Lynn.

Of the monastic houses represented on King Street, it
is the Abbey of Woburn that is of interest here. This house,
like neighbouring Warden, Garenden and Combe, may
have located here primarily to organise the purchase and
supply of fish (Campbell 2004, 30), although the
marketing of products from their estate may also have
been important.

Woburn acquired properties PS1 and PS2 and must
have moved swiftly to re-organise the plot. The resulting
changes introduced stone buildings to the site for the first
time, and also led to a realignment which reflected the
importance of the waterfront. Away from the street
frontage the Abbey built a solid flint-and-mortar rubble
house into the prevailing upslope. The architectural
details and finishes to this building are not known
although the fragment of window glass from demolition
layers, which dated to the period 1280–1350, probably
came from this building. The solidity of its construction,
its waterfront situation, its monastic association and the
fact that it was terraced into the slope, however, make it
comparable to the late 12th-century building discovered at
St Martin-at-Palace Plain in 1981 (Ayers 1987a, 158). The
evidence for both structures suggests that they combined a
secure store at basement level with first-floor domestic
arrangements.

The second Woburn building is more difficult to inter-
pret. Although circumstantial evidence suggests that
Building 18 could have been used to process fish, a remote
kitchen is a more plausible interpretation. Detached
kitchens were popular additions to higher-status proper-
ties, and were often large structures in their own right
(Martin and Martin 1998).

Woburn’s neighbour John Page, the owner of property
in at least six parishes in Norwich (E. Rutledge, pers.
comm.), had obtained the right to property PS3 — at this
time little more than waste ground, littered with burnt
demolition rubble from an earlier stone building — as
early as 1278. It was either Page or his predecessor Hugh

de Brunham who had spotted the value of this plot, and by
1289 Page had a building situated at its head. This
certainly comprised a timber range, presumably a hall,
less certainly coupled with a street-fronting service block.

Based on its likely dimensions alone, this was a
building of some ambition, given the spatial constraints
imposed by the plot. With Woburn’s holding denying
expansion to the north there was little room on which to
build against the street. Page’s house, then, was arranged
at right-angles to the road in the classic urban form, and his
door opened not onto King Street, but Old Barge Yard. To
the north of the building there was, as Fig. 39 shows, only
the narrowest of passages. The limits of this property illus-
trate the reasons behind the 1289 land transfer.

The evidently long-lived Page progressively replaced
this building with one comprising the stone service block
seen today and a rear range partially formed from rubble
walls. Its principal features were the screens passage, its
southern door — which is impressive today, but which
must have been even more so when it still incorporated its
carved head label stops — and the brick undercroft.
Importantly, the improvements of the 1330s were fashion-
able and and reflected the increasing gentrification of the
opposing road frontage.

It is likely that Page’s building was first and foremost
residential. Here was the standard hall-house plan, with
service rooms facing a hall, presumably open to the roof at
this time. (The date at which the current first floor was
added remains obscure.) The need for a kitchen may have
been satisfied by the narrow building attached to the
eastern gable of the hall.

During the second half of the 14th century the Woburn
and Page holdings were unified either by Midday, a
merchant, or by the Clere family. Conjoined, they formed
a large holding with an array of substantial stone and
timber buildings. Perhaps because these were relatively
new, little alteration or renewal of existing structures
seems to have been required. The Page hall house, still a
building of some splendour, saw the most significant
change in the provision of a stone-built garderobe against
a foreshortened hall.

However, another 14th-century development which
can be attributed to any one from Page, Midday or Clere
may have been the development of the street frontage.
Rutledge (p.48) gives several examples of speculative
provision of rental property besides King Street. At
Dragon Hall the small timber cottage built during Period 5
may have served a similar function, and further
emphasises the shift of substantial property towards the
river. With a great boundary wall behind the cottage also
perhaps being erected during this period, the
Midday/Clere holding would have remained secluded and
hidden from the street.

IX. The late medieval mercantile centre
by Andy Shelley with Robert Smith

By the early 1400s the site was auspiciously situated. It sat
in a forward position on arterial routes into an increasingly
self-confident regional capital, perfectly positioned to link
the flourishing commercial heart of the city with its
trading hinterland. The great precinct of the Austin friars
to its north and the town houses of the gentry to its west
lent an air of urban sophistication, and yet, by facing
water-meadows and the wooded slopes of the Yare valley
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to its east, the site retained a visual connection with the
country and the sea beyond. This then was the fortunate
setting from which — in 1427, according to the
dendrochronological dates provided by Boswijk and
Tyers — the great merchant’s hall emerged.

Although the site’s location was good, it was not an
easy one to develop. It contained many buildings, of
different ages, functions and construction. Robert Toppe,
almost certainly the instigator of the radical re-shaping of
the site which was to follow, appears to have acquired the
almost-perfect site. To construct a warehouse and show-
room of Dragon Hall’s size, however, meant that some
demolition had to take place. Since his hall was designed
for the display of merchandise it needed light, it needed to
impress, and it needed to be visible. The street frontage
was the obvious location, especially since the buildings
with the least worth were situated here.

The hall house and the great boundary wall were the
main obstacles. The compromises and balance required to
develop the site are exemplified by the adaption rather
than demolition of the boundary wall, despite its misalign-
ment within the new building, and the decision to retain as
much of the hall house as the new design allowed.
Second-rate joinery techniques in private areas of the
building — such as the wall plate to tie beam joint which
lacks the half lap dovetail arrangement normally
employed — seem to show that Toppe had no interest in
the building beyond its commercial value. In contrast,
Page had embellished his hall house for aesthetic reasons.
Dragon Hall, in the words of Smith and Carter ‘was built
to impress … but in a shoddily meretricious way …’
(1983, 9).

Parts of the hall house had, inevitably, to be demol-
ished. The replacement used the stone rubble walls which
formed the southern and eastern elevations of the hall, and
replaced the timber northern elevation with one in flint
and brick. Curiously, this new wall was moved inside the
original footprint of the hall house, perhaps in order to
allow more room around the new entrance into the under-
croft, which was also inserted at this time. This in turn
demanded a new northern door into the screens passage
and the formation of an external passage into the garde-
robe. Given such radical works, the second-rate joinery,
and some of the later alterations, which were carried out
without regard to structural stability, it is perhaps
surprising that Dragon Hall has survived at all.

Toppe’s use of the newly finished building is
suggested by the original patterns of circulation, which are
themselves suggested by the visual status of the architec-
tural features such as doorways and the roof. There is, for
instance, a difference between the quality of the mould-
ings on the crown posts to the south of the partition which
divides Bays 3 and 4 and an absence of spandrel carvings
in the southern truss. This suggests a division between
private and public areas: the public entered from Old
Barge Yard, crossed the former screens passage and
turned through the new doorway beside the now-obsolete
opening into the single-bay undercroft. The guest was
ushered into the airy and well-lit hall via stairs in the room
above the enlarged undercroft, where the three bays of the
roof constructed from higher-quality timbers would, and
still can, be seen. The intentions here were undeniably to
provide the impression of wealth and status.

The division between public and private was further
exemplified by the choice of materials used to form the

arches. The doorways in the public area were formed with
stone, whereas the large arch in the spine wall and the
doorway down to the undercroft, which were now in the
working parts of the building, were formed in brick.

The patterns of circulation and the divisions between
public and private space in the heavily-altered hall house
also require consideration, since establishment of the
trading hall would have imposed considerable change to
the way in which this functioned. Much may now have
been open to the public, since the screen beneath the rear
wall bressumer (Fig. 9) was a 16th-century insertion.
There was now no internal access to the undercrofts, and
the service rooms became an entrance hall between the
hall house and the first-floor showroom. It is difficult to
imagine how the hall house could have functioned domes-
tically under these circumstances, although of course
Robert Toppe, who was living in the parish of St Peter
Mancroft on his death, may never have intended to reside
on the site.

Toppe also turned his attention to the other buildings
on the site. Woburn’s former kitchen or fishhouse now
impeded passage between the hall and the river and was
demolished. Its replacement (Building 21) was built as the
hall house was being remodelled, which serves to high-
light that the construction campaign was one of some
complexity.

If the design behind the new build is clear, the way in
which the new complex functioned is less so. It is possible,
for instance, that Woburn’s stone house, and perhaps
Building 21, played no part in the day-to-day operation of
the trading complex, and were instead either sold or sepa-
rately rented out. This may be the reason for the gates
between these buildings, which would have screened them
from Dragon Hall’s commercial area. John Splitte may
have rented or bought Woburn’s house, since a reference
from 1457 mentions a lane near to the Austin friars and
near the tenement late of John Splitte. A further sugges-
tion that Toppe’s activities were largely restricted to the
area of the former Page holding stems from the apparent
need for timber- and clay-walled structures behind the
hall’s timber arcade (Building 22).

The final issue to be considered is the use to which
Dragon Hall was put. Unfortunately, this can only be
answered for the most part in negative terms. It is a large
building, measuring 28m in length, although this alone
does not isolate it from other buildings which survive in
the city. The 16th-century Colegate range of Bacon’s
House, for instance, measures 24m in length and Augus-
tine Steward’s House in Tombland, which has its
beginnings in the early 1500s, measures 34m. These
buildings are not without their own problems of interpre-
tation but they are all recognisable as dwellings in which
the stack, either as part of the initial plan or as a later addi-
tion, has a logical and feasible spatial relationship with the
entry and stairs.

Likewise the incorporation of the 14th-century hall
house does not in itself make Dragon Hall unique, as the
majority of buildings in the city have each absorbed an
earlier structure some time during their development. In
some particular instances the incorporation of an earlier
structure, along with the restraints typically imposed by an
urban site, has produced idiosyncratic plan forms which
nevertheless are still recognisable as variants on domestic
plans.
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Despite all this Dragon Hall is unique, because its
pattern of internal circulation, and the existence of the
large brick arch in the spine wall shows that it was associ-
ated with some form of commercial undertaking. No
records survive to show who traded with Toppe in his
showroom, or who he employed in this undertaking.
Customs accounts from Yarmouth, however, show that
Toppe exported cloth and imported German earthenware
and pottery, roofing tiles, Swedish iron and various sorts
of timber (Barringer et al. 2002, 9). It might be expected,
then, that the excavations would reveal some evidence of
these commodities, and their absence is disappointing.
With the exception of a coin weight from France,
Germany or the Low Countries (Fig. 74) there is no
artefactual evidence for late medieval trade on this site.
Most tellingly, perhaps, was the lack of cloth seals. Their
absence may be explained by the built-up nature of the site
during this period. With the exception of the private road
which led from the hall to the river the site was almost
entirely occupied by buildings, leaving little room for
casual loss of objects and no space for waste disposal.

Although Toppe depended on the river for the success
of his business, his showroom undeniably lay some way
distant from the water’s edge. The height and elevated
position of Dragon Hall must have been intended in part to
alert river traffic to its presence. This is also apparent in the
case of nearby 129 King Street, the river-facing ?early
16th-century wall plate of which was examined in 2000
(Smith and Shelley 2000, 10). This was moulded,
undoubtedly to emphasise the status of the owner to those
approaching from the river.

The eastern prospect of Dragon Hall may, in any case,
have been less obscured than we imagine. Whilst the
buildings to the east of the warehouse may have been
lengthy, they are unlikely to have blocked the line of vision
from the river entirely. In addition, they probably did not
extend right to the water’s edge. While at King’s Lynn a
typical undivided holding on the river bank could be up to
122m long (Parker 1971, 40), it is seen that the length of
the King Street waterfront’s medieval and post-medieval
buildings rarely exceeded 30m. What, then, was taking
place to the east of Buildings 10, 16 and 21?

There are several clues. Although Hochstetter showed
several buildings beyond the eastern edge of the site in
1789, and a waterfront in a similar position to that of today,
there was still much open space. By 1886 the land was
patently built up (Fig. 95), although none of the buildings
shown on this etching need have been of great antiquity.
The land beyond Buildings 10, 16 and 21 was therefore
probably open ground during Toppe’s occupancy. Excava-
tion work beside Old Barge Yard in 2002 (Percival and
Shelley 2003) seems to show that this was indeed the case,
and that riverine incursions may have been rare even in the
pre-Conquest period. This, then, was probably land given
over to open-air storage.

X. Sourcing building material at Dragon Hall

The topography of Norwich and its suburbs, especially the
Yare valley, has been shaped by the ferocious demand for
flint and mortar during the Middles Ages. Dragon Hall
faces the remains of an extensive quarry in the Ber Street
scarp, and it was from here that the flint and mortar used
for the stone buildings on the site was almost certainly
derived. Ayers (1990, 220) notes that a late 14th-century

limekiln near the southern end of King Street is recorded
as lying in an area where chalk was dug. Others apparently
extended the workings northward, and by 1500 (Rutledge
p.9) they had reached St Julian’s parish. Crowley (p.107)
suggests that the lime used in the Dragon Hall buildings
was derived from the local chalk and, interestingly, that
coal was probably used to fire the flare kilns in which it
was produced. Although it is documented at King’s Lynn
(Parker 1971, 11) and Great Yarmouth (Stratton 1958, 12)
the use of coal in medieval Norwich is seldom remarked
upon. This, as with most other fuel, would have arrived in
Norwich by boat. When the Blitheburghesbot sank at
Cantley in 1343 it was found to have been carrying sea
coal, amongst other commodities (Malster 1993, 40). The
riverside location of the King Street kilns would have been
minimised the cost of transporting this fuel overland.
Lime mortar was used in Norwich for many centuries and,
indeed, is still used on occasion. However, the occurrence
of cement in buildings of 18th-century date on the site is of
note, as this material is more generally associated with the
19th century and later. Further work is required to test the
validity of the conclusion that a move towards
cementitious binders occurred earlier than previously
supposed.

Freestone, as befits a non-local material, was generally
absent from the site, although both the 14th-century hall
house and Dragon Hall employed some stone detailing.
Stone was an expensive commodity in medieval Norwich
and this is reflected in its apparent absence from the
Woburn property. Here brick seems to have been used in
place of stone, presumably for quoins and openings. As a
matter of record there were no incidences of the use of
clunch or clay lump, both materials which appeared to the
east and south of Norfolk (Pevsner and Wilson 1997, 21).

The incidental use of lavastone in the site’s medieval
stone buildings has been noted by Buckley (p.127), who
suggests that some of this may have been deliberately
imported as a building material. This may have been the
case, although it is possible that the large, semi-worked
items found during the excavations actually arrived as ship
ballast. A survey of the incidence of lava within Norfolk
churches (Rogerson et al. forthcoming) has shown that
re-used lavastone is common near the main river routes of
medieval Norfolk. The highest number noted at a single
site (St Margaret’s at Cantley) stands at 46. This village
sits by the River Yare, approximately 15km downstream
of Dragon Hall.

With no brick kilns having been found in Norwich
those building in the medieval city probably imported
their brick and tile. The construction of the Abbey of
Woburn’s buildings took place shortly after brick
appeared as a building material in the city (a brick house
was in existence in St Peter Mancroft parish by 1267:
Davis 1888). It is conceivable that the brick and tile used
for the detailing of these buildings was imported from the
Low Countries, like the brick which appeared in King’s
Lynn during the 1280s (Clarke and Carter 1977, 441) or
was used to construct Little Wenham Hall in Suffolk
between 1270 and 1295 (Martin 2002, 162).

The source for the brick used in the construction of
Dragon Hall itself is unclear, although by this time there
were kilns operating in many local areas, including at St
Benet’s Abbey which lies on Norfolk’s river system
(Ayers et al. 1988, 197). The medieval reliance on local
sources naturally changed with the coming of the railway
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to Norwich in 1844. This is reflected at Dragon Hall by the
discovery of a 19th-century brick from Barnsley in
Yorkshire.

The earliest tiled roofs at Dragon Hall used peg tiles.
Pantiles appear on the site after the mid-17th century, as
also recorded at Alms Lane (Atkin 1985, 251), Pottergate
(Evans and Carter 1985, 71) and Castle Mall (Period 6:
Shepherd Popescu forthcoming).

The crown-post roof at Dragon Hall is formed from
some of the earliest timber yet scientifically identified in
Norwich. The source of this oak is not known, but as
Rackham notes (1986, 87) there appears to have been no
shortage of oak in East Anglia during this period. The
mixture of fast- and slow-growing trees used at Dragon
Hall does, however, raise the possibility that some of the
timber was imported (slow-grown oaks were commonly
imported from Central Europe during the medieval
period: Rackham 1986, 88).

At Dragon Hall there was little evidence for the
clay-walled structures seen widely elsewhere in the city.
Atkin’s observation (1991, 179) that ‘the distribution [of
clay-walled buildings] is weighted towards the
less-densely populated fringes of the city’ may provide
part of the explanation, although difficulties in identifica-
tion may play just as large a part. A destroyed clay wall
leaves little trace, and it is possible that some of the clay
spreads seen at Dragon Hall could have been interpreted
by different eyes as the vestigial remains of walls. The
geology of the city might also have played a part: King
Street was blessed with an easily-quarried adjacent chalk
face which should have encouraged the use of flint from an
early date. The preponderance of chalk floors in buildings
of 12th- and 13th-century date may also support this
conclusion.

XI. From 1550 to 2003: urban decline and
revival

Dragon Hall in the post-medieval period
The useful life of Dragon Hall as a showroom and ware-
house may have been short. Documents indicate that it had
passed into the hands of the gentry by 1488/9, around
which time the creation of an extra building between the
hall house and its former kitchen seems to suggest new
owners were engaged in property development. John
Barney was probably the last person to use Dragon Hall as
a gentry town house, and by 1570 the buildings on the site
were more often tenanted. This move towards letting out
of parts of the building coincided with the arrival in the
city of Dutch and Walloon immigrants. By 1575 these had
increased the population of Norwich by as much as 50%
(Campbell 1975, 19) and this must have exerted real pres-
sure on the existing housing stock.

The return of industry, in the form of metalworking, to
the site during the 17th century also suggests a decline in
status. This is not to say that King Street as a whole was yet
gripped by decline — after the Dissolution the Austin
friary site, for example, had passed into the hands of the
Dukes of Norfolk, who laid out a pleasure garden in 1661.
The Music House continued to house the gentry, being
occupied during the 1600s by the influential Norfolk Coke
family. Yet clearly the Dragon Hall site was no longer the
commercial centre it had once been, and increasingly the
block was occupied instead by well-to-do tradesmen.

Between 1676 and 1811 the population of Norwich
nearly doubled, to 37,256 (Green and Young 1981, 26).
This was largely due to the expansion of the worsted
industry in the city, which enabled Norwich to become a
major international exporter. Perhaps half of the city’s
total textile output travelled via Yarmouth after 1760
(Campbell 1975, 21) and King Street may have handled
much, if not all, of this carriage. Whilst there were
certainly weavers occupying parts of the former
merchant’s hall (Rutledge, p.76) the site’s dominant
industry — innkeeping — reflected rather more its pivotal
location within the port.

The establishment of two inns or alehouses within
Dragon Hall perhaps also illustrates its waning status.
Peter Withericke may have been administering what was
later to become the ‘Black Horse’ by 1628 and Nicholas
Ellyett, beerbrewer and occupier of the hall house, may
have founded the ‘Three Merry Wherrymen’ (later the
‘Old Barge Inn’) by 1619. These businesses discarded
many waste items that illustrate the character of activity
here in the post-medieval period. The George II commem-
orative pipes from the ‘Old Barge’ form part of a
peculiarly ‘Norfolk’ assemblage and conjure up
Hogarthian images of 18th-century taverns, whilst much
of the discarded 18th- and 19th-century pottery on the site
also came from these establishments. As Anderson notes
(p.151), pottery of this late date is rarely collected from
archaeological sites in Britain, and it is hoped that the
corpus of information presented in this volume will act
both as a useful comparator for the future, and encourage a
less selective approach to recovery policy.

Dragon Hall after 1800
By the turn of the 19th century the state of the city’s port
had become a matter of concern. A public meeting was
called in 1814 to discuss the increasing expense of tran-
shipment at Yarmouth (Stratton 1958, 30). The solution —
the connection of the river Yare to Lowestoft in order to
bypass Yarmouth — was finally achieved in the 1830s. In
1834 only 200 ships arrived in Norwich, however, and
only three of these arrived from the Continent (ibid, 32).
This illustrates how King Street was now becoming much
more than simply a port. Albion Mills had been built in
1836/7 to spin yarn (Pevsner and Wilson 1997, 305),
Morgans were brewing from a site opposite the former
Austin friary by 1845 (Manning 1990) and Thomas
Smithdale and Sons’ iron foundry had been established at
the river end of St Ann’s Lane by 1847 (Fewster 1981, 23).
These industries required workers, and the workers
required housing. According to Muthesius (1984, 98):

Norwich far outstripped other Eastern towns in the
provision of small houses for its workers. Here speculative
building reigned supreme. Virtually all of the houses of
this period [before 1860] have been demolished and it is
difficult to imagine what life was like in and around these
tiny dwellings.

Little does indeed survive of these small tenement
buildings, and the results from this excavation provide a
rare glimpse of their nature and character.

The Dragon Hall block boasts, in St Ann’s Cottage,
one of the very few inner-city cottages (as opposed to
terraced dwellings) to survive in Norwich. Although this
was of good build by the standards of its time its re-use of a
party wall, and its absorption of an earlier building (the
‘Black Horse’ stable), betray the characteristics of many
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of the other buildings swept away in the inter-war years.
The readiness to adopt existing masonry, coupled in this
case with a poor standard of materials and design, is seen
in Building 31 (c. 1750–80). Here the party wall was very
thin, the footings negligible and the chimney shared. This
building represented a type of back-to-back structure
commonplace in 19th-century Norwich but which has
almost entirely disappeared (Muthesius 1984, 98).

Where there was no room for new build owners would
sub-divide existing structures, the hall house being an
extreme example of the practice. The commensurate
increase in the site’s population must have led to increas-
ingly unsanitary conditions. The Health of Towns
Commissioners report of 1845 reported of the city that
‘Neglect and decay are now conspicuous in the streets and
quarters occupied by the working classes, so as to render
them places of the most dismal aspect’ (Meeres 1998,
146).

The radical solution to this state of affairs was demoli-
tion. Slum clearance in Norwich was enabled from 1919
by a series of central government acts which offered grants
towards council housing schemes. The 1930 ‘Slum Clear-
ance’ Act extended this system of grants, with the effect
that by 1939 four thousand slum properties in Norwich
had been removed (Douglas Brown 1980). As King Street
was drawn into the orbit of regeneration, more and more
buildings were swept away.

This campaign was hugely damaging to the historic
built environment: some of the buildings included in the St
Ann Lane Clearance Area could be dated back to the 1300
and 1400s. Priorities during the inter-war years were,
inevitably, very different from those of today, however. In
1945 Norwich Corporation wrote ‘Of [the 25,000 dwell-
ings built before 1918] there is a small proportion of
considerable architectural merit … but it must be
concluded that … 80% of them should be rebuilt in the
next 50 years, and that most of the number are below
present-day standards of accommodation, and are already
ripe for demolition’ (James et al. 1945).

The atmosphere of languor pervading the buildings in
Plunkett’s photographs (Plates XV, XXI and XXV)

exemplifies the council’s concerns. Loose casements, split
walls and streaked plaster present a cheerless prospect. By
1937 the inhabitants of St Ann’s Lane had moved away,
their buildings demolished, and by 1945 King Street had
been shaken by a sustained campaign of aerial bombard-
ment aimed at the nearby Boulton and Paul aircraft works
(Banger 2003, 14). Although damaged, Dragon Hall
escaped the fate of many neighbours and was also to
survive renewed clearances in the 1960s. But by the 1970s
the widespread decline in King Street’s industrial base had
plunged the area’s fortunes downward. In 1970 the ‘Old
Barge’ closed for business (at the time of writing the
stretch of King Street shown on Fig. 1 clings to one
remaining public house, ‘The Ferry Boat’) and Swatman’s
butchers followed shortly afterwards. In 1975 the rectory
at Nos 117 and 119 relocated to Stepping Lane. The last
site of heavy industry, the concrete batching plant seen on
Plate XIX, was demolished in 2002.

The population of the Dragon Hall block has remained
largely invisible throughout the course of this study. We
can only be certain that a small number of the personalities
mentioned were ever resident on the site. The documents
from the early 20th century give us the first clear indica-
tions of how the site was populated, and of the community
which lived here. Much research remains to be undertaken
on the urban experience of Dragon Hall’s residents. Parish
records would be enlightening, and so too newspaper
reports. The Norfolk and Norwich Heritage Trust’s oral
history project is in this respect to be praised.

Dragon Hall in the 21st century
Throughout the course of its history the dynamics of its
urban position have generated challenges for Dragon Hall.
As King Street begins another upswing in its fortunes the
merchant’s hall is poised once again for change. When its
latest incarnation as a heritage centre is complete this
unique building’s future will be secured for many years to
come, preserving it for future generations to enjoy.
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Plate XXV Nos 14 and 15 Old Barge Yard shortly before their demolition in the 1930s (© G.A.F. Plunkett)
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Building 16: Period 4 48, 50, 53; Period 6 60, 62, 65, 67; Period 7 68,
70, 74, 75; Period 8 76, 77, 78, 81; Period 9 53, 81, 83, 85, 87, 88
Building 17 48, 53–4
Building 18  183, 184: Period 4 48, 50, 52, 54, 55, 56; Period 5 57,
58, 59–60, 63, 67;

soil analysis  178
Building 19 57, 58, 59
Building 20 57, 58, 59
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Building 21  184: Period 6 52, 60, 62, 63, 68; Period 7 68, 70,
71–3, 75
Building 22 60, 62, 63, 68, 184
Building 23 48, 50, 51, 52, 56, 107
Building 24  71
Building 25 68, 70, 73, 75, 77
Building 26: Period 7 68, 70, 73, 75; Period 9 81, 84, 85, 87
Building 27: iron working evidence  118, 123, 125; Period 7 68,
70, 72, 73–4, 75
Building 28 34–5
Building 29 68, 70, 72, 74
Building 30: mortar  107; Period 8 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 83; Period 9
81, 85, 86, 87
Building 31: mortar  107; Period 8 76, 77, 78, 80, 188; Period 9
81, 84, 85, 87
Building 32 76, 77, 78
Building 33 76, 77, 78
Building 34 76, 77, 78, 79, 80
Building 35 79, 81–3, 84, 85
Building 36 81, 83, 85, 86
Building 37 81, 84, 85

Bumpsted, Peter de  49, 57
Burel, William and Margaret  48, 55
burh 12, 180
burials  11, 13, 179
Burnham Market (Norfolk), pottery  129, 131
butchers  15, 69, 81, 84
button/stud, glass  129
buttons, bone/ivory  154
Buxton, Alexander de  61
byre  40

came, lead  104
Cannon Wharf  12, 13, 180, 181, 182
Cantley (Norfolk)  55, 186
capital 97, 99
Carbrooke (Norfolk), Commandery  96
Carrow Bridge  5, 11
Carrow Road  4
Carrow Works  10
carving

stone 15, 21, 97, 98, 99
wood 15, 21, 60, 104, 105, 106

castle
Saxon period  11, 179, 180
Norman period  5, 8, 13
late medieval period  182

Castle Mall
animal bone  161–3, 164, 166, 170
pantiles  187
pottery  129, 131, 144, 147, 152, 180
waste disposal  181

cathedral priory  8, 55, 182
tenements  9, 60

Cattle Market Street, Averills Garage  13
cellars  28, 70, 75, 76–7, 80, 84
cereal processing  36, 172, 173
cesspits  32, 34, 174, 175, 179; see also garderobe; latrine pit
chamfer stops  99
chess piece, ivory 155, 156
chimney pot fragments  90, 93, 96
chisel, iron 119, 122, 123
chronology  6
churches/chapels  8, 11–12, 179

St Anne  8
St Clement  11, 12, 13
St Edward  8
St Etheldreda  10, 11, 12
St Julian 11, 13, 49, 179, 180
St Margaret, Cantley  186
St Michael at Thorn  12
St Olaf  8, 11–12
St Peter Mancroft  104
St Peter Parmentergate  9, 11, 12, 60, 179
St Peter Southgate  8, 13
St Vedast  8
see also Colney

clay pipes  152, 153, 154, 187
Clayton, Robert  68, 69, 70, 73, 75
clench bolts, iron  99, 100, 102

Clere family  9, 60, 183
Dionisia  57, 60, 61
William of Ormesby  56, 57
William the younger  57

Clerk, Robert  9
coal  125, 186
cockeys  5, 9, 13, 182
coin weight, copper alloy 112, 114, 186
coins  112
coke  124, 125
Coke family  10, 187

Sir Edward  10
Cole, Thomas  49, 61
Colney (Norfolk), church  127
comb production, late Saxon  154, 156
Combe Abbey (Warks)  9, 49
Conesford  8, 9, 61
Conservation Plan  4
copper alloy objects 113, 114, 115, 116–17
copper alloy working  124, 125
corbels 15
cordwainer  76
Coslany Street, pottery  129, 131, 152
cramp-ended straps, iron  99, 101, 102
cramps, iron  99, 100, 102
Crawshay, Charles  76, 81, 84
cremation, prehistoric  11
Croshowse  69
Crosthweyt, Richard de  48
crucibles  151

Dade, William  61
dagger pommel, copper alloy 115, 117
daub  34, 93, 96
defences, Norwich  5, 8, 12
dendrochronology  109–11
diet  36, 180–1
disc, lead  125
Dissolution  10, 187
ditches/gullies

burh 12, 180
Dragon Hall site  30, 34, 36, 38

documentary evidence  8
Period 3  8, 43
Period 4  8–9, 48–9
Period 5  9, 57
Period 6  9–10, 60–2
Period 7  10, 68–70
Period 8  10, 76, 79
Period 9  10, 81, 82–3, 84

domino, bone  154, 155, 156
door head, timber  104, 105, 106
Dragon Hall

description and interpretation 2–3, 15–26, 27, 28
discussion  184–8
documentary evidence  60–2, 68–70, 76, 84
excavation evidence: Period 4  51–4, 56; Period 5 57, 58–9, 60;
Period 6 60, 62, 63,

67–8; Period 7 68, 70–2, 75; Period 8  76, 77, 78, 80; Period 9
81, 84, 85, 87

mortars  106–7
project background  4, 5–6
timbers, dendrochronology  109–11

dragons  60
drain 62, 63, 68
drainpipes  93, 95
draper  69
Dudley Castle (W Mids), animal bone  161–3, 164
dye plants  172

eggshell fragments  172
Elliot (Ellyett; Elyott) family  69
Hester  69

John  69
Nicholas  68, 69, 75, 187

Elyse family  60
excavation evidence

prehistoric–Middle Saxon period  29, 179
Period 1  29, 30–5, 36
Period 2 36–42, 43
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Period 3  43, 44–6, 47
Period 4 48, 49, 50–3, 54, 55, 56–7
Period 5 57–9, 60
Period 6 60, 62, 63, 64–7, 68
Period 7 68, 70–2, 73–5
Period 8 76–7, 78, 79, 80–1
Period 9  84, 85–6, 87–8

Exeter (Devon), animal bone  161–3, 164

Faccombe Netherton (Hants), animal bone  161–2, 164
Faukener, Thomas  61
Felbrigg family  10

Katherine de  57
fence-line  30, 34
The Ferry Boat  188
figurines, ceramic 142, 143, 146, 152
files, iron 119, 123
fired clay  89, 93, 96
fireplaces  21, 75, 80
fish, demand for  48, 169, 183
fish bone

assemblage  167–8
discussion  169–70
quantification and methods  168
regional prespective  170

fish pit  12
fish processing  46, 55, 56; see also fishhouses
Fishergate  129, 131, 170
fisheries  169–70

Period 1  29, 36, 180–1
Period 5  9
Period 6  9

fishhouses
Building 18  6, 54–6, 60, 67, 183, 184
Fye Bridge Quay  9
le Stonhous  48

flints  10, 29, 127–8, 179
flooring materials  36, 172, 173, 175, 179
forks, iron  122
foundry  87, 187
Foundry Bridge  5, 10, 128
Freston, Alan de  8
fulling  61–2
Fye Bridge Quay  9
Fyebridge  60

Galey, Richard and Mary Ann  76
gaming pieces  154, 155, 156
gardens  54, 56, 69, 75, 76, 80, 85, 178; see also orchard
garderobe 58–9, 60, 63, 65, 67, 183
Garendon Abbey (Leics)  8, 9
gatehouse  69
Gawdy, Thomas  61
geology  4, 29
Gibson, A.J.  81
gild of St George  60
glass

objects 128, 129
vessels 29
see also window glass

glaziers  9, 104
Gleane, Thomas  69
Gosselyn, Robert  57
granary  39
gravours  9
Great Hospital  60
Great Yarmouth (Norfolk)

coal  186
fishery  48, 55, 169, 170
pottery  129, 131
sea surge  8
shipping  182
Toppe family  61

Greene, Daniell  69
Grene, Robert  10
Grey, Edmund  61
Greyfriars  8, 9–10, 13, 170, 180
grocer  69

hand-axes  10

handles, bone/ivory  122, 154, 155, 156
hanse  48, 183
Harming, Mrs E.  81
harness swivel, copper alloy 115, 116–17, 181
Harrington and Broughton  76
Harvey Lane  11
hasp, iron 100, 102
hearth, Building 18  54, 55, 60
hearth lining  93
Hedersette, Sir Simon de  9
heel irons  118
Heritage Lottery Fund  4, 5
Hildebrond’s hospital  8, 10, 13
hinge fittings, iron 100, 102
Hobrough Lane  5, 181
Hochstetter, A., plan by  80, 81, 82, 83, 180, 186
Holgate see Mariners Lane
Holkham (Norfolk), Coke family  10
hollow way 44, 46, 53, 59
hones see whetstones
hooked shank, iron  121
hooks, iron  121; see also tenter-hooks; wallhooks
Horns Lane (Skygate)  180
horse equipment

copper alloy 115, 116–17
iron 119, 123–4

horseshoes, iron  123, 124
horticulture, evidence for  178; see also gardens; orchard
Hoveton St Peter (Norfolk), Robert Broun of  61
Howard, Lord Henry  10, 14, 187
Howard House  14
Howe, Lady Cecilia de  9
human bone  158

ice merchant  87
immigrants  43, 75, 187
Ingham, Lady Elizabeth de  9
inkwells, glass  129
innkeeping  69, 75, 76, 81, 187
inscriptions

clay pipes  152, 153, 154
door head  104, 105
glass vessels 129
pottery  144–5
thimble 113, 116
see also brick stamps; coins; jettons; tile stamp; token

iron working  124–5; see also foundry
ironmonger  69
ironwork

non-structural  118, 119–20, 121–3, 124
structural  99, 100–1, 102

Isaac son of Jurnet  8
ivory working  154, 156

jettons  112
John of Norwich  48
Johnston, J.M.  87
Julian of Norwich  12

keelmen  10, 69
Kettle, James  76
Kett’s rebellion  75
keys, iron 101, 102
kiln site  12; see also limekilns
King Street

antler-working  180
archaeological background  10–14
historical background  8–10
limekiln  186
location and topography 4, 5
origins and development  179–80
by property: No 45  14; Nos 51–53  11, 12, 13, 52; Nos 56–60  14;
Nos 66–68  14; No 67  13; No 70  12, 14; No 72  14; No 79  14; No
80  12, 13; Nos 82–84  14; Nos 86–90  14; No 91  14; Nos 93–95
12; Nos 110–112  12; No 111  80, 81, 82, 84; Nos 113–115  69, 80,
81, 84; Nos 115–117  69, 84, 87; No 116  12; No 117  76, 80, 81,
84; No 118  12, 14; No 119  76, 78, 80, 81, 83, 84; No 121  69, 81,
84; No 123  69, 76, 84, 87; No 125 3, 11, 14, 21, 68, 75; No 127 3,
14, 68, 75; No 129  14, 186; Nos 134–136  13; Nos 150–164  13;
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No 168 (Ship Inn)  14; Nos 170–172  14; No 174  14; Nos 178–180
14; Nos 183–189  12, 13–14;  Nos 238–249  12, 14, 181, 182

King’s Lynn (Norfolk)  9, 129, 161–3, 164, 186
Kirkpatrick, John  180
kitchens

Building 16  6, 53, 65
Building 18  6, 54–6, 60, 67, 183, 184

knives, iron 120, 121–2

label stop  97, 98, 99
lace-tags, copper alloy 113, 114
lamps

ceramic  11, 132, 133, 147, 180
glass 129
iron  118, 119, 120

landgable  8, 57, 60, 61, 68
Langley (Norfolk)

abbey  9, 10, 48, 49
John Barney of  68

Lark, Emma  80
latrine pit 65; see also cesspits; garderobe
Launceston Castle (Cornwall), animal bone  161–3, 164
lead objects 117, 118
lead working  43, 124, 125
leather objects  157
Leicester (Leics), animal bone  161–3, 164
limekilns  10, 186
limewash  99, 107
limeworking  9, 10, 107–8, 186
Lincoln (Lincs), animal bone  161–2, 164
Lincoln, John  152
linen industry  9, 10, 43
linen smoother 128, 129
links, iron  120–121
Little Wenham Hall (Suffolk)  186
location 4
locks, iron 101, 102
Lodge, Mr  81
loop, iron  118
Lower Conesford  8
Lowestoft (Suffolk)  187

Magdalen Street  4
mahogany merchant  76
malting  81
malting tiles  93, 95, 96
Mann Egerton site  11, 30, 128
Mariners Lane (Holgate)  180
Marshall family  75

Ann  69
Christopher  69, 75
Elizabeth  69

Marsham family
Cecylye  61, 68
James  62, 68
John  60, 61, 68

Martin, John  76
Meadows  11
Meddeyz-Inn  57, 69
Mendham Staithe  61
Merkeshale, Sir William de  9
metalworking  151, 187

debris  124–5
shop 68, 70, 72, 73–4, 75
see also bell-founding; copper alloy working; iron working; lead
working

Mickleborough, Susan  76
Middaies (Myddayes)  57, 68, 69
Midday family  60, 183

Adam  49, 57, 61
John  61
Roger  57, 61
William son of Roger  57

Millard and Manning  83
millstone fragments  126, 127
Mingay, Mary  69
Mingay, Roger  69
mint  112
Mitson, Samuel  76, 80, 81, 83
Mitson’s Yard 77, 78

molluscs  172, 173
Montague, Lady  9
Monthermer family  57
Moreux, Sir Thomas  9
Morgan, Jane  152
Morgans (brewers)  187
Morse, Mary the elder  69
Morse, Mary the younger  69
mortars (stone)  125
mortars, renders and plasters  106–9, 186
Mottram, John  68, 69
moulds, ceramic  151
Mountergate  5, 11, 12, 14, 180
Muryell, John  61
Music House  12–13, 14

location  8
owners  9, 10, 12, 48, 57, 187

nails, iron  99, 121, 124
Nall, Mr  55
New Barge  76
New Common Staithe  9, 61
Newhouse, H. & Co. Ltd  14
Newton Flotman (Norfolk), Blundeville family  104
Nicholas, C.M., drawing by 185
Nierop-Reading  28
Noller, John  61, 69
Norfolk Archaeological and Historical Research Group  5
Norfolk Archaeological Unit  5, 10, 12, 13, 179
Norfolk Museums and Archaeology Service  6
Norfolk and Norwich Archaeological Society  13
Norfolk and Norwich Heritage Trust  4, 5
Norfolk Research Committee  12, 13
Norman conquest, impact of  43, 181
Normans Buildings  11
North Elmham Park (Norfolk), animal bone  161–2, 164
North Mill  14
Norwich City Council  1, 4, 15, 84
Norwich City Football Club  10
Norwich Rescue Archaeological Team  5
Norwich Survey  12, 13
Novi Sad Friendship Bridge  5

Oak Street, pottery  129, 131, 152
Okehampton (Devon), animal bone  161–3, 164
Old Barge Inn  15, 187, 188

Period 7  75
Period 8  76, 80–1
Period 9  81, 82, 84, 85, 86, 87

Old Barge Yard
description  15, 25
location 1, 5
Period 3  45, 46, 47
Period 4 50, 51, 53, 56
Period 5 58
Period 6 62, 65, 68
Period 7 70
Period 8  76, 77, 81
Period 9 53, 66, 81, 82, 83, 87, 185, 189

Old Common Staithe  9
orchard  69, 73, 75
Ormesby (Norfolk), Clere properties  57
ovens 30, 32, 36, 39, 80
Overrowe  57

Page family
Adam  48
Henry  49
John  43, 48–9, 51–3, 56, 60, 183
John of Bixley  49, 57
Nicholas  49

paint  99, 107
painters  9
Palace Street  11, 179, 181
palaeochannels  10
Palmer, Simon le  48, 183
pantiles  90, 96, 187
parasites  174, 175
Paston family  10, 13

William  61, 104
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Peachye, William  69
peat  34, 55
Period 1 (late 10th–late 11th centuries)

building materials, ceramic  93
discussion  180–1
excavation evidence  29, 30–5, 36
plant macrofossils  172

Period 2 (late 11th–late 12th centuries)
building materials, ceramic  93
discussion  181
excavation evidence 36–42, 43
plant macrofossils  172

Period 3 (late 12th–late 13th centuries)
building materials, ceramic  93
discussion  181, 182
excavation evidence  43, 44–7
historical background  8, 43
plant macrofossils  173

Period 4 (late 13th–mid 14th centuries)
building materials, ceramic  93–6
discussion  182–3
excavation evidence 48, 49, 50–2, 53–4, 55, 56–7
historical background  8–9, 48–9

Period 5 (mid 14th–early 15th centuries)
building materials, ceramic  96
discussion  183
excavation evidence 57–9, 60
historical background  9, 57

Period 6 (early 15th–mid 16th centuries)
building materials, ceramic  96
discussion  183–4
excavation evidence 60, 62, 63, 64–7, 68
historical background  9–10, 60–2

Period 7 (mid 16th–late 17th centuries)
building materials, ceramic  96
discussion  184, 187
excavation evidence 68, 70, 71, 72, 73–5
historical background  10, 68–70
plant macrofossils  173

Period 8 (late 17th–mid 19th centuries)
building materials, ceramic  96
discussion  187
excavation evidence 76–7, 78, 79, 80–1
historical background  10, 76

Period 9 (mid 19th–late 20th centuries)
building materials, ceramic  96
discussion  187–8
excavation evidence  84, 85–6, 87–8
historical background  10, 81–4

Phillips, John  69
Pied Friars (Friars of Our Lady)  9, 10, 13
pier 97, 99
pins

bone  154, 155, 156, 181
copper alloy 113, 114

pipe, wooden  156, 157; see also clay pipes
pits

Period 1 30, 32, 33, 34, 36
Period 2  36, 38, 39
Period 3  45
Period 4  50
see also cesspits; latrine pit

plant macrofossils
discussion  173
methodology  170
results by period  172–3
results by type: cereals and food plants  170–2; wild flora  172;
miscellaneous  172

plasters see mortars, renders and plasters
pleasure garden  10, 187
plumb-bob, lead 117
Plunkett, George  87
pollen analysis  173–5
port, King Street as  182
Pottergate  181, 187
pottery

assemblage  129
described by period: Roman  130, 131; early to middle Saxon  130,
131; late Saxon  130, 131, 132, 133; early medieval 132, 133–7;
late medieval  137–9, 140, 142, 143; early post-medieval  139,

140–1, 142, 143, 144; modern wares 141, 142, 143, 144–5;
unidentified  146–7
discussion  147–52
methodology  129–31
quantification  130, 147, 148–5
residuality  147

Prince of Wales Road  5
property boundaries  6, 181

Period 1 30, 34
Period 2 36
Period 3 44
Period 4 48, 49, 54, 56
Period 5 57
Period 6 60
Period 7 68, 75
Period 8 76

PS1  181
Period 1  29, 30–1, 32, 34–6
Period 2  36
Period 3  43, 46

PS1/2, Period 4 48, 49, 50, 51
PS2  181

Period 1  29, 30–3, 34–6
Period 2 36–9, 42, 43
Period 3  43, 44, 45, 46

PS3  181
Period 1  29, 30–1, 34–5, 36
Period 2 35, 36, 40–2, 43
Period 3 42, 45–7
Period 4 48, 50, 51–3

punches/sets, iron 119, 123

quarries/quarrying  13, 36, 43, 180, 181, 182, 186
quays  8, 9, 49, 182; see also Mendham Staithe; New Common

Staithe; Old Common Staithe; St Ann’s Staithe
Quayside  180
quenching tub  73
quern fragments  126, 127

Rainbow  13–14
Raven Yard  14
reamer, iron 119, 123
rectory  15, 81, 84, 188
renders see mortars, renders and plasters
Rieder see Ryder
ring-ditches  10, 179
rings, iron  118, 120
Riverside development  5, 128
road, Period 3  45, 46, 47
road network  12, 179, 180
Robeshert, Sir Terry  61
roof, Dragon Hall  21, 96, 187
Rose Lane  5
Rouen Road  5
rove plates, iron  99, 102
Rufus, Robert  12, 51
Ryder (Rieder), Ralph  61

St Anne’s Wharf  128
St Ann’s Cottage 2–3, 84, 187–8
St Ann’s Lane

location and topography 1, 4, 5
Period 4  49, 53, 56
Period 5  57, 60
Period 6  61–2, 68
Period 7  69, 70
Period 9  81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 187, 188
by property number: Nos 9–10a  69, 81, 82–3, 87; Nos 10–10a
82–3; Nos 11–12  81, 83, 86; No 14  80, 81, 84, 87

St Ann’s Staithe  70
St Bartholomew parish  62
St Clement parish  9, 10, 61
St Edward parish  10
St Etheldreda parish  10
St Giles’ Hospital  12
St John Timberhill parish  61
St Julian’s Alley  5, 14, 180
St Julian parish  4, 8, 9, 10, 61, 81, 84, 181
St Martin-at-Palace Plain, excavations  56, 129, 131, 170, 181, 183
St Michael Conesford parish  9
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St Peter Mancroft parish  61
St Peter Parmentergate parish  9, 10, 62, 81, 84
St Peter Southgate parish  9, 10
SS Simon and Jude parish  60
St Vedast parish  9
salthusa 55
Sandgate see Thorn Lane
scissors, iron 120, 122
screens passage 21–2, 25, 27, 56, 67, 183
sculpture see carving
sea levels, rise in  182
sea surge  8
Sekford, Thomas  61
sets see punches/sets
shears, iron  121, 122
shellfish  172, 180–1
shipowner  87
shoe fragments  157
The Sick Man’s Friend  81
Skelton, Mr  76
skinning, evidence for  166, 167
slag, iron  123, 124–5, 180
sluice  65, 67
Smithdale, Thomas & Sons  87, 187
Smyth, Henry  61
soil micromorphology and chemistry  175, 176, 177–8
South Conesford  62
spandrels 15, 20–1
spearheads

Bronze Age  11
medieval 124

spillages, lead  125
spindle whorls, bone  154, 155, 156
Splitte, John  10, 61, 184
Splyth the brewer  61
spoon bit, iron  123
spurs

copper alloy  116
iron 119, 123–4

squint  22, 25, 51
stables  6, 69, 76, 80, 87, 178
Stapilton (Stabilton), Sir Miles  61
staples, iron  99, 100, 102
status  43, 180, 181
Stepping Lane  5, 12, 180
Steward, John  76
stone

building  126–7, 186
objects  125–7
worked 97–8, 99
see also carving, stone

Stoneham Parva (Suffolk)  104
le Stonhous  48
storehouses  69, 75
Stowe, Henry de  8
strap fragments, iron  102
strap-end, copper alloy 115, 116
Stratton (Norfolk), rectory  57
Surlingham (Norfolk)  170
Swatman, A.  81, 188
Synagogue Street  87

tanners  9
tanning pit  12
Tas, river  10, 180
tenter-hooks, iron 120, 121
terrace 70, 71, 73, 75
thatch  34–6, 39, 96, 172, 175, 178, 179
thimbles, copper alloy 113, 116
Thomson family  10
Thorn Lane (Sandgate)  9, 12, 180
Three Merry Wherrymen  76, 80, 187
tile stamp  90
tiles, ceramic

floor  90, 92–3, 96
malting  93, 95, 96
Roman  93
roof  90, 93, 95, 96, 187
wall  93

timber

dating  109–11, 187
scarf joints 21
screen  21, 22
source  187

timber merchants  76, 80
token  112
Tombland  4, 180
topography  4–5
Toppe, Robert  10, 61, 67, 104, 184, 186
Toppe, William  61
trade  151, 186–7

Period 1  36, 180
Period 2  43
Period 3  46
Period 4  56–7
Period 5  60
Period 6  68
Period 7  75
Period 8  81
Period 9  87, 88

trivet, iron 120, 121
tube, iron  120, 121
Turner, Robert  76

undercroft
description 17, 19, 22, 24, 25, 27
excavation evidence  52–3, 67, 68, 183, 184
mortar  106, 107

University of East Anglia Archaeological Society  13
Utber, Bernard  61, 68
Utberdes, John  61

Vaux, Margaret de  9
Venta Icenorum 11, 179, 180
Vernon, Admiral  154
vessels

copper alloy 113, 116
iron 120, 121

wallhooks, iron  99, 100, 102
Warden Abbey (Beds)  8, 9, 48, 49
warehouses  6, 44, 46, 57, 58, 59
washing place  9
waste disposal  181
watermen  10
Watney Mann depot  12, 13
Watson family  81

Francis  76
Gilbert Pickering  76, 82, 84

Watts, F.  85
weavers/weaving  10, 76, 81, 187
wedge, antler  154, 155, 156
Wedyrby, Thomas  61
weights, lead 117; see also coin weight
Wendling Abbey (Norfolk)  9
Wenhaston (Suffolk)  69
Wensum, river

prehistoric activity  10, 179
significance of to site  180, 182, 183; Period 1  36, 180–1; Period 3
46; Period 4  8–9, 56; Period 5  60; Period 6  67–8; Period 7  75;
Period 8  80
topography  4–5

Wensum Lodge  14
West Cotton (Northants), animal bones  161–2, 164
Westwick Street  181
Wetherby, Thomas  61
wherries  182
whetstones  125–6
Whitefriars Street  181
Whittingham, A.B.  14, 60
Wichyngham, Ed.  61
window bars, iron  102
window fragment, stone 98, 99
window glass  102, 103, 104
window tax  76
wire fragments, iron  123
Withericke, Brigit  69
Withericke, Peter  69, 75, 187
Woburn Abbey (Beds), Norwich property

background  9
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discussion  181, 183
documentary and excavation evidence  43, 48, 49, 50, 51, 54, 55, 56

wooden objects  156, 157
Woodward, B.B.  12
woollendraper  69
woolmarket  61
World’s End Lane  181
Worsted Seld  61
writing lead 117, 118
Wymondham Abbey (Norfolk)  9, 10
Wytfield, John  69

X-shaped objects, iron 120

yards

Period 2  39, 40
Period 3  45
Period 4 50, 51, 54, 56
Period 5 58
Period 6  60, 62, 63
Period 8 77, 78, 80
Period 9 66, 82, 83, 85, 86, 87
see also Old Barge Yard

Yare, river  10, 179, 180, 182, 186, 187
Yelverton family  10
Youngs

John  76, 81, 84
Robert Carrs  81

Youngs, Crawshay & Youngs  81, 82, 84, 85, 87
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